SeIfdFENSE'·
fOr EDP man--- rs.
The micro invasion
has begun. And, chances
are, you've now got a lot of
different people in a lot
of different departments
using a lot of different
nucros.
Now there's a way for
you to control and maximize the benefits of all the
different micros in your
domain.

Fight back with dBASE II~
dBASE II is the relational database
management system from Ashton.:rate
that enables you to manage your microbased corporate data resources with the
high level of consistency and sophistication you've enjoyed with mainframe and
minicomputer systems.
Armed with dBASE IT and the
dBASE II RunTime™ program development module, you can write programs
which will enable micro users in each .
department to lido their own thing" while
creating complete database consistency
.
thr<?ughout the company.
dBASE II is a powerful, flexible way
for you to effectively manage the micro
proliferation.

Help is here.
If you'd like to know more about
how dBASE IT and RunTime can help you
win the micro management battle, contact
Ashton.:rate today. 10150 West Jefferson
Boulevard, Culver City, CA 90230.
(800) 437-4329, ext. 217. In Colorado
(303) 799-4900. In the U.K. (0908) 568866.

ASHTON -TAlE OTM
dBASE II is a registered trademark and RunTime is a trademark of Ashton-Tate.
Suggested retail price for dBASE II is $700.
© Ashton-Tate 1984
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tacle of the 1984
Olympic Games is
one of the most extensive data
communications systems ever
built.
The Electronic Messaging
System-12 computers, 1,700
terminals, 300 printers-was
created for the 1984 Olympics
by AT&T. And tied together with
Infotron networking equipment.
The EMS is designed to
replace the old system of handcarried reports in the world's
first multi-site Olympics. It does
everything from displaying
event results, to supplying athlete biographies for reporters,
~

to providing schedules, qual- .
ifying information and personal
messages to the participants
themselves.
The system's true complexity
lies in the numbers of people
it serves: the 50,000 officials
and reporters, coaches and
athletes of the Olympic family.
But the demands placed on it
are very much like the demands
all Infotron customers place on
their networks.
Performance. Flexibility.
Reliability.
Advanced Network Integration from Infotron-a sound
basis for networks of any size
or configuration. Simple.
Or breathtakingly complex.

We're proud of the part we're
playing.

Infolron.
First in performance and reliability.
"nf~n syste~c;;r~,-

9 North Olney Avenue, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003.
Or call toll-free: 1-800-345-4636.

Send for our informative book,
Making It Through the Maze of Data
Communications.
05/15
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Introducing

ThenelNNCR
COM Systems
Designed for people who thought they
couldn't afford'high-speed computer output.
A state-of-the-art COM system is
now within your budget. And
more than that, when you select
the NCR 5310 or 5320, you'll enjoy the latest technology and the
best value in COM systems.
Controlled by the versatile NCR
Personal Computer, these two
COM systems offer the most costeffective methods of producing
microfiche today.
Of course that NCR PC is only
one of the reasons these COM
systems are among the most advanced in the industry~ For further
proof, take a look at the other
features you can have working for
you:
• wet or dry film processing
• highly sophisticated camera
system

• self-loading streaming tape
drive
• optional console printer
• job statistics
• detailed diagnostics
• upgradable to NCR minicomputerCOM systems
Learn more about the affordable
COM systems: the 5310 and
5320. Call or write NCR Micrographic Systems Division, 520
Logue Ave., Dept. 1650, Mountainview, CA 94043.
1-800-227-9964.
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very Nixdorf Computer system has to pass the most
demanding tests in the industry. Then after that, it
has to get past a very tough customer: a Nixdorf Manufacturing Quality Technician. And only when the system
performs perfectly, will one of our Technicians put his or
her personal card inside.
All of which means that your system will work when it's
installed. And to make sure it keeps working, we back
you with a support network of 386 locations in 33 different countries, including 100 in North America alone.
For 32 years, Nixdorf has been providing solutions
for the information processing needs of all kinds of
businesses. And today, we're a billion-dollar computer

company with 16, 000 people and over 110, 000 systems
installed around the world.
So if you want to do business with people known
for quality down to the last detail, make your first call
to Nixdorf.
Nixdorf Computer Corporation,
300 Third Avenue, Waltham, MA 02154

, 1___ .

___ i

NIXDORF
[ _ _ _ ,_ .__ .
_ 1
COMPUTER
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We make no bones about it. The right computer

time - without any software conversion at all. Flexibility like this lets you fit the computers to your
company. Not the other way around.
The HP 3000 is really several computers in one.
It's a powerful data processing system with 466
off-the-shelf software packages from Accounting to
Zoning. You'll find the HP 3000 just as helpful as
an office system, too. And its programmer productivwithyou~
ity tools have been designed to cut new applications
You can put a system for as few as four users
in one department. Use intermediate size systems in development time as much as 80 percent.
Your controller will also like the way our lease
other areas. Or our largest computer that handles
up to 400. If you have a lot of small offices,you can plans grow with you. Instead of starting from scratch
when you add to your computer, we simply upgrade
link up small systems. And tie them into our distributed mainframe at your regional headquarters. the original contract.
For a demonstration, call your local HP sales office
As well as your big IBM back at the main office.
As the whole family is fully compatible, you can listed in the white pages. Or write for more inforchange, rearrange, upgrade and add them at anymation to: Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Tom Rappath,

canhelp you go through changes ~asily. The wrong
one can make cha11ge really painful.
That's why the HP3000 family is so popular
with companies that move with the times. Whether
you're moving from a centralized to decentralized
operation, or vice versa, our computers will adapt

I

I
I
I
~

I

I

As you change, the HP3000 computer

Dept. 004193, 19055 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino,
CA 95014. In Europe, contact Henk van Lammeren,
Hewlett~Packard, Dept. 004193, P. O. Box 529,
1180 AM Amstelveen, The Netherlands.
Whether you're a dog food company or an insura:t;lce firm with special coverage for mailmen,yoll
can start with an HP 3000. And keep changing and
growing. Without any ~ibbles about compatibility.

Productivity. Not promises.
rh~
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familycbangesrightalongwithyou.
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You'rethis
,close to the
perfect
DBMS.

Twenty Years AgofTen Years Ago

LOOKING
BACK

Cullinet's IDMSIR

se~sareconrlng

to your area.
City & State

Date

Albany, NY
Atlanta,GA
Austin, TX
Baltimore, MD
Bloomington, IL
Cedar Rapids, IA
Chicago,IL
Cincinnati, OH
Cleveland,OH
Columbus, OH
Denver, CO
Detroit, MI
Fairfield, NJ
Ft. Wayne, IN
Ft. Worth, TX
Grand Junction, CO
Grand Rapids, MI
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
Knoxville, TN
Lincoln, NE
Lexington, KY
Los Angeles, CA
Merrimack, NH
Milwaukee, WI
Minneapolis, MN
Montreal, PQ
Montreal, PQ
NewYork,NY
New York, NY
New York/
Long Island, NY
New York/Rye, NY
Norfolk, VA
Oakbrook, IL
Oakland,CA
Omaha,NE
Orange County, CA
Ottawa, ON
Providence, RI
Raleigh, NC
Regina, SK
Rochester, NY
Sacramento, CA
St. Louis, MO
Salt Lake City, UT
Seattle, WA
South Bend, IN
Tallahassee, FL
Tampa,FL
Thronto, ON
Ventura,CA
Washington, DC
Wichita, KS
Winnipeg, MB

June 12
June 19
June 6
June 5
June 26
June 26
June 12
July 18
July 11
June 27
June 13
June 19
June 7
July 11
June 12
. June20
June 7
July 10
June 28
June 13
June 7
June 27
June 28
June 19
June 14
June 21
June 7
June 19
June 20
July 24
June 14
June 12
June 14
July 12
June 26
June 13
June 19
June 5
June 14
June 21
June 13
June 21
June 5
June 19
June 27
June 12
June 21
June 20
June 6
June 21
June 26
June 28
June 6
June 12

IDMSIR is Cullinet's relational
DBMS that solves the needs of
both DP professionals and end
users. Find out all about this
remarkable advance in database
teclIDology.
Call 1-800-225-9930 for reservations at the seminar nearest you.

Database: Cullinet
See our ad on page 12.
cs; 1984 Cullinet Software. Inc .• 400 Blut Hill Drive.
Westwood, MA 02090.
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360 FEEDBACK
May 1964: After the previous month's announcement of the IBM'S SystemJ360, DATAMATION editor Bob Forest tried to
separate fact from ballyhoo, and gather
some of the industry's initial reactions to
Big Blue's newest offspring.
. One user (then using IBM'S 7090,
the most popular of its 7000 line), with a
heavy machine language program investment, doubted his management would be
willing to spend the necessary reprogramming bucks. Another user felt his company
had enough '90 power to satisfy its requirements for the following four or five years.
But then again, his company ordered some
360s anyway.
A commercial dper who ordered
two 30s and a 40 (in addition to ~arlier
orders for current IBM, Honeywell, and
Burroughs gear) said he was' "somewhat
impressed" by the 360's 110 flexibility. He
was going to use the 30s to replace a 14011
1460, thereby cutting his IBM rental expenditures by almost 50%. One maverick
balked at his company's 360 orders saying
that he couldn't imagine this being the best
offer for the next 10 years.
Forest speculated that the outfit
least likely to be hurt by IBM'S announcement (on the surface, anyway) was GE, with
its "400 compatibles" line. The problem,
there, however, was that GE lacked a mass
random access device.
RCA and NCR both had random
access devices, and RCA was quick to point
out thai its 3488 had greater capacity than
NCR'S CRAM and more speed than IBM's announced counterpart. On the other hand,
RCA and NCR lacked a complete, compatible
family. Forest expected Honeywell might
still be able to make some inroads into 1401
territory, although maybe at a slower pace,
providing its Liberator lived up to its advance billing. Control Data had the beginnings of a family with some compatibility
in the 3200-3400.,3600 line, and was expected to come out with something under
the 3200 within the year. It was expected
that CDC'S 6600'would have a year-or two
at the most-of breathing room before
IBM'S first 70 was delivered.
The smaller competitors-sDs,
Packard Bell, ASI, DEC, and others-

seemed to be hit pretty hard by the 360, yet
Forest thought their biggest trump card
would be the ability to "marshall a small
engineering crew to create a new system in
six months to a year, without massive R&D
overhead. "

PAYCHECK POLL
May 1974: DATAMATION produced its first
salary survey article from a base of 1,265
U. S. firms that cooperated in the yearly reconstruction of a salary database. The database was compiled and provided by the
Philip H. Weber Salary Administration Services Section of A.S. Hansen Inc.
The survey was broken down into
two main charts. The first listed jobs in
conventional organizations that reported to
the dp manager. The second chart listed
those jobs in organizations reporting to other managers. Column headings were Nationwide Averages, Number in Survey, and
Normal Salary Ranges vs. Installation Size
Determined by Monthly Hardware Rental.
Five salaries were reported for each position in the chart of nationwide averages.
The next part of the chart listed .salaries by installation sizes. These were determined by monthly hardware rental: to
$6000, $12,000, $25,000, $50,000, and
over $50,000.
.
The nationwide average salary for
dp managers in that year (in conventional
organizations) was $477 a week. The low
salary was $214 a week, and the high was
$938 a week. Average for a systems programming manager was $382 a week, with
a low of $231 and a high of $585. Applications programming managers drew a low
salary of $169 a week, a high' of $620 a
week, and an average of $357 a week. A
systems analysis manager received an average salary of $389 a week, with a low of
$211 and a high of $643.
The salary survey was not broken
down by geographic locations. This survey
looked at a slice of the data that represented
one level of pay. In other words, the numbers came from cities alike or nearly alike in
their dp pay scales. These "similar" cities
included Los Angeles, Chicago, Cleveland, Fort Worth, Miami, Phoenix, Tulsa,
and Washington, D.C.

-Lauren D'Attilo

NATlJRAL,·Fourth-GenemtionInfonnation·'ProcessingSystems
ASk the MIS Department at Morgan Stanley how
t~eydecide

what software to, buy, and you'll hear the
nQ-nonsense logic that has riladethe~America's ·lead~
ing'investment bank,' in the underwriting,. sales, and
tniding of ,securities..
At Morgan' Stanley, revenues per' employee have· .
s~gnificantly increased' in the last decade" thanks to a
series of company-wide initia tives . MIS 's contrlbu don
to this effort has been the implementation of a software
approach specifically designed to make the m()st of
~ach employee's, time-and, every dollar, spent on
MIS.:
.
. Implementing that approach has been helped
dramatically. by the use ofadvanced 'productivity tools
from Software AG.With ADABAS, our relational data
base management system, worldwide financial, informa. tion is available, instantly to meet an average of 15 million requests a day. And through the use of NATURAL,

our fourth~generation information processing system;
Morgan Stanley has improved programmer productivity
, by 500%, or more.
. " With performance like this, no wonder NATURAL
is the world's most w,idelyinstalled system of its ,type.
And no wonder that the Morgan Stanleysof the world
are 'increasingly turning to ,Software, AG products for
their demonstrable effects" on the, bottom line.'
Systems software can be an expensive iilVestment.
But if you're prudent, it can pay off handsomely. To
find out more about ADABAS, NATURAL, and other
Software AG products, call ,or write ,today.
SoftwareAGof North' Am'erica, Inc.
11800 SUIuise Valley Drive .
Reston, VA 22091
(703) 860-5050
Copyright 1983. ADABAS, NET-WORK, NATURAL and PREDICT are trademarks of Software AG of North Amenca, Inc.

G"SS1~RI;e~~~ I~G
Powerful Software, Solutions
'--.
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MiniFrame: another first from Convergent
Technologies. Super-minicomputer power at
PC prices.
OEMs can now meet the needs of small to
medium-sized organizations for low-cost,
high-performance systems capable of handling
large UNIX-based-applications.
The MiniFrame system-which effectively
opens a whole new market for you-is unique
not just for its price/performance advantages.
It also provides complete flexibility in meeting
.requirements ranging from single-user
"personal UNIX systems" to eight-terminal . .
data-processing installations.·
.

Graceful upgrade path to
the MegaFrame:
M

. 'Convergenf
Technologies

The MegaFrame, Convergent Technologies'
revolutionary super-minicomputer system, utilizes
multiple processors; has expansion potential to
128 users, 8 MIPS and gigabytes of disk storage. It
enables OEMs to handle today's growing demand
for computing services without discarding a single piece of hardware
... or l5eing forced into expensive
CPU upgraaes.
Applications software can be
transported - unchanged - from
the MiniFrame to the MegaFrame
whenever the workload requires it.
The two systems are object-code
compatible, allowing OEMs to provide a complete family of systems.
MegaFrame: proof that if anyone can build a UNIX system the
way it should be built- it's Convergent Technologies .

. .Where great. ideas come together
. CIRCLE 11
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trademark of Bell Te ephone laboratories, Inc., VAX is a .
Corp. I Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corp./ and AIM is a trademark oi

· ''lDMS/R represents amqjor
advance indatnbase technology?'
Dave Litwack*

Because-IDMS!R is the first
relational DBMS designed
for both the DPprofessional
and the end user.
IDMSIR is not only a relational
database management system,
but a particularly powenul
one. IDMS was made
relational by removing all
pointers and allowing the
user to define data as
tables and providing the
traditional relational
operators such as
selects, projects and
joins. The major
benefitofa
relational DBMS
is the capacity
to develop
applications
faster because
the developer
does not have to
be concerned with
the database design.
IDMSIR provides this
and much more.
*DavidLitwack is Cullinet's Vice President
ofProduct Development. Mr. Litwack has
For example, the
contributed significantly to the many techAutomatic
System
Facility (ASF) of
nical advances Cullinet has achieved in data·
IDMSIR is a major advance over fourth
base software products, including IDMSIR.
generation languages. The ASF is so
Mr. Litwackjoined Cullinet in 1976. He is
a Cum Laude graduate of Brandeis Univer- comprehensive and easy to use that
sity and holds a Masters in Computer
all a user need do, to develop an
Sciencefrom Boston University.
application, is define a relational
Computer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
record. The Automatic System
NamelTitle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Facility dynamically generates all
Company/Department _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
necessary
supporting structures
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
including data definitions, screen
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
format-'" application processing
State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __
logic, and documentation. So, the
Phone ....
( ---'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
developer can witness the application
Mail to: CulUnet Software, Inc., 400 Blue Hill Drive. Westwood. MA 02090-2198.
Attn: Corporate Meeting,.
being produced, literally, in seconds.
Cullinet Software products are designed to run on IBM 3601370, 30XX or 43XX or plug·
rompatible computers.
This capability makes IDMSIR the

DM 5/15

penect system for the end user.
Data processing professionals
can use the ASF to help develop
production applications. The ASF
can be used to build a prototype that
can be enhanced, using Cullinet's
fourth generation language, ADS/
Online, into a complex production
application. But, when they build a
complex high volume application
using IDMSIR, DP professionals
require outstanding penormance.
Typically, 5 % of the dc;tta relationships
Goins) in any application are accessed
95 % of the time. With IDMSIR,
they can simply change these
relationships to predefined joins and
benefit from a dramatic boost in
penormance. We call it Relational
F'astpath. Relational Fastpath makes
IDMSIR a unique DBMS and a penect
system for DP professionals' system
development needs.
In addition, IDMSIR has the most
sophisticated back-up and recovery
capability of any DBMS, full integration
with personal computers and is also
integrated with Cullinet's complete
line of fmancial and manufacturing
applications.
In summary, IDMSIR was designed
to satisfy the requirements of those
who want to develop applications
faster and those who have the
responsibility of processing them.
For further information, attend a
Cullinet Seminar. Mail the attached coupon or call Cullinet at 1-800-225-9930
(in Massachusetts, 617-329-7700) for
a complete schedule.

Database: CIJ]linet

© 1984 Cullinet Software, Inc., 400 Blue Hill Drive, Westwood, MA 02090-2198
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LOOK AHEAD
STILL WAITING
ON VENUS

The company will acknowledge that it is at least
one year late. Former employees say double that
figure. Whichever view you take, everyone in the
DEC world is still awaiting the company's new
5 MIPS Venus.
Sources say ·we can now expect an
October/November announcement (llcertainly after
Labor Dayll) of both Venus and the new single-board
MicroVAX 2. _Volume on both is expected for spring
1985. Also expect a slew of personal computer
products from the Maynard giant, with the focus
firmly on IBM compatibility. Included will be a
new low-end Rainbow and local area network software linking all three of DEC's pcs to its All-inOne office automation solution and into Venus.
Announcement is expected by year-end.

ADP GOES
VIDEOTEX

Casting about for ways to shore up a sagging service bureau business, ADP begins testing a horne
banking videotex service this month in 20 market
areas, covering 25 to 200 homes per area. - Joining
ADP will be 19 IIparticipatingll financial institutions, each paying $275,000 to $500,000 depending
on the number of terminals in the test site, and
12 lIobservers,1I an ADP source says. Plans are to
use AT&T's $900 Sceptre cordless videotex terminals and, later, pcs. Several pricing strategies
will also be tested. The database, which includes
funds transfer and automatic or manual bill paying
applications, will reside on two VAX systems.

BIG BUCKS BACK
SUPERMICROS

Edge Computer Corp., Minneapolis, completed the
largest first round venture capital placement in
-Minnesota's history last month. The $11.1 million
placement was larger than comparable backings for
Control Data, Network Systems, Cray, CPT, or
Lee Data, as well as the $10 million backing for
Compaq, the record placement for a micro supplier.
Money was raised among 12 venture firms, including
Brentwood Associates and Interwest. Norwest
Growth Fund, Minneapolis, led the venture.
Plans
are to build a supermicro that will implement the
Motorola 68000 instruction set on a gate array
chip set. Founders include former executives and
engineers from IBM and CDC.

MEGATEK LAGS
ON GRAPHICS

Megatek's new Merlin 9200 graphics system, slated
for introduction this week, has been delayed
about two weeks, company sources say. The system
incorporates multiprocessors with a local hierarchical database for both graphic and textual
data, local multitasking, and networking.
It also
uses an antialiasing technique called pixel
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phasing, which deflects the electron beam by fractions of a pi~el. The San Diego firm has applied
for a, patent on the technique, which it says gives
the 9200 a virtual resolution of 3,072 x 2,304
pixels on a 19-inch monitor, with 4,096 colors.
M'SOFT YANKS
MAC PROGRAM

A bug with potentially catastrophic consequences has forced Microsoft to recall all copies of
its Multiplan spreadsheet program for the Apple
Macintosh pc. The "save" command actually destroys files, we hear, but Microsoft says it has
been corrected. All registered users will get a
free update, and dealers who send Microsoft the
defective software will soon get replacements.
The recall is expected to take several weeks and
severely delay the Bellevue, Wash., Mac Multiplan
shipping schedule.

NCR PICKS
UNIX FOR PC

NCR Corp. is quietly developing a Unix workstation based on the same proprietary 32-bit chip
set that is used for the 9000 series mainframes.
The machine, aimed at department level users in
Fortune 1,000-type companies, is targeted for a
fall introduction. It's unclear how the micro
would affect NCR's Decision Mate workstations,
which serve the same market and also run Unix,
although only in emulation under the control of
the host operating system.

NEW GOALS
AT PRIME

Prime Computer is looking to raise its oem business from virtually nothing now to as much as
10% of total sales four years hence, insiders
claim. Look for Prime to grow the top end of its
line and mount a large systems push in the government sector. Over the past year, the company's
cost of sales soared from 42% to 47% of total
revenues, in part because of a shift to low-end
products with no simultaneous high-end push. The
Natick firm's new 9950 "pipeline" cpu with highspeed ECL and on-board diagnostics processor is
a first step to remedying this, and we've heard
that a follow-on 10 MIPper will be on the way
fairly soon.

RUMORS AND RAW
RANDOM DATA

Printronix Inc. got a shot in the arm for its
struggling microcomputer printer line when Tandy
Corp. inked a contract to sell the Irvine, Calif.,
manufacturer's MVP line printer with the model
2000 micros •.•• Look for a networked version of
Open Access, the relational DBMS for micros from
Software Products International, San Diego, at the
NCC. It may also have a low-end version out by
then •••• Masstor Systems Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.,
has delayed introduction of Massnet until summer.
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Statistical and Reporting Software
sPss Inc. a leading producer of statistical software for over 15 years, with
more than a half million manuals sold in 80 countries, is making micro waves
with SPSS/PC and SPSS/Pro:" Two powerful new statistical and reporting
programs which were designed for the IBM Personal Computer and the
DEC Professional 350.

POWERFUL STATISTICS
~ Crosstabulations

TOTAL INTEGRATION
File management of large
or small data sets

~ ·Analys.is of variance

Input & output to popular
PC programs

~ Multiple regression
~ Over 25 integrated procedures

CUSTOM DISPLAYS

Flexible data transformations

EASY TO LEARN

Automatic or custom reports

Simple English commands

Fully labeled tables

Tutorial & demonstration
diskette included

Plots & graphs
Comprehensive documentation
for all levels of users

444 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 329-2400

For the DEC Professional 350, and soon for the
IBM PC with hard disk. To discover how SPSS
can help you make waves, call us for the full
story. (312) 329-2400.

SPSS, SPSS/PC and SPSS/Pro are trademarks of SPSS Inc. for its proprietary computer software. IBM PC is a trademark of
IBM Corporation. DEC and DEC Professional are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
© Copyright 1983, SPSS Inc.
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Today's COM
from Bell & Howell
, is a whole different
story. Our 6650
is a compact, dry

~~~1~~~~"t8

~~~~u\:J&I·

self~con:~~d~~::;st~~~rbo~

ratory, no chemicals, no water. Nothing!
n~
What's more, with most COM systems, you
have to hire expensive technicians. And put up with
frustrating operating procedures that often cause delays.
But not with the 6650. It was designed specifically for DP envi-ronments. It's as easy to operate as most line printers. So your
s.taff ~an use it with minimal o;aining. ~d because it operates on:lIne, It can produce your data In real hme. ' .
All you have to do is enter a few simple English language
commands. The 6650's software will take over from there. COM
.. -

D

PRODUCTS
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

It can handle microfiche production. Create and maintain job
setups. And even produce audit trails. All at the same time. .
. Meanwhile, you won't have to interfere with your host computer's
1. To load the 6650, simply insert the film. There
are no messy chemicals.
2. When you're ready to
print, its easy. Just press
a button.
3. Your fiche will be ready
in seconds -- for a fraction of what it would cost
to put the same data on
paper.

software because the 6650 has its oWn minicomputer and
emulates an IBM® 3211 printer.
.
.
. .'
And here's another surprise: Your end users will appreciate the
sharp,. clean images from the 6650's dry process.
Isn't it time you learned more about Bell & Howell's clean
new approach to COM? Call our marketing BElle,HoWEll
manager toJl.free at (800) 538--4000.
COM DIVISION
In California, call.collect, (714) 660--1050.
"
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CALENDAR
MAY

PERCOM '84--Second International Exhibition &
Conference on Business and Personal Computers.

MinVMicro Northeast-84.
May. 15..:17 t Boston t Mass. t contact: Kent Keller t Electronic Conventions Inc. t 8110 Airport Blvd q Los Angeles t CA 90045 t (213)
772-2965.

the Fourth Jerusalem Conference on Information
Technology (JelT)~
May 20-25 t Jerusalem, Israel t contact: The Fourth Jerusalem Conference on Infotmation Technology (JCIT)t P.O. Box 29313 t 61292
. Tel Aviv t Israel.

June 19-22 t Hong Kong t contact: Adsale Exhibition Services t 201
F. t Tung Sun Commercial Centre t 194-200 Lockhart Rd. t Wanchait Hong Kong t telex 63109 ADSAP HX.

The First International Conference on Computers
and Applications.
June 20-22 t Beijing (Peking)t China t contact: The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Erigineers Inc. t P.O. Box 639 t Silver Spring t
MD 20901 t (301) 589-8142 .

PCExpo.

BIT, USA.
May 22-26 t Milail t Italy t contact: Carol Ross t Trade Promotion
Officer t U.S. International Marketing Centei't Via Gattamelata 5 t
20149 Milan t ltaIYt telex 330208 or telephone (39) 2-4696-451.

June 26-28 t New York t N.Y't contact: PCEXpOt 333 Sylvan Ave q
Englewood CHffs t NJ 07632 t (201) 569-8542.

MicroExpo '84.

Second World Conference on Ti'ansborder Data
Flow Policies.

May 22-26; Paris t France t contact: Dianne Brock t Show Coordinator-USA t Sybext 2344 Sixth St.t' Berkeley; cf:.. 94710 t (415) 8488233; or Gin Piau t Show Manager-Europe t Sybext 4 Place Felix
Eboue t 75583 Paris CEDEX 12t France t 1-347-3020.

JULY

Automacli-Australia '84. .,
May 23-25 t Sydney t Australia t contact: Society of Manufacturing
Erigineers t One sMEDr. t P.O. Box 930 t Dearborn t MI48121; or A.
Greco & Associates t 3/D "Tyrone 80 Shirley Rd. t Wollstonecraft 2065 t NSW t Australia t (02) 439-4014.

June 26-29 t Rome t Italy t contact: IBl t Department of Policies t P.O.
Box 10253 t 00144 Rome; Italy.

MICROTRADE 84.
July 4-6 t London t England t contact: Microscope t clo Montbuild
Ltd., 11 Manchester Square t London WIM 5AB England.

H

Gulf Coast Coinputer

ic Office Show.

May 29.;.June It New.Orleans t La. t contact: James Whitsed t Gulf
Coast Computer &. Office Show t 119 AvaIit Garde Circle t Kenner t
LA70062 t (504) 467-9949.

1984 National Computer Conference (NCC'84).
July 9-12t Las Vegas t Nev., contact: Registration Dept.t AFIPS t
1899 Preston White Dr. t Reston t VA 2209C (703) 620-8900.

SYNTOPICAN XII.

JUNE

July 17-2C Chicago t Ill. t contact: Association ofInformation Systems Professionals, 1015 North York Rd. t Willow Grove t PA
19090 t (215) 657-6300.

Advanced Manufacturing Systems .Exposition
(AMS84).

SIGGRAPH'84, The 11th Annual Conference on
Computer. Graphics and Interactive Techniques.

June 12-14 t ~hicagot lILt contact: Clapp & Poliak t 708 Third
Ave. t New York t NY l0017 t (800) 223-1956; in New York call
(212) 661-8010;

July 23-27 t Minneapolis t Minn. t contact: SIGGRAPH'84 Conference
Office, 111 East Wacker Dr. t Chicago, IL 60601, (312) 644-6610.

Data .84/roroido Computer Show.

AUGUST

Jurie 12..:14 t Toronto t Orttario t contact: Lori Leivonen t 47.Lakeshore. Rd. East; P.O. Box 190; Harbour Centre t Port Credit t Ontario
L5G 4L7 Canada t (416) 271-1601.

Great Southern Computer Show.

INFOISoFTWARE (lnformatiori 'Management Expo-·
sition & Conference for SOftware).

AAAI-84 (The National Conference on Artificial Intelligence) •

June 12-14 t Chicago t IIl. t contact: Clapp & Poliak t 708 Third
Ave. t New York t NY l0017 t (800) 223-1956; in New York call
(212) 661-8010.

Aug; 6-10t Austin t Texas, contact: Claudia C. Mazzetti, American
Association for Artificial Intelligence, 445 Burgess Dr., Menlo
Park, CA 94025, (415) 328-3123.
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August 2-4, Charlotte, N.C., contact: Michael Chelette, Great
Southern Computer Shows, P.o. Box 655 t Jacksonville, FL 32201.

WE MADE IT PoWERFUL.
BUT WE KEPT IT SIMPLE.
Until now, IBM PC users looking for a data base manager had to make an unappetizing choice: Multifile systems so powerful they're difficult to use. Or single file systems so
simple they can't be used to do much.
Until we cooked up Power-base:M
Power-base is the only multifile data base manager powerful enough to get the job
done, yet simple enough to be mastered in one sitting. Even if you've never used a computer.
There are no languages to learn, no commands to memorize. To tell Power-base
what you want, simply keep choosing from the menu which never goes away, yet never gets
in the way. To make a change, simply make another choice. And the unique DataZOOM™
gives you the power to move rapidly from file to file, right to the piece of information you need.
So.fJ.ware Digest awarded Power-base the highest "overall evaluation" after testing
twenty IBM PC data management programs for the March 1984 issue of The Ratings Newsletter.
It's hard to make a simpler choice than Power-base.
Especially with a suggested retail price so easy to digest: $395.
Get a taste of Power-base for yourself. For a
demonstration copy, send us $10. It's refundable when you
purchase Power-base at your local participating ComputerLand or other authorized dealer.
Powerbase Systems, Inc., (Dept. A), 12 West 37th St., NY., NY 10018. (212) 947-3590.

lpiiwer-~I

Requires 256K for either IBM PC with 2 drives or XI and compatibles.
IBM Personal Computer and IBM PC are registered trademarks of the IBM Corporation.
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Power-base and DataZOOM are
trademarks of Powerbase Systems, Inc.

Reporting

What computer service do you need today?
Information retrieval? Planning systems?
Color graphics? Text processing?
When you connect a terminal to the IBM
Information Network, a keystroke orders up
exactly the remote-access service that can help
you.
One of these services is Application System
(AS), a computing resource for executives and
business professionals. It helps you collect and
retrieve information. Organize it to your liking.
And display it in color-graphics or table form.
Application System uses English-like com-

mands, which
make it especially simple
to learn and operate.
Now everybody in your company who uses
AS can work with one system, which integrates
a wide range of business functions. And people
in dispersed locations can communicate
through the system, sharing information with
one another. Everybody in your organization
can be more productive and more effective.
The Low-Risk Way
The IBM Information Network is an extremely economical way to meet individual

needs for computing services and to
get the full benefit of IBM expertise, service and support.
If you have an in-house computer, the IBM
Information Network can complement it. The
Network provides a fast, low-risk way to try
innovations like Application System.
Let us serve you more detailed information
about Application System and the IBM Information Network. Simply call ==-~
1 800 IBM-2468, Ext. 82.
::'.E:
Or return the coupon.
.:.:::..: ":f ::

=®
= :..:
==

1-------------------1
I IBM Information Network
5-15 I
I P.O. Box 30104/82
I
I Tampa, Florida 33630
I
I 0 Send information on Application System.
I
I
I 0 Have a marketing representative contact me.
I 0 Send information on other Network products and services.
I
I
I 0 My business card is attached.
I Name
I
l~~

!

I Company
I
I Address
I City
II Phone

I
I
I
I
II

State

Zip

Date
L- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_______ _

IBM Information Networl~
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Only one disk guarantees safe passage through the torrid zone of drive heat. MaxelI.
A lifetime warranty. And manufacturing standards that make it almost
unnecessary.
Consider this: Every time you take
your disk for a little spin, you expose
it to drive heat that can sidetrack data.
Worse, take it to the point of no return.
Maxell's unique jacket construction
defies heat of 140°F. And keeps your
information on track.
And Maxell runs clean. A unique
process impregnates lubricants
throughout the oxide layer. Extending
media and head life. How good is Gold?

Maxell's the disk that many drive manufacturers trust to put new equipment
through its paces. It's that bug-free.
So you can drive a bargain. But in
accelerated tests, Maxell floppys lead
the industry in error-free performance
and durability. Proving that if you can't
stand the heat you don't stand a chance.

maxell®
IT'S WORTH IT.

Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074 201-440-8020
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LETTERS

ROLLOVER, SHAKESPEARE
seem[s] to me" your article, "Computer II,
Part I" (January, p. 166).Leave it to writers of a computer magazine to abuse some
of the most eloquent verse in English literature. Shakespeare and Bacon are probably
looking down from heaven and frowning,
"Lord, what foois these mortals be!"
Why don't you stick to something
you know more about? Your prose isn't
great, but your verse is worse.
VINNIE SENATORE PRATT

Totowa, New Jersey

HAMMER IT HOME
Regarding Dr. Michael Hammer's article,
"The OA Mirage" (February, In Focus, p.
36), I simply cannot agree with the author'.s
flip "bad news" that OA cannot be costjustified, cannot be sold to senior management, and has no future. Certainly anyone
familiar with office functions cannot advocate removing word processors and reinstalling typewriters in the belief that typewriters are cheaper and more productive.
The problem with office automation is not
the mediuni, but rather the management of
it. If, in fact,the time saved by OAis consumed by an enormous increase in volume
(typing, revising, communicating)--4>r by
longer coffee breaks-and if this volume is
not necessary, then management should reduceit.
My perception, however, is that the
increased workload in the automated office
(on the order of double per secretary) is
necessary. Revisions to text generally result
in better, clearer, and more understandable
communication and enhance the professionalism of the office.
I wholeheartedly agree with Dr.
Hammer that simply increasing the efficiency of administrative tasks does not necessarily translate into meaningful benefits
for the firm. Company management controls the tasks and must insure that mean-

ingful benefits are achieved. Also,it is recognized that the realm of office automation
is larger than word processing, but the paperless society is still somewhere in the future. I challenge the author to toss oUt his
terminal (word processing system) and
write his articles on continuing basis using
a typewriter. If he can, then he is one of the
very few writers who can do without ~A. I,
for one, rejoice at the improvements in dayto-day productivity achieved with word
processing. How many times in the past
were obvious typos or improper grammar
not corrected in the eagerness to "get the
work out" because it would take too long to
retype? How many secretaries are there
who were previously requested to stay for
overtime, but no longer need to do so because their work has been made easier
thfough word processing? Any objective
examination of today's daily office ~asks
compared with a few years ago should result in. the conclusion that word processing
is useful, productive, has a future, and that
costs can be justified.

a

W.K. HUTCHINSON

Rockwell International
Seal Beach, California

BITS AND BYTES REVISITED

1am writing to point out certain errors in the
letter· from Professor Henry C. Thacher Jr.
(February, Letters, p. 30) entitled "Of Bits
.
and Bytes."
1. I assume a typographical error in the
factorization of2.5 x 1O f4 into 2 ~ 2 X 1515 X
2 15 . The central factor in the last "phrase"
should be 5 and not 15.
2. Professor Thacher is wrong in asserting
that 515 is a 35-bit integer. If he checks, I
am sure he will agree with me that it is, in
fact, a 34-bit integer, so that the product of
2.5 x 1021 requires only 68 bits and not 70
for exact precision.
3. If the resultant unavoidable error were
as large as he says, We couldn't possibly use

computers for tasks such as bailing or
sending rockets into space. Surely, since
the least significant bits are the ones
"lost," the magnitude of the error is 1 in
225 or 10- 8 •
4. Finally, I take issue with his statement
that the limitations of nondecimal arithmetic are unavoidable. On the one hand, multiple precision routines can be written to
handle numbers with greater accuracy than
the chip manufacturer allowed for . Alternatively, software can be employed to detect when the machine is reaching the liInits
of its precision in numeric representation
and to consistently round off to zero insignificant arithmetic (as opposed to logical)
differences. Even a $30 Timex-Sinclair,
powered by the Zilog Z80, can do the latter!
D.L. GIBBINS

Secretaryrrreasurer
Timex Sinclair Users Group
Vancouver, British Columbia

INORDINATE ORDNANCE
Your "Which Came First?" in the Febru;,
ary issue (Looking Back, p. 8) was interesting, particularly because I grew up with it
all and was introduced to ENlAC when I was
at summer camp in 1948.
I would point out one error which, I
might mention, I made several times myself
while attending J.:lurdue University during
the same period. The correct spelling of the
Army department located at Aberdeen,
Md., is U.S. Army Ordnance Department
(no "i" in Ordnance).
L.E. SMITH

Delco Electronics
Kokomo, Indiana

Your comments on DATAMATION are
always welcome. We do reserve the
. right to edit the letters for either
brevity or clarity. Letters should be
addressed to Editor, DATAMATION, 875
Third Ave., Ne~ York, NY 10022.
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WE'VE KEPT MORE TUN _ VERY
.LARGE COMPANIES VERY UPPY.
BY LEADI"G THE LEADER.
Our customers know one thing very well: they can count
on NCR ComtenlOO% of the time. . .
.
It's important that we're
leacl41g manufacturer of IBM
compatible 9ata tommupication systems. We continually lead
the l~ader: oqr users get more system intelligence. Morereliable' soft:ware~ Better service. And a· business· partner' that ..
stands beside them.
.
..
As· a result, users are comfortable with their NCR Comten
data commlll1i:cation systems. Oil and computer companies.· .
Telephone companies. Manufacturing companies. More than
800 of them throughout the world. W4erever the floW ofbusiness, industry or govenunent depends on the certain flow ·of
information, 01lf customers depend on NCR Comten systems.
Customers who choose NCRComten stay with NCR .
Comten" To fjnd out why, askfor our executive briefing~ Write
"Data Commuirications Systems;' NCR Comten, Inc., 2700
SnellingAv. N., St. Paul, MN 551l3.0r call1~800-~34-2227.

the

KNOWN BY THE COMPANIES WE KEE~
CI~CLE
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NCR Comten Inc.
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Rebecca S. Barna, Editor

EDITORIAL
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The arrival of spring is marked by different events in various parts of the
country. In the South, the magnolias and dogwoods explode into color. In
Washington, the cherry blossoms appear, followed shortly by tourist hordes.
In the New York area, it is time for the hockey playoffs. And somewhere,
Pete Rose is limbering up his aging body for just one more campaign.
For us at DATAMATION, these past few springs have been marked by
the appearance of the DATAMATION/Cowen & Co. annual survey of the
computer industry. Once a single fat document, the results have now been
cut in half. The computer/telecommunications answers appear with the first
buds of spring; the mini/micro results show up just as the New England
leaves begin to turn.
From our vantage point, we see results from literally dozens of industry surveys. Some make sense. Others don't seem to tally with what we·
have learned about this industry and the way user installations approach
their plans for the next 12 to 18 months. This survey is based upon information provided by you, the DATAMATION reader, and is therefore a pretty
fair cross-section of this industry. So, what you're seeing in news editor
John Verity's story beginning on p. 88 reflects what you told us.
Twice each year, Cowen's partners gather up their friends in the financial community and interpret, for them, the results you are reading. To
vary the program just a bit, Cowen's agenda planners include talks by senior executives of large and small vendors, as well as a panel discussion
with real live MIS executives.
This year, one of the featured speakers was Carl J. Conti, president
of IBM~S Data Systems Division. This is the part of the IBM empire where
the large systems are built. Although the popular press seems to believe Big
Blue is concentrating 100% of its efforts on the PC family, IBM keeps reminding them of the very large percentage of revenue and profit still coming from big iron. When Conti talks, everybody listens-and carefully.
Now we all know IBM executives are famous for speaking at some
length and saying little. It takes some parsing, digging, and extrapolating to
grasp what is really being said. Conti's talk this spring was no exception to
the rule. What follows is DATAMATION's interpretation.
First off, IBM'S large-scale mainframe business was very good in
1983 and is following on plan during the first quarter of 1984.
Second, IBM has concluded the demand for MIPS by its customers is
increasing at some 50% per year. This somewhat startling claim was instantly confirmed by one of the MIS managers present at the meeting.
Third, and it should keep IBM's pcm competitors awake nights,
Conti suggested IBM is gradually moving toward passing its manufacturing
cost efficiencies back to the customer through price reductions. This perhaps
explains the somewhat mysterious "X" announcement more clearly than
any other pronouncement made by our industry pundits.
Finally, just to show IBM is not ignoring its competitors who have
been thriving in the transaction processing area, Conti described the now
generalized Airline Control Program (ACP) as a starting point for more serious efforts to recapture this market. The emphasis on TPF (its new name)
was interesting since the transaction market is one of those areas where IBM
to date has not been overwhelmingly powerful. Dpers running banking networks or on-line retail pos can expect to hear from their friendly IBM sales
team fairly soon.
So, read our story and ponder these remarks. Don't forget, you are
reading a composite of what you, the dp installation, told us.
For all of you who helped make this story possible, many thanks
from DATAMATION and Cowen & Co. We'll talk to you again, next timeconcentrating on minis and micros, when the ~irst hint of fall is in the air."'"
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Today, you have to live in two
different worlds. One belonging
to IBM. The other to everyone
else.
With that in mind, companies have come along
with a variety of
~!!!!!!~. products that
attempt
two together.
along the
a little dumb.
AVATAR
Protocol ConIt's the most
intelligent way to '
bring personal computers,
portable computers, or low-cost
ASCII terminals into the IBM
coaxial environment. For the first
time, overburdened DPIMI5
executives can look forward to
truly smooth integration,
,
minimal
confusion,
and fewer demands on their time.
And users can get an affordable,
easy-to-use way to tap the riches

Televideo 910, ADDS Viewpoint or other compatible
terminals.
"", The PAlOOO connects
'oli. cOaxially to an IBM
\J 3274/3276 cluster
controller, so whatever personal computer or terminal
you use will perform all
of their IBM mainframes.
the functions of an IBM 3278-2.
So if you're looking for the
The coaxial connection also
best of both worlds, keep reading. means you won't be in for a future
And you'll see why the AVATAR
shock: ever-changing IBM protoPAlOOO can out-think any product cols will be no problem.
on the market.
IRMALINETM
AVATAR PAlOOO vs.
, First of all, the
Easy to install
YES
YES
Q/A installation
YES
NO
;'. AVATAR PAlOOO
English language
i is an almost univer- commands
NO
YES
screens
NO
YES
sal link. With no mod- Help
Keyboard types
I
5
ification' it connects to Remote dial-in!
YES
security password
YES
virtually any personal
YES
NO
Dual host access
or portable computer
Local screen
printout
YES
NO
you have: IBM, Apple,
3278 status
line modes
3
I
DEC, TRS 80, Kaypro,
Price
$995
$1395
COMPAQ, NCR, and
(?)
Availability
Immediate
others.
" The AVATAR PAlOOO also
Two hosts ar~ better than
one. So in addition to the
; connects to the DEC VT100,
~ coax connection to IBM, the
• IBM 3101, LSI ADM5,

TRS is a trademark oj Tandy Corporation. COMPAQ is a trademark oj COMPAQ Computer Corporation. ADM5 is a trademark oj
Lear Siegler, Inc. ADDS Viewpoint is a registered trademark oj Applied Digital Data/Systems, Inc. Dow Jones is a trademark oj Dow Jones & Company, Inc.

AVATAR PAlOOO gives you an
extra RS232 port. That gives you
access to other local or remote
asynchronous host computers or
local printers.
- \HELP! Ifyou need it (and who
i , doesn't) you have help screens
~ to put you back on track. The
PAlOOO also has easyto-use, English
language commands.
.With a few simi,' .pIe keystrokes,

important. You can dial into your
PAlOOO at the nearest cluster
controller, and reduce communications costs dramatically in the
process.
Just by typing "1-2-3" (how
" much simpler can you get?),
~ the PAlOOO automatically
determines the baud
rate of the attached device and is ready to go.
In just five mini' utes (no kidding)

j~~~~

print the output from your IBM
host on a low-cost ASCII printer
It supports high-speed dot-matrix,
letter quality, and line printers.
It's very simple /"'~""r'r"'r:;'''''h"
to.lilnstall. And it 8:1?Jf.. ~:~~{!\\
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To find out more about the
from your IBM to
the AVATAR PAlOOO.
;'
AVATAR
PAlOOO, our comthe extra RS232 r .,
And you don't
i pany, our distributors and
port, giving you f~" >:.:
need to be a comdealers, or our plans, just call us.
access to private LIlll/lIlI/lll/III"
puter operator
In Canada or Massachusetts:
data networks I,'
The
617
-435-6872. Everywhere else:
t_.l-t~
~'i' AVATAR
and public.
databases lIke
Ur PAlOOO
800-828-2004 Ext. 600.
Dow Jones. ~,,,,,,,,,,y,,,,~,".,,,,*,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,.,,,.i,''''-'w\'''''~'''''''";''''~''''Y'''''~~J;t>~~~~J>'~1 even gives you
And when you switch back, the
a file transfer option that lets you
AVATAR PAlOOO is smart enough
transfer information back and
forth between your personal comto remember your IBM screen.
. In a distributed terminal netputer and an IBM mainframe.
\:' work, remote dial-in from
What will AVATAR think of
iJ personal computers or asyn,next? The latest news is our
Avatar Technologies Inc.
99 South Street, Hopkinton, MA 01748
PA1500, a link that lets you
chronous devices is increasingly

A

• .:

I

D\VATA--::Z
The UnkThat Isn't
Missing Anything.

e

© 1984 Avatar Technologies, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
IRMAUNE is a trademark of Digital Communications Associates, Inc. Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. DEC is a registered tnldemark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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the pros and cons of this architectural approach, its marketing ramifications, the
master schedules necessary for its timely
introduction, the care needed to make sure
IBM'S revenues were not to be adversely
affected, the support systems that must be
in place before such a broad-based project
could be successful, specific assignments
for each of the major parts of the IBM development enterprise, and the framework of a
project management plan to carry it all off.
The SPREAD report was truly outstanding. Not only did the team reach out
boldly and propose an architectural step befitting the world's largest computer manufacturer, but it addressed all the facets that
would be necessary to tum those architectural guidelines into reality.
In January 1962, the briefings started. Prior to the SPREAD report, IBM senior
executives had heard and rejected a proposal for the development of a new series that
was a partial approach to the global problem. Thus, when the SPREAD report was
published, the stage was set for vigorous

THE SEED
OF EMPIRE

Twenty' years ago, computing's
mightiest oak first sprouted.
by Robert L. Patrick
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The popular press loves to carry articles
about two guys working in a garage and
finding riches in the mad world of computjng. Most readers are also familiar with
Tracy Kidder's The Soul of a New Machine
(1981, Little, Brown), which described the
creation of a new computer. But there is a
lesser known story that affected many more
of us.
In the fall of 1961, one of the most
successful companies in the world faced
falling market forecasts for its current products and vigorous competition from its seven major competitors. Further, if the
business were allowed to follow its usual
pattern, multiple simultaneous developOn April 7, 1964, Systeml360
ment projects would be necessary and the
investment for these would have strained
was announced, and so began
the U. S. Treasury or broken the Common
the evolutionary process that
Market.
still dominates most of the
The IBM corporate culture, then as
computing world.
now, had a mechanism for collecting
knowledgeable but ideologically opposed
debate. After everyone had been heard, Vin
individuals in one room and keeping them
Learson, then a vice president and group
there until a consensus emerged. These
executive, kicked off the implementation
knock-down-and-drag-outs are known as
effort when he asked a gathering of senior
task forces. In the latter half of 1961, Don
executives whether anyone else had a better
Spaulding, then the head of group staff,
plan, and hearing no answer, said, "Let's
recognized that business as usual would . go do it!" Pet projects die hard, however,
merely perpetuate IBM's problems. To creand it took until January 1964, two years
ate a new strategy, he promoted a task
later and barely three months prior to anforce, code named SPREAD. I
nouncement, before the last of the competSPREAD'S members and their current
ing development ventures was finally laid
affiliations are listed in Fig. 1. Its technical
to rest.
membership consisted of representatives
On April 7, 1964, Systeml360 was
announced, and so began the evolutionary
from each of the three major competing
hardware development groups within IBM.
process that still dominates most of the
In addition, there were members with marcomputing world. Before the announceketing, application development, and sysment of 360, the life of a machine design
was only four or five years. The 360 architem software experience.
tecture, and its directly related progeny, has
For 60 days these 13 individuals
lived and worked in the Sheraton New Engbeen in the field almost 20 years (the first
Model 40s were delivered in April 1965),
lander motel, just outside Greenwich,
and shows every sign of being around sevConn. Not only did they have the support of
their parent organizations, they had first
eral more years.
Many people in computing have difcaB on any other IBM resources they needed. On Dec. 28, 1961, they published a
ficulty remembering a world without jet airlandmark report. 2 It addressed the concept
planes and television. Some folks also take
of a family of compatible computers that
compatibility within families of computers
would process both scientific and business
for granted. Further, most of the larger machines you've worked with may have proapplications equally well, the standards
necessary for such a technical achievement, _cessed data, performed mathematics, and
communcated to a terminal world in a natuIThe group's official na~e was Systems Programming Research
ral' fashion. Difficult as it is to believe,
and Development, but it was fondly referred to as Spaulding's
computers have not always handled the upPlan to Reorganize Each and All Divisions.
per- and· lower-case character sets made
2"Final Report of SPREAD Task Group," as reproduced in the
possible by the 8-bit byte.
Annals of the History of Computing. Vol. 5. No. I. Jan. 1983. by
Some of us who recently purchased
AFIPS Press.
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IN FOCUS
personal computers have rediscovered,
much to our' chagrin, the difficulties a minor hardware failure can cause in an unchecked computer, something the Systeml
360 eliminated in the mainframe world. Today it is commonplace, even in our smallest
computers, to h~ve the operating system
reside on a disk drive so the software can
behave as an extension of the hardware
without . a severe performance penalty.
While there were a few computers with
disk-oriented operating systems prior to the
360, the 1964 announcements committ~d
the largest computer corporation to just that
course of action across a spectrum of ma-

The production conversion
effort was 'l11ore fonnidable
than anyone had imagined;.
chines. While' we' old-timers cuss 10- to 15year-old production applications' because
they are so hard to maintain, we are blessed
by the fact that' they co~tinue to run even
when faced by constantly growing data volumes-a phenomenon attributable to the insight of the Systeml360 architects who provided us with computers that had virtually
unlimited address space.
Even the 360 announcement was
spectacular. Amid the invitation-only meetings, the color movies, aild all the hoopla,
IBM announced a family of six compatible
processors, the biggest of which was 50
times faster than the smallest. And if that
wasn't enough, it simultaneously announced 150 other products! The m~nds of
the seven dwarfs 3 were boggled by' what
3When DATAMATION coined the phrase in the '60s, the dwarfs
were Burroughs, Control Data, General Electric, Honeywell,
NCR, RCA, and Univac.
.

Snow White had just done to them.
Between publication of the SPREAD
report in December '61 and announcement
of the 360 'in April '64 lies another interesting story. The SPREAD report presented a
concept; it provided principles but did not
specify architectural details. The six processors were developed at three locations,
one in England and ~wo in 'the United
States. In addition to the processor work,
there were companion developments in disk
files, tape drives, line printers, and crt terminals. If the number of devices, options,
and features are counted, several hundred
coordinated efforts were under way.
The leader of this massive effort
was Bob Evans. The manager of processors
was Fred Brooks. The architectural details
were conceived, promoted, debated, published, defended, and m'aintained by an
elite team of engineers and architects led by
Gene Amdahl (see Fig. 1).
Each member of Amdahl's architectural team was an outstanding engineer in
his own right, but they were dedicated like
the monks of yore to promoting and
maintaining the holy scripture: namely, the
IBM Systeml360 Principles of Operation
(Form A22-6821-0). This document was a
triumph of computer engineering. It at.
lowed six processors to be built simultaneously in various parts of the world and
when they were installed in one machine
room, a program prepared for one machine
could run without change on any of the other machines, provided that configuration
could supply the resources the program required (up and down compatibility).
The day before announcement, the
U.S. patent application was filed on IBM'S
bellalf by the individuals listed in Fig. 1.

FI~.

1

ORIGINAL SPREAD

MEMBE'RSHIPAND' THEIR
CURRENT.:LOCATIONS
.
..
,

J. W. Haanstra--deceased
B. o. Evan~IBM, "Armonk, N.Y.
J. D. Aron~r'etfred
F. P; Brooks Jr.-:-University of,
North' Carolina,. Chapel Hill
J; W.Faircfough--IBM,
Port~mouth, 'England
W.P.Heising-IBM,· K!ng$ton,
N.Y.
.,'
,
H.. HeUerman-Amdahl;. Sunnyvale,
Calif. . . ' .
W; ·H .. Johnson~retired
M~ J.Kelly~whereap.out$

unknown
D. V; Newton~retired
B. G. OJdfield......;.retired
S.A.RosEm--"':whereabouts
lmknown ........ '.' ...... ' ... .
J. OSvigafs--IBM;. Palot\lto,' Calif.

SYSTEM/360"ARCHITECTURE
TEAM
.
'.
Geme Amdahl,
Bill' Beausoleil
Gerry~la~uw
Fred Brooks
Peter Calirigaert
Doug. Calvert
Dick'Case
Jack· Greene
George Grover
Gordon Hedrick
Derek Henderson
Paul'·HerWitz
Jerry. Otto:way
Andris .' Padegs
Tony Peacock
Bill·' Stevens .
Carroll Thorne
Hugh Walsh
Bil/Wright

Gene M. Amdahl
GerrifA Blaauw
Elaine M... Boehm
Peter. Calingaert··
RichardJ: Carnevale
Richard·' P. Case
Arthur F.Collins
Jack E. '. Greene
WilliamP. Hanf
Jaco(:)···R.Johnson
AlbertA Magdall
CharlesB. Perkins Jr.
JohnW•. Rood
Bruce M. '. Updike
Anthony E. ViI/ante
Helmut.Webber.
L-____________________________________________________________
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WHEN IT COMES mliNKING
PC's mMAINFRAMES, ONE COMPANY
IS AMillENNIUM AHEAD.

You don't have to look hard to see why McCormack
& Dodge has linked more PC's to more mainframes than
any other business software vendor.
It's a classic case of a superior product leading to superior sales. A product that lets your PC access all company
business applications, no matter who designed themnot just applications designed by McCormack & Dodge.
A selective system that lets you pinpoint and summon
exactly the portion of data you need.
And when you've made your selection and massaged
the numbers the way you want them, our link lets you upload the new material back to the mainframe (assuming
you have the proper security clearance). You do it yourself
on the spot-in real time. Without keyboard operators or
programmers. So the entire company has the benefit of
the latest information immediately. Not days later.
The M&D PC link is one of several products in our
highly acclaimed Millennium family of borderless business
software. One more reason why we're a Millennium ahead.

WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT TOMORROW,
MILLENNIUM MAKES SENSE TODAY.
MCCormack & Dodge
a company of
Dun Bradstreet Corporation
DB The
8{

McCormack & Dodge Corporation, 1225 Worcester Road, Natick, MA 01760
Sales and support offices throughout North and South America, Europe, Asia, Australia and Africa. 800-343-0325. Telex: 710-325-0329
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IBMOS/MVS
Technical.· Services Managers

When.Data···ChecksStrike
DataCheckiIt~verY
Can Save¥our .•...·.Data

When a data check strikes, it doesn't
always choose data that you can easily recreate
or reenter. Are you betting the weekend with
your family or your night-on-the-town that you
can recreate the lost information? Why spend
time and money recreating data that Data Check
Recovery (DCR) can read? After all, the time (or
... data) you save may be your own.
Data Check Recovery (DCR)
Our DCR is a powerful utility that quickly
and easily recovers 90 % of data lost due to
permanent I/O errors (hard data check, track,
overrun, equipment check). DCR also makes
preventive maintenance easy by correcting soft
failures before they become serious performance
problems.

It's Your Choice
The next time data checks strike will you
work late? Or, will you simply run Data Check
Recovery and leave on time?
Act Now
Prevent the next data check panic. Fill out
and mail the coupon today. Or call 800-368-7638.

---~~~I:::'I~e-- ~A~D--Herndon, VA 22070
(703) 471·1545
800 368·7638

o

----;t-'

Software
Corporation
of America

Please send me a copy of
your new Data Check Recovery brochure.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State
OP SYS
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Zip _ _ _ _ __
CPU _ _ _ #DASD spindles _ __
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After a four-year period, its 131 claims
were deemed unique and the patent number
3,400,371 was issued on Sept. 3, 1968. By
that time, IBM had nine sizes of 360s in the
field: Models 30, 40, 44, 50, 65, 67, 75,
91, and 95.
The Systeml360 was a mixed blessing to its early users. It was incompatible
with the machines we already had installed,
and a massive (mostly manual) effort was
required to convert our old production
codes to 360. The initial software lacked all
the function that had been promised, and a
good bit of it was up to a year late. In
addition, when the software was delivered,
it still had performance problems. I worked
in one shop where we couldn't run a day's
work in 24 hours.
But these birth pains were nothing
compared with the magnitude of IBM'S accomplishments. The Systeml360 was a
clean design. Its checked architecture
eliminated a whole class of hard-to-find errors the field had been forced to live with.
The accompanying support software provided the installation manager with a Sysgen procedure that allowed him to automatically customize the system software to
exploit his hardware configuration. When
the production conversion effort appeared
more formidable than anyone had imagined, IBM provided hardware emulators that
allowed old programs to run using the new
processor and its I/O configuration-an outstanding transition aid I'm sure we'll see
again in the future. What's more, if your
workload grew or shrank, you could drop in
adifferent sized cpu without changing the 1/
o gear (this is now such a routine accomplishment that cpu changes are regularly
done over a weekend).
The 360 hardware architecture has
had only two major extensions in 20 years:
hardware relocation and virtual memory. It
is to IBM's credit that it stood steadfastly by
the original architectural definition because
it has brought lasting benefit to the company and its many customers.
While all of us familiar with the
360s and 370s have our private lists of deficiencies we wish were fixed, they pale in
comparison to what IBM accomplished by
stepping out boldly in the early '60s and
providing us with a stable base of hardware
and software that has already lasted 20
~~.

#

Bob Patrick is an independent com. puter specialist and longtime DATAMATION advisor. He has participated
in the design of four processor projects, four operating systems, three
database systems, and one compiler. As a consultant, he was a junior
member of Gene Amdahl's 8/360 architecture team in 1963 and '64, and
worked on Fred Brooks' 08/360 software team in 1964 and '65.

Considering FOCUS?

NOMAD2

Should Be In The Picture!
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If you're presently evaluating FOCUS, take a look at
NOMAD2 and you'll be surprised at the outcome of that
comparison.
Whether your comparison is made based on specific features, the scope of the product, or the sheer power it puts
into your Information Center or your development activities,
NOMAD2 wins hands down.
Whether the issue is programmer productivity or end user
satisfaction the answer comes up NOMAD2.
Relational? Yes! English Commands? Yes! Interactive?
Yes! Procedural? Yes! Modeling? Yes! Statistical Analysis?
Yes! Multi-layers of Security? Yes! Graphics? Yes! Runs on
VM? Yes! Runs on MVS/TSO? Yes!
And, we don't just drop a tape on you and walk away. Education, documentation, service and support are part and
parcel of the NOMAD2 offering. Talk to us before you make
your decision and your decision will probably be NOMAD2.

tc1
NOMAD2 ... Experience the difference

,.

For more information write to:
Roger Cox
D&B Computing Services
187 Danbury Road
Wilton, CT 06897
or call Roger Cox at (203) 762-2511
• NOMAD is a registered trademark of D&B Computing Services, Inc.
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D&B ComputIng

ServIces

nB

acompanyof
The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation

SYstems has a modem to make waves.
. We offer a full lin I::' of asvnchron()us and
synchronolls rnodems-·stlitable for either
r-ilulti-point or point -to-point connectionsthat get data mewing at speeds ranging from
:{(J\) to qf)()O hps,

On alllevcls of our service. diabTIlostics
are sepanted from your host computec )ClI I
save costly processing time. System malfunctions are detected automaticallv, isolated and repaired without disabling your
l'ntire net work.
Lew~l I utilizes stand-almw data sets
'Ve keep an eye out for trouble.
with enhanced ope rat i()[};ll and built -in ciiag
)(lll Ileed [11ore eflicil'llt, reliahle net work nostir [r'atmes, It ll1()nitrlrs the si.~nal on ;1
\bu need In Int)\(' more da!;, than ('\'t'i'
management. Our [)/([\PlfONE'II Sen'ice low end frequency band to guarantee the
befure, And it ha:; to tn(\\'(' fast,
ll1t'dS that l1t'ed,
inl('l(rit\, of \'our elata.
AT",:T InftHllUli()!i ~~y~t(,lll~ C;l!: help.
Lcvel II 'offers more {lcl\',lIlced diagnosIt combines sYIlchronous analog data
We have a full line of modern:. (lnd achanced
tics for small- t() medium-sized networks, .\
transmission at speeds ranging [rom 2400
diagnostic systerns·..-all designed to keep
Diagnostic COllt r()ll( '1' i::; addl'c! t() ccntraliz(·
t() 9(j()() bps with a Ilet \\,()('K diCl.l~llostic sysyour data ('( lming loud ami clear.
net \\'Ork control and testin,~. (:p t() ~;){.)
tt'm on [nul' k'\'cls,
A full line of fa~t -t alk.ing nwdem~;.
As your system W()ws. y()U ('an upgrade ('( mtrol moderns (';111 he l11()nitor('d t hrolJi~h
thi" single clcsJ.:-t,;p ('()f1S0lc,
Wherher you nccd to tr;ll1'irnit (1;)1.;1 ('\'('r by addiTlf TW\\, equipment tn monitor ;mel
Lc\'(_~1 IIllTl(,( )[jl< lratl'S the Uiag[]()stic
pnyate or sWItched Imes, i\U<rT Intonn,ltioJl control t he data sets you already have.

Controllt:r, alld

add~

a Net\vork C'ontJolier

and CI<T for expanded Jiagnosti(:;:, and
l·()IltlUl. AJdillg d !Jl inkl pi U\ ide~) hdrdUlpy reports of faults and test re~ults.
DAT\Pl I 0 ~;I~ II ~:('r';iL'l' L_-\'(~~ !'.' i~; : :u;·
llewest offering, with eight tillles the capacity of Level III. 1ts design and functionality
arc ideally suited to the largest, most
complex networks.
A System Controlier manages eight
':;'.'stems, each with fnur riel' :tddn:ssiIlQ ~md
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Control Centers.

\Ve bring you
outstanding credentials.

AT&T led the l'()IllIllUllicatioll:) revolution over 1()() years ago. Our products
set the industry standards for performance
and reliability,
Tcxlay, we're applying our resources to
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SAY NOW'S

THE TIME

With the validation of more
compilers, proponents of the
DOD standard language look
for a spread in its use.
by Edith Myers
The Ada programming language, like its
namesake; Ada Augusta Byron, Countess
of Lovelace, is different.
The countess, daughter of 19th-century British poet Lord Byron, was a mathematicianin an age when women of her
class leaned more toward social accomplishments that the intellectual. She has
been called the world's first programmer
for work she did in connection with Babbage's difference engine.
The difference of the programming
language that bears her name is claimed as a
point in their favor by both its proponents
and its detractors. Detractors contend it
would create a need for a massive retraining
of programmers, which they consider unfeasible. Proponents, among the most
enthusiastic in the industry, agree that retraining is needed, but contend that it's
worth it for the benefits they feel Ada affords today's and tomorrow's needs.
Ada started as a gleam in the eyes of
Department of Defense budget watchers
(September, p. 114) and was born under its
present name in 1979, as an official DOD
standard language, the product of a CII
Honeywell Bull (CII-HB) team that won a
design competition.
On Jan. 1, this year, DOD began requiring use of Ada in "mission critical"
applications and, on July 1, will require it
on all programs going into full-scale development. The language is for real and is beginning to pop up in commercial as well as
government applications.
Dr. Jean Ichbiah, who headed up
the CII-HB Ada development team and who
now has his own Ada compiler company,
Alsys Microsoftware Inc., a French company with a subsidiary in Waltham, Mass.,
calls Ada, "not the ideal but the best. Ada
is not for the uneducated. It is for the professional programmer to develop products
for the uneducated user, which will allow
him to remain uneducated."
'I don't think the commercial marketplace can afford to ignore it [Ada],"
says Dr. Charles McKay, High Technology
Laboratory, University of Houston, who is

directing a NASA study on the use of Ada for
future space station programming.
Ralph Crafts, vice president, Intellimac, Rockville, Md., which offers Motorola 68000-based, turnkey Ada development
systems, feels "[Ada] is where the industry
needs to be in terms of productivity and
quality. "
One factor slowing up the spread of
Ada is the development of compilers,
which the DOD puts through a rigorous
"validation suite" consisting of 1,947
tests, referred to as "Ada breakers."
Ichbiah says the end of 1984 will
see "many good compilers." McKay puts
the number at 12 to 15. As of late April
there were three packages commercially
available with several others having been
tested and their developers waiting for DOD
evaluations.
The three packages that had been
certificated were New York University,
certificate number one; a Rolm (Santa
Clara, Calif.) and Data General (Westboro,
Mass.) joint venture was number two; and
Gensoft, Pittsburgh; Pa., was number
three. Gensoft was spun off from Western
Digital Corp. (WD), Irvine, Calif., last September and still was the Systems Technology Center of Western Digital when its
compiler was validated in July 1983.
Among those waiting for validation
were their compilers from Softech, Waltham, Mass.; Intermetrics Inc., Cam-

The "validation suite" consists
of 1,947 tests that have been
called "Ada breakers."
bridge, Mass.; Telesoft, San Diego, CaIiL;
Irvine Computer Sciences Corp., Irvine,
Calif; Intel Corp., Aloha, Ore.; and Solutions Plus, Fort Collins, Colo.
David Fisher, president of Gensoft,
says his firm's compiler is meeting with
mixed success. "It was developed for
Western Digital's Micro Engine, which is
very small, only 128K bytes. The Ada language is intended for project development
for very large systems. Our compiler is production quality, significantly better than
any other validated, but the Western Digital
machine is not the appropriate host."
For this reason, Fisher says, most of
his sales to date have been in the less rigorous commercial sector and not for production development in aerospace and defense.
Western Digital is no longer making the
Micro Engine, but the Gensoft compiler
also runs on the Delphi 700 from Digicomp
Research, a small company in Ithaca, N. Y.
- "This machine is still being manufactured and supported," says Fisher, "but
it's still just 128K bytes of memory. What
we're doing is taking our Western Digital
compiler and rehosting it on other machines. We have a 16-bit interpretive version for v AX under VMS and will by the end

Centers. Under a cooperative marketing
agreement between the two firms, Rolm is
focusing on DOD business and Data General
on the commercial marketplace. But, says
Bruce Noel, formerly Rolm's Ada marketing manager and now working on a Rolm
development project in Ada MIS applications for the armed forces, "We have seen a
significant increase in commercial interest
in our compilers. When we first brought it
out the interest was 100% DOD and prime
contractors. Now we're getting interest
from a number of systems houses and from
people involved in robotics." Rolm, he
said, has delivered close to 50 compilers.
Tucker Taft, an Ada specialist with
Intermetrics, which is waiting for DOD validation on several compilers, one for the
government and the others for undisclosed

"There are still many people
out there who like to buy their
software from their computer
manufacturer. "
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computer manufacturers, believes support
of or in-house development of Ada compilers by computer manufacturers will be
needed before Ada really takes off. "There
still are many people out there who like to
buy their software from their computer
manufacturer," he claims.
Intermetrics began designing its
first Ada compiler for the Air Force three
and one-half years ago and other versions
for manufacturers in the past year. It sells
an interim Ada compiler, or what Taft calls
"a boot compiler with Pascal for the 370s,
but that doesn't handle the full language. "
Tom Dent, acting president of Telesoft, believes, like Taft, that computer
manufacturer support is important to the
spread of Ada. He says, "I believe this is
the year the manufacturers will get their
capability in Ada. " Dent also adds that his .
firm has contracts for compilers with seven
computer manufacturers.
Telesoft was experiencing a some- what unique validation process in late April
in that it and the DOD were unsure as to
'.
whether one or several validations should
be issued for its portable compiler, which
ing code generator. We're using our Ada
can be used on a variety of machines. "Two
compiler as a .front end and their optimizer
of three parts [of the compiler] are machine
as a back end. We should have a VAX VMS
independent," said Dent," and the third
version of this by the third quarter of this
part is dependent." The first compiler the
year and expect at least two other joint
company submitted for validation was for
products with them in the fourth quarter of
its own 68000-based processor under its
this year and the first quarter of next year. "
own operating system, ROS, which Dent
says is similar to the UCSD p-System. "It
Digital Equipment. Corp. itself is
marketing an Ada compiler for V AX under
was quite portable from the beginning."
both VMS and Unix, which was developed
Then, last April, it submitted the version
by Telesoft, and at press time was still unfor VAX VMS and Unix, which DEC is now
validated.
selling.
The RolmlData General compiler
Now Dent would like to see validawas certified in the spring of last year and
tion for a generic, 68000-based compiler.
DOD in late April was testing both the two
runs on Data General's MV series of 32-bit
computers and on Rolm's 32-bit Ada Work
V AX versions and a 68000 Unix version run-

of this year have a 32-bit interpreter for v AX
under VMS." He says the 16-bit version has
one of the same limitations as the WD original, namely "no more than 400 source lines
per separate compiled unit and that's inappropriate for large systems. The 32-bit version will overcome this limitation because it
will go to 32-bit addresses, but neither will
take full advantage of the language because
they are interpretive, not native."
Gensoft, Fisher says, is working in
conjunction with Tartan Laboratories,
Pittsburgh, Pa., a spinout from a research
project at Carnegie Mellon University, to
develop its compiler for other machines on
a native basis. "They have a supe..roptimizL-________________________________
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ning on Pixel, Callan Data, Wicat, Intellimac, DigicompData, and Sun Micro
systems and on Burroughs' Megaframe.
"Hopefully," he said, "we'll get a
generic validation. There are probably 60
manufacturers running 68000 processors
and Unix." So far, Telesoft has delivered
more than 450 Ada compilers, Dent claims.
Intel introduced an Ada compiler
called Ada 432, Version 1.0, in mid-1982,
and is shooting for validation of Version
2.3 (its fourth version) this fall. Mike
McGowan, Intel's Ada product manager,
said a little more than 100 units have been
shipped.
Irvine Computer Sciences Corp. has

pany involved in Ada training, likes reduced maintenance costs. "The use of Ada
in a software development project can cut
maintenance costs by 60% beginning immediately and, in the long run, can reduce
them further."
Fisher of Gensoft likes this feature
too. He believes one place where Ada
should not be used is in business data processing. "It was never intended for that
area." He thinks, however, that "Any applications that have significant maintenance
costs, large systems for anything which
have a long life, even business, are ripe for
Ada. "
McKay, of the University of Houston, says he believes Ada offers more bene"Ah, that's a government
fits to the commercial world than to governlanguage. Why would I want to ment. "So many companies are looking for
the first time at automation. They're undo that?"
tainted by previous experience. They know
delivered between 50 and 70 of its as yet
what they want and they'll leave it up to the
unvalidated compilers which run on Z 8000
software houses. They have no ties to a
systems, 68000 systems, VAX (Unix and
mainframe, no ties to a language. They'll
VMS), GouldlsEL computers, and Amdahl
say this is what we want and we want the
UTS. Greg Moulton, acting president, said
applications now. I predict that time after
the company is in the process of building
time the software houses that win out in this
cross-compilers for the 8086 and the 1750A
sort of situation will come from the Ada
military cpu. He is hoping for validation
community. "
late this year.
McKay also feels Ada has potential
Bob Ashford, president of Solutions
in artificial intelligence applications.
Plus of Fort Collins, Colo., which in March
"There is a big need for distributed artifiintroduced Ada compilers for the Hewlettcial intelligence." Crafts agrees. His comPackard 200 desktop computer family and
pany has been using Ada in translating techlast month was developing versions for the
nical documents from English to French.
HP 500 and 1000 series, was expecting DOD
Craft's company, Intellimac, in advalidation by the end of April. He said he'd
dition to offering turnkey Ada development
received $100,000 worth of orders for the
systems, has been developing software in
200 series version in the first month followAda for three years for commercial applicaing its introduction. He said a version for
tions including payroll, inventory control,
the HP 3000 was "down the road."
accounting, and parts control, and has installed some, "but we don't sell it actively.
Ichbiah's company, Alsys, has
scheduled its first products, vAx-hosted
People tend to say, 'Ah, that's a government language. Why would I want to do
Ada cross-compilers for 68000 and 8086that?' "
based systems, for release late this year
Money might provide the motivawith native compilers due to follow.
Ada proponents have to be called
tion. McKay s~ys the DOD has compiled
aficionados and Ichbiah is certainly one of
figures that indicate use of Ada since 1978
them. McKay is another and so, he behas reduced maintenance costs to the point
where "maybe half of what would have
lieves, are his students who have learned
the language. "There is no bigger group of
been maintenance costs can go into new
projects." He adds: "They're [DOD] the
advocates than those good programmers
world's biggest customer."
who have learned to use it," he says.
Craft of Intellimac says, "Our proThere are those who say Ada is a
more European language than an American
grammers would fight if they were told they
language. To this, Ichbiah responds, "In
had to go to another language. " He feels a
the U.S., you've had good tools and poor
strong point of Ada is the ease with which
languages. The tools are so good you suruser requirements can be communicated to
vive the poor languages. In Europe, we
a programmer and then to code.
Ichbiah says the thing he considers '" have had poor tools and good languages.
The languages are so good that we've surto be the most important part of Ada is "the
vived the poor tools."
idea of software components that are reusable in different contexts."
McKay's response: "In the U.S.
we're reluctant to change. Europe has realClarity is another oft-cited good
ized it can't compete with us in the manupoint of Ada. "It is definitely clearer as far
facture of hardware so they've put their
as code goes," says Crafts of Intellimac.
eggs in another basket, software. Europe
Rodger Smith, vice president, EVB
Consulting Inc., a Rockville, Md., comhas more new starts done in Ada than we
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do. They have a competitive edge but some
enlightened companies in this country have
been in [with Ada] since the beginning,
companies like Westinghouse and General
Electric. "
It's generally agreed that there are
few competent Ada programmers around
and those that are can command good salaries. Training is more difficult than for other languages. Smith of EVB says, "A mistake with Ada often is to treat it as just a
language. It's a methodology. We can teach
a course in C in three days. It takes a minimum of 21 days to learn Ada."
Solutions Plus offers computer aided instruction packages with its Ada compilers. "A high-level language programmer
can learn Ada typically in one month,"
says Solu,tions' Ashford.
McKay, at the University of Houston,
says most of "the better" universities either
have Ada built into their regular curriculum
or are offering special topics courses at the
graduate level to determine how to build it
into the regular curriculum.
EVB'S Smith says an Ada programmer should have a math background, computer science knowledge, and a knowledge
of engineering, "but [without this background] that doesn't mean you can't do
good quality work, three months down the
road, in a restricted manner. " He and others view Ada programmers no~ as programmers but as software engineers.
Ichbiah said Ada's design, "was not a
scientific achievement, but an architectural
achievement. " A civil engineer by training, he notes that while building Ada, "we
didn't do research. We looked at what had
been developed and how we could best use
it."
#
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AMERICA

ANSWERS
BACK

H's taken two years, but the

U.S. response to Japan's fifth
generation computer effort is
finally taking shape.
by Jan Johnson
With significantly fewer people, fewer corporations, and fewer natural resources, Japan has managed to dominate car manufacturing, consumer electronics, and memory
chips. Perturbed and complaining, America
watched.
Then in April 1982, Japan launched
its lO-year, $850 million Fifth Generation

At CCA'ssemi.r you'll· learn
abouttlie
Intelligent Information Center™
and the newest DBMS tools, .
like PC-mainfra.links.
Attend one of CCA's seminars and
you will learn how MODEL 204 DBMS can
.make both MIS people and corporate
executives better at their jobs. You could
also win your very own IBM Personal
Computer.
How MODEL 204 DBMS's new Intelligent Information Center provides
complete end user support.
MODEL 204's Intelligent Information Center, a unique group of tools
linking end users and computers,
allows executives to access the corporate
database themselves. Without having to
understand anything about mainframe
technology .
At the seminar, you'll actually see two
of these important executive tools in
action. One is PC/204, our easy to use
PC-mainframe link for automatic"spreadsheet defInition and creation. The other
is ACCESS/204, our decision support
query and report writer.

Why time after time MODEL 204
DBMS is so highly rated for ease of
use and high performance.
It's true. In recent DATAPRO
surveys, MODEL 204 consistently
won high marks for Efficiency,
and for Ease of Use.
You'll learn why the performance of MODEL 204 is unmatched. And why its complete
4th generation application development system improves productivity 5 to 50 times over conventional methods.
By then you'll understand
why MODEL 204 is the fastest growing
database m"anagement system.
How you can win an IBM PC.
Select a seminar from the schedule
below and call or send a coupon to reserve your place. The winner of the mM PC
will be drawn from all 1984 seminar
attendees on Dec. 28, 1984.

You could even win a PC.
Computer

CCA's Executive DBMS Seminar Schedule
May

Atlanta
Austin
Baltimore
Charlotte, NC
Cincinnati
Ft Worth
Harrisburg
Houston
Kansas City, MO
Milwaukee
Montreal
Orange County, CA

May 15
May 10
May 15
May 8
May 2
May 3
May 2
May 24
May 23
May 3
May 4
May 24

Ottawa
Pittsburgh
Santa Clara
Toronto

May 3
May 8
May 24
May 10

Albuquerque
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Denver
Hartford
, Nashville
NewYorlt

June 14
June 14
June 5
June 14
June 21
June 21
June 5
June 21

June

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Rochester
Syracuse
Washington, D.C.

JU2;

D las
Oakland
Portland,OR
San Francisco
St Louis

June 5
June 19
June 7
June 7
June 28
June 27
June 12
July 10
July 12
July 26
July 25
July 12

Representatives: Canada, U.K., Europe, Australia, Japan, Saudi Arabia.
In Canada, contact Polaris Computer Systems Ltd., Toronto.
Intelligent Infonnation Center is a trademark of Computer Corporation of America.
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I
MODEL 204.
•
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I CITY

I STATE----------------ZW---------------
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I Operating System: ( ) MVS ( ) OOS ( ) CMS ( ) Other:~____
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The TeleVided 970.
Nothing tops it for performance and design.
The TeleVideo®970. The
world's most advanced ANSI
video display terminal.
It's equipped with the ANSI
X3.64 standard so nothing can
top its communications capability. And clear ergonomic superiority means nothing can top
the 970 for user comfort and
enhanced productivity.
Unsurpassed Ergonomics

The 14-inch, non-glare screen
tilts at a touch and displays
up to 132 columns by
24 lines.
There are
double
high,

double wide characters and
an excellent selection of visual
and graphic attributes. For an ,
almost endless array of displays
and forms.
The Power of ANSI

The 970 is compatible with
the DEC VT-100/52~ but offers
more of the kind of power you'd
expect to find at the top. Power
that emanates from ANSIthe universal language of data
management equipment.
Power that is more effectively
directed by 16/32 program- .
mable, non-volatile function
keys, logical attributes, a 256
character downloadable soft
font, and an optional Tektronix

4010/4014 graphics board.
This is the one terminal
TeleVideo - and every other
manufacturer- can't top. Get a
demonstration from one of our
regional
offices

CJ

today.
The
970
promises
state-of-theart technology
~
you can use with
~coNv~~il~~
confidence, with peace
COOliNG
of mind.
The promise that has made
TeleVideo the number one
i ndependeritterm i nal com pany
in the world.

LoW RISK HIGH TECH

14' TILT-SCREEN

TeleVidedTerminals

SEE US A1 COMDEX
B001H1314

EAS1 HAll, MAY 22 -25

e~TeleVideo Systems, Inc.

California/Janta Ana (714) 476-0244
California/Sunnyvale (408) 745-7760
Georgia/Atlanta ..... (404) 447-1231

Illinois/Chicago ..... (312) 397-5400
Massachusetts/Boston (617) 890-3282
New York/New York
(516) 496-4777

Texas/Dallas..
. .. (214) 258-6776 Southern Europe .... (33) 1-686-4412
Central Europe ..... (31) 2503-35444 DEC is a registered trademark of Digital
Northern Europe
(44) 9-905-6464 Equipment Corporation.
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Computer Systems program with the formation of the Institute of New Generation
Computer Technology (ICOT). That move
struck at the heart of America's economic
strength and national security.
The fifth generation challenge,
more than all others, "scared the hell" out
of U. S. business managers and those responsible for U. S. security, recalls one industry source. "The sleeping giant was
awakened," says another.
The giant's response has been slow
in coming and has taken many forms. Old
antitrust laws created to protect a domestic
marketplace are being challenged as a hindrance to competing in today's international marketplace. The long cherished "I'll do
it myself" attitude of American businesses
is being rethought as managers come to
grips with scarce talent and huge long-term
R&D investments. As a result, the most
notable and potentially most effective action .has come from industry.
In an unprecedented move, several
computer industry competitors agreed to
lay aside their proprietary shields and try to
work together at the R&D level. The two
pioneer organizations to watch are the
Semiconductor Research Corp. (SRC), Research Triangle Park, N.C., which opened
its doors in September 1982, and the Microelectronics and 'Computer Technology
Corp. (MCC), Austin, Texas, which held its
first board meeting· in February 1983.
Of those two, MCC is the more daring. It represents a marked divergence from
previous cooperative ventures, such as

Buying into MCC is the cheap
part; the real expense comes
in supporting any of four
research programs for at least
three years.
SRC'S. SRC collects

money from its 30 member companies,· then redistributes it among
select college and university research
groups.
In contrast, MCC is preparing to do
its own research. "MCC'S goal is to develop
technology and tools that companies can
use to develop their own products. There
isn't much overlap," says Michael Maguire, senior vice president of Harris Corp. ,
Melbourne, Fla., which is a member of
both organizations. MCC'S effort is "more
an applied research effort than a basic one"
and will be conducted in-house rather than
through universities.
Last month MCC turned a critical
comer. The basic outline for its seven research projects was in place, six of the seven research project directors were on board,
and the dread antitrust clouds were beginning to clear as Congress moved closer to
amending .the old antitrust legislation.
America was gearing up for its own fifth
generation effort.

But for America, cooperation does
not come easy. Imagine the monumental
task of getting 10 disparate companies to
agree on one corporate structure and seven
long-term project directions. It is not surprising that it took MCC two years to groan
and strain to life.
"It took a lot of talking to convince
a number of people that the challenges we
all face are great enough that we have to
make some adjustments," recalls Gerry
Ginneen, corporate vice president for science and technology, Honeywell, and an

board member. "Companies had to be
willing to share technology in some areas
where they felt they had invested a lot of
money and attained some strength. That is
why the formation of MCC took a while. "
The outcome is a company wholly
owned by its shareholders. It is not destined
for the public market, assures Admiral Bobby Inman, MCC president and chief executive officer. Inman, who retired from the
military in July 1982 after a long career
with stops at almost every major intelligence organization in the U.S., including a
MCC

Seeing your data resource
under control
begins with sending the coupon.
Chances are, your organization's data and information systems are getting out of control.
It's no wonder. The proliferation of information delivery systems and new, structured methodologies has made it easier to respond to increasing end-user demands with short-term solutions. Solutions
that have only compounded the problem.
MANAGER SOFfWARE PRODUCTS' DATAMANAGER® offers a permanent solution. One
that's fully compatible with your IBM.mainframe environment now, yet one that will let you cope with a
continuously changing systems environment and growing end-user demands in the future.
DATAMANAGER is the world's leading data resource management system. The first such system
designed specifically to help you develop, manage and control your entire data resource. The first system to converse with not only IS professionals, but with end-users - in language they understand. And
the first system to interface with all the leading data base management systems, TP monitors and programming languages.
DATAMANAGER is driven by the world's most versatile data dictionary; one that can be easily
tailored to your specific needs. It's a stand-alone system, yet it can be fully integrated with other
dictiunary-driven products in MSP's MANAGER family - such as DESIGNMANAGER:" the logical
data base design and modeling system, and
SOURCEMANAGER:" the COBOL application development system.
Find out how DATAMANAGER can let
you see your data resource under control. Send
the coupon today. Or call (617) 863-5800
(Telex 710 326 6431).
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MANAGER SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INC
Offices worldwide: Australasia. Benelux. Canada. Italy.
Japan. Scandinavia. Spain. Switzerland/Austria.
U.K./Eirc. U.S.A .. West Germany.
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The most powerful on-lin(
Today, the world of business computing is
being introduced to a system featuring over
two-and-a-half times the performance and twice
the price/performance of its nearest competitor.
A versatile system. Able to compile the
information of the largest corporations into a
single relational data base. Instantaneously
updated and fully available' across the entire
system .
.An expandable and compatible system.
Allowing the simple addition of future
programs and equipment, without sacrificing
past investments.
And most importantly, a system that won't
let you down. Because its fault-tolerant
design won't let itself down. Even if a major
component fails.
This system isn't from IBM.
It's from Tandem.
Introducing the NonStop TXpm system.
TXP: 32~bit transaction processing.
The TXP system processes high volume
loads faster and more economically than any
other system. Executing over 100 transactions
per second now and thousands of transactions
in the near future.
It's built around multiple parallel 32-bit
processors. Each addressing 16 MB of physical
memory and over a gigabyte of virtual memory.
To help memory keep pace with that
kind of processing, TXP pulls 64 bits on each
memory access.
The TXP system also features parallel .
data paths. ManipUlating 32 bits of information
in a single cycle, two 16-bit operations in
the same cycle.

1976

1981

1983

Our success can be summed up in a second.

Transactions per second. Numbers unsurpassed in
the industry. On-line systems that fit your needs
today. And tomonvw. With more processing power
on.the way.

And TXP incorporates extensive pipelining, to process multiple instructions
simultaneously. Each processor overlaps
instructions in three levels: Fetching one,
while preprocessing a second, while executing
a third.
While helping TXP deliver full 32-bit
power, for less.
Cache memory pays off in faster
response times.
Cache memory is a high-speed data
storage area between the processor and
main meinory. It lets the processor store
more frequently used information closer.

So it can get to it faster.
And our tests have shown that the
TXP cache memory has a 98% "hit rate:'
Which means the requested data is
virtually always nearby for fast access.
The result? Larger volumes of work can
be processed in shorter amounts of time.
Helping TXP to be even more productive.
Making cache memory pay big dividend~
A system you'II expand, not disband.
Most computer systems have very limite,
expandability. So if a company outgrows its
computer'~ capacity, it usually means startin~
again from scratch.
Selecting and buying a larger and more
expensive system.
Then reprogramming.
Then re-training.
Plus all the chaotic disruption and
massive loss of revenue that's unavoidable
during the switch-over.
Not so with the TXP system.
It can expand from two to 16 processors.

omputer in business today.
lcreasing its power by a factor of eight.
That's more power than any of the largest
minframes.
And the additional processors can be
Istalled while TXP is running at full speed.
~o downtime. No reprogramming.
Still not enough power? Up to 14 TXP
ystems can be joined together by high-speed
iber optics. Linking the systems together as
ne computer with 224 processors.
But that still isn't the full potential of
he TXP.
.
TXP systems at up to 255 sites can be
oined in a worldwide network. Generating the
lower of over 4,000 processors.
And that gives TXP the most powerful
moline computer capacity in business.
Expandability our competition wishes they
:ould disband.
NonStoplM system compatibility from
the people who started it all.
TXP can process more information and
,upport more programs, users and devices than

TXP

NSII

The most powerful computer network in
business today. Users access a single unified global

data base from any of thousands of tenninals anywhere in the system.

any other computer designedJor on-line
transaction processing.
Devices you most likely already have.
Even devices made by IBM.
But what if your company isn't quite
ready for the TXP system's awesome power?
We suggest the Tandem NonStop IIlM
system. The second most powerful on-line
computer in business today. The cost effective solution for medium to large corporations.
What if your company is somewhere
between a NonStop II and a TXP?
No problem. They can be combined.
They can share the same data and
programs. In fact, NonStop II and TXP

processors can coexist in the same cabin~ts.
And what if your company needs even a
smaller computer?
We make a smaller computer. The Tandem
NonStop 1+ system. Perfect for those lowvolume sites where less processing power
is needed.
Tandem literally wrote the book on
NonStoplM transaction processing. That's
because we introduced the first NonStop
system.
Over eight years ago.
And for over eight straight years, despite
attempts by others, weve continued to lead
the industry.
Learn all about TXP, ASAP.
For complete lit~rature, contact your local
Tandem Sales Office.
Or write Tandem Computers Incorporated,
19333 Valko Parkway, Cupertino,
California 95014.
Or call us, toll-free. (800) 482-6336.
TXP is the most powerful on-line computer
in business today.
Without question.

TANDEM
NonStop Transaction Pro.cessing
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stint as head of the National Security Agency, accepted the MCC post in January 1983.
Each shareholder is limited to one
share of stock, but that one share costs an
extraordinary amount. It sold for $150,000
when the company was formed, and escalated toward the $250,000 mark as the company matured. Latecomers may pay as
much as $500,000 per share, predicts Inman, assuming the company succeeds.
Buying into the company is only the
beginning-the cheap part. The real expense comes at the program level. Each
shareholder company must agree to support
at least one of four research programs for a
minimum of three years. A few shareholders have elected to support all four. Lumped
together, the programs will have a funding
profile somewhere between $50 million and
$100 million per year, Inman estimates.
"How much higher than $50 million depends on how many additional members
join the program. " Although Inman would
not talk about specifics, the average investment per company per program appears to
range between $1 million and $4 million
per year.
The four programs address seven research areas: software technology, semiconductor packaging, VLSI computer aided
design, parallel processing, database management, human interfaces, and artificial
intelligence/knowledge-based systems. The

In filling the position of chief
scientist, Inman chose John
Pinkston, a former deputy
chief of research at the NSA
with a background similar to
Inman's.
last four projects make up the fourth pro, gram, called the advanced computer architecture program. It most closely corresponds to Japan's fifth generation effort.
The software technology program
will focus on developing methods for guiding a user through problem definitions, says
an Mccspokesman. "The goal is to increase the productivity of the entire development process. by two orders of magnitude. " One of the means for reaching that
goal will be to develop "knowledge bases
that contain domain-specific and general
programming knowledge that can be used
to transforrn high-level problem de scriptionsinto efficient user-level languages,"
says the MCC spokesman.
A major focus of the packaging program is to develop automated methods for
connecting chips with an excess of 400 pins
to pc boards. In addition, says the MCC
spokesman, researchers will investigate
methods for reducing the number of interconnect levels on a chip and improving performance through the use of wafer scale
integration, cryogenic packaging, or "novel materials."
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In developing program directions, a
fundamental rule of thumb was followed:
"If it can be envisioned as a product, it
ought not to go to MCC," Inman said. "We
want to keep focused on the long term,
where the industry needs breakthroughs for
the next generation of products."
.
. Equally as time-consuming as program definition has been the search for the
right people. Heading the semiconductor
packaging program is Barry Whalen, who
comes to MCC with several years of experience in managing advanced semiconductor
research projects. Most of those years were
at TRW, where he served as general manager
of the military electronic division and headed the VHSIC (very high speed integrated

circuit) project.
Joining Whalen in the semiconductor packaging program is Harry Kroger.
who was snapped up from Sperry Corp.
when it closed its corporate research facility
in Sudbury, Mass. Kroger has been involved in several areas of high-speed logic
research, including work· in Josephson
junctions.
John Hanne, tapped to lead the VLSI
computer aided design program, comes to
MCC after many years with Texas Instruments. There he served as vice president of
the data systems group, with specific experience in managing the advanced technology research group and the design automation effort. For a few days, Hanne was also

When we thread the needle, communication costs less.
The 3M Videodata® Broadband System
carries thousands of messages on a single
cable. It's an information utility that's
cutting communication costs for 250 companies worldwide.
One cable is threaded through a factory
or any spreadout institution. Up to 10,000
information sources can be connected.
Computers, word processors, TV monitors
and more can handle data simultaneously
and never interfere with each other.
Our system can cut installation and expan-

sion costs in half compared with the cost
of routing and re-routing conventional
two-wire hookups.
Hearing the needs of the information age
has helped 3M pioneer over 600 products
for the voice, video and data communication field. We make everything from
computer diskettes to high-speed translators that put computer data on microfilm.
And it all began by listening.

3M hears you ...

r-=------------,
I For your free brochure on 3M's voice,

I

I video, and data products plus all other I
3M products, write: Dept. 053205/3M,
I P.O. Box 22002, Robbinsdale, MN 55422. I
I~~
I
I
I
I Address
I
State~ip
I
I City
_ _1-800-336-4327.
_ _ _ _ _ _ .---JI
IL.:
Or_
call_
toll-free:
<Cl1984.3M
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We didn't kill analog phones. Honest.
Analog phones killed analog phones.
Because they required separate systems for data and voice.
Because they required complicated access codes. Because they
made the average office desk look
like the average garage sale with
speakers and autodialers and intercoms and
coax footprints all over the place.

All ROLM has done is to introduce an entire family of phones that
bring digital technology all the
way to the desk So, for the price
of an analog phone you can
have unheard-of communication power on standard
telephone wire.
There's a $100 ROLMphone®
with single button commands, speed dialing,
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voice volume control and an optional RS232 port
for flawless, simultaneous data and voice
transmission.
There are ROLMphones with more feature buttons,
more lines, hands-free speakers and autodialers.
There are ROLMphones that can tell you the caller's
name, .the extension number, the elapsed time of
the call, the cost of the call.
Then there's Cypress~'
Cypress is a super compact, smart ASCII terminal

and a totally integrated, full-featured digital phone.
The ROLMphones are simply the finishing touch
to the most inevitable business communication
system in the world today - the latest reason why
more than two-thirds of the Fortune 500 companies
choose ROLM.
If you'd like to see what a business phone system
can do today, next year, into the
next century, pick up that Plain
Old Telephone and call ROLM.

ROlim

4900 Old Ironsides Drive, MIS 626, Santa Clara, CA 95050 • 800-538-8154. (In Alaska, California and Hawaii, caI/408-986-3025.J
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Normally, you might not trust a product with a
new name. But while all of our products have a new
name, they also have a proven history of Quality
and reliability.
That's because Genicom was formerly the Data
Communication Products Department of General Electric. Nowan independently owned company, Genicom
will continue the same product line we established
with GE ... only the name has changed.
Our Genicom 3000 family, for instance, still offers the same performance features already preferred by users and the design flexibility so important
to OEM's, distributors, retailers and dealers. Speeds
from 40 to 400 cps. Single or dual mode printing.
Type Quality from EDP to NLQ. Multi-color printing.
Graphics. Selectable type fonts, American craftsman.ship and more.
Of course, we'll also offer Genicom 2000 tele-

printers and the soon to be introduced 4000 shuttle
matrix printers. You'll find we have the same complete product Une that we had with GE. We have the
same corps of experienced employees, the same facilities, and the same nationwide service network.
But above all, we have a new commitment to
excellence. Which means, whilewe continue to serve
existing customers with established products like our
3000 family, we plan to introduce more products to
meet growing needs.
At Genicom, we've changed our name and we're
planning to change the future with more innovations,
and more of the Quality you've come to expect from
us under any name ..
Genicom Corporation, One General Electric
Drive, Dept. M321, Waynesboro, VA 22980. In Virginia, call 1-703-949-1170. TM~~DCQJM
See Us At

For the solution to your printing needs call

TOLL FREE 1-800-437-7468
~
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vice president of engineering for Osborne
Computer.
Managing the parallel processing
project is Peter Patton, most recently head
of-the computer center at the University of
Minnesota, the only such center in the
country to own a Cray supercomputer. According to Patton's resume, he has more
than 20 years' experience in the design and
application of high-performance, multiprocessor computer systems. Many of those
years were spent with Sperry's defense division. Included in his long list of consulting jobs is a stint with the Department of
Defense, where Patton served in an advisory capacity on the evaluation of the Safe
Guard Anti-Ballistic Missile defense system. That system had a "highly parallel
architecture," recalls Tom Gannon, technical director for Digital Equipment Corp. 's
technology development program and. a
member of MCC'S technical advisor board.
Eugene Lowenthal, a founder of
Austin-based MRI (which was later acquired
by Intel of Aloha, Ore.) and lead architect
of the database management product System 2000, will head the database management project.
The incoming· president of the
American Association of Artificial Intelligence, Woodrow Bledsoe, accepted the
reins of the AI/knowledge-based system
project. He is on a leave of absence from the
University of Texas, where he holds a
chaired professorship in mathematics and
computer sciences.
The only project manager to come
from one of the shareholding companies is
Ray Allard, who heads the human interface
project. A vice president from Control
Data, Allard has an extensive background

Most shareholders say they
are lured to MCC by the
prospects of more bang for
their R&D buck and the
chance to be among the first
to get at those results..
in managing computer research activities
and more recent experience in marketing
large computer systems. His assistant is Bill
CurtIs, who comes. to . MCC from m and
General Electric, where he worked on human factors problems.
The only research position yet to be
filled is manager of the software technology
project. "We had that position filled," Inman explains, "but the selected .individual
was unable to get out of a contractual relationship with a foreign government."
Inamn's number two man, the senior vice president of plans and programs,
is Pally Smidt, who comes to MCC from
Sperry Corp, where he had been vice president of business strategy. "If something
happens to me, Pally picks up," says Inman. As for the other key staff slots, the

position of vice president of finance and
administration was filled by a man from
Control Data, and vice president of human
resources went to a man from RCA.
In filling the plum position of chief
scientist, Inman looked to his own background. He brought in John Pinkston, former deputy chief of research at the National
Security Agency. That move created quite a
stir among shareholder companies because
no one had heard of Pinkston. "He's a very
bright man with a BS in EE from Princeton
and a master's and doctorate from MIT,"
says Inman. Because of his background,
"he's therefore not known to many in industry or the academic world."
Coming to terms with compromise
and cooperation is only part of the MCC
challenge. Mustering the courage to brave
the antitrust clouds adds yet another negative. All of the founders knew they were
treading on the tentacles of antitrust laws
when they joined to form Mcc-Joseph
Alioto, one of the nation's leading antitrust
lawyers and former San Francisco mayor,
made sure of that.
Alioto sent a letter to MCC sponsors
challenging their intentions and reminding
them their' 'conduct is an unequivocal combination in violation of the antitrust laws of
the United States." Alioto's plainly stated
threat of a lawsuit was taken seriously. The

chance that he would find a willing client,
eager to brave the legal system in hopes of
winning huge damages, was more than
some corporate lawyers were willing to
risk.
Because of the antitrust threat, several companies backed out. Of the 18 computer. and semiconductor company executives who attended the first exploratory
. meeting in February 1982, organized by
Willian C. Norris, Control Data founder
and chairman, only 10 went on to form the
steering committee that led to MCC'S creation.
The founding group was composed
of Advance Micro Devices, Control Data,
. DEC, Harris, Honeywell, Motorola, NCR,
National Semiconductor, RCA, and Sperry.
Five other companies have since joined the
founding group. Burroughs and Xerox were
among the companies that dropped out, and
have yet to reappear on the MCC roster.
MCC is still looking for additional
shareholders. There is no limit to the number of companies that can participate in
MCC, says Inman, but there are membership
restrictions. Only one company has been
turned down, and Inman would not reveal
its name. "We had Qne applicant that was
53% foreign owned," he explains. "Basically, our bylaws require that a company
must be 50% U. S. owned. " Others decided

COMPUTER SECURITY -

THE GLOBAL CHALLENGE
IFIP / Sec'84
Second International Congress and
Exhibition on Computer Security
Inn-on-the-Park, Toronto, Canada
September 10-12, 1984

Speakers will include:
ISAAC L. AUERBACH
Susan Nycum
Col. Roger Shell
Jan Freese
Dennis Steinauer
G. Russel Pipe
Calvin C. Gotlieb
Topics will include:
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Computer Crime
Legislation
T.B.D.E
Privacy
Contingency Planning
Micro Security
Encryption
Access Control
Security Strategies
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their own spreadsheets, forecast trends with color
graphics, browse through online files, and create
or revise reports.
Think of how that could increase their productivity as well as their satisfaction: And, by freeing
the MIS staff to do more of the significant tasks
they were hired to perform, a Solution Center can
increase the productivity of your data processing
department, too.

can tailor it to meet your specific needs.
With a Solution Center, end users get the .
information they need and you get the control you
demand. It's bound to make them a lot happier, and
you a lot happier too.
For more information on how a Solution Center can work for you, call toll free at 800-328-5111,
extension 2724. In Minnesota, call collect 1-612~
870-2142, extension 2724.

Improves Data Management

Another Big Idea From Honeywell
Large Systems

A Solution Center improves data management by providing consistent information to end
users and by eliminating unnecessary application
development It can facilitate the introduction
of personal computers. And, best of all, you

Look to Honeywell Large Systems for solutions to information management problems and for
products ranging from powerful computers to comprehensive networking capabilities.

Together. we can find the answers.

Honeywell
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it was too expensive or backed down because of antitrust concerns, Inman acknowledges.
Still other simply stayed away. IBM,
for instance, reportedly declined involvement because of "misgivings" about its
presence inciting litigation, reveals one
board member.
To reduce the risk of governmentinstigated litigation, MCC has kept the Justice Department informed at every step.
After reviewing MCC'S bylaws, Justice declared it had no objections to the creation of
MCC, but reserved the right to examine each
program. Material concerning the four major programs was filed in April 1983. In
addition, .each individual member company
has made major submissions to Justice. One
board member quips, "We've kept a lot of
lawyers prosperous."
In an offensive move, MCC is backing legislation in Congress that would
shield certain research and development
joint ventures from antitrust attacks. "Part
of our legislature program' is to modify the
antitrust law as it relates to joint R&D ven-

While there is a limit to the
number' of technical people
one company can send, there
is no limit. to the number of
professional assignees.
tures, " explains George Scalise, MCC board
member and senior vice president and chief
administrative officer for Advanced Micro
Devices, Sunnyvale, Calif. "We have legislation on the House side drafted and out of
committee." A Senate version was expected out of committee in mid-April.
Although the Justice Department
was promoting yet another version of the
bill, Scalise believes· that Justice and the
House have "come to a me'eting of the
minds." The bill "doesn't do everything
we hope to accomplish, but we believe it is
a major step in the right direction," he acknowledges.
Among the key points slated for
change is the elimination of the treble damages award in an antitrust suit and the addition of a clause providing for the payment
of legal fees to the prevailing party. "What
we want to do is limit the number of frivolous lawsuits," says Scalise.
MCC is also attempting to update
business lawyers. IQ February, MCC submitted massive documentation to Justice on the
issue of competing in an international marketplace. One board member estimates that
MCC representatives have spent more than
100 hours in interviews with Justice Department lawyers and individual researchers.
Why such a show of patience? It's essential
to the MCC mission, the source muses. "We
are helping to introduce a generation of
lawyers to the idea of an international marketplace. "
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So what's the payback for all that
risk "and money? A long shot that some
shareholders mention but few take seriously
is the possibility of making money on license fees. At the end of each research program, participants have residual rights to
the results .. Three years after the close of a
project, the technology can be licensed to
outsiders.
"If something is a spectaCUlar success," Inman suggests, "not only is there
the prospect of a three-year lead time to the
marketplace; if it is broadly licensed there is
a good chance [project participants] could
recover their sunk costs."
More to the point, most shareholders say they are lured to MCC by the prospects of more bang for their R&D buck and
the chance to be. among the fIrst to get at
those results. But how does a company
bring those results back home? "That's one
of the significant issues that lies before us,"
admits Gannon, the DEC technical director
and representative on MCC'S technical advisory board. Successful technology transfer
is still very much an art and not a well
understood process.
"Technology transfer is a problem
even within a company," agrees William
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Hittinger, RCA executive vp and MCC board
member. "It's more complex when dealing
with an outside structure. Defining how it
will take place is not easy to do."
Shareholder board meetings, technical advisory board meetings, seminars,
and publications are all part of the formula.
But at the heart of it, say several board
members, are the technical. liaison people
and employees from shareholder companies who leave to work on a project team,
then return to their respective companies.
Each shareholder company can
have one liaison person involved in each of
the projects it funds. That person shuttles
back and forth betwe~n the two jobs, remaining on the payroll of the shareholder
company. MCC reimburses that company
for the liaison person's time. "The main
mission of the technical liaisons," stresses
DEC'S Gannon, "is to maintain technical
communications between the MCC program
and interested organizations within their
own company."
Shareholders also have the option of
sending one or more assigned professionals
to apply to project leaders for full-time positions; The position could last from three
to five years. At the end of that time, the
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employee is expected to return to the shareholder company and share the newly acquired technological wealth. Assigned professionals remain on the shareholder company's payroll and retain seniority and
benefits. MCC reimburses the shareholder
for each person's salary.
While there is a limit to the number
of technical liaison people one company
can send, there is no limit to the number of
professional assignees.' "That depends on
the quality of the candidate and the decision
of the project director doing the hiring,"
explains Harris's Maguire. "MCC does not
have to hire a shareholder's candidate."
Although Harris, for instance, supports all four program areas, only half a
dozen Harris employees are applying for
MCC positions as assignees, Maguire says.
Control Data and Sperry are the only other
companies supporting all the programs, he
adds.
The real measure of MCC'S success
will come at the end of each project. "Did
those that put up the money end up making
money in the marketplace as a result of MCC
technology?" That is the measure by which
Inman says he will judge.
If shareholders don't profit from
their efforts, Inman suspects MCC may survive, "but more like a Battelle Labs" rather than a Bell Labs. The robust future of
MCC hinges on the robust involvement of
shareholder companies and everyone's
ability to learn the fine art of technology
transfer.
~

COMMUNICATIONS

RUNNING

OUT OF
STEAM

Both users and vendors fear
that the teleconferencing
industry may simply disappear
if codec standards are not
established.
by Michael Tyler
Sometimes a better mousetrap isn't good
enough-you have to market it and package
it properly before the world will beat a path
to your door.
That seems to be the lesson teleconferencing vendors are learning the hard
way. The technology is certainly leading
edge: as Jean Claude Delorme, president of
Teleglobe Canada in Toronto, notes "Teleconferencing allows us to combine twoway television with telephone, telex, and
facsimile to come as close as possible to all

participants being together in the same
room. "
Nonetheless, the technology has
gained only slow acceptance. "We have
been unsuccessful in getting decision-makers to see the value of teleconferencing,"
says Anthony Zalenski, an executive with
Isacomm in Atlanta. "The technology has
been around 10 years and only 5% of the
Fortune 500 companies have implemented
it. In the next 12 months, that will rise to
only 8%."
Don Gooding, director of telecommunications research for the Yankee Group
in Boston, tags the market for full motion
and slow scan video teleconferencing at a
mere $75 million in 1984, and notes that
"We've all been guilty of overoptimism, of
thinking that if you build $500,000 rooms
and charge $1,000 an hour, people will
knock down your door. The telecom industry has not seen how teleconferencing fits in
with the overall corporate communications
network."
Several factors have kept teleconferencing out of many major installations.
William Schmidt, general manager of the
Overseas Telecommunications Commission in Sydney, lists several: "People are
concerned about beaming corporate secrets
up to satellites and then back down. People
like to travel and don't want that taken away
from them. People need to be at the same
table, to communicate through handshakes
and direct physical contact. On the vendor
side, there has been no sustained effort to
market the technology properly, and in the
past it has been too expensive."
The fundamental problem underlying all of these concerns, however, is that
the vendors and the potential (and actual)
users often do not understand each other.
Isacomm's Zalenski says, 'The focus has
been on the technology, not on how the
technology should be used. Unless we are
successful in finding creative ways of developing applications, we deserve to grow
at only 5% to 8% a year."
That misunderstanding is particularly vivid when the issue of standards arises.
Currently, three manufacturers dominate
the market for coder/decoders (codecs), the
key devices in any teleconferencing setup.
All three, Compression Labs Inc. (CLI) of
San Jose, Calif.; NEC America Inc. of
Sunnyvale, Calif.; and GEc-Jerrold Ltd.,
which is affiliated with British Telecom and
whose U.S. offices are headquartered in
Hatboro, Pa., use different proprietary coding algorithms, ,none of them compatible.
"We're running into a situation
similar to the 8-track or cassette dispute,"
says Greg Paulsen, marketing manager of
teleconferencing products for NEC. "All the
standards have been around for a decade or
more, and we're all sticking with what we
have.'
Robert Kieper, manager of market-

ing planning at Compression Labs, agrees
with his competitor. "Compatibility between all codecs will simply not happen in
the near future because there are too many
things against it. It's not just a matter of the
coding scheme. The technology that went
into the codec is phenomenally incredible.
To ask us to stop developing that and to sell
someone else's codec would make us a totally different company. We'd all be commodity vendors and every major person in
CLI and NEC would leave to do something
more interesting."
That bodes ill for users. Leslie Kaiser, who heads the seven city teleconference network set/up by Atlantic Richfield
Co., notes that her company would like to

"Unless we are successful in
finding creative ways of
developing applications, we
deserve to grow at only 5% to
8% a year."
include participants from other cities in its
videoconferences. "We need to talk to people in cities where we don't have enough
employees to justify the cost of a room. We
would love to trade time in our room in
Houston for time in some other company's
room in Atlanta or Chicago, but we use NEC
and other companies use CLI or GEC." In
particular, AT&T'S Picturephone Meeting
Service network of publicly available
video conference rooms uses CLI codecs.
"The user perspective is not the
vendor perspective," CLI'S Kieper responds. "Users connecting to each other is
not the issue. The issue is that we have to
protect ourselves and our growth rate. You
must find a reason for us to want to provide
compatibility or you don't have a leg to
stand on. How is it in our interest? It's
not. "
Kaiser argues, "As a user, I feel
that if! didn't use teleconferences, the ven:dors wouldn't be in business. If they were
all compatible with one another they would
sell a lot more to all of us users."
"They're telling us that because we
made it possible to teleconference we need
to make codecs standard and ruin our business," Kieper retorts. "I say, no way.
We're in it to grow our business first.
"You can't do that with standardized codecs. If the airplane were standardized a few decades ago, either at the Ford
Trimotor or at the oc-3 or at the 727, each
of which was at the leading edge of its day,
there would have been some immediate
gain but the much greater airline business as
we know it today would certainly never
have developed.
"Witheach generation it becomes
possible for more and more people to afford
teleconferencing. I understand that users
want to talk over what are now incompatible codecs, but is that worth freezing
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the technology at current levels or should
we keep our options open?"
There are clearly legitimate arguments on both sides, but the tenor of the
debate has become more hostile as heavy
users such as ARca become more dependent
on video conferences. That hostility may
prove to be the undoing of both vendors and
users. "We can't look at user-vendor relationships as antagonistic but, instead, as
symbiotic," says Jay Borden, who runs
Colgate-Palmolive's videoconference network. "We use it because you developed it,
but you survive because we embrace your
technology. We have to work from the
same side or we'll never get anywhere."
Nonetheless, it is clearly the vendors who hold the cards. John Nuwer, director of teleconferencing services for
Isacomm, which sells transmission services
between private videoconference rooms,
says, "I do not believe there will be any
standards imposed for codecs, and if there
are any I don't know that they'll mean anything. Just because they are prescribed
doesn't mean you have to follow them."
And Paulsen of ~lEC says, "I don't
see us being able to talk over incompatible
codecs for some time. It won't happen."
Users, for their part, are begining to
see that some concessions may be in order.
Borden of Colgate-Palmolive comments,
"I need to communicate. I need compatibility, and if I can't have that, can I have
anything between complete compatibility
and what we have now?"
Nuwer responds~ "At best, we'll be
able to develop gateways of some sort,
which would be boxes that do nothing but
convert from one standard to another."
John Thompson, deputy director
general of British Telecom, argues that that
setup is sufficient. "We're at a new stage of
the industry. It's going to take years to have
teleconferencing established, and there's
no harm done in having some incompatibility for some time." Nonetheless, he adds,
the major players should attempt to settle
the coding issue as soon as possible.
"We're just at the stage of doing point-topoint conferences now; even when we join
five cities together, it is done as a sequence
of point-to-point links. But multipoint conferences are the way of the future and we
will have massive spaghetti in setting up
conversions every time we want to have a
conference. "
The most frustrating aspect of the
compatibility problem, says Nuwer of Isacomm, is that all three codec standards are
similar. "The vendors aren't selling measurements or better technology than one another. They're showing purely what looks
good."
NEC'S Paulsen admits, "The codecs
are all capable of the same things, and they
all work. The user has to judge which has
the better quality, which vendor has better
58 DATAMATION

experience. Both CLI and we use a combination of inter- and intraframe coding in our
algorithms, but the combinations are different and proprietary." Because neither is
clearly superior to the other, or the GECJerrold codec, he says, neither vendor will
capitulate to the other's standard where it
might have if there had been clear technological advantages. Nor does it seem likely
that any vendor can achieve--or holdsuch an advantage.
Given that prospect, it seems clear
that the future growth of teleconferencing
depends on whether the user-vendor relationship becomes more cooperative. If vendors do compromise the proprietary natures
of their codecs, they may be better able to
market their products to users. Likewise, if
users become more willing to accept some
limitations on compatiblity, they will support vendors in overcoming some of the
other weaknesses inherent in teleconferencing. Should the user-vendor relationship
continue to deteriorate, however, Borden
says that' 'the industry may go the way of
quadraphonic stereos-they had great technology but no standards, and they went nowhere."
#

VI DmTEX

ALA
FRANCAIS
While pushing the technology
at home, the French videotex
industry is spearheading
developments in the U.S.
by James Ethridge
Feb. 22 this year saw Honeywell Information Systems (HIS) place an order for 2,500
Minitel videotex terminals with the French
company Telic Alcatel, part of the giant
CGE group. At the same time, HIS signed a
marketing agreement with the French software house Groupe Fran~ais d'Informatique (GFI) for its videotex monitor, Telesource, which HIS will supply and maintain.
Last month, some people may have
been disappointed that J .C. Penney did not
announce at Videotex '84 in Chicago that it
planned to launch its FirstHand videotex
system (developed with French technology)
as a commercial service before the end of
1984. Since the nine-month trial run of
FirstHand ended in February 1983, Penney
has been exploring the possibilities of introducing a commercial version. But the company's director of videotex services, Stuart
C. MacIntire, is anxious to scotch reports
that a launch is planned for 1984: "You can

forget the idea of our launching a commercial service in 1984. There could possibly
be an announcement, but for a service starting in 1985 at the earliest."
Videotex systems may not exactly
be up and running as a proven industry in
the U. S., but considerable interest is being
shown in the potential of both the corporate
and residential markets. The French can
take more than a little credit for that.
France is clearly ahead of the field
with the world's largest and most rapidly
expanding videotex network, Teletel, and
its telecommunications administration (the
Direction Generale des Telecommunications, or OGT) set up a marketing company
early on called Intelmatique to export
French videotex know-how. Intelmatique' s
managing director, Roy D. Bright, says it
has concentrated on the U. S. as the world's
biggest single market, though the French
stake remains limited to the promotional
activities of Honeywell and the FirstHand
experiment. Elsewhere, videotex systems
using French technology are operational in
Italy, Brazil, Greece, and Kuwait.
FirstHand was a test service operated originally by First Bank of Minneapolis
and aimed primarily at the local farming
community. It went to 300 users, providing
a wide range of data and services from 42
information providers. It ran from May
1982 to February 1983, at which point the
project was taken over by J.C. Penney. The
director of the project, Stuart MacIntire,
moved with it, to continue the work of putting together a commercially viable videotex operation. MacIntire explains that since
the trial ended, "we have been trying to
determine whether videotex is a business or
just fun and games."
For Honeywell, any involvement in
a videotex system would be no more than an
arm's length investment. It has confined
itself so far to marketing a package of
French hardware anrl software for internal,
corporate use. HIS began in mid-1983 by
setting up a videotex demonstration and
support center at Schiller Park, near Chicago's O'Hare Airport, and its recent order
for an initial shipment of Teletel terminals
suggests it has succeeded in convincing a
number of companies of the merits of the
system.
In the words of Ed Kozner, a technical adviser at HIS, "Teletel is ideal for high
volume information retrieval, from both internal sources and external databanks, since
the package includes communications hardware and software."
Intelmatique's Roy Bright also
stresses the system's particular advantages
for businesses: "It is compatible with existing mainframe systems to give a cheap and
flexible up-front solution for access to external databases as well as internal ones. " It
is only realistic for Teletel to be marketed
specifically to the corporate sector in the
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U. S., since its limited graphics and color
capability make it less suitable for a general
videotex service aimed at private households. The advertisers that would largely
finance such a service would naturally opt
for the local display standard, NAPLPS
(North American Presentation Level Protocol Syntax). This protocol subsumed the
Telidon system developed in Canada and
embodies high-quality alphageometric display technology, unlike Teletel, which uses
the less sophisticated alphamosaic system.
A prime attraction of Teletel is the
wealth and usefulness of its software, even
though it suffers the drawback of being designed specifically for the Mintel. Honeywell's Kozner is certainly happy with the
products of the Groupe Fran~ais d'Informatique. "GF! runs a videotex service for companies in France," he says. "It knows well
what its business customers' needs are and

"We have been trying to
determine whether videotex is
a business or just fun and
games."
its software fits very much what our customers want."
He concedes it would be hard to adapt
the software to the NAPLPS protocol, but
points out that HIS hasn't needed to. In any
case, adds Kozner, "GFI is planning to
make its software adaptable to different
protocol terminals, and we will probably
see the results at the end of this year."
On its home ground, T~letel does not
have to cope with a clash of protocols, of
course, since it is a state monopoly. The
French videotex network is rolling out region by region on the back of the wellpublicized electronic telephone directory,
which is hoped to render paper directories
obsolete.
In those regions where the service is
already available, subscribers have been
given the choice between paper directories
and free Minitel terminals. They are not
allowed both, and Roy Bright says they are
divided about 50-50 at present. The telephonic database will become operational at
a national level in June, with some 22 million entries in all, giving users equipped
with terminals direct on-line access to numbers throughout the country.
There are an estimated 175,000 terminals installed in France at the moment, of
which about 25,000 are paid for by business
users, and this figure is scheduled to rise to
1 million by year-end to 3 million in 1986.
For comparison purposes, Roy Bright reckons there will be less than 250,000 terminals installed in the whole of the rest of the
world at the end of 1984.
Only a massive investment of public
funds has enabled France to take the lead in
establishing the beginnings of a nationwide, all-purpose videotex system. In com64 DATAMATION

mercial terms, videotex is still not an economic proposition. As J .C. Penney's MacIntire says "The business of videotex just
does not exist anywhere in the world right
now."
While France's DGT is looking at
ways of building in more intelligence to
Minitel terminals to prevent microcomputers from cornering the market, Maclntire is concerned that existing terminals are
too expensive, yet still have too limited a
functional capability. "The terminals don't
exist; it's partly cost, partly functionality,
by which I mean more than the keyboard-I
mean the functions within the terminal."
In order for the mass market for
videotex to take off, manufacturers will
have to come up with what MacIntire calls a
"dumb, easy-to-use home appliance with
some storage capacity. " The consumer will
also need to be able to buy it like any other
household appliance. "Terminals will be
sold like toasters and tv sets and will be as
easy to use as a toaster," predicts Madntire. He agrees, however, they will have to
conform to the NAPLPS protocol to offer
enough graphic and color capability to satisfy merchandisers. Advertisers account for
70% of the total revenue of Knight Ridder's
Viewtron service in southern Florida, for
instance. Yet Viewtron, which MacIntire
describes as "the only major player in the
business," has still to turn a profit and MacIntire wonders just how long it will remain
in the red.
As a prerequisite for putting FirstHand into commercial operation, MacIntire
has been talking to many banks over the
past year. He feels that banking will playa
key role in a consumer videotex service and
that banks should participate in the ownership and operation of the system as well as
act as service providers. Intelmatique's

There are an estimated
175,000 videotex tenninals
installed in France and a full
3 million are expected by

1986.
Bright agrees that a viable videotex service
will have to offer more transactional services. That could have been a major shortcoming of Britain's pioneering Prestel system, which was launched amid a fanfare of
self-congratulation and optimistic forecasts
in the late '70s.
But with the number of subscribers
falling far short of expectations, British Telecom two years ago shut down 14 of the 16
computers that provided the system's plethora of information services at the outset.
Such cautionary fiascos are not lost
on MacIntire. "Videotex systems involve a
large amount of up-front investment for the
systems operator. You don't push that button until you have a pretty good idea of
what business you're in," he warns.
~

MICROCOMPUTERS

THE PC
MAKES
FRIENDS

Easy-to-use relational database
software is coming to the
personal computer.
by R. Emmett Car1yle
Independent software suppliers are poised
to introduce a broad range of advanced
packages for the IBM PC that will make the
machine significantly easier to use in handling large databases and interacting with
remote mainframes.
While their approaches may differ,
the independents are all seeking to extend
the functionality of the PC and make it easier
to use by analysts, financial and market researchers, and other professionals who
need to manipulate local and mainframestored files. Among the techniques being
applied are so-called natural language understandit:tg systems and relational database
management routines.
At one extreme, software vendors
such as VisiCorp and Lotus Development
have attempted to integrate off-the-shelf
software such as spreadsheets, word processing packages, and mainframe access
programs into integrated environments.
These software products, which often use a
windowing technique to display different
files simUltaneously on the PC screen, are
designed to tie into the IBM IMS production
database in a mainframe. This approach is
considered by some observers to be at best a
temporary solution to the micro-mainframe
database sharing problem.
.
At the opposite extreme are a new
batch of relational database systems designed to run on mainframes and pes virtually unchanged. In other words, the same
software will run on a wide range of processors, giving the user compatibility and usability advantages. One of the companies
readying such a product is Oracle Corp.,
Menlo Park, Calif., which has offered database software to the IBM mainframe market.
Somewhere between these two approaches, and just completing field testing,
is new database software from Cullinet,
Westwood, Mass., which observers
describe as "quasi-relational." Unlike
Oracle, which has had the lUXUry of writing
software in the high-level, portable Unix
language C, Cullinet's bread-and-butter
product, IDMS, like IBM's IMS which it challenges, was written in assembly or machine
language. IDMS is neither portable nor relaCIRCLE 38 ON READER CARD.
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tional. To fI.1ake it easier to use in unpredictable and ad hoc query environments, Cullinet labored to produce a relational overlay, known as IDMS/R. (IBM attempted the
same sort of thing with its IMS 2 project,
dubbed Eagle, but failed to produce a product it believed would satisfy its customers-see August 1982, p. 40.)
Sensing the need for a personal
computer connection, Cullinet went to Micro Database Systems, Indianapolis, and licen.sed its Knowledge Man relational query
software for the PC for around $1 million, it
is believed. Since then Cullinet has set
about integrating IDMS/R ana. its .PC soft-

.Oracle and Qint have chosen
radically .different routes in
the area of product
distribution.
ware, but unlike Oracle, the same software
does not run in both the desktop and mainframe.
In addition to these so-called fourth
generation adornments to the pc, a new
company created by four 'former Control
Data employees is preparing an Englishlike query package that runs on the IBM pc.
Qint Database Corp., an overseas challenger that now has an office in Boston', devised
a method for analyzing informationflo~s
using natural language. Gerard Nijssen's
Tina (tools for information analysis) allows
end users to go beyond the syntax of their
information stnicture to form elementary
sentences and objects and get at its meaning. The technique, which has since been
adopted by the International Standards Organization (Iso)-.:...where Nijssen was chairman of the database experts group--as the
basis for conceptual models, is believed to
be the inspiration for IBM'S System R relational work on business "activity descriptions," says Qint cofounder and president
Stefaan De Schrijver.
.
Tina, which was written in another
portable language, Pascal, runs in 300K of
main memory and allows users to create
their own conceptual model. of their business and their own database.
"How users implement the database is up to them: They can go with Oracle, Cullinet, or whatever. But we're betting they'll choose IBM'S fourth generation
relational DBMS, SQUDS which currently is
offered on the small 4300 mainframe," predicts De Schrijver.
With this in mind, Qint has also created, alongside Tina, what it claims to be
the first relational DBMS software running
on micros and the PC that is compatible with
SQUDS and IBM'S Database 2. Qint may
achieve this end by beating Oracle to the
market by about one month, say insiders.
Though converging in this sense,
Oracle and Qint have taken radically different routes to the thorny subject of product
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distribution. De Schrijver estimates that
when fully configured (and requiring the
full 640K capacity of a PC XT) his QintlsQL
plus Tina will sell for between $5,000 and
$6,000. A mainframe version also has been
developed for around $30,000. Query and
update versions will be available for $1 ,000
and $1,350 respectively.
"These prices put Qint beyond the
reach of retailers like Computerland," argues Oracle's Larry Ellison-and De
Schrijver obviously agrees. "We decided at
the beginning that we would sell our product through the large service bureaus and
vendors, especially those in the office automation area that wish to mount a challenge
to IBM," he says.
Because of the company's Danish
and Belgian origins (De Schrijver, for example, is a former general manager of CDC
Belgium), European users are early targets.
The newcomer has been drawn into a tussle
with Oracle, which also has a Dutch office,
for the affections of Philips. The Dutch
conglori1t:~rate is said by sources to be evahiating botli packages for a new 32-bit IBM PCcompatible workstation it is planning to offer next year. Other names mentioned by
insiders for a Qint-Oracle dogfight are ICL,
Olivetti/AT&T, and the Japanese-particularly Fujitsu and Hitachi.
Ellison's Oracle, -however,. doesn't
anticipate many head-to-heads with Qint.
He intimates that the query and update versions of his software for the PC could sell for
as little as $600 com~ June. "We're ~ook
ing for high volume and market share early,
by selling against packages such as AshtonTate's DB II. So we'll be concentrating on
retail distribution and high-profile marketing. "
According· to Harold Feinleib at
Non-Procedural Systems Inc., these exchanges are just the opening salvos. "The
heavy fire will come next year when the 32bit workstations arrive to host a new relational wave,'~ he says. Feinleib's Westport,
Conn~, company is developing a fourth
generation nonprocedural programming
language for personal computing. The language will enable the programmer to state
what data he wants to work on without having to instruct the system on how to get it.
Because fewer statements are required, SQL, forinstance, has been clocked
at five to 20 times faster than COBOL at IBM
sites, and in additio~ doesn't require the
technic~l virtuosity on the part of the programmer that the older language does. This
is one reason why the Mountain View,
Calif., research firm, Input, believes. the
number of programmers using nonprocedural languages will increase 680% during
1983-85, and use by nonprogrammers will
increase 990%.
Feinleib claims that his company
now. has new relational software that goes
far beyond the likes of Nomad and SQL.

"But we need a workstation .with a minimum of I megabyte of main memory to
even think about running it." He predicts
that his relational DBMS software in distribute<;l, high-capacity workstations will make
IMS "irrelevant" because most new applications will be mounted through end-user
information centers and databases. "IMS
will soon begin to settle into some lowgrowth backwater before petering out altogether in the 1990s," he concludes.
Ellison agrees, and says that IMS'S
"fate was sealed" when IBM failed to build
a bridge from the database to the emerging
relational world. "For the foreseeable future, IMS will settle into a pattern of bitty
extensions, all of which will slow it down
and make it less flexible than it already is."
IBM, for its part; . seems to have
switched its development focus to relational
programs to prepare for the flood of demand for unstructured applicatjons from its
customers. In addition to the pc-to-SQUDS
link it has so far neglected to supply, its R
. Star relational network software for workstations running under the vM/~70 operating system is expected next year.
Against a background of such developments it is only a matter of time before
the central dp department's years of absolute and unquestioned control of the data
resource draw to a close.
. "Programmers and users w0!l't settle for anything less than exploring their
possibilities at their own pace, in their own
place and time, and with their own machine," says Qint's De Schrijver.
..

IBM'S
NEW
SYS/36
The powerful ,office machine
marks a stre~gthenii1g of the
role played by' IBM's .
Rochester, Minn., development
facility.
by R. EmmeH Carlyle
They've been variously described by IBM
colleagues in sister divisions as "elitist,"
"brilliant," "arrogant," and "innovative." These are the engineers at IBM'S
Rochester, Minn. facility, a group perceived as a "world within the world of
IBM." Together they have forged a line of
nonmainstream products, the Systems 34,
36, and 38, attempting to build programmerless database machines from scratch,
rather than working from IBM's existing 370
architecture.
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, While other IBM divisions seem to
be losing their separate identities, Rochester's is zealously guarded. Other divisions
have either chosen, or been forced, to incorporate IBM'S ubiquitous PC into their
products. "Rather than bend to a generic
solution at this time, Rochester has embarked on a mission to produce a more sophisticated and proprietary IBM alternative
with the same Chaplinesque appeal as the
PC," says one source ...
. Rochester made a significant move
last spring when it unveiled its System 34to-38 bridge, the SystemJ36, which was
greeted with a rapturous response from users. According to IBM'S internal magazine,
Think, the supermicro "attracted orders
equivalent to its entire first year quota in
less than two months. " Sources believe that
upwards of 10,000 SystemJ36s were
shipped in the latter part of last year, a figure on which IBM declined to comment.
Though these new .machines are
barely out the door, the irrepressible Rochester elite has quickly followed up with a
"baby 36," whose base price $13,000 cpu
is now nestled above the PC XT and desktop
XT/370. While the new 5360 and 5362 processors are hardly desktops at presentthey're about the size of a two-drawer filing
cabinet, weigh around 150 pounds, and sit
under the desk-sources believe that Rocliester is so fired up that it will have a oneboard SystemJ36 ready for unveiling next
year. After that, who knows?
The new machines, which like their
bigger brothers offer 24-:bit addressing, are
believed to use a 1,500-circuit chip produced at East Fishkill, N. Y., and Corbeil-

The Common show at
Cincinnati· turned into a "lovein .with IBM'" after the new
36's unveiling.
Essonenes, France, though IBM did not
reveal hardware details at the April unveiling before an annual gathering of the Common small systems user group in Cincinnati. The 36 chip features the densest packaging of high-speed logic circuits on any
IBM chip. The resulting manufacturing cost
is so low that the cpu can be built for under
$5,000, analysts say.
An IBM spokesman explained that
the 536X models, selling at $23,510, will
fit neatly into the gap between the $10,000
entry-level Datamaster configuration and
the $34,000 starter configuration on the
original SystemJ36.
Unlike the Datamaster, which has a
128K main memory upper limit, the new 36
can grow to 512K and as much as 120MB of
attendant disk storage. By comparison, the
original SystemJ36 now has a maximum capacity of 1 megabyte main memory and
800MB disk, following a doubling of its
power in January.
72 DATAMATION

USER DOES IT: IBM's new 5362 processor for the System/36 can be field
upgraded by the user. Plug-in modules are used to add main memory, workstations, and communications, but an IBM service rep is still needed to add
disk capacity, the company says.
"This doubling means that a user's
source program can now travel from an entry-level, 30-megabyte system to 800 megabytes without any changes. This is the
first time that IBM has offered such upward
software compatibility and it's a very significant step," claims Brian Sullivan, marketing manager at RTC Systems Inc.,
located in Attleboro, Mass.
Sullivan and other independent soft-:
ware companies in the area expect new software and compilers from Rochester next
year that will take that same user's source
program up into the 8-megabyte main memory and 6-gigabyte disk. capacity of the
SystemJ38. Following that are expected
software packages that will help move such
source programs into the 4300 and SystemJ
370 mainframe world, although it is not yet
clear. how IBM will merge the Systeml38
and 370 product lines, say observers.
Detractors of Rochester's go-italone method question the wisdom of a
nongeneric approach. But according to
Robert Fertig, president of Enterprise Information Systems, Greenwich, Conn., the
new cpu could have tremendous appeal as
an applications processor.
"There are currently 5,000 applications packages for the PC family , with the
list growing at the rate of 500 a month. But
what isn't generally known is that there are
over 2,000 applications packages written
for the SystemJ34 that are available for the
new 536X family," Fertig says.
Furthermore, the population of System 34,36, and38 computers could grow to
200,000 units by the end of 1984, according to observers. "IBM is swinging into volume this month with the 536Xs," says Tom

Teresi, chairman of the System 34/36 group
at Common, "and we hear talk that it will
ship 800 of the. systems in May alone, and
several thousand by year-end."
Teresi and others who attended the
Common show say the gathering had turned
into a "love-in with IBM" once the new
machines had been unveiled. "Last year at
this time we were screaming at them for
more capacity than the 34 offered, and the
IBMers received very rough handling. Six
weeks after last year's Common gathering,
they replied by announcing the 36, and this
year they got their timing just right," he
says.
. After the IBM demonstrations, users
seemed particularly pleased about the
536X's modular design, Teresi notes. "It's
like taking delivery of a video game,' 'said
one. "The user assembles it himself :l'1d the
only thing that requires maintenance by IBM
is the cpu board every time you add new
disk drives. " Another added that it was like
buying a calculator-"very easy to use"--:and added maintenance, which typically
ranges from $60 to $120 a month, is about
half what it was for the previous 36, which
was one-third the price of a SystemJ34.
According to RTC'S. Sullivan, the
"unthinkable could happen by next fall because of this dramatic lowering of maintenance pricing for the users. "IBM could be
selling .the machine through retail stores,
because when you give a customer control
of setting up the system you not only reduce
his implementation and training time, you
also reduce the need for direct sales as
well.~'

"Regardless of the price tag," Sullivan says, "you can allow fO,r local or retail
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distribution by nonprofessionals. All the
customer has to do is sign the warranty card
and call an 800 number if he needs help."
"IBM'S whole strategy," Sullivan
concludes, "is based on mass marketing
and distribution on a nontechnical basis. It
has to be if the company wants to compete
with AT&T selling its stuff through phone
stores. "
But not all Common attendees were
in a state of such euphoria. The starter system's 128K is not enough for real applications work, remarks George Colony at
Forrester Research, Boston.' 'It'll probably
be used as a PC file server in much the same
way as the 5520. Its 30MB of disk should
cater to 10 to 15 pcs," he estimates.
But by far the biggest complaint was
from customers who recently bought lowend SystemJ36s in the 30MB and 60MB
class. "These people have really taken a
bath," says Teresi, "because IBM is now
offering the exact same machine for some
40% less."
-In addition, the 536X comes with
improved communications, including a
19.2 Kbps communications line straight
into the box; thousands of dollars off the
price of the Integrated Communications
Function software; and $700 off the price of
the sSP operating system, Chris Herron,
president of Fusion Products, Mill Valley,
Calif., says.
While conceding that Rochester has
got the bit between its teeth in its attempt to
show sister division BocaRaton (responsible for the pc) how to build computers, Teresi and Herron admit that it isn't IBM'S style
to obsolete a machine so quickly. Maureen
Fleming, analyst at International Resource
Development, Norwalk, Conn., says IBM'S
pricing and timing could have been determined by AT&T'S late March entry into the
computer business, and by its relations with
IBM's archrival in the European office products arena, Olivetti.
Says Fleming, "Olivetti is pressing
AT&T for its new 3B2 superrnicro so it cari
get the jump on IBM in Europe, but the telecommunications giant is far from volume
on its new computers, and can't satisfy its
'new partner.
"Now Olivetti has to sit back and
watch IBM beat AT&T to market with a supermicro in the 3B2 class, while it wrings its
hands in frustration. Once again, AT&T has
been outmarketed by IBM," she adds. IBM
earlier beat AT&T to market with a pc-Unix
combination.
Despite a critical mass of 200,000
units by year's end and the tremendous pool
of applications awaiting the new baby 36;
IBM has a great deal of work to do before it
can turn the machine into an office automation winner. In order for it to bea substitute
for the 3B family, it will have to run Unix
and offer file sharing with the pc. Rochester
has so far offered orily a bare bones link to

the pc, which allows it to act as a "ve'ry
expensive dumb terminal" to the 536X,
one Common attendee put it. But, as Herron points out, this could soon be remedied
by independents. He says his own company
will offer query, and file sharing software
for the pc-536X link in June. A similar link
between the PC and the SystemJ38 is already
available from Fusion.
Expected from Rochester is a new
compiler to allow SystemJ38 source programs to run on the 36 family, but because
of its nongeneric stance, the Unix compilers
and languages will have to come from elsewhere.
"The way the SystemJ36 family is
now evolving, there should soon be little
reason for Fortune 2,000 companies and
below to look for anything else for their
business needs," says a hopeful Teresi.
For those on the outside, perhaps a
little less buoyed by the Rochester spirit and
resolve, there are still big questions.
"Whether it wants to or not, Rochester will
have to open its new creations to the portable standards that are emerging," says Colony. "Its petals will have to open before it
can flower into the future engine of the of~
fice world."

MAINFRAMES

HITTING
A
DEAD END
Users of the popular
DECsystem line of mainframes
are disgruntled with their
vendor.
by Michael Tyler
Not many people are proud to own DEcsystem-1O or 20 computers these days. A year
after Digital Equipment Corp. said it would
not build the Jupiter series of upgrades to
the popular line of mainframes, many users
still find themselves in a state of disarray
and frustration over the lack of any way to
expand their computing facilities without
undertaking a major conversion effort.
Some, it seems, consider owning a DEcsystern a source of corporate embarrassment.
"We're in a very competitive business, and our having a DEcsystem-1O puts
us in a bad light," says the computer systems manager of a midwestern manufacturer, who asked not to be identified. "DEC
chopped its head off and that left people like
us high and dry."
User bitterness toward the giant
computer maker apparently runs deep and

has several causes, all related to what is
perceived as DEC'S fundamental lack of
commitment to the mainframe series. "DEC
was not able or willing to commit itself to
ongoing, continuous, mainfram.e environments," one user says. "They spent only
$50 million on Jupiter, which disgusts me.
How can you develop an upgrade with so
little money? It seems to me that they never
had a real corporate plan to do it, even
though it was an official project."
A Colorado retail firm's systems
manager says, "If you go back to their
promises of the past few years, you'll see

''They spent only $50 million
on Jupiter, which disgusts me.
How can you develop an
upgrade with so little money?"
that they have since been clearly abandoned."
Harold Patzelt, general manager of
information systems for Nalco Chemical in
Chicago, says, "I had a private conversation about two years ago with DEC where
they described Jupiter and at the time it
seemed like a good way to go. The basic
design was good, because it. did a lot of
things that would enable us to go ahead and
expand our DEC-1O services to more users.
Now we don't know where to move, and
I'm ready to shoot somebody at DEC."
Such hostility is common throughout DEC'S mainframe user base. The midwestern manufacturer's dp rrianager explains, "DEC totally misunderstood what a
mainframe commitment means. You can
find broken promises throughout their sales
literature about how they would stick to
their commitment, and dp managers who
believed that now have their careers injured. Who would want to put on their resume that they bought a DEc-lOin the last two
or three years? I've heard 9f several dp
managers who were fired because of the
Jupiter cancellation."
As a result, dp managers have become less willing to accept at face value
anything Digital says. Despite .the company's assurances to the contrary, these users now distrust DEC'S efforts to aid them in
moving from DEcsystem-l 0 and 20 processors to the mainstream v AX line, they say.
"Sure, DEC says it will help, but I see no
real activity there," Patzelt says. "I really
believe it is beyond their, capability to help.
Moving applications from one mainframe
to another is nuts, and you shouldn't be in
the position of having to do it."
Digital has established a conversion
clearinghouse at its Marlboro, Mass.,
Large Computer Group facility, notes Jerry
Weiner; a systems engineer at Teradyne
Corp. in Boston. "The clearinghouse is designed to allow users to contribute what
they call integration aids, but which are
really just conversion utilities, to help each
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MDSHERo TRANSFORMS ISOLATED
WORKSTATIONS INTO NETWoRKSTATloNS.
The personal computer is not all pluses. This
modern miracle of speed and precision has created a
kind of cubbyhole mentality. Isolated, self-protective
pockets of valuable information, inaccessible to other

computers or th~ rest of the organization.
.
How will your company move forward when its
best thinking can't even move from office to office?
Your company needs HEROS.

IN THE OFFICE, HERD UNITES AND CoNOUERS.
HERO™ is the intelligent, desktop Networked
Personal Computer from MOS. It does everything an
ordinary personal computer can do. And lots that it
can't. HERO can form interactive alliances with mainframes, trade information with other computers,
make peace between departments and convert diversified knowledge into decision-making power.

HERDS LOOK GREAT IN BLUE.
HERO and IBM. Together, they're unbeatable. .
Mated with MOS SUPER 2r Communications Processor, HERO slips comfortably into IBM SNA networks.
It looks like Big Blue's 3270 SNA and 3776 remoteM

Job-entry systems. And our MOS SUPER SNA™option
gets both on one communications link. Additional.ly,
HERO runs MS-DOS software, as well as a fast-growing library of MOS software programs.

HERDS PLAY "SHOW AND TELL': NOT "HIDE AND SEEK:'
HERO and SUPER 21 give you the power to liberate data from personal, departmental and corporate
databases that used to play hard~to-get.
With INTELLIGENT 3270™ (an intelligence
only MOS offers), your people can write their own

programs and integrate them with data in the,
mainframe. HERO lets you access the database,
extract information, process it, display it, update
it and utilize it. Then return it or store it right at the
workstation.

MDS HERD WILL MAKE AHERD OUT OF YOU.
With HEROand SUPER 21,what's been out of
control will soon be under control. Yours. And your current investments in data processing will payoff even
more h~ndsomely. Instead of your system not working,
it will be networking. Efficiently, effectively and
economically.

Not just in the office, but throughout your entire
organization.
Furthermore, MOS systems are planned for nonobsolescence. They're modular in design to accommodate future growth. So, like a hero, every MOS system is immortal.

TOGETHER, WE'LL MAKE HERDIC STRIDES.
MOS is a multidivisional, multinational corporation.
We've grown by helping our customers to grow. We'd
like to do the same for you. Not just in IBM country, but
beyond.
'
Wherever you are, or want to be, we are. MOS

'l)'

offers service and support capability around the world.
Around the clock.
Ask our customers about us. And give us a call.
OiaISOO-MDS-HERO. Together, there's no barrier we
can't break through.
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MOHAWK
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7 Century Drive. Parsippany. New Jersey 07054. And over 430 locations. wordwide.

MDS is a registered trademark and HERD. SUPER 21. INTELLIGENT 3270 and SUPER SNA are trademarks of Mohawk Data Sciel'lces Corp. MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft. Inc.
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other in moving from the 36-bit mainframes
to the 32-bit superminis." Several users,
including. Weiner, note that the clearinghouse has not been of much help in the few
months since it was established, however.
The number two computer maker's
track record does not inspire confidence
among users that the clearinghouse will
provide much assistance in migrating from
the DECsystem environment. "They have
done similar things in the past," says a systems 'engineering manager'at an East Coast
tiinesharing company. "They're doing
some things to help us integrate to the VAX
line, but it's clear to me that they expect us
to bear the brunt of the cost and effort of
converting. "
And even if users do successfully
convert to the v AX line, they say, they still

"H's rather clear at this point
that the Same thing could
happen to the VAX line, "
says one user.
cannot rest easy. "It' srather clear at this
point that the same thing could happen to
the VAX line," the midwestern systems
manager says. "They may simply say they
will no longer support it. That's why we
decided we would be better off with IBM."
Indeed, Digital's long-awaited high-end
VAX processor, the 111785, had slipped behind schedule by the time it was aimounced
April 3.
DEC did not respond to phone calls
by press time.
With or without Digital's help, the
conversion from the DEcsystem environment to a VAX environment has many dp
managers quaking. "It's a massive conversion from 36 bits to 32 bits," the timeshar-:
ing manager says. "The DEC system and the
VAX are completely different, even if you're
using the same languages. For us, it is particularly bad, because we've done some
major modifications to the TOPs-lO software."
Other users note that once the conversion has to be made, it is just as difficult
to move to a VAX as it is to a totally alien
environment, such as an IBM system. "We
looked at the available software for the
kinds of administrative applications we
have on the DEC-lO, and there's really nothing on the v AX that is appropriate for the
scale of our requirements," says Warren
Fugate, assistant director of systems operations at the University of Pittsburgh. Rather than going with a VAX, therefore, Pitt
will be converting and upgrading to a National Advanced Systems, Mountain View;
Calif., AS 8050 running MVS, a procedure
that Fugate believes will take two years.
The university has three DEC-l 0 machines, one for administrative use and the
others for scientific research applications,
Fugate notes. It is only the administrative
80 DATAMATION

machine that will be replaced with the NAS
gear; the scientific machines will eventually
be replaced by DEC VAX systems, he says,
noting that much research software is available on VAX.
"It's going to be massive, but NAS
will be helping with some services to get us
started. "
Similarly, Bums & McDonnell, in
Kansas City, has decided to move from the
DEcsystem environment to a VM/CMS environment on IBM equipment. "We do feel
that a conversion is. required to avoid the
dilemma of being stuck with a nonupgradable machine," says Alex J. Wilson, the
firm's dp manager. "It's a multiyear conversion. In a four-year time frame, with
maybe six more months until we can obtain
a replacement system, we feel that it will be
a very tight schedule to convert our major
applications before the risk of being unable
to service the DEC-lO becomes too great. "
It is ironic that users are now so
disgruntled with DEC over the DEcsystell1
disbanding, for the family of machines and
its TOPS operating system have long been
highly regarded as superior timesharing
machines. DEC's introduction of the systems-the DEc-lO series making its debut in
1971 followed by the downscaled DEC-20s
in ,1978:-gave the company a strong competitor against IBM mainframes, particularly
in the hotly contested educational market.
DEcsystems have found wide use in
universities and colleges, particularly in research applications. The machine's superiority in timesharing gave them appeal for
physics and chemistry labs where many researchers needed to work with common
files, The DEcsystem line was also the main
workhorse for much research in so-called
artificial intelligence-much pioneering
work in the LISP language was undertaken
under Tops-l O.
Another class of users were timesharing services companies, which jumped
at the DEC-2020 system at its introduction as
a means of installing hardware at user sites,
which could then be tied into the vendor's
central network. Among the most successful with that scheme were Automatic Data
Processing's Network Services division,
Ann Arbor, Mich., and Rapidata, Fairlawn, N.J.
Some users say the need to convert
is imminent even if they don't believe their
DEcsystems will be fully taxed in the next
five to 10 years. "DEC says they will support the 10 and 20 for 10 years," Teradyne's Weiner says, "but I think that after
about five years our machines will be beyond help. "
Wilson of Bums & McDonnell
questions DEC's commitment to servicing
and maintaining the mainframe series over
the next 10 years. "We feel that in three to
five years we would have difficulty continuing the use of our system due to a lack

of hardware support as the user community
declines," he says.
Another user notes that DEC has already shown that its DEcsystem users are
not given priority and-argues, "If you get
down to one user in the city DEC isn't going
to support it well no matter what they tell
you. They won't stock the parts or keep up a
staff very well."
The Colorado retailer adds, "It's inevitable that no matter what they say, in the
long run the series will be less important to
DEC and to software vendors than the VAX.
We won't find any new software for the
machine-and until now there's only been a
poor variety to _begin with."
Other users believe the day of reckoning, when the DEC mainframe finally expires either through unsupportable demand
or through willful neglect by DEC, is not
close at hand. The timesharing company
says it has five to 10 years to decide how to
move beyond the DEcsystems it has installed, and is in no rush to convert despite
the tremendous amount of custom code that
will need to be moved. The Colorado retailer says, "We still have a functioning machine, and in the next few years we won't
be changing what we're doing. But we
won't be investirig iri the machine with new
applications, either. We'll wait until we
have a new .machine. "
Inland Steel reportedly will not
switch until it finds, a better timesharing
system, and neither the Harvard Business

"I think that taking that blase
attitude. is being intellectually
dishonest," says a midweStern
manufacturer's dp manager.
School nor the Associated Press have any
plans to expand or convert their systems
within the next five years. (Chris Coles,
assistant manager of data processing at AP,
says that when the time does come to upgrade, however, DEC will not be involved.
"I've had several problems with DEC over
the past few years," he says, declining to
specify what they were.)
"I think that taking the blase attitude is being intellectually dishonest." the
midwestern manufacturer says. "You have
to pay the price of having a DEcsystem at
some point, even if it's hidden in upgrading
to a more powerful incompatible system. "
The question now facing users is
twofold: when to pay, and whom to pay?
Does one stick with DEC and convert to VAX
at some poirit in the next five years or so,
and if so, when, or does one switch to some
other company? Patzelt notes that in its
sales pitches IBM has already begun stressing its relatively new 4381 mainframe,
which he says is roughly comparable in
power to the DEC mainframes. As New
York consultant Philip H. Dorn notes,
"The door is open."
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One stop shopping for VAl
No other supplier offers such a
winning combination of products
for VAX computers. Reliable? You
bet! MTBF figures for our VAX
products range from 40,000 to
85,250 hours. Add to that competitive pricing. And we're
second to none in technical
support, with third party service
available as required.
Fbr disk, tape and communications controllers, the Emulex
lineup looks like this:
Disk Produds.

SC31-A low cost solution that
allows you to install and operate
large capacity disk drives on the
Unibus of any VAX. Handles drives
with high transfer rates of 1.8
MBytes per second in the 500
MByte range. Gives the same or
greater storage capability than
DEC Massbus installations at
a fraction of the cost.
FOR THE VAX-ll/750...
SC750--This software-transparent,
single-board controller allows
you to add up to four large disk

G~~t~~ .VAX
i~;;:E~;";";;;,;,';;;;"ij2L'W
1
SC12/V- Emulates
illll~lffllb~= 11_
DEC's RK711 controller
combined with multipIe RK07 drives on the
VAX-ll Unibus.
1-=
SC21/V- Emulates DEC
RM03 (80 MByte) and
RM05 (300 MByte)
storage subsystems.
Includes Emulex
VMS/VM software driver/diagnostic package.
i

=-

DEC, VAX, Unibus, Massbus, RM03, RM05, RK711, RK07 and
DMF-32 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

or a combination thereof. Provides
an interface and control through
the Synchronous Bus Interface
(SBI) of your VAX-ll/780. Each
SC780 disk controller supports
up to four disk drives (80 to
675 MBytes). The SC788 is also
available to fit in the V-Master/780
chassis and supports up to eight
disk drives.
Tape Products.
FOR THE VAX UNIBUS ...
TCll/V-Combines with any standard tape drive and the Emulex

~~J~~;t~~~ d~~~~y

~~~~~J ~~:~~~r~~rb~;¥n~~ric

to the internal CMI
bus. The SC758 lets
you add up to eight
drives of storage off
a single controller.
FOR THE VAX-ll/780...
V-Master/780-A mass
storage adapter that
houses one or two
SC780 disk controllers,
TC7000 tape controllers

TU10 and provide reliable, economical tape storage on all VAX-lIs.
TC12/V-Handles every industrystandard "Pertec" formatted halfinch tape transport, including
conventional NRZ/PE start/stop
and 1600/3200 bpi start/stop
streaming tape drives. Provides
software transparent emulation
of DEC's TSll subsystem on
all VAX-lIs.

I

~sers? Emulex, of course!
FOR THE VAX-11/750 ...
TC7000-A single-board, software
transparent controller that interfaces directly to the internal CMI
to support 1-4 STC or 1-8 Pertec
formatted type drives. Emulates
DEC's TM03/TU77 with tape
speeds up to 125 ips at 1600/6250
bpi. Supports both "old" and "new"
GCR 6250 kinds of drives.
FOR THE VAX-11/780 ...
TC7000-The same board, with
the flip of a switch, fits in the
V-Master/780 chassis to provide
transparent emulation of DEC's
TM03/TU77 through the SBI. Supports 1-4 STC or 1-8 Pertec formatted type drives at tape speeds
up to 125 ips; 1600/6250 bpi. Both
"old" and "new" GCR 6250 technology is supported.

Communications Products.
FOR UP TO 16 LINES-CS21
SERIES ...
CS21/F- Emulates the asynchronous portion of the DMF-32 for
use on VAX-11s. Is software transparent with VMS Version 3.0
and above. Handles 16 lines per
controller.
Statcon 21-Statistical concentration through the combination
of the proven CS21 multiplexer
with special microprogramming
and the CM22/EX local statistical
port concentrator. Handles up
to 16 remote lines per statistical
concentrator, up to 32 lines per
controller.
FOR 16 TO 128 LINES AND
MORE-CS11/CS32 SERIES ...
CS11/F- Emulates the asynchronous portion of the DMF-32 for
use on VAX-11s. Is software and
diagnostic transparent, and can
handle 16, 32 or 48 lines per
controller.
Statcon 11-Combines the proven
CS11 multiplexer with special

microprogramming and one or
more CM22/EX local statistical
port concentrators.
CS32/F-A single-board communications controller that's totally
software transparent to DEC's new
DMF-32. One CS32 can handle up
to 128 lines per controller board.
Statcon 32-Combines the CS32
multiplexer with special microprogramming and the CM22/EX
local statistical port concentrator.
A single CS32 controller board
handles an amazing 256 remote
and local lines in this statistical
concentration mode.
Fbr more information on Emulex
products for VAX, call toll-free:
(800) 854-7112. In California:
(714) 662-5600. Or write Emulex
Corporation, 3545 Harbor Blvd.,
P.O. Box6725, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.

-l(EMULEX

The genuine alternative.

GSA Contract #: GSOOK8401S5575
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If You Need Transaction Processing,

You Need to be Able to Count on it
Every Second.

With the use of our StrataNET software, a network of over 65,000 processing modules can
be joined together to provide a system that
will work on thousands of transactions per
second, with hardware based fault tolerant
reliability.
Added Power; but No Added Effort for
Programmers or Users.

1984, and Beyond.

The writing is on the wall. Transaction
processing in increasing volume will be the
With the introduction of the new XA 400
order of the day. Meanwhile, hardware based
and XA 600 Extended Architecture computfault tolerance that can deliver continuous
ers' Stratus can offer transaction processing
processing without loss of performance is
power that goes beyond anything else availalready a necessity, rather than a luxury. No
able. This is great news in a world that is more
other computer is as prepared to prepare
dependent on transaction processing with
One of the advantages of Stratus' hardware you for the demands of the times as is
each passing day. What makes it even better
based approach to fault tolerStratus. For more
news (in a world where companies can lose
ance when it was introduced
detailed informathousands of dollars for every minute of down- 2 years ago was that, unlike
tion, please contact
time) is that it is fault tolerant transaction
software based fault tolerant
your local Stratus
processing.
computers, it required n o . "
sales office, or call
1982 is Compatible with 1984.
added attention from program- XA 400
XA 600
Keith Johnson in
The original member of the Stratus/32 fam- mers or users. This is just as true now for the
Massachusetts at (617) 653-1466, or toll-free
ily, the FT 200, and the new XA 400 and XA
powerful new Stratus XA computers. Even
at 1-800-255-1515.
600 computers are completely program com- the XA 400 with 4 parallel processors, and the ..:-:..
patible. In addition, you can expand your
XA 600 with 6 parallel processors, high speed
~
=~
Stratus/32 system by connecting together any cache memories, and additional hardware
IIIIL.~;; III'"
II .. ..;L.~
combination of the three computers, creating instructions require no more effort from devel- . . , . . - . . , . WI
F
a single system with up to 32 processors.
opers and users than the original Stratus/32.
CONTINUOUS PROCESSING ™
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Now that the world relies on computers it needs a computer it can rely on.
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BENCHMARKS

JOINT VENTURE:

Control Data Corp.
and N.V. Philips extended their cooperative optical disk venture by forming a new
venture, Optical Storage International (OSI).
The venture is 49% owned by CDC and 51 %
owned by Philips, but CDC will manage it
from a new Santa Clara, Calif., headquarters. The joint venture will use two development labs originally set up by the first
cDc-Philips joint venture in 1982; the labs
are in Colorado Springs and in Eindhoven,
the Netherlands. OSI will lease manufacturing space in Santa Clara from Magnetic
Peripherals Inc., another CDC subsidiary,
for the production of the optical disk drives.
The 12-inch glass-coated media for the
drives will be manufactured at a Philips
plant in Blackburn, England. While no
product was announced, the venture is expected to introduce the drive later this year.
It is expected to hold a billion bytes per side
in a nonerasable format, with a density of
32,000 tracks per inch, and 32 sectors per
track. Jim H. Caldwell, vice president of
operations of OSI and former vp of peripheral products operations with CDC, would not
say how much money has been sunk into
the new venture, nor how much the disk
drive or media would cost.

KILLS PROPOSAL: Japanese officials
failed to meet a self-imposed March 27
deadline for submitting a controversial software copyright protection bill to the Diet,
Japan's parliament. The bill, developed by
the Japanese Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITI), would have removed standard copyright protection from
software and replaced it with a new system
offering much less protection. Foreign software owners would have been compelled to
license their programs to domestic computer makers under the bill. The proposal
caused much angst among industry groups,
with CBEMA and ADAPSO making vociferous
written and verbal protests to the V.S. government. The concern reached Vice President Bush, who met with Japanese foreign
minister Shimataro Abe in January to urge
that Japan join the rest of the world in allowing computer software to be protected
under copyright law. The V.S. pressure,
combined with infighting between MITI and
the Agency of Cultural Affairs, which proposed a less restrictive measure, prevented
the bill from being introduced by.the March
27 deadline. "It's conceivable that something could still happen," says CBEMA
president Vico Henriques, "but it's not too
likely." According to Maureen Smith, director of the Commerce Department's Japan desk, the latest a bill has ever been
introduced into the first session of the Diet
is May 5. If nothing is introduced by then,
the same bill may be introduced when the
Diet resumes in October. "We're just going

to keep screaming and yelling," says Clyde
Prestowitz, a Commerce attorney. "If we
weren't effective, the bill would be law."

IMPORTS DOUBLE: The Vnited States
imported some $1.5 billion worth of computers, peripherals, and subassemblies
from Japan in 1983, according to figures
from the Commerce Department. That was
twice as much as in 1982, and it was enough
to tum a V.S. trade surplus into a $696
million deficit. Computer equipment imports tripled in 1983, to $819 million from
$274 million, while computer subassemblies and parts imports grew 63.5%, to $708
million from $433 million. V.S. exports of
the same equipment grew only 7.3% in
1983, to $828 million from $722 million.
The Japanese import figures include sales
of Japanese gear to V. S. oems and distributors, such as Amdahl Corp. and National
Advanced Systems, as well as direct sales
to V. S. customers. The figures cover the
entire range from large-scale mainframes to
personal and business microcomputers.
V.S. firms exported $148 million in computer systems to Japan, up slightly from
$137 million a year ago, and $387 million
in subassemblies and parts, up $4 million
from 1982. V.S. exports of single-case
computers, including micros, grew 33% to
$85 million from $63 million. The V.S.
shipped $55 million in ~andom access storage peripherals, up 14.5%, and $16 million
in serial access storage devices, up 6.7%.
SEEKS PROTECTION:

IBM has asked
the V. S. Customs Service to monitor imported counterfeit copies of a dozen operating systems, 20 applications programs, and
about 40 other products. The government
agency has already approved IBM's request
for special protection against illegal imports
of the 12 operating systems and about 15
other products. IBM is the second computer
maker, after Apple Computer, to register its
copyrights with the Customs Service and
ask for protection. Customs is usually compelled to accept a firm's request for protection if the firm's copyrights and supporting
tnaterial are registered in Washington.
IBM'S first copyright registration with Customs was approved in November, and additional products were approved in the first
two months of this year. The specific IBM
products registered were not identified, but
officials said they included the popular Personal Computer product line. Other products believed to be part of the protection
request include instructional material and
printed matter.

MILE-HIGH TECH: The 100-mile
stretch between Boulder and Colorado
Springs in the eastern foothills of the Rocky
Mountains may be staking its claim to becoming a high-technology center. A study
sponsored by the Central Bank of Denver

and Arthur Andersen & Co. found that
high-technology firms there are expecting
an overall sales growth over the next three
years of some 60% and an. increase in employment of 50%. The study also found that
most of the high-tech companies there are
startups, created by former employees of
the few established firnis in the region.
Storage Technology Corp., in Louisville
midway between Boulder and Denver, and
Hewlett-Packard in Fort Collins, farther
south, are two such firms that have contributed to the startup fever. Some 62% of the
companies responding to the study were
formed after 1975; 28% were formed since
1980. Most of the startups are small, with
58% having fewer than 20 employees.

MULLS PURCHASE: Pacific Telesis is
considering the purchase of Mercury, a privately held Vnited Kingdom communications firm set up to compete with British
Telecom. Pacific Telesis, one of the seven
regional companies formed by the breakup
of AT&T, applied to Judge Harold Greene
for a waiver which would allow it to market
products and services overseas. Greene
ruled in the breakup case that the operating
companies could not do so, and the Justice
Department has filed several objections to
the Pacific Telesis request. Pacific Telesis
is thought to be interested in buying up to a
third of Mercury, which is owned by Cable
and Wireless (40%), BP (40%), and Barclays Merchant Bank (20%). Mercury has
an exclusive license in the V.K. to compete
with British Telecom, but· it may not be
commercially successful. Barclays has already said it wants to sell its share. If Pacific Telesis overcomes the V.S. obstacles to
its purchase, it must still contend with the
British licensing and regulatory framework, which may not want an American
firm to hold a significant stake in the British
Mercury.
SIGNS CORVUS: Honeywell has signed
a $60 million oem contract with Corvus
Systems Inc., San Jose, for microcomputer
systems and local area networking equipment. The three-year deal calls for Corvus
to design a micro system specifically for
Honeywell, which design the Minneapolis
mainfrarrier will introduce sometime ,this
spring .. The agreement also covers Corvus's
Omninet local area networking and disk
drive products, which will be used in
Honeywell's series 7900.bank branch automation systems. Honeywell said the Corvus
equipment, based on the 68000 microprocessor running Vnix, would be offered as an
office system for engineers as well. Honeywell retains manufac;turing rights to the
workstation and would exercise those rights
depending on demand for the workstation.
The Corvus systems complement the Columbia Data Systems pcs that Honeywell
~
already sells.
MAY 15, 198485

DON'T LET THE

STEPS KILLYOU

Take·The Ramp. ROLM has perfected a
breakthrough communications controller:
The CBXII..
. It's thecenteipiece for a spectacular new
ROLM@ business telephone system - the ,
fastest, most advanced way to manage voice
and data in the world.
.
Instead of the typical stop-start steps
of expansion, CBX II lets you grow smoothly,

easily and very, very cost-effectively.
You can move up The Ramp from sixteen
phones to more than ten thou~and phones,
tenninals and personal computers. You can
store and forward messages. You can monitor
costs. You can have the least expensive long
distance routes automatically, instantly. You
can even 'netWork networks, from Dow Jones
to th~ IBM Infonet. And we're plugged into

--------

IBM and HP and DEC and Data General and
the other movers and shakers to guarant~e
that we can take their new products and new
systems in stride. .
.
The CBX II is just the latest reason why
ROLM is the choice of more than two-thirds
ofthe Fortu,!e 500 companies, why more
than fourteen thousand ROLM systems are
up and running today.

-_.

--

._---_._--_ _-- ....• _ - - - - - ...

When it's all said and done, the best
thing about The Ramp is that it ends $at
recurring nightmare that you may be
buying a business communications system
that can't grow, can't change or has a big,
gee wbiz capability missing.
You can make your life a lot simpler.
Just skip the steps and RO·I ....
take The Ramp.
.
II

In

4900 Old Ironsides Drive, MIS 626, Santa Clara, CA 95050· 800-538-8154. (In Alaska, Califomia and Hawaii, call 408-986-3025.)
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The big machines
continue to grow as they
are called upon to
service data-hungry
personal computers.

SURVEYING
THE

MAINFRAME
LANDSCAPE
by John W. Verity
The personal computer, particularly as sold
by IBM, continues to gain importance in the
mainframe data processing world, account. ing for a growing amount of revenues for
manufacturers and forming the basis for
many user-oriented applications. While IBM
enjoys increasing acceptance of its PC as a de
facto standard in the corporate sector, its
mainframe competitors are finding mixed
success in trying to penetrate the all-important, high-growth pc/office systems markets.
According to the 1984/85 computer
market survey, researched for the 12th year
by Cowen & Co. in conjunction with DATAMATION, the IBM PC will capture three quarters of respondents' planned personal
computer purchases during 1984, up from a
commanding three fifths of last year's unit
purchases. Apple's share of respondent unit
purchases will shrink to 6.7% from last
year's 18.5%, according to the survey results.
The survey comprises responses from
4,993 U.S. and Canadian user sites received
prior to Feb. 29, 1984. Increased observation
of telecommunications, personal computing,
and software trends were made in this year's
survey. In addition to a penetrating look at
IBM mainframe sites, the survey detailed
spending and procurement trends at Sperry,
Burroughs, NCR, and Honeywell shops.
Some major conclusions can be
drawn from this year's survey results:
'. IBM has found great success with its System!
36 midrange machine, the Personal Computer, and increasingly so with its new 4361 and
4381 systems.
• Plug-compatible manufacturers (pcms),
both in the cpu and peripherals markets, offer
little threat to IBM, despite gains they have
made in the 3380-class disk arena.
• In general, large-scale system users are
showing the biggest appetite for additional
computing capacity, a good portion of which
MAY 15. 198489

FIG. 1

NON-IBM USERS NEED MORE
INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
Query: Which category of service needs.the ·mostattention by your vendor?
is being fueled by demands placed on mainframes by the growing pc population.
• Applications .software is generally the
weakest point for non-IBM mainframe suppliers, according to users.
• IBM is garnering an increasing share of distributed processing and office systems installations, even at sites that are using non-IBM
mainframes.
• High-end Sperry users are apparently convinced the manufacturer will finally be able
to deliver its long-promised but delayed
1100/90 mainframe.
• A warm reception for NCR'S 9000 series of
machines is expected, but demand for the
Convergent Technologies-built NCR Worksaver may be on the wane.
• Pent-up capacity demands among Burroughs users look strong, boding well for the
company's order rates into 1985.
Among IBM mainframe users, the industry leader is enjoying continued strong demand for its products, particularly among
large-scale users who are nearing capacity on
their 308X mainframes, according to the survey. While the results of the survey were
tabulated before IBM'S March mid-life kicker
to the 308X series, the 308XX machines, the
survey shows a strong outlook for the 3084
segment. Following last September's introdu~tion of the 4361 and 4381 cpus, respondent demand appears strong for those
machines. Indeed, the 4381 is perceived as
siphoning away orders from users who would
previously have ordered 3083 computers.
Despite the aging of the 308X product
life cycle-a follow-on line of mainframes
code named Sierra or Trout is expected to be
unveiled by early next year- the vast majority of 308X machines are being booked as
purchases. In terms of dollar value of 308X
installations planned for the following 24
months, users said they would purchase 44%,
lease 8% from IBM Credit Corp., lease 33%
from third-party lessors, and lease 11 % from
IBM on a long-term basis. That leaves only
2% renting machines from IBM. IBM Credit
Corp's portion of that overa1l308X activity is
up from 3% in last year's survey, but still
substantially below that of third parties.
As for 43OOs, on a similar dollar value, 24-month basis, 45% of the machines
will be purchased, 9% leased from IBM Credit, 31 % leased from third parties, 10% leased
from IBM for two years, and 2% rented from
IBM. (About 3% of the 4300 machines will be
purchased on the used computer market.)
Last year saw a substantial shift from
lease to purchase, particularly in the IBM installed peripherals arena, where, for instance, only 17% of survey sites were renting
or leasing disk drives directly from IBM, compared to the previous year's comparable figure of 47%. Similar shifts were seen in add90 DATAMATION
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software
Applic.
software
Applic.
software
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software
Applic.
software
Applic.
software'

Applic.
software
Applic.
software
Operating
systems
software

on memory-to 12% from 31 % leasing or
renting from the parent corporation-and in
terminals, where last year's figure of 53%
dropped to only 17%.
Disk drives and terminals were seen
as showing the strongest procurement activity among respondents, with almost 40% of
respondents planning to acquire products this
year in each category. Comparable figures
for tape drive and add-on memory hovered in
the 12% range.
The presence of plug-compatible
manufacturers' gear at IBM installations is
seen as fading, particularly in the add-on
memory area where only 15% of medium to
large sites indicated pcm products installed.
The comparable 1981 survey showed add-on
memory at 42% of the survey sites.
In the disk business, IBM is clearly
dominating all activity, despite an uptick in
pcm shipments after delays in getting 3380type thin-film drives to market in volume.
Survey respondents indicated that about 63%
of their outlays for 3380 disk would go to
IBM; Storage Technology captured 10%, Memorex 4%, and Control Data only 1%.
The tape drive business,
too, shows IBM in command, although the survey
DRIVE BIZ
was conducted too early to
gain any knowledge of how users would react
to the new IBM 3480 tape cartridge drives
introduced in March. IBM was seen as shipping 46% of the total tape drives to be ordered
by respondents in the 1984-85 period, followed by a strong Storage Tech with 40%,
Memorex with 4%, and Telex with 2%. Stor.age Tech's share of the tape drive market was
seen as particularly high among high-end users (3033/308X) where it had a 56% share of
the add-on market, compared to IBM'S 36%
share.
In add-on memory, IBM'S pricing

IBM LEADS
IN TAPE
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software
Applic.
Applic.
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Maintenance Systems
engineering
support
Applic.
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software
software
Applic.
Applic.
software
software
Systems
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pressure has given it an 82% share, compared
to 4% for Amdahl, 2% each for National
Semiconductor and Storage Technology, and
1% for Control Data. Intel, which has held a
10% share in the 1980 mainframe survey, has
apparently been squeezed out of the picture
altogether.
In the terminals add-on market, respondents said that 60% of their acquisitions
would be for IBM products, 8% from Telex,
6% each for Raytheon and ITT Courier, 2%
for Memorex, and 18% other for unspecified.
When asked if they expected to need additional system capacity by year-end 1984, respondents showed a slight increase in need
compared to last year's survey. For instance,
26% said they would need to upgrade to larger cpus, 8% said they would need to install
additional cpus, and 27% said they would
have to add main memory or peripherals.
Comparable figures from last year's survey
were 25%, 7%, and 27%, respectively.
Among high-end users, however,
even more demand for additional capacity is
expected. Among 3081 and 3084 sites, 23%
expect to need additional cpus and 36% to
need to upgrade installed machines. The
stage appears set for IBM'S introduction of a
new line of higher-performance mainframes.
As seen in successive surveys over
the past five years, the installation activity in
308X class machines appears to have crested
and (in dollar terms) is being taken over by
4300s, particularly the 4361 and 4381. Looking ahead 24 months, respondents said they
would spend 69% of their dollars on 308X
machines, and 30% on 4300s. Last year's
comparable (igures showed 77% of the dollars going to 308X systems and 18% going to
4300s.
Meanwhile, the PC is expected by respondents to capture 21 % of the dollars spent
on dp systems compared to 79% on IBM mainframes. Last year those numbers were 7%

FIG. 2

PCM PROSPECTS
Query: What consideration has your organization given PCM cpus (e.g., Amdahl, NAS)
as an alternative to your IBM cpu(s)?
SURVEY:
1982 <'

PERCENT ANSWERING "ALREADY INSTALLED,"
"ON ORDER," OR "PLAN TO ORDER" .

1983
1984

6%

4341/158-3031

168-3032

3033/3083

3081/84

CLASS OF SITE
Note: Negligible impact in 4300 segment of IBM line

FIG. 3

IBM'S ORIGINAL PC VS. OTHER IBM MICROS
Query: How many personal computers were purchased by your organization during
1983 and how many are planned for 1984?
RESPONDENT IBM PC PURCHASES

IBM
UNSPECIFIED
PCjr

o

and 93%, respectively.
Personal computer purchases are
coming most strongly from users in manufacturing and education SIC sectors, followed by
government and business services. Standardization at the corporate level is found most
evident in larger organizations; 70% of organizations with revenues of over $250 million
a year have standardized on one or two pc
suppliers, compared to the overall survey
portion of 61 %.
At the current rate of growth, therefore, the PC could easily catch up with mainframe shipment values in a few years. In fact,
as a fraction of the annual incremental revenue growth experienced by the corporation,
the PC is already close to matching the mainframe product line. On the other hand, pcs
are seen as fueling mainframe demand because of the increasingly popular micromainframe links users are installing.
IBM's already imposing share of pc
shipments to survey respondents is expected
to rise even further in the coming year. The
company accounted for 62.8% of all installed
machines at the end of 1983 and was expected by users to account for 75% by the end of
1984. Comparable figures for Apple Computer, the next leading vendor in the corporate marketplace, are 18.5% last year and
only 6.7% this year. Tandy's share was seen
as dropping from 2.5% last year to only 0.5%
this year, while Compaq, Wang, and HP
showed slightly more significant standings.
Among the IBM PCS being acquired by
survey respondents, the original model still
accounts for the largest fraction of shipments,
at least 43%. Following it are the XT model,
with 13% of planned 1984 acquisitions, pCjr,
with 6%, and the xT/370 with 3%. Fully a
third of the IBM pcs mentioned by respondents were left unspecified.
Standardization on one or two brands
of personal computer was more evident than
ever, with 61 % of the responding sites having
made such a commitment. Survey results
showed that the larger the organization the
more likely standardization has become. Of
those corporations standardizing, the IBM PC
family was by far the most common choice,
accounting for 72% of the mentions. Apple
came next with 9%, followed by Digital
Equipment with 3% and Tandy with 2%.
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Distributed processing, a
concept more than a decade old, continues to expand among survey respondents. Looking ahead 24 months, almost
two fifths of the respondents said they would
have distributed processing systems installed, up significantly from the one quarter
of sites currently involved. IBM'S share of that
business was seen as increasingly strong, ris-
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FIG. 4

MICRO-MAINFRAME LINKS
Query: What if any plans do you' have for interconnecting personal computers
with your mainframe system(s)?
ing to 83% of the expected shipments during
1984/85. Interestingly, Datapoint, once a
leader in the business, was not mentioned for
future installations. It has apparently suffered
greatly at the hands of an aggressive IBM.
IBM, too, is gaining a strong share of
the office automation business, being mentioned as the main OA supplier by just over
half the sites planning to build mainframebased OA systems. Use of the company's
PROFS and DISOSS office systems, each of
which runs on mainframe computers, was
also found to be growing significantly among
survey respondents.
In connecting office machines together, the local area network was found to be the
leading choice over PBX systems, although
only by a slight margin. Rolm's share of
planned PBX installations was found to have
taken a good-sized jump among IBM sites,
apparently reflecting user confidence in the
Rolm-IBM partnership which was disclosed
since last year's mainframe survey. Of the
PBXs to be installed at IBM sites, about one
half are expected to come from Rolm, compared to 28% from AT&T and 10% from
Northern Telecom. Last year's survey
showed Rolm with only a 29% share of installed PBXS.
Usage of IBM'S SNAcontinues to grow,
penetrating almost a third of the IBM sites surveyed and expected to hit another 11 % in the
following two years. SNA was found to be particularly popular at large organizations.
Similarly, database management software finds its widest use among large sites
while smaller sites (3701135-4341 range)
show the largest growth rate for DBMS usage .
.The three winners in the DBMS marketplace
appear to be Cullinet, Applied Data Research, and IBM, the latter selling its SQL relational package with significant success.
IBM'S IMS, however, is still the single most
used DBMS package among IBM respondents.
As has been seen in previous surveys,
a rising percentage of the total data processing budget-some 11.3% in this year's survey-goes for outside software packages.
IBM was found to be capturing about 65% of
those software expenditures, a figure showing little change from previous years.
Conversion to the industry leader's
MVS/XA operating system, which was first
shipped in late March 1983, as a major extension to the decade-old MVS, is continuing
strongly. While only 7% of responding MVS
sites said they already use the software, a
third said they would install it in 1984 or
1985. As expected, larger machine sites were
more eager to install MVS/XA.
Turning to non-IBM sites, the appearance of high-end machines from such vendors as Honeywell and Sperry has apparently
dampened, at least in the short term, growing
92 DATAMATION
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WP/OFFICE SYSTEMS PROCUREMENTS
PERCENT OF MENTIONS
2/79
38%

*1979
DEC (6%)
LANIER (5%)
XEROX (5%)
ETC.

...
2/_80___
33%

*1980
XEROX (6%)
EXXON (4%)
DEC (4%)
CPT (4%)
FOURPHASE (4%)
ETC.

28%

*1981
DEC (6%)
XEROX (6%)
FOURPHASE (5%)
EXXON (3%)
ETC.

Survey data indicate an otherwise highly fractionated market

*1982
XEROX (6%)
FOURPHASE (5%)
LANIER (3%)
DEC (3%)
MICOM (3%)
ETC.

*1983
CPT (4%)
LANIER/
AES (4%)
XEROX (4%)
MICOM (3%)
DEC (2%)
FOURPHASE (2%)
ETC.

*1984
CPT (3%)
XEROX (3~/o)
NBI(3%)
DEC (2%)
FOUR-PHASE
(2%)
ETC.

AG.6

PABXS, LA~S, OR BOTH?
Query: Which, PA8X or LAN, is likely to be emphasized for your future
local site data communications?
user dissatisfaction. At Burroughs, for instance, only 16% of large systems users said
they were seriously considering making a
vendor switch, compared to 19% last year.
At Sperry, the figures were 12% this year,
down from 19% last year. At Honeywell,
however, 30% of the users said they may
switch, up from 24% last year.
Of those seriously considering making the switch, over half said they were looking to "the IBM world" for the future. In fact,
63% of those large system sites considering a
switch picked IBM or an IBM pcm as a likely
future supplier, followed by 16% citing DEC.
The lack of trained applIcations programmers for non-IBM mainframes was the
most often cited reason in considering a
switch to another vendor-in the case of
large Sperry users, 56% complained of that
lack.
However, survey data showed still
relatively modest amounts of actual vendor
switching activity by users. Competitive displacements seem to take place primarily in
older, he~vily purchased lines of small-scale
equipment, although some switching has begun to take place in larger systems where IBM
is seen as taking business from all vendors.
Burroughs users showed a continued
warming to their supplier, a trend which has
been noted in the annual survey for three
years running now. The biggest shift was
seen among distribution and government users while those in the educational market
showed a negative shift in their sentiment
toward the Detroit mainframer. Apparently,
Burroughs efforts in concentrating on specific lines of businesses is paying off, but users
expressed dissatisfaction with the comany's
field force activities.
As with IBM, Burroughs is
experiencing
a major shift
USERS
to purchasing of its equipBUYING
ment. Among currently installed and planned installations, only 16%
and 14% of the system value in dollars respectively are leased-the rest is purchased
directly from Burroughs, leased from a third
party, or installed under a five to seven year
lease from Burroughs.
. The largely dormant B6000 user base
has apparently been sparked by the recently
unveiled A9 machine from Burroughs. Nearly half the ordered A9s indicated by respondents are replacing B6800s and another
fourth are being used to upgrade B 1900 installations. Few B6900 users are moving to
the new A9: Strong deliveries of the B4900
and B7900 are foreseen among respondents
to the survey, but it is clear that further product introductions will have to be made to
stimulate order rates in 1985.
Burroughs users also indicated that

LAN
PABX
BOTH
NEITHER/DON'T KNOW

FIG.?

LOCAL AREA NETWORK MARKET STILL FRACTIONATED
Query: If your organization has installed or plans to install a local area network (LAN).
who is tre supplier?
, PERCENT OF SITES

SHARE

BURROUGHS

94 DATAMATION
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* 80% compound user base expansion
"Includes Sytek (6%), Corvus (5%, 3% 1984/85),3 COM (4%), Nestor (4%), Ungermann-Bass (3%, 4% 1984/85)

Single Vendor Solution
One vendor for all your
data communication needs

Tired of talking to one vendor for modems,
one for terminals, and another for
network services?

Why do it any other way?

Talk to TYMNET instead.
One phone call to one TYMNET representative
is all it takes anytime you need terminals,
personal computers, modems, and value-added
data network services.

For more information,
call or write for
TYMNET's
"OP/MIS Overview"
. brochure.

It's convenient. And
you get the advantage of
Single-vendor accountability.

Public Data Network and Custom Network Systems

TYMNET®
\

A Tymshare Company
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DBMS ON IBM MAINFRAMES

a

Query: If you are using DBMS software package on your IBM mainframe(s), which one?
they are buying the company's B20 workstation, a 16:-bit machine manufactured by Convergent Technologies, but little interest has
been expressed in the company's in-house
developed Ofis 1 office automation systems.
The strongest interest in the B20, which can
be used as a standalone device or attached to a
mainframe as a workstation, comes from
B48/4900 and B7000 class users.
Add-on peripheral plans among Burroughs users appeared subdued for the second
time in a row; a situation that may result from
the relatively high rate of total system shipinents in the recent past.
Honeywell Information Systems,
which has shown weakness in previous years
in delivering large-scale mainframe systems
and which recently opted to sell such machines made by NEC in Japan, still has much
work to do to satisfy its users' needs. Indeed,
the threat of defections away from its user
base, remains a serious problem. Among
large-scale users, 31 % said their attitude towards Honeywell became less favorable during the past year, while of those using old,
Level 62 equipment, which is effectively
dead-ended, 45% said their attitude was less
favorable. The most negative feelings were
expressed by government customers.
Applications software is the most sensitive issue with Honeywell users, who decidedly rate the company's efforts as inferior
to IBM and the industry as a whole. A good
portion of the user base, however,..:...68% of
the Level 66 and DPS 8 users, in fact-said
they were planning to make the conversion to
the new GCOS 8 virtual memory operating
system, a conversioh that is far from trivial.
This faith in the system seems to bode well
for future orders of DPS 88 machines.
Planned installations of mainframes
was found to be rebounding among all Honeywell users, which means the company will
bring in a certain amount of high-margin
, business, but that activity is still not ebullient. Add-on peripherals business for the
coming year was up only a little, with Honeywell losing a significant amount of business to plug-compatible terminal suppliers.
Users are still making much use of the
Level 6/DPS 6 minicomputer ,line as an adjunct to their mainframe installations. Almost
half the large systems users said they alr~ady
have used or will install the small machines.
Like Burroughs, however, the company's efforts in the office automation field are finding
smail acceptance--only 13% of large users
said they have installed or will install the
firm's office systems.
After a rush of new orders in the second half of 1983, NCR appears to be on its
way to a very healthy 1984. In fact, it looks
as if the company will have to concentrate on
producing and installing equipment rather
96 DATAMATION
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OUTLAYS FOR PACKAGED SOFTWARE
Query: Approximately how much of your organization's annual dp budget currently
goes for unbundled software from IBM and other outside software packages?

OVER$100K
$51K-$100K
$21K-$50K
$11K-$20K
LESS THAN
$10K
NONE
2/79
2/80
2/81
2/82
2/83
2/84
SURVEY· SURVEY· SURVEY* SURVEY* SURVEY* SURVEY*
<EXCludes System/3, 32 arid 34, which had not been included in n;78 survey sample.
IBM capturing 65% of respondents expenditures (66% In 1983 survey. 67% in .1982)

Information gives you the power to make
intelligent management decisions. For more
than a decade, johnson Systems has provided
management the information to more efficiently
and more effectively run their Data Center. Our
well-established line of rroducts has helped
guide over 3,500 users worldwide through the
problems of Data Center management.
The integrated software approach we offer
allows you to operate your Data Center as an

efficient business. Our job Accounting Report
System (JARS), enables you to monitor and
rerort on resource utilization; jARS/CICS gives
you reporting capabilities on CICS usage; APEX
automates production control, eliminating human error and costly reruns. Our unique approach can result in credibility with corporate
management and a competitive edge in your
marketplace.
CIRCLE 50 ON READER CARD

EXPERIENCE THE POWER!
CALL JOHNSON SYSTEMS TODAY!
Environments: IBM 370, 303X, 308X, 43XX
and compatibles.
Call 1-800-368-1010 for more information.

Johnson
Systems

8300 Greensboro Drive
McLean, Virginia 22102

------

--..--------------

Planned installations of mainframes was found to
be rebounding among Honeywell users.

than on seeking out orders. Of particular interest on the rapid takeoff of the new 9000
series of 32-bit machines, which are based on
proprietary chips that the company is building for itself and selling on the merchant market. As of the time of this year's survey, fully
8% of the dollar value of the NCR-installed
mainframe base was represented by 9000 series machines, which were to be 48% of
planned installations.
The strengthening of the economy
and the wide range of new products introduced by NCR last year have prompted a burst
of installation activity among users. In terms
of dollars, users said they would install in
1984/85 equipment worth 24% of their currently installed base. That figure is substantially up from the 11-12% range recorded in
previous years. Moreover, the company
seems to have begun a reversal of the user
/base erosion it experienced in previous years.
On the negative side, the firm's
Works aver product line, based on Convergent Technologies hardware, is not faring
well among NCR mainframe users. A growing
share ofthose users (some 20% in this year's
survey) said they have considered the hardware but have no interest in using it, while a
shrinking portion said they are planning to
evaluate it. Only 7% said they will install the
Works aver systems. On the other hand,
among those NCR users who have standardized on one or two personal computer vendors (a total of 44%),42% have chosen NCR'S
Decision Mate systems, compared to 36%
choosing IBM.
Sperry, whose high-end customers
have been forced to wait while the company
works out manufacturing problems in its
long-promised 1100/90 machine, is serving a
user base whose appetite for additional system capacity took a strong upturn in this
year's survey. Looking ahead to 1985, 18%
of all Sperry respondents said they would
need to upgrade to a larger cpu (up from 12%
last year) and 9% (up from 6%) said they
would have to install additional cpus. Among
large users, the comparable figures were 16%
(9% in last year's survey) and 10%' (level
with last year). Undoubtedly, the resolution
of the 1100/90 situation has encouraged users
to assess their capacity needs more favorably.
A particularly strong need for additional capacity in 1985 was recorded among 1100/60
users, many of whom have had their machines installed for five years or so and who
will be installing 1100170 machines.
The company's Sperrylink office
automation system is apparently moving well
into the user base, with 16% of all Sperry
respondents saying they will install the system and another 23% planning to evaluate it.
Among 1100/60 sites, 32% of the respondents said they would install Sperrylink.

al toward Sperry, those using the dead-ended
90 series machine expressed a new level of
disgruntlement.
.

Applications software is the most often cited negative aspect of Sperry's offerings
when compared to those from IBM. Fully 60%
of the users said they foundSperry's applications software inferior to the industry leader's; last year's figure was 53% in that
category. While high-end users showed a distinct shift to a more positive attitude in gener-
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To order the complete 1984-'85
Cowen/DATAMATION mainframe survey
results for $750, please call Debbie
Mitchell at (212) 605-9466.
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GET A GRIP ON YOUR MAIL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS.
systems, individually or in combination, turn mailing problems into
profits.
CALL TOLL FREE

Benchmark - winning performance
nationwide makes COM-MAILeR) products the industry standard for
speed, accuracy and reliability.

(800) 368-5806

SAVE WITH CARRIER ROUTE
SORTING SYSTEM (CR$$). Optimizes postage discounts for greatest
bottom line savings. Totally parameter driven. Needs no user coding.
No royalty fees. Maintenance optional.

LOCAL (202) 537q281

- - ~(Q)[MilIRO[5u® -

I
COMPUTER NETWORK CORPORATION
I COM-MAIL® Division, Dept. DA214

GETZIP + 4DISCOUNTSWITH EZ-9.
Add the extra 4 digits to your ZIP
codes-without programmer intervention-IN ONE PASS of an address file with a ZIP + 4 master file.

5185 MacArthur Boulevard, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016-3387
o I WANT TO SAVE MONEY
IMMEDIATELY. CALL ME TO SET
UP A FREE BENCHMARK.
Send more information.
NAME __________________

o

MORE HANDS DOWN WINNERS
FROM COM-MAIL.
• EZ-5 Zip Code Correction
• List Conversion
• Duplicate Elimination
(Merge/Purge)
• Generalized Selection
• Regular Presort
• Label Printing

TITLE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COMPANY_____________
AD DR ESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE _ _ _ _ ZIP______
PHONE _______________
Products require
IBM/COMPATIBLE or
UNIVAC 80/90 MAINFRAME

HAND OVER YOUR MAILING PROBLEMS to the advanced mail management software system with proven
performance and savings from day
one! COM-MAIL's fully integrated
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Garbage in, garbage out.
Since computers were invented, the conventional wisdom has held that input that doesn't conform to the computer's
highly structured needs will result in unintelligible output.
Which meant that you had to learn to think like a
computer in order to use one.
Trouble is, the world isn't organized to suit computers.
Data is never collected in the way you want to retrieve it. That's
why traditional, rigidly structured databases often wind up
hindering your work more than they help.
DayFlo offers a new approach to database management
needs. It's a Fluid Formaf Personal Information Manager.
Which means it approaches the world the same way you do:
taking in unorganized data and organizing it into meaningful
information.
DayFlo is a powerful tool for your IBM® PC XT. It accepts
both structured and unstructured data. When you want to
extract information, just type in the key words you're looking
for. Instantly, DayFlo organizes the data according to your
criteria. And reorganizes it according to new criteria whenever
you wish.
Information from other programs, spreadsheets, word
processing or accounting files, virtually any data in the system
can be assimilated by DayFlo. And once the information is at
hand, DayFlo lets you manipulate it at will to produce letters,
memos, reports and much more. You can work at your computer the same way you work at your desk, even switching
quickly from task to task, without ever losing your place.
DayFlo's concept is as simple as it is revolutionary. You
no longer have to think for the computer. Instead, it can help
"
J\~1.C\'
you think better for yourself. Which
leads, inevitably, to a brand-new version
LQ.
of computing's fundamental law. .
SOftware™
M

I:K

Garbage in. Information out.
DayFlo, Inc., 2500 Michelson Dr., Bldg. 400, Irvine, CA 92715. Call Now: (800) 7DAYFLO (Outside CA), (800) CDAYFLO (CA Only)
Day Flo and Fluid For?11t ?or!! t~ad-:w~rl':s :-If I'3j'F!~ I:x ~ 1984 DayFlo, Inc.
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Paradyne 2.400. 4.800. 9.600 BPS CHALLENGER Modems
caiI 1-800-482-3333

and Paradyne will send your
modems COD to be delivered
at your site, anywhere in the
continental U.S., within just 5
days! Paradyne's CHALLENGER
Series high performance modems are
state-of~the~art technology using .
advanced signal processing techniques.
Installation Is Fast and
Easy. You can install these
modems yourself!
Plug in the modem, follow a push
button configuration procedure,
attach your DTE connection and
the modular jack, connecting the
modem to yourA-wire leased phone
line. You're ready to go!
High Performance Backed
With Paradyne Reliability. All three
models operate in .either point-to-point
or multipoint applications. An optional
four-port buffered multiplexer is
available for the 4800 and 9600
models. And the Series has a calculated
mean time between failure of more
than four years.

If You Need Modems NOW,
Order Direct From The ManufacturerCall1~800-482,;,3333 or mail in your order.
In Florida please call 813-530-2516.
Delivery time and price discounts
~
for large quantities available on
l\: <oOO ~"Q . request. Multiplexer option avail, -\ ~.J\~ able at additional cost. Dealer
~).~\J . inquiries invited. The new CHALLENGER
. ~
Series ... a challenge to the modem
ihdustry offering quick delivery at prices
below what you normally would expect
to pay ... only from Paradyne.

Prfces include freight and COD charges.

State-Of-The.;Art VLSI
Technology. Front panel soft strapping
configuration is easy and each modem
has automatic, adaptive equalization
at all speeds, including 2,400 bps.

1,200 BPS Modem. Also available for 5 day delivery is the OTU
12000, a 212A compatible full
duplex dial modem. This 1,200i300
bps modem features automatiC
dialing; CRT prompts and automatic
test capabilities and sells for $655
including freight and COO charges.

[p)CID[flCID@JWffiJ~
Paradyne Corporation P.o. Box 1347
8550 Ulmerton Road, Largo, FL 33540

IBM Credit Corp. is redrawing the computer
leasing picture, but some things will never change.

lESSORS
ON LEASING
I

by Hesh Wiener
In a short three years, IBM Credit Corp. has
invigorated the $4.5 billion computer-leasing
industry as its parent company has moved
aggressively to lock into emerging markets
while keeping a strong hold on traditional
ones.
IBM formed its leasing subsidiary in
1981 and has witnessed the unit's growth to a
whopping $1; 7 billion. in assets last year.
Fueling that dramatic growth has been the
industry leader'S massive shift from monthly
rental to purchase and term-leasing strategies. No user can now ignore the leasing option when procuring computer equipment.
Whether considering a lease from IBM Credit
or from an independent lessor, however, it is
only the well-informed user who will be able
to make the most of such creative financing.
Fortunately for the user, the financial
structure of IBM's leases differs little from
man¥ of those that have been offered for

years by independent lessors. Typically,
IBM'S leases run for three to five years with
terms and conditions that are simple by industry standards. iBM'S rates are, in most
cases, not the lowest available, but the relationship IBM has developed. with· users is a
very good one, and IBM Credit, already one of
the biggest factors in computer leasing, appears to be headed for a position of market
leadership (see box);
One key difference between IBM and
the independents will prevent it from overwhelming ~itd parties: IBM and its Credit
Corp. are in the business of selling and leasing IBM'S current line; the independent leasing companies buy, sell, and lease older as
well as new equipment.
. "A good third-party lessor Can act as
an advisor to the user and provide alternatives
unavailable from IBM," says Ken Pontikes,
head of Comdisco Inc., Rosemont, Ill., the
largest of the independent lessor-dealer companies. "Maybe you need the latest gear,"

ICC AT_A GLANCE
Established in 1981, IBM Credit Corp. now can be used to charge products at IBM's
has a staff of over 100. Its annual report for retail stores. The card may in the future be
1983 reveals that the Old Greenwich, accepted by IBM'S authorized dealers, too.
Conn., subsidiary of IBM closed the year Like a bank charge card, this instrument
with assets of $1.7 billion. Income was provides revolving credit to the holder. IBM
$163 million, producing net earnings of $42 Credit expects the card to be used for the
million.
purchase of personal computers, typewritDuring 1983, IBM Credit bought ers, computer add-ons, and software.
$849 million of equipment that will be put
IBM Credit's leases for nongovernon installment payments. In addition, the . ment users come in three forms. First is an
company wrote equipment leases with a Icc-to-Iessee lease with terms of three,
vaiue of $334 million. When arranging four, or five years; there are stipulated buyleases in which the investment tax credits outs available to the user at anniversaries of
(ITC) are passed to the lessor, IBM Credit has the lease. signing and at the terrriination of
formed· partnerships with other companies the lease. Next is an icc-to-Iessor lease,
to make the most of the tax breaks associat- under which title to the equipment is sold by
ed with ownership of capital equipment. IBM Credit to a partnership in which it parThese partners include Metropolitan Life, ticipates. These, too, run three, four, or
Merrill Lynch, and General Mills. in con- five years, and there is no way for the user
junction with its partners, IBM Credit's busi- to buyout. At the end of this type of lease,
nesses acquired $188 million in gear from the user may purchase equipment for fair
IBM over and above the machinery leased market value. Last is a lease that really
solely by IBM Credit.
amounts to full-payout financing with a
The latest idea to come from IBM very small buy-out option at the end of the
Credit is a credit card for individuals 'that term.
---tt.W.

Pontikes states. "You can talk to IBM. IBM
Credit, or third parties. But most shops use a
mix of current- and last-generation technology to get the most out of their budgets.
They're not all XA, they're not all 3380 diskoriented. These users will find that third partIes are not predisposed, to one or another
solution. And at their best, they will try to
discuss and review the costs and benefits of
various alternatives within the framework of
the user's needs.
, 'Sometimes, a third party can even
help forecast what today's equipment choices
might be worth in the future, when it comes
time to sell and replace the equipment being
considered for lease or purchase," he says.
IBM'S switch in marketing philosophy-from rental and sale to sale and long
lease-has encouraged many users to consider long leases even if in the past they had
acquired equipment by a mix of outright purchase and short-term rentals.
"When the leasing business began,"
says Ed Cherney, president of lessor CMI, "it
was perceived to be geared to a user who
could not afford to buy a computer. Today,
many of the strongest companies, who can
afford to pay cash, have decided to adopt a
lease program. They do this because of the
way they are structured from a budget standpoint and because they wish to tie computer
costs to performance over time.
"In addition, there are many companies that use a mixture of purchase and lease,
of new and used equipment, to satisfy their
requirements; Arid these days, lessees range
in size from the very small to the giants of
industry. " CMI, with headquarters in Troy,
Mich., is part of the Torchmark insurance
and finance conglomerate.
This growing interest in leasing appears to be helping independent lessors as
well as IBM. Jim Benton, executive director
of the Computer Dealers arid Lessors Association, believes his members account for 95%
of all leases written by independents. "Our
members are generally healthy," he emphasizes. "When we formed the association by
merging the Computer Dealers Association
and Computer Lessors Association in, 1981,
we had 140 members. Now we've got 225.
Our members' revenues from leasing are $4
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The possibility of disagreements can be
.
substantially reduced if potential points of friction
are avoided at the outset.
billion to $4.5 billion, and they grossed about
$2.5 billion trading in used gear. We're looking for growth of 33% this year.
"While our organization was fqrmed
to serve the independents, IBM Credit is becoming closer to us these days. It's joining
our organiiation's electronic trading wire,
CDLA Net, although it has not yet joined our
trade association," Benton notes.
The shift by users to financing and
away from outright purchase is forcing many
user organizations to get a hasty education in
leasing. While the concepts of leasing are not
hard to understand, lessors and lessees often
must renegotiate their agreements during the
terril of the lease. This is largely because both
parties must adapt to conditions unanticipated at the time a lease is first signed.
A computer lease is an ex;.
IT SEEMS
change. The user gets a
SIMPLE
piece of equipment for a
ENOUGH
specified period, typically
two to six ye.ars, and in return agrees to pay
the lessor, typically on a monthly basis and in
regular amounts, during the term of the lease.
If properly constituted, the lease yields benefits to both lessor and lessee.
In reality; however, leases do not always work out the way they were phlnned.
Dissatisfaction rarely stems from deliberate
efforts by either lessor or lessee to take advantage of the other party. Rather, a common
source of difficulty is the inability of either
party to foresee the future accurately. Leases
involve lengthy commitmerits to technology,
interest rates and business relationships, conditions that'may change during the course of
the lease, leading to problems for the user or
the lessor.
While nearly all problems encountered
during the course of a lease can be settled by
negotiation-there is very little litigation involving computer leases--the possibility of
disagreements can be substanthilly reduced if
potential points of friction are avoided at the
outset. It is important that everyone affected
by a lease understand how the transaction
works.
But that knowledge alone is not
. enough. Users should be wary of commitments to equipment that may exceed the machinery's useful life in their operations. Lessors should reinember that their relationship
with a customer is likely to last longer than
that with any individual at the user site. And
both sides should take into consideration the
~eady mix of technologiCal change and competition that will determine the future value
of installed equipment.
IBM Credit's e.ntrance into the leasing
arena has signaled a general trend toward
simpler leasing arrangements than in the past.
While a small portion of large, sophisticated
104 DATAMATION

POPULARITY

OF LEASES

During 1983, Computer Intelligence
Corp., a market. research firm in La
Jolla, .Calif., polled thousands of users
to determine the popularity of third-party leases; Some of the results follow.
Note that early IBM 4341 s were offered
on a two-year lease at very good terms,
thus' reducing' the popularity of third":
party. leases in this sample.

PERCENTAGE OF
SELECTED SYSTEMS
ON. THIRD-PARTY
LEASE
SYSTEM

THIRD-PARTY. LEASE
(IN %)

IBM 4341-1
IBM 4341-10
IBM4~41;.11

19
31
30

IBM 4341-2

15

IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM

42
38
40
38

3081;.0
3081-G
3083-K
3083 (all)

Amdahi 470 (all)
Amdahl 58XX
NAS (all)

. 30
30
33

dp shops stilI customize their leases with
many of the finer points allowed by tax and
leasing laws, the majority of computer leases
follow fairly standard lines. Compared with
those fancy leases that tend to approach the
frontiers of understanding, the standard lease
is an order of magnitude thinner in terms of
paper alone.
Ironically, as the typical user's lease
contract becomes simpler, the financing
methods used may become more intricate.
Independent leasing companies, forced to
compete with IBM's relatively low cost of
funds, have had to develop new means of
securing inexpensive capital. While the user
is almost always insulated from the consequences of an unforeseen change in the tax
status of a lessor's funding sources, such insulation derives from the lease contract itself
and involves matters best left to attorneys.
Despite new wriIikles that occasionally come
up in writing leases, .the basic transaction is
not very complicated and has remained essentially the saine over the years.
So, too, have the problems users are
likely to encounter.
While many of the leasing difficulties
a user can get into are familiar to larger, more
experienced companies, certain errors are
inade again and again. This, according to

leasing company executives, is because data
processing managers often get locked into
leases that are too long in duration. If faster
processors, larger disks, or different terminals are needed before the lease comes to
term, one must return to the lessor and try to
work out a new and mutually satisfactory arrangement.
Solving this first problem may lead
the user into others, however. For instance,
users may find their budgets shattered by the
cost of paying the substantial penalties usually levied by lessors for early termination. The
penalty fee is usmilly the difference between
the present value of all remaining lease payments and the revenue the displaced machine
will generate at its next home. Because hardware often loses an unexpectedly large portion of its initial market value during the term
of a lease, termination penalties can be very
stiff. The cost in such a case may bear no
relation to the utility of equipment at the user's site; it is set by conditions in the usedequipment market. Although these costs can
be deferred or buried (but never eliminated),
such budget-juggling techniques are fraught
with danger.
Leasing company executives universally warn the
user against signing leases
that are too long. Users
should first examine their own procurement
histories and future computing plans to develop an equipment strategy. Then they should
look at the costs of carrying out that strategy.
With this two-stage approach, users. may
. avoid getting involved in leases that they
will eventually be forced to exit with penalty.
Early terminations are often very expensive
for the user, and lessors don't like to see their
customers hurt.
George Heilbom, president of IPS
Computer Marketing Corp. in Paramus,
N.J., advises users to exercise caution in estimating the length of time they commit to
keeping computers under a lease.
"There's a big danger in the rate of
technological change," Heilborn cautions.
"Users must be realistic and not sign sevenyear commitments when they will only want
a machine for five years, not sign for fiveyear terrils when they will outgrow their systems in three or four years."
The temptation of a longer lease, of
course, is the lower monthly lease rate. But
leases are iron-clad, legally binding commitments, whether from IBM Credit or third-party lessors. While both IBM and the independents are generally willing to talk about ways
to unlock a user from an overly long lease,
there is usually no way for the user to get out
from under that lease inexpensively.
When it comes to early terminations,

BEWARE
LONG-TERM
LEASES
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l~r~~~Je".upyourdumbterminal
iaCldaUDS·212A/D
A little outside intelligence can turn your dumb terminal into a data
communications genius. And the intelligence you need is built into UDS' new
212A/D, a smart300/1200bps modem with an integral automatic calling unit.
Withthe2~2A1D you can dial from keyboard or, with a single
keystroke, from memory. Five30-digit numbers in memory
are battery backed for 3-5 year retention after shutdown.
Built-in test functions allow fast, reliable verification
of system operation.
Before you invest in more microcomputers, check
the advantages of add-on intelligence. Contact
Universal Data Systems, 5000 Bradford Drive,
Universal Data Systems
Huntsville, AL 35805. Telephone 205/837-8100;
@ MOTOROLA INC.
TWX 810-726-2100.
Information Systems Group

iii

UDS modems are offered nationally by leading distributors. Call the nearest UDS office for distributor listings in your area.
DISTRICT OFFICES: Atlanta, GA, 4041998·2715 • Bellevue, WA 2061455-4429 • Blue Bell, PA 2151643-2336 • Boston, MA, 6171875-8868 • Columbus, OH,
6141895·3025 • Englewood, CO, 3031694-6043 • Glenview, IL, 3121998-8180 • Houston, TX, 7131988-5506 • Huntsville, AL, 2051837-8100 • Mountain View, CA,
4151969-3323 • Old Bridge, NJ, 2011251-9090. Richardson, TX, 2141680-0002. Silver Spring, MD, 3011587-0166. Tampa, FL, 813/684-0615 • Tustin, CA, 7141669·8001
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The independent lessor is acutely aware· that
equipment is identical, regardless of the source
of finance.
IBM Credit, for the moment, seems to be at a
disadvantage. The problem stems from IBM'S
limited ability to remarket machinery returned by a user that needs an unforeseen
early upgrade. While IBM Credit does have a
director of remarketing, so far it ha·s no remarketing sales force and must work thrQugh
third parties. One must suppose that any third
party would work harder (and pay more) to
help one of its own customers unload unwanted equipment than it would on behalf of
a competitor's client, whether or not that
competitor is IBM. IBM'S handicap could be
passed to the user in the form of higher costs
or a flat refusal to talk about a termination
prohibited in the lease contract.
While leasing companies, like banks
writing mortgages on homes, will work with
a user who has an unwanted commitment
with someone else, there may be advantages
for users who stay with their leasing companies when they need upgrades. The independent lessor is acutely aware that the equipment is identical regardless of the source of
finance; the difference between lessors is service. Naturally, if a user feels ill-served by a
lessor, he will go elsewhere. Few users will
sign any lease without checking out the terms
offered by competition.
The independents say that they can do
a better job helping a user cope with an excessively long lease-and with other common
leasing problems-than IBM Credit can. But
they all point out that it's better to avoid such
commitments in the first place.
"It is very unusual for the lease on a
user's first piece of equipment to go the full
term," says Ed Cherney, head of CMI. "The
user must understand that the signing of a
lease is the beginning of a relationship with a
leasing company."
Cherney draws an analogy between
the user company's computer installation and
a family's house. The family seldom pays off
the full mortgage, particularly when the family is growing. Instead, the family will purchase a new house that meets its new requirements. "That's when the old mortgage may
be liquidated, but it is also possible the old
mortgage will hang around until the earlier
house can be sold," the CMI executive notes.

In ending a lease early, a
user may be able to spread
the cost of a termination
penalty over the period of
his next lease. In the leasing trade, this is
known as rolling the old deal forward. While
this may enable a user to live within his budget constraints, it is a practice that causes new
problems as it solves old ones.
"It's bad business practice to toll the
takeout into the lease on the next machine,"
advises Tom Martin, who heads Computer

PROBLEMS
BEGET NEW
PROBLEMS
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CDIA AT WORK
Mostbut not all computer lessors are members of the Computer Dealers and Lessors
Association. From offices in Washington's
Georgetown district, the organization co":'
ordinates the activities· of its members and
oversees an electronic trading wire, the
CDLA Net.
CDLA helps set up arbitration of disputes between members and their clients. If
a user has a problem with a member company, CDLA'S executive director, Jim Benton, will try to work with both lessor and
lessee in the interest of the association and
industry as a whole. Lessors not in CDLA
may be as worthy as any in the association
but either may not have been around long
enough to qualify for membership or do not
think the organization can be of helpt()
them. IBM Credit Corp., for instance, is not
a CDLA member, although it will be linking
its remarketing staff to CDLA Net.
Whether or not a leasing firm is in
CDLA, the ethical code of the industry assoFinancial Inc., Hackensack, N.J. "The user
should take the hit when a machine comes
out. Rolling old debt forward is a way of
hiding from management an unfortunate decision made in the past. Now I want to point
out that user companies sometimes have
cash-flow problems that force them to roll
takeouts forward. But in setting up a forward
roll, they should confront all the issues frankly. Otherwise, at some future date, users will
be paying huge amounts for equipment that is
no longer in use within their company."
There are two alternatives to rolling
debt forward: independent financing of the
obligation and lump sum payment. (A very
large company can sometimes move an older
machine to another department, thus sidestepping the issue of early termination.)
Independent financing calls for the
user to continue servicing the original debt
even though the equipment has been removed
in a transaction that is not tied to a new lease.
The debt service may be on the original
schedule or on a revised schedule. If the old
equipment has been subleased after removal,
the sublease payments will generally be kept
separate from the termination payments. This
enables the transactions to be handled independently in the event of some serious problem, such as the failure of a sublessee to
perform.
A lump sum payment can shock the
user's budget, but it discharges any debt on
an old system once and for all. That done,
budgeting can be geared to the equipment
actually in place. If old equipment has been
subleased, the user may seek to sell that sub-

ciation is a. good guide of what to expect
from a lessor. Anything less should. be· unacceptable. Any violation of the code can
get a member drummed out of CDLA.
According to the CDLA code, .lessors
pledge to act with integrity, keep the user's
affairs in confidence, and generally act in a
way that is in the interest of the. industry;
Members also must stick to oral and written
commitments,· conclude transactions in .a
timely fashion~ and tell usersof any significant constraints that might affect the trans"
action. When dealing with.a CDLA member
(orwith any lessor, for that matter), the user
should under no circumstances permit his
organization to suffer as a result of misconduct on the part of a lessor.
A list· of CDLA members and an info~ation packetthatis useful to the user
unfamiliar with leasing . may· be obtained
from James F.Benton at CDLA, 1212 Potomac Street NW, Washington; DC 20007.

-H.W.
lease obligation at a discount to a financial
institution such as a bank; the user will then
get a lump sum payment as income that can
offset a portion of his own lump-sum termination payment.
The user may not wish to become entangled in the subleasing of equipment that is
no longer needed. In that case, he must work
out a termination agreement with the lessor
that completely specifies user obligations at
lease termination and discharges any other
responsibilities he accepted when signing the
original lease.
Users sometimes ask lessors to speci-fy in their initial lease renewal or upgrade
options that lock in a future price. Both these
options should be undertaken only with some
forethought. In most cases renewal options
are actually unnecessary, while upgrade options may put the lessor in an awkward position without really giving the lessee any great
advantage.
When a user signs a lease, he may
desire to fix his renewal costs so that he can
present a long-term plan to management. The
rental price under a renewal or extension may
be much less than that of the initial leasing
period, but by the time of renewal, the leased
equipment may be obtainable for even less
from the used-equipment market. A user
wishing to renew will thus pay too much. The
remedy is simple, say leasing executives.
"The user should ask for extensions
at 'fair market value' if he needs a way to
extend his lease," suggests Tom Martin. "A
user asking for a fixed renewal rate will almost always pay more than fair value. The

GIVE PERSONAL COMPUTERS
THE SNA OR BSC NETWORK
RECOGNITION THEY DESERVE.
Now there's a software and hardware
package by Pathway Design that features
a multi-tasking modular architecture allowing personal computers to be intelligent
and effective in SNA or BSC networking
environments.

data receiving formats. You can upload or
download information to your screen or to
a disk. And, the 3770 offers newly-enhanced
file transfer capabilities including the transfer of executable images and ASCII text files
plus standard data files and JCL commands.

Get 3270/3770 Functionality
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Converters or Controllers.

Host-Initiated And Local Multiple
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'emulate 3270 Information Display System
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The user may not wish to become 'entangled in
the subleasing of equipment that is no longer needed.

only exception I can remember was the 3350
disk." That piece of IBM gear, however,
grew in value because Of an anomalistic problem in IBM'S manufacturing schedule.
Having developed a sound
planning philosophy, the
user must then select a lesAND LEASE sor and a leasing arrangement. Generally, bids from several companies are requested, and ~m investigation of
these is undertaken.
On new IBM equipment (and on some
installed IBM gear) the user will almost certainly ask IBM Credit to bid. The IBM sales rep
will encourage this, for IBM now pays commissions to its National Marketing Division
reps for selling leases. In the National Accounts Division, the branch manager will get
a bonus (and the sales rep points toward quota) when a user signs for financing with IBM
Credit. The days when the IBM rep could advise the user impartially about financing are
gone. Third-party lessors can help at this
point. "The user can view them as soundingboards," explains Ken Pontikes. The user
may reflect on his own company's past histo-

SELECTING

A LESSOR

ry in leasing, or ask the lessor about the history of other machines in the same class. While
history is hardly an absolute guide in computing, there may be lessons there for the present
negotiation.
When all bids are in, there will be
differences in lease rates and contract terms,
and the user should be especially wary of bids
that are far below the others. "If a lessor is
more than 15% below the pack, watch out,"
says Jeff Klein of dealer-lessor KCI, Englewood, N.J. In the past, such low-ball bids
have sometimes signaled extremely poor
judgment on the part of a lessor or a deal that
can never be completed.
It may be difficult to normalize the
bids, but there are several things every user
should do when selecting a source of financing. "First, make sure the leasing company
you deal with has an established reputation
and the resources to fulfill its obligations,"
says Jim Benton of CDLA.
A user will always come out ahead
"if he understands the leasing company he's
dealing with," says Ed Cherney of CM!.
"Size is no indication of integrity,"
advises Tom Martin of Computer Financial,

but "character and references are."
"Ask the lessor how he plans to handle the transaction," suggests George Heilborn of IPS. "Then the user can understand if
he will have problems with extensions, upgrades, or early terminations if something unforeseen develops."
These lessors agree that there are
trade-offs in every transaction. If the user has
a clear understanding of what is given up and
what is received in return with each change in
lease term, payment schedule, or renewal option, the lease that best fits his present and
projected requirement,s will be gained.
Lessors, ,the user should remember,
are financiers as well as computer dealers. In
other words, all that's not impossible is negotiable.
.#

Hesh Wiener is president of Technology News of America Co. Inc. in New
York City, and a contributing editor of
DATAMATION. Among his company's
publications is Computer and Communications Buyer, a monthly report on
the acquisition and financing of mainframes and related equipment.
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Here are two beautiful ways to get small
computers on line with the mainframe
quickly, easily and economically - yours
from DCA, home of the industry's first coaxial cable links between small computers
and IBM 3270 networks.
IR~ is the Decision Support Interface™that gets IBM Personal Computers and IBM
PC XTs into the 3270 mainstream via direct attachment to 3274 or 3276 controllers.
MAIN

FRAME

IRMA, IRMALINE, and Decision Support Interface are trademarks of Digital Communications Associates, Inc.

v 1983, Digital Communications Associates, Inc.

-

IRMALINETaoes the same for remote IBM PCs, IBM PC XTs, Apple Lisas and DEC
Rainbows, among others, with just a local phone call to a nearby 3270 controller.
Both can go to work literally minutes out of the box. Both provide mainframe data
access, selection and storage, and data communication back to the mainframe.
Put first things first. Find out more about the DCA first family of 3270 micro/mainframe connections. For information, write DCA, 303 Technology Park,
Norcross, Georgia 30092. Phone (404) 448-1400, TLX 261375
DCA ATL. Or call us toll-free (800) 241-IRMA.

c!C:CI®
Digital Communications Associates. Inc

IBM PC and IBM PC XT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Apple and Lisa are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Rainbow is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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Fujitsu's R&D investment is nearly 10 times that
of Cray, but only one tenth of IBM's.

Aircraft design already relies exten- the Nagoya Plasma Physics Institute and an nearly $100 million development cost. Susively on the use of supercomputers. The Hitachi at the University of Tokyo. Only very percomputers have traditionally sold for
Boeing 767 and the Airbus 31O's wings were recently has the supercomputer famine in about $10 million. With the rapid advance of
designed using numerical wind tunnels American universities begun to receive atten- technology, however, the time may be right
. "built" in supercomputers. Future genera- tion from Congress, the National Science for the introduction of machines costing betions of supercomputers will be able to calcu- Foundation (NSF), the Department of Energy, tween $500,000 and $1 million. Imagine a
machine costing little more than DEC'S VAX
late the airflow around the entire airplane,. and from other government agencies.
reducing the cost and the time needed to deBoth the Fujitsu and Hitachi ma- supermini, but with performance characterissign new aircraft. Automobile designers now chines have IBM-compatible operating sys- tics similar to those of the Cray-l and Cyber
routinely use supercomputers to calculate tems, so they may provide significant compe- 205. If such machines become feasible, they
combustion inside engines or the effects of tition at the high end of the IBM mainframe will open up a much larger market for superhead-on collisions. For some time, weather line. It is possible that the new Japanese ma- computers.
forecasters have relied on supercomputers to chines will be more competition for IBM than
While Fujitsu has delivered three
predict the dynamics of the atmosphere, a for Cray or CDC, who already have their de- vp-l00 machines, it has yet to deliver its topmassive number-crunching problem. For an voted supercomputer customers. Compatibil- of-the-line vp-200 machine, one of which is
oil company, information that obviates the ity with future generations of IBM main- running at the Fujitsu factory in Numazu,
south of Tokyo.
drilling of even a single dry well can recover frames, however, is not assured.
the cost of a multimillion dollar machine.
In 1983, Fujitsu, Japan's largest comSupercomputers play key roles in nuclear re- eRAY HAS
Since 1976, Cray has puter manufacturer, had sales of about $4
actor safety analysis, cryptography, and in
billion, nearly 2% of the world market.
the market,
DOMINATED dominated
image processing.
now holding about a two- About 15% of its sales were made outside
One of the largest supercomputers, a MARKET
thirds market share. Cray Japan. Fujitsu's R&D investment was about
Cray X-MP, installed at Digital Productions offers both single-processor Cray-l models,
9% of sales, which is nearly..1 0 times that
Inc. in Los Angeles, makes computer gener- with peak computational rates of roughly 160 spent by Cray but only one tenth of what IBM
million floating point operations per second,
laid out. It is not known what fraction of
ated movies and tv advertisements.
This already wide range of applica- (MFLOPS), and the newly introduced two-pro- Fujitsu's R&D money was spent on supercomtions can continue to grow in the future; su- cessor Cray X-MP, with a peak rate of about puter research, but it should be noted that
percomputers can be the mainstay of industri- 420 MFLOPS. Cray has delivered about 70 ma- whatever Fujitsu invested was supplemented
al development.
chines, and 17 X-MPS are expected to be by considerable government support delivBut the key to this rich future for su- shipped this year. Three of these machines . ered through MITI, Japan's Ministry of Interpercomputers is their continued development have been sold in Japan, the last being an XMP national Trade and Industry. Fujitsu also has
into easy-to-use computer systems. If super- .sold to the Japanese telephone company dur- the great asset of its strength in semiconductor manufacture and design. It is currently
computers are accessible and usable only to a ing President Reagan's visit to Japan last fall.
programming elite, they will not have the Only one Cray-l is located in aU. S. universi- studying gallium arsenide high-electron-mowidespread impact forecast above. It is the ty, at the University of Minnesota.
bility transistors (HEMT), which may be a
combined hardware/software capability,
Cray has had an annual R&D invest- critical component in the next generation of
rather than brute force hardware power alone,
ment rate of about 20% and a return on equity supercomputers.
To make major inroads into the interthat will determine the utility of future super- of about 20%. It plans to invest nearly $100
computers. Indeed, it may be estimated that million over the next three years to develop national supercomputer market, Fujitsu is usnearly 90% of the costs'of supercomputing its entry, the Cray-3, in the race to build the ing local manufacturers to distribute and serare related to software costs.
next generation of supercomputers, the so- vice its machines; in England, ICL may serve
The U.S. has traditionally held a sig- called Class VII machines. They Cray-3 is as distributor; inGermany, Siemens; in the
nificant lead over other nations in supercom- expected to be an eight-processor machine U.S., Amdahl. (It has recently been learned
puter technology and use. More than 50% of based on gallium arsenide technology. Archi- that Fujitsu has increased its holdings in Amthe worldwide market, now mainly shared by tecturally, it should be a follow-on to the dahl to about 50%.)
Hitachi is currently the world's leadControl Data Corp. (CDC) and Cray Re- four-processor, 4nsec clock, 1,000 MFLOPS
search, is in the U.S. This market was about Cray-2 machine due to be installed first at ing producer of 64K DRAM semiconductor
$260 million last year and is expected to grow NASA's Ames Research Center outside San memories, with over 70% of the market. Hitachi·· also has pioneered in 256K DRAM
by about 30% per year; it may hit $800 mil- Francisco in late 1984.
lion by 1987. About 35% of the current suCDC is currently marketing the Cyber memories. Hitachi's position in this market
205; it has sold about 15 to date. Three Cyber allows it to achieve very favorable cost-perpercomputer purchases are made by the U.S.
government, but this share is expected to de- 205s will be on university campuses by sum- formance ratios in the production of its S-81O
crease as more industries and nations are mer-at Colorado State, Purdue, and the Model 10 and 20 supercomputers. While Hiswept up into large-scale computing.
University of Georgia. Since CDC does not tachi ranks only fourth among Japanese comSignificant competition for the U. S.
release financial data on its supercomputer puter manufacturers, it has competed intensemanufacturers is only now appearing. Two division, it is difficult to estimate its R&D ly with Fujitsu in the mainframe market and
Japanese manufacturers, Fujitsu and Hitachi,
investment in supercomputers and its return in the race to be first among Japan's superhave announced their entry into the market on equity.
computer manufacturers. Both these compaCDC'S Class VII efforts will center on nies use the M-series architecture, which was
with IBM-compatible supercomputers, and
four of the new Japanese machines (three Fu- the 10 GFLOPS, eight-cpu, GF-lO machine to developed jointly by them from 1970 through
jitsu vp-l00s and one Hitachi S-81O Model be built by ETA Systems, St. Paul, Minn., a 1974 in one of MITI'S most successful com20) have been installed this year in Japan. It is spin-off company started by CDC in 1983. puterprojects. Hitachi is Japan's largest mannoteworthy that three of the four are at uni- The GF-IO is scheduled to be available by ufacturer of electrical and electronic products
1986, and CDc-will provide about half its with $16 billion in 1983 sales. About 5 % was
versities, Fujitsu's at Kyoto University and
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DearMa:
"Thanks for theMemories~
It's hard to believe, Ma, that it's been 12 years since I left home to go
to work for a fledgling modem manufacturer named Vadic. They were
small then. But they sure had big ideas.
I wrote to you in 1973 about their biggest idea of all- a full-duplex
1200 bps modem. You said it was impossible, but Vadic did it! I've
written often during the past decade, each time with another Vadic first.
There were many.
Today, Racal-Vadic is a giant when it comes to modems. With
103s, 201s, 202s, 208s, 212s and VA3400s. They have rack mounted
cards for central computer and remote multiplexer sites, and compact
desk-top units for remote terminal use. And that's not all. Their product
line also includes multiplexers, data compressors and auto dialers.
Now, there is no reason to deal with multiple suppliers when RacalVadic can supply the whole system.
Thanks, Ma, for being the star of our "Letters to Ma Bell" ad
campaign which ran for 12 years. We'll miss you - and that great
apple pie.
Your independent thinking son,

I

FREE POSTER
Ma Bell: "
"Rest in Peace
For free poster, circle card.

Phone (800) 543-3000,
Operator 507

Racal-Vadic
1525 McCarthy Boulevard, Milpitas, CA 95035
Tel: (408) 946-2227 • 1WX: 910-339-9297
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hardware manufacturers must give much
more consideration to software than they do now.

spent on R&D, but the fraction spent on supercomputer development is not released. Hitachi's reputation has suffered, as well as its
balance sheet, as a result of IBM's successful
espionage suit, settled for about $300 million
in addition to a fee of $2 million to $4 million
per month for the use of IBM software. This
suit forced the development of a new operating system for Hitachi's sole delivered supercomputer.

NEC TO
INTRODUCE

NEC plans the introduction
of the sX-1 and sX-2 superSX-l SOON
computers within a year.
.
The performance of the
sx.:.2 is aimed at that of the Cray-2 although
its machine clock cycle is 6nsec versus 4nsec
for the Cray-2. NEC machines use the inhouse ACOS operating system.
One major question mark in future
Japane~e supercomputer developments concerns IBM's plans. In the second week of February, IBM announced the immediate replacement of the one-year-old 3080 mainframe series by the new 308X series. This new series
of computers offers significant improvements in thioughput performance. But by
putting part of the operating system in microcode, IBM may undermine its plug-compatible competitors. The introduction of the X
series is apparently a strategic ploy in IBM's
defense against its Japanese competitors, but
Hitachi and Fujitsu may be able to offer significant improvements in speed and cost-effectiveness compared to the new IBM offerings. On the other hand, it has been rumored
for some time that IBM will introduce an array
processor that will perform at high MFLOP
speeds.
It is very difficult to make detailed
comparisons of such complex systems as supercomputers. While it is easy to describe
hardware features of various machines, it is
another matter to derive conclusions about
how hardware performs on real problems.
Our benchmarks were run on the Fujitsu vp-200 at Numazu in November 1983,
and on the Cray X-MP at NASAl Ames and at
Cray's facility in Mendota Heights, Wisc.,
from December 1983 to February 1984. The
memory capacity of the X-MP is currently
32MB or 4 million 64-bit words; that of the
production vp-200 is expandable to 256MB or
32 million 64-bit words. The vp-200 presently running at Numazu, however, has 64MB.
Its memory has been upgraded from 16K
RAMS to the 64K RAM specified in the machine design. The memory disparity between
the vp-200 and the X-MP is mitigated by the
availability of a solid-state disk (SSD) for the
X-MP; the SSD is available with up to 256MB,
but its use does require data-handling 110 processing techniques that can be tricky to program properly. For brute force speed, the SSD
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is a satisfactory answer to the problem of
limited fast memory on the x-MP-the SSD
gives 110 speeds nearly 100-times faster than
conventional rotating magnetic disks. A single, large, fast memory, however, (like that
on a fully configured vp-200) is much more
user friendly than hierarchical memory like
that provided by an SSD. Also, code written
for a single, large memory machine should be
much more easily transportable from machine to machine.
The vp-200 is air-cooled, while the xMP is cooled by a Freon-based liquid coolant
requiring a 25-ton compressor. The vp-200's
main memory is based on MOS semiconductors that run cooler (allowing air cooling)
but slower, access time 55nsec, than the bipolar 16Kb, 38nsec of memory used in the XMP.
Both the X-MP and vp-200 are vectororiented pipeline computers: they achieve
their great speeds when operating on vectors.
A vector is an array 'of numbers, e.g., A(I)
[1= 1,2, ... ,N]. A conventional, or scalar,
computer computes the results of the sum
A(I)+B(I)[I= 1,2, ... ,N] serially: first A(1)
and B(1) are loaded into registers, then
A(1) + B(1) is computed, then A(1) + B(1) is
stored, then A(2) and (B(2) are loaded, then
A(2) + B(2) is computed, then stored, then
A(3) and B(3) are loaded, etc. On the other
hand, a yector machine computes the results
A(I) + B(I)[I = 1,2, ... ,N] as if the computer
were a computational assembly line. Typically, one result is obtained per clock period, so
that the above vector sum requires just
(N +S)machine clock periods to complete,
where S is the so-called startup time of the
vector assembly line (pipeline).
The machine clock time of X-MP is
9.5nsec, in contrast to the 15nsec clock of the
vp-200 for scalar operations and 7.5nsec for
vector operations. It is noteworthy that the XMP and vp-200 appear to have similar scalar
capabilities, despite their different clock cycles. (This could be attributed to the concurrency between the operations of the vector
and scalar unit in the vp-200; the X-MP shares
its floating point pipelines between its vector
and scalar components.) In each clock period, each -of the two processors of the X-MP can
produce one result of an add, one of a multiply; in each clock period of the vp-200, each
of its add and multiply pipelines can produce
two results.
The startup time on the xMP is on the order of six to
10 clocks, while that on
OF X-MP
the vp-200 is about 10 to
30 clocks. This is a major advantage of the xMP-it means the vector pipeline of the X-MP
can work effectively on vectors as short as
roughly 10 elements, while the vp-200 re-

A MAJOR
ADVANTAGE

quires vectors longer than roughly 30 to operate efficiently. The story is not that simple,
however. The eight vector registers of each
of the X-MP'S processors have a total capacity
of only 512 words. The vector registers on
the vp-200 have a capacity of 8K 64-bit
words and can be dynamically reconfigured
so there are between eight and 256 registers.
Analysis of many applications codes shows
that the limited number of registers on the
Cray is a severe liability, one presumably
avoided by the Fujitsu design. (We have not
yet been able to analyze machine code produced by the Fujitsu compiler, so this last
point deserves much further study.)
It may be noteworthy that the X-MP
uses 16-gate-per-chip semiconductors while
the vp-200 is designed using either 400- or
1300-gate-per-chip devices. The higher level
of integration used in the vp-200 is a result of
Fujitsu's in-house expertise in semiconductor
'manufacture. Indeed, Cray has begun to invest in the manufacture of gallium arsenide
chips in order to lessen its dependence on
outside, especially Japanese, suppliers. Although the ETA System's GF-1O will use
20,000 gates per chip, it is not clear that
gallium arsenide technology can deliver this
level of integration by 1986.
Another noteworthy difference between the vp-200 and the X-MP concerns their
FORTRAN compilers. The compiler on the XMP runs at a rate of about 5,000 lines per
second on the vector processor.
The compiler for the vp-200 does not
run on the vector processor itself, but rather
on the front-end processor. Unless a powerful
front end is used for the vp-200, this may
produce a significant bottleneck in throughput for the vp-200 system. We consider frontend compilation, as presently run, to be a
significant disadvantage of the vp-200.
On the other hand, the FORTRAN comthe vp-200 generates efficient vector
piler
code from many FORTRAN constructs that
give the Cray compiler difficulty, including
arithmetic IF statements and other kinds of DO
loops. (It has, however, been announced that
the next version of the CFT compiler will be
able to vectorize DO loops with IF statements.)
In fact, this may prove to be a significant
advantage of the vp-200 over the X-MP. Our
conclusion from this is that U. S. hardware
manufacturers must give much more consideration to software than they do now.
We ran several benchmark fluid
dynamics codes on the vp-200 at Numazu
and on X-MPS at NASAl Ames and Mendota
Heights. These benchmark codes were
originally written for the Cray-1 and later
modified for the Cyber-205. They were
optimized for performance on the Cray-1
by writing essential internal loops in assembly language. For example, assembly
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perational intelligence to respond dynamically todatainitiated commands and maintain precise temperature,
humidity and air cleanliness!

The new Delu"e System/3,withsoftware-driven technology,
adapts instantly to changing needs and performs within
extremely tight tolerances.
These performance factors, along with uncompromising
quality in parts and manufacture, assure minimum downtime
due to environmental problems with maximum energy

effidency and savings!
Whether you're designing an all new data center or retrofitting
an existing one, select today's most advanced environmental
control system - It's the only intelligent thing to do!
liebertCorporation, 1050 Dearborn Dr., P.O. Box 29186, Columbus,OH 43229614-888-0246 Telex 246655 LlEBERTWOGN
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A major question mark in futureJap~nese
supercomputer developments concerns IBM's plans.

lang~age routines were used for fast Fourier
transformation, and fpr matrix or vector multiplication. The codes were also optimiied
for performance on the Cyber 205, using
FORTRAN-callable assembly language statements. One of the programs, 2DMHD, a twodimensional magnetohydrodynamic turbulence program, had typical vector lengths of
256. Another, SHEAR3, a three-dimensional
thermal convection program, had vector
lengths betwe~n 32 and 1,032 in one run and
between 16 and 256 in another.
For the runs on the vp-200 and the xMP, we used' standard FORTRAN versions of
these 'programs with all assembly language
constructs removed.
The timing runs show that the vp-200
is an efficient processor, e.specially if long
vectors are involv.ed. FQr 2DMHD, the vp-200
ran at about 115 MFLOPS" nearly three times
faster than the optimized assembly language
Cray-l code and nearly 11'2 times faster than
on a two-pipe Cyber 205: The X-MP speed on
this code was about 40% slower than that of
the vp-200, using only one of the two X-MP'S
processors (the two-processor NLCTSS operating system is not yet available). For runs with

shorter vector Jength~, the speed of the
vp-200 slowed down. With veCtor lengths ,of
16, SHEAR3 ran on the vp-200 just a little
slower than the assembly code on the Cray-l ,
while the optimal FORTRAN X-hlP code on on~
processor ran about 10% faster than the VP200. The'vp-200 seems to perform best on
computations with long"vectors, a property it
shares with the Cyber 205; As mentioned earlier in this article, the pipelines of the vp-200
become efficient oniy if vectqr leng~hs longer
than about 30 are used, while those on the
Cray machines ar~ efficient for vector lengths
larger than 6 to 10,.
.
The 14 Livermore Loops have been
used since 1974 to benchmark the performance of computers. Th~ performance of the
Cray computers on these benchmarks has
steadjIy improved with time, as Cray' has
gradually improved the. vectorizing power of
itsCFr compiler. The niost recent, experi-:mental version of the CFT compiler used in
one proces~or ofthe X-MP ran at an average
rate of 73 MFLOPS. The vp-200 and S-81O
su~rcomputers have been clocked on these
loops at average rates of 134 MFLOPS and 124
MFLOPS respectively.

These comparisons sugges.t that the
new Japanese machines may be real competition for U.S'. supercomputers. The development of the Hitachi and Fujitsu mac4ines has
been aided by information and technology
transfer from' the American manufacturers,
specifically, in architecture of vector machines, and in compiler generation. The real
test of the Japanese manufacturers will come
in the next generation' supercomputers; they
will be required to innovate and introduce
new systems without the benefit of their U . S.
competitors' earlier ideas. This international
competition is likely to speed the introduCtion
of new, more powerful supercomputers leading to further scientific, engineering, and industrial progress. The next 10 years should
surely see exciting new developments in supercomputing and therefore exciting new applications ~nd ideas, for using computers. =ltc

Raul Mendez is a professor in the
mathematics. department at the Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.
Steve Orszag is a professor in tlie
mathematics department at the. Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

How to complete more computer

•. projects without over staffing.
You're faced with several short~term projects.
But adding staff with the added salary and
benefit costs is too expensive of a solution.
Consider Advance~ Programming Resources, Inc. APR consultants work on a
short-term basis and under a contract arrangement so, all your costs are kept to a
,
minimum.
Experience at every levelforyour every
need. APR's professionals provide expertise'
in a wide range of business ,and high
'..
tect:mology applications. Our pe~sonnel can assist in systems de-'
sign and development, modifi- .

cations, project management, standards
development, training, data base management, conversions and package
enhancements.
And APR works with many computer
languages applied to large mainframes as
well as micro and mini environments. What's
more, APR personnel' possess solid skills
in high tethnology systems like UNIX™ and,
C-language ..
. ,.,
So why take on the extra overheap'when expert computer
'
.'
consultants are available? Call
. .'
collect or write APR today.

PR.

ADVANCED PROGRAMMING RESOURCES, INC.
6800 North High Street • Worthington, Ohio 43085 • (614) 888-3968
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You have better things to do
then to run from one computer
show to another searching for your
software needs.
INFO/Software puts an end to all
the running around.
INFO/Software is the complete,
across-the-board Show for business
software. Exclusively software.
Especially for corporate executives.
No matter what I-<lind of software
you want, or what I-<linds of hardware you have, you can go to one
Show to see, test and compare the
entire spectrum of applications and
operating systems.
Mainframe software. Minicomputer software. Microcomputer
software. And software services.
Your program will be easy to
find, thanl-<ls to INFO/Software's
unique Software Information Center. Just tell the attendant what I-<lind
of program or business system you
want, and the model of your computer. In moments; you'll get a
printout listing the names, booth
- locationS and product descriptions
of INFO/Software exhibitors who
have the- programs and services
that meet your needs.

Alongside the most complete
software Show will bethe best
source for managerial solutions to
your complex software problems:
the INFO/Software Conference.
Software News Editor, Ed Bride is
Conference Chairman and the roster of Conference Advisors includes
some of the best m-inds in the computer industry:
Dr. John H. Bennett,
Corporate Director,
United Technologies

Bruce Coleman,
President,
Informatics General Corporation

Frank Dodge~
PreSident,
McCormacl~ & Dodge Corporation

Ray Epich,
Vice President/MIS,
Northwest Industries

Dave Ferris,
Software Industry Consultant

Martin A. Goetz, ,
Vice President,
Applied Data Research, Inc.

Gilbert H. Hoxie,
Chairman,
Context Management Systems

John Imlay,
Chairman,
Management Science America, Inc.

James Marpe,
Partner,
Arthur Andersen

Alan Perlman,
MIS Manager,
Northwest Industries

Larry Welke,

,

President,
International Computer Programs, Inc.

Theill be speal-<ling on the most
relevant, most timely, most important topics that affect executive's
business software decisions. Topics
liI-<le "Micro-to-mainframe: access
vs. security" ... "Integrated mainframe applications: what do they
mean to the end user?" ...
"Information Center Operati9n"
. .. "[3usiness Graphics" ... "Overseas Operations: selecting software" ... plus a software CEO Panel
Discussion and more. The INFO/
Conference will, of course, cover
the entire spectrum of mainframe,
mini, and microcomputer software, operating systems and
applications.
So end the software shuffle.
Come to INFO/Software. The one
Show that brings all your software
needs together.

For further information contact:
Clapp & Poliak (A Cahners
Exposition Group Company) 708
Third Avenue, New Yorl-<l, N. Y.

10017
Telephone 212-661-8010 Telex
12-6185 Cable CLAPPOLIAK NYK
After April 1, 1984
999 Summer Street, P.O. [3ox
3833, Stamford, a 06905
Telephone 203-964-0000
Telex 649400 CAHEX WU STD
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Access to Corporate Data Processing
Office Processing
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Just about the only thing it won't do
is brew your morning coffee. .
SPERRYLINK. The one piece of equipment that
can handle all your office automation needs.
It ties into the central computer for mainframe information and mainframe support.
It's a data processor when you need to handle
data, a word processor when you need to handle
words.
It's a personal computer for filing, retrieving,
keeping your calendar, your time schedule, your
memo board.
And it's a telecommunications terminal with

electronic mail and digitized voice capabilitiesyour link to the outside world.
This is the SPERRYLINK System. A sys~m
beyond conventional ideas of office automation.
Beyond words and numbers, voice and image.
It's the one system that finally brings it all .
together.
For more information call BOO-547-8362,toll-free. Or write us. Sperry Corporation,
Computer Systems, Department 100,
P.O. Box 500, Blue Bell, PA 19424.
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Nowtry t9
commurucate. • •
A computer without communications ability is like having your salesforce
tied to their chairs. Neither can do the
job they are employed to do. But just as
you need the right salesperson with the
right training so also do you need the
right type of communications for your
needs. ERICSSON SERIES 7 MODEMS offer
solutions for your data communications
at off-the-shelf prices and off-the-shelf
delivery times. Total planning ability
from the world leader in telecommunications offers you the key to really
effective data communications.
Ericsson has over one hundred years experience in public switched network design and supply, an extremely demanding environment, and is sensitive to and
knowledgeable about both private and
public communications networks. The
ERICSSON SERIES 7 MODEMS and network
management systems bring you the advantages of our long experience, plus
state of the art design, backed by expert
service staff.
,You owe it to your computer to talk to us
.- so it can talk to the world.
ERICSSON SERIES 7 MODEMS
When you want computers to talk to each other.

[E~~C:SSOH~ ~
Information Systems
CONTACT ERICSSON PROGRAMATIC INC., RICHARDSON, TEXAS
PHONE (214) 680 9770
OR ERICSSON INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN YOUR COUNTRY.
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They may have begun as freebooters, but now
they're going legit.

THE ASIAN

MICRO PIRATES
I

by Daniel Burstein

As readers of James Clavell epics like TaiPan and Noble House know, many powerful
companies in Southeast Asia had their origins
in the nefarious deeds of pirates and smugglers back in the early days of the China
trade. Amassing treasure chests full of gold
from the sale of their opium cargoes,
nineteenth-century seafaring rogues founded
banks and trading companies whose skyscrapers loom over the Hong Kong waterfront today.
A late twentieth-century replay of this
old story may be taking place among the pirates of the microcomputer trade. While they
don't use grappling hooks to board unsuspecting ships, today's Asian computer pirates
have been known to. inspire as much fear in
Silicon Valley as if they had hoisted the skull
and crossbones. What's more, like their freebooting predecessors, today's micro pirates
are using their ill-gotten gains to lay the financial and technical groundwork for legitimate businesses of the future.
The most visible evidence of computer piracy is to be found at the' 'Golden Shopping Centre" on the Kowloon side of Hong
Kong, where scores of small shops dot a
brightly lit arcade piled high with fake Apples, TRS-80s, and even fake IBM pes. Most of
these machines are manufactured in Taiwan,
where, until recently at any rate, international
patents and copyrights were largely meaningless. Hong Kong, traditionally a free port,
does not regulate the flow of electronic goods
in or out of its teeming wharves. Under Hong
Kong law, as long as a computer's logo or
z trademark doesn't infringe on an accepted
~o. .JCl. international one, the product can be legally
sold even if its inner workings might be a
C/) violation of American copyright law. Thus,
~ the Golden Shopping Centre and a number of
~ smaller arcades lie at the heart of the pirate
co distribution system.
6
' 'Most of the fake Apples and such
~ come from Taiwan," observes Charles
g: Chapman, an officer of Hong Kong's Trade
~ Development Council. "Some companies
~ . tried to make them here, but they just
I

I
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A reputation as a center for ripped-off computer
goods is not likely to help Taiwan.

couldn't compete with Taiwan's efficiency in
turning them out. But they do sell a lot of
them here. Hong Kong is a very big market
for fake Apples."
Describing a Golden Shopping Centre shopping spree, James Tunnell, a former
Osborne employee, told a congressional subcommittee that a customer there can "dictate
his own computer or electronic system package and, within an hour, a teenager will put
down the screwdriver and a custom-built
North Star Advantage, Osborne, or IBM can
be toted out the door." Adds a Hong Kongbased expert on the Asian computer industry ,
"Things are getting tighter over in the Golden Shopping Centre. There have been crackdowns and threats of action by American authorities. An American walking in there is
likely to be suspect these days. But if you
know your dealer well, you can still get an
IBM PC assembled for $600."
Freed from manufacturer-imposed
constraints and with a wide assortment of
cheap Asian-manufactured peripherals and
pirated software at their disposal, the shopkeepers of the Golden Shopping Centre can
indeed quickly assemble customized packages to suit the particular needs of a buyer. A
program like VisiCalc, complete with photocopied manuals, sells for as little as 20 American dollars.
"Hong Kong became famous for
digital watches and calculators," says a
Golden Shopping Centre merchant who
agreed to talk but not to have his name mentioned. "Why should assembling computers
be any more difficult? High school students
here are very good at figuring out how to

interchange circuit boards and components to
get the right mix."
Unlike other widely faked products in
Southeast Asia (Cartier watches) for· example, or Louis Vuitton luggage), computer
copies are rarely labeled as the real thing.
Most of the customers are local people who
simply can't afford the genuine item, and are
happy to settle for an illegal knockoff for less
than half price. Many of the knockoffs have
their own Chinese names, while others come
in plain vanilla exteriors. Buyers who want to
impress their friends can get a fake Apple or
IBM logo for a dollar or two.
Hardest hit by piracy, Apple has been the manufacturer doing the most about
FIGHTING
it. In part, Apple's inexperience allowed the problem to arise in the first
place. When the company first geared up
massive production of the Apple II, it failed
to register key parts of its designs in Taiwan,
thus allowing Taiwanese manufacturers to
take advantage of then-existing laws that
made it possible to legally replicate proprietary designs that hadn't been specifically
registered in Taiwan. Moreover, when fake
Apples began floating around the Pacific Rim
three years ago, Apple was slow to press legal action, thus enabling a wide gray market
to unfold.
But as the fake-Apple business began
to be estimated in the tens of thousands of
units, and as some of those units began showing up in Western Europe and North America, Apple pulled out the stops and initiated
numerous legal actions. Apple spokeswoman

HARD-HIT
APPLE IS
C

ACME
SOFTWARE

INC.

"At least he's up front about it."
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Barbara Krause states, "We intend to pursue
aggressive legal action. We take these matters very seriously and we will use whatever
methods we have to stop copyright infringement. " Since 1982, Apple has brought more
than 50 lawsuits in 16 countries charging that
copyrights on its operating system are being
violated.
Working with the U.S. Customs authorities, Apple arranged to have 400 fake
machines seized last December in California.
In February, a federal grand jury in Philadelphia indicted six individuals and five different companies on charges of criminal conspiracy and smuggling of counterfeit Apples-the first time criminal, rather than civil, charges have been brought in a computer
piracy case of this type.
Internationally, Apple I. has had a
mixed record of success. In the Netherlands,
a court awarded Apple a $300,000 settlement
in a case involving a Dutch trading company
that imported Taiwan-built Apple fakes. In
Australia, however, a court rejected Apple's
claims of copyright infringements by the
Taiwan-made "Wombat" (a computer so
similar to an Apple that its instruction manual
is actually the Apple II manual) on the
grounds that computer programs are not literary works and can't be protected by existing
copyright law.
The most important legal battle over
computer piracy is going on in Taiwan itself.
Though content to tolerate the counterfeit industry in the early days when it helped create
jobs and expand the island's technological
base, the Taiwan government is now much
more concerned with attracting investment
from major U.S. and European high-tech
manufacturers. A reputation as a center for
ripped-off computer goods is not likely to
help that cause, so Taiwanese authorities
have begun to issue edicts against Apple
counterfeiters to show their good will to the
international technology community.
In January, for example, six Taiwan
computer company executives were sentenced by the Taipei courts to eight-month
prison terms for copying Apple softwarethe first time prison sentences were actually
handed down in a case involving computer
counterfeiting. Moreover, according to reports received from Taiwan by the Asian
Computer Monthly, Taiwan's government is
now planning to outlaw' 'domestic and overseas sales of Apple II copies-whether outright fakes or the more ambiguous 'Apple
compatible' machines."
The publication reported that
Taiwan's Minister of Economic Affairs,William Y,T. Chao, had visited the Apple factory
in Cupertino, Calif., in 1983 and had drawn
up a plan afterwards to effectively shut down
Taiwan's Apple-imitation industry.
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.ttOh no! Somebody got into .
the computer roollliast night!'
"I don't know who was maddest - our
data processing manager, our <;ontroller or
our auditors. But they all came into my
office and complained that anyone could
get into the computer room - at any time.
So, we installed an RES CARDENTRY®
system, and now we control who uses the
computer room. And our smart machines
are protected by some other pretty
smart machines.

utilizes compact CARDENTRY readers. You tell
your system who's allowed in and when. Then,
if an unauthorized person tries to enter the facility
the door won't open.
What'smore, the RES CARDENTRY system
tells your security guard where and when an unauthorized entry has been attempted - in easy-toread English text.
It's that easy to account for (and control) unauthorized access and activities. And it's that easy
to save money.
Your RES CARDENTRY system ca'n even turn
utilities on and 6ff at pre-determined times, streamline your data collection activities and provide
real-time monitoring, pre-defined, and userdefined historical reports. Small wonder we're the
world leader in access control & monitoring systems.
So if your computer isn't
alre.ady protected by our system,
it should be. After all, do you
know who's using it right now?

As well they shou Id be.
Without an RES CARDENTRY system to protect your data processing facility, it can be subject to
information security breaches, as well as damage to
your expensive computers.
An RES CARDENTRY
system solves the problem of
securing your data processing
equipment. It also does away
with employee keys (and the
possiblitiy of duplicating them),
and lack of personnel accountability.
When we install a CARDENTRY system, we give each
employee a RUSCARD™ with
apersonalized code. The cards
are virtually impossible to duplicate. Your computer center

For more information,
contact: Rusco Electronic
Systems, 1840 Victory Blvd.,
Glendale, CA 91201. Telephone: (818) 240~2540. Or,
call toll free: (48 states, '
except CA) 1-800-556-1234,
Ex. 67; (CA only) 1-800-4412345, Ext. 67. Telex 696318 .
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CARDENTRY is a registered trademark and RUSCARD is a trademark of Rusco Electronic Systems.

"The fakes have been an unmitigated good
thing for the industry."

Whether ,such action is ever taken
specifically against Apple copiers-and inde~d, .wheth~r the aoove-mentioned Taiwanese executives ever serv~ a day in jail-remains to be seen~ But Taiwan is doing its best
togiv~ the appearance of restricting the free
hand counterfeiters for:merly had.
·Taiwan's actions may riot benefit Apple lJluc;h, however., they come at.a time
when most of the pirates have turned to other
products, becaus~ Apple is no lo'nger the rage
it once ·was. The company's A~ian 'market
share has fallen dramatically and today's upand-:-coming pirates set their sights on IBM.

COPYING
iBM.lS
,HARDER

'Counterfeiting IBM' products, however, will be a
lllUchmore 'difficult task.
IB~ has registered its
copyrights 'and patents in Taiwan, and is
closely policing infringements. It has taken
full-page ads in important Southeast Asian
newspapers, warning that it will prosecute
pirates. IBM, offlcials' use conventions and
trade shQws ,to reiterate the company's positions on piracy. At the offices of the Taiwan
government agency charged with enhancing
the domestic .computer industry, IBM repre-

sentatives have held meetings to ensure that
illegal systems are avoided, and that licenses
are negotiated for those wanting to incorporate proprietary designs ..
, Outright piracy may have actually
peaked in Southeast Asia. Having built up
significant cash flow through their sales of
counterfeit machines, and having trained a
sufficiently large technical force to assemble
them, many of the pirates are now ready to go
legitimate. Multitech, today one of Taiwan's
biggest compu.ter manufacturers, reportedly
made milli9ns in the fake Apple business, but
is today producing a line of IBM-compatible
equipment no less legal than IBM-compatibles
made in the U.S. Mycomp and Mitec, two
other Taiwan companies identified at one
time or anoth~r as sources of pirated goods,
have also entered the IBM-compatible market
with their own designs, and several more are
on the way.
Looking at the broader implications
of Asian computer piracy, Euan Barty, the
editor of Asian Computer Monthly, takes a
controversial position that would not be much
appreciated in Cupertino or Armonk. '''The
fakes have been an unmitigated good thing
for the industry," he says. "No one was real-

Iy harmed. The buyers knew they were buying fakes, so there is no issue of consumer
fraud. Most of them couldn't have afforded
the real things, so they weren't taking market
share away from anyone-just expanding the
total size of the market."
Baqy believes that the pirates helped
create and indigenous microcomputer industry that will now go on to bigger, better, and
more legitimate things. Piracy, he says; bas
generated "entrepreneurs, a trained technical
work force, and distribution systems." In the
long I1ln, Barty argues, the burgeoning microcomputer industry in Sputheast Asia will
help the major international manufacturers by
providing improved low-cost production facilities and by expanding' the user' base and
thus the market for IBMS; Macintoshes, and
other 'state-of-the-art American computer~.
, The teenager who today assembles
phony Apples in a back room at the Golden
Shopping Centre' may someday manage an
IBM pl<int in Hong Kong.
~

Daniel Burstein is ~'Ne~ York-based
free-lance writer who frequently
reports on business and technology
in Asia:
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Here a few good reasonswhy}Uu should ..
make LoCal.Thttayour protocol converter company.
Local Data's comlow-cost ASCII CRT
prehensive line of local
terminals or p.c's to
and remote protocol
3274/3276/4701 and
converters have been
43XX integra~ed adaptor
used around the world
Type "A" coax ports.
InterLynxl3278 e~ables
to make async-to-IBM
communications simple
the user to use asyn(:
and economi~al.
CRT's on IBM systems
DATALYNX™/3274.
and switch to async
DataLynxTM/3274
applications tinder
remote async ASCII
terminal control.
protocol converter stipFILELYNX™/3278.
ports SNA/SDLC or'
~~~--'~~~----'~~~~--'--'--'--''''-'----'''
For micro-rriainfnime
BSC protocols. 80 types of ASCII async terminals can file transfers.
emulate IBM 3278 disRlay stations. RS-232C ASCII
INTERLYNX™/3287.
async printers,cat:! e~ulate IBM 328X printers.
InterLynx™/3287 allows attachment of ASCII
DATALYNXTM/3780.
,
printers to IBM Type "A" coax ports or 3274/3276/
4701 controller and 432114331 CPU's.
.
. DataLynx™/3780 async ASCII.;to-IBM 3780,
SNA LUI SCS and LU3 capability are standard
2780~ 2770 and 3741 protocol converter supports
with the. InterLynxl3287.Features include parallel and
EBCDIC BSC protocol on one channel and async
. I
dfl'
ASCII devices on the other two channels. Features
sena ports an ront pane set-up; .
f
For
more
information
call toaay.
LOCAL DATA. 2701 Toledo Street. Suite 706. "
include transparency, mini/micro support an d ree
file transfer program.
CA
5
.'
TM/3278.
Torrance. . • 90 03
L.ocal
INTERLYNX
(213) 320-7126/TLX 182518
t
InterLynx™/3278 allows the attachment of
In Canada (613) 737-5941
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Local Data

"YOW"qnx to IBM."
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OUR 21,000 LPM PRINTER

TAKES MANY FORMS.
If you need high volume and flexibility,
you should know that the DatagraphiX
98,00 isn't just a 21,000 LPM laser printer.
It also accepts the widest variety of paper
form sizes of any non-impact printer, with
form widths of 6.5"to 16" and a length
range of 3.5"to 14!' And all 9800 printers
feature perf-to-perf printing on paper
weights of 16 to 110 pounds, depending
on paper type.
The 9800 series is an entirely
new generation of non-impact,
high speed laser printers -with
more functions, features, and
reliability. It offers u,p to 34 standard
character sets, with font editor that
helps you create a nearly uhlimited variety of fonts, logosdr.signatures of your

a

own design.
The 9800 series comes
in a variety of on~liDe, off-line, or on-line/
off:-line configurations compatible with a
broad selection of CPUs. Off-line models
offer user-oriented menu-driven software,
hard copy log, 6250 BPI tape drives with
ping~ponging capability and more. On-line
models offer full IBM 3800 compatibility,
in addition to the advantages of DatagraphiX's advanced engineering.
,Combine these advanced features with
excellent print quality and unmatchable
reliability, 'and you begin to see why
DatagraphiX is recognized as a supplier of superior
computer outPtJt management products. The fullfeatured 9800 printers are available now, setting
industry standards for up-time in customer sites
throughout the U.S. and Canada.

Dff/uffrffpha
The Computer Output Management Company
a General Dynamics subsidiary,

Dept. 3515, p.o. Box 82449, San Diego, CA 92138
(800) 854-2045, Ext. 5581
In California, please call (619) 29.1-9960, Ext. 5581
TWX: 910-335-2058
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Lucille Le Sueur made a name for herself
She called herself Joan Crawford.
Because a star needs a star's name.
One that commands attention.
And gets it.
MultiMate International is that
kind of a name. Replacing Softword
Systems. A good name too, but one
that no longer suits the company
we've become.
Today, MultiMate International
spans four continents. MultiMate,
the word processor that redefined
the IBM PC, has been translated
into five languages. Its similarity to
Wang has resulted in phenomenal
growth, both in acceptance and
sophistication, and fueled our own
phenomenal growth as a company.
MultiMate International. It's the
name we deselve. Because it's the
name we've earned.

MULTI MATE

We've made a name for ourselves.

INTERNATIONAL
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FIG. 1

DECISION SCHEMATIC FOR PRODUCTION CODE
PRODUCTION LIBRARY
nance manage~ent is even more obvious in
light of current industry trends. Software
maintenance tools are proliferating, and
structured code, clear mechanical fonnat,
and schematics of architectural definition are
increasingly being accepted as useful maintenance aids. Recent studies indicate, somewhat conclusively, that structured programming can have a beneficial effect on maintenance costs.
With this growth, one point is increasingly clear. Methodologies and tools
alone will not correct all the problems embedded in existing production code. Indeed,
these technologies can become costly and ineffectual if they are used in an unmanaged
approach. Our challenge here is to describe a
rational way of managing the software asset
and improving the performance of the maintenance dollar.
Proper allocation of maintenance resources, including the growing set of software tools, requires three activities: operational controls, code evaluation, and purification. First, operational controls are required to manage the programming environment. By storing production code in a controlled location, operational components can
be identified and studied. Then a formal evaluation procedure is needed to properly identify problem code units. Based upon evaluative
techniques, resource allocations can be prioritized to yield the greatest return on maintenance activity. Finally, the prioritized code
units are purified, improving their future perfonnance and lowering future maintenance
costs. Benefits derived from the maintenance
dollar can be improved only through the integration of all three activities.
Surprisingly, many organizations cannot physicalCODE
ly isolate or statistically
FIRST
quantify their production
code, much less quantitatively describe the
quality of code units. This situation must be
resolved before the subsequent steps outlined
below can begin. Three integrated administrative systems can aid in this process.
1. Library management is best accomplished through an automated control
package that insures all production source
code modules resid,e in approved libraries and
that production load modules exist for only
these source modules. While there are many
reasons for installing such a system, its purpose here is to bind the execution errors associated with a load module's execution to the
source code that is responsible for them.
2. System Profile. Professional staffs
will better understand the importance of production code by studying the system profile.
The profile is a text-oriented system, summa-
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TYPE I
(LEAVE ALONE)

GOOD CODe

rizing basic system metrics such as age, language, total lines of code, user evaluations of
the current system, and future enhancement
plans at the aggregate level.
Software
3. Release
Concept.
changes are a recurring fact of life, so the
installation of changes should be completed
in an orderly fashion. The release concept
categorizes changes as enhancements, modi, fications, and fixes. The level of resource
allocation for software maintenance is determined by the degree of change that's required. By managing software' through the
release concept, code units are rewritten according to the degree of functional change.
Appropriate quality assurance standards are
established for each change category. Also,
testing strategies (such as parallel or regression testing) and installation of changes are
administered through a standard library architecture. Accountability and synchronization of change activity must be integrated into
library management procedures.
With the establishment of these administrative systems, a framework is built
within which the target code population can
be identified. Once an administrative foundation is completed, the code evaluation and
purification phases can be implemented.
To evaluate the quality of production
code, phase two centers on the answers to
four questions:
1. Which programs abend most frequently?
2. Which programs, though they may
run perfectly, are so poorly written that they

cannot be easily changed?
3. Which programs or systems are
poorly documented?
4. Which programs are frequently
subject to function changes initiated by user
request?
These questions are significant since two of
the essential activities associated with software maintenance are correcting program errors and implementing user-requested
changes to software. Even though many
finns recognize .the need to answer these
questions, most large dp shops find the task
arduous.
In an assessment of the operational
quality of production code, code units are
divided into three broad categories:
• Good code-low abort frequency;
• Bad code-high abort frequency;
• Marginal code-borderline abort frequency.
Successful stratification of code quality uses a tracking system that traps all production jobs and records completion status
(e.g., good completion, space abort, JCL error, bad completion code). ,Detailed execution infonnation should come down at least to
the load module level before code quality is
evaluated.
There are both philosophical and
technological issues to consider in establishing code quality. Philosophically, there
should be an inverse relationship between
well written code and abort frequency. In
contrast, an argument can be made that abort
history is not dependent entirely on code
structure. The authors believe that the subject
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INTERMEC introduces SQUARE
MATRIX label printing.

SQUARE MATRIX PRINTERS OFFER
BEST RELIABLI1Y.

WITH THE NEW INTERMEC SQUARE
MATRIX PRINTER YOU GET
SUPERIOR PRINT QUALI1Y AND
TOTAL FORMAT FLEXIBILI1Y AT
DOT MATRIX PRICES.

With only one active moving part, a
stepper motor, the 8625 eliminates
mechanical trouble spots. The. 8625's
printhead is warranted up to five years
when using INTERMEC's quality
DURATHERM™ label stock.

The new SQUARE MATRIX 8625 prints
bar code and human readable text from
a series of tight fitting squares. These
squares virtually eliminate the gaps,
ragged edges and grayness so common
to dot matrix printing. Since the 8625
SQUARE MATRIX is a thermal printer,
variations in image density are eliminated giving you superior printing
quality with every label. The result:
The SQUARE MATRIX 8625 gives you
bar code labels with optimum scanning
performance plus maximum print
format flexibility.
ONE UNLIMITED FORMAT,
SQUARE MATRIX 8625 DOES THE
WORK OF 10 PRINTERS.
The 8625 gives you the ability to print
multiple bar codes in up to 10 different
formats: two are pre-programmed and
eight are user programmable.
SQUARE MATRIX 8625 PRINTS
ANYfHING, ANYWHERE, ANY SIZE.
Print any height label up to 3M" high.
Bar code height can vary up to the full
height of the label. Three different
text fonts, special graphics, lines,
boxes and logos can be printed in
any direction or magnification any
place on the label.
For literature circle 111 on reader card
For demonstration circle 112 on reader card
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HAVE TO

CHOOSE.
SQUARE MATRIX 8625 PRINTS THE
MAJOR BAR CODES.
CODE 39, CODE 93, Interleaved 2 of
5, 2 of 5, CODE 11, and Codabar, all
with high density capability, are preprogrammed within the 8625. Even .
UPC/EAN is printed in most popular
densities.
USER FRIENDLY PROMPTING
MAKES SQUARE MATRIX LABEL
FORMATS EASY TO DEVELOP.
Anybody can do it. Just plug it in and
the user friendly prompting menu
allows even untrained personnel to
design custom formats quickly. Using
standard interfaces, the 8625 operates
with most mini computers and
CRT terminals.
THE SQUARE MATRIX 8625 PRINTS
LABELS ON DEMAND.
The 8625 delivers single labels as
needed or in batches in straight
through or spooled form with no
paper waste.

SMALL SIZE, SMALL PRICE,
UNLIMITED FLEXIBILI1Y AND
QUALI1Y MAKE SQUARE MATRIX
TIlE LOGICAL CHOICE.
The compact 8625 takes very little·
space at a work station and even less
from your budget. To find out more,
contact INTERMEC Corporation, 4405
Russell Road, P.O. Box 360602,
Lynnwood, WA 98036-9702. Call
206/743-7036. TELEX: U.S. 152447,
Int'l (ITT) 4740080.

[ill] O~I1~wMEC®
The industrial bar code experts.

SilperStrudure¢reates a "score card" that
id~ntifies linacceptable program flaws.

of good vs. bad code is multidimensional,
involving both mechaniCal and operational
factors. As an ex~mple, code modifications
can be complex owing to the absence of a
coherent design architecture, yet abort statis~
tics indicate a stable .system because of the
use of highly skilled operations personnel.
The maintenance function involves both aspects ofoperation and enhancement, so judging code as good must involve more than one
view. A second philos'ophical issue surrounds the idea of documentation .value. In
any examination of the millenia of existing
production code that has no supportirig docu-'
mentation, there is some doubt as to whether
it is worthwhile to be concerned about such
things. In attempting to rationalize. this be:havior, the obvious conclusion is that the cost
of documentatiori production outweighs its
value. We believe an automated approach to
producing documentation improves both
software accuracy and cost effectiveness.

STAGES OF

There are also technical
problems assoCiated with
REVIEW.
code classification .. First,
. code complexity needs. to
be evaluated. Although many people have
defined quantitative .measures of code
complexity, once .again there is no broad
agreement as to when a code unit is overly
complex. Indeed, productive code often requires complexity. Sometimes it is rationally
added to the code architecture for execution
efficie~cy or otheroperation~l reason~. In
any case, high-complexity index values
should serve as flags to review an existing
code unit and help decide whether simplification is feasible. A second aspect ofthe techni.;.
cal problem is architecture of the code unit
itself. This is usually manifested by unstructured or. large modules. Within this re~lm one
might attempt to review the unit's style, language, structure, size, and existing documentation to supply a qualitative grade. The final
aspect of· code review involves judging
whether the code should be a candidate for
modification based on strategic objectives.
Por example, if an old batch system is being
replaced in less than one year by a new online system, deferring that code from ~ny extra support makes sense. Alternatively, an
old system with no upgrade phinned would be
a candidate. Anyone of these technical problems complicates the evaluation process.
Current operational problems. must be
quantified through formalized abort history
statistics for effective allocation of maintenance resources. In addition, a' grading
scheme at the code unit level is needed to
identify repairable modules for which resources can be profitably· allocated. It is quite
feasible to use automated tools to do much of
the scanning work for items such as size

CODE
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(lines of code), complexity, adherence to
code standards, and other related functions.
With.the summary of automated statistics, it
is possible to select high .priority targets for
closer manual examination. From this aggregation of data,code units can be selected,
ranked, and given special. consideration for
rework. Someday' this process will be highly
automated, but, to date, It still involves a
large degree of subjective judg~ent.
'
. Having outlined an analytical process
designed to identify systems and code units
(i.e., programs) that are candidates for re-

work, . we must now tum to managing the
defined subset of problem code. Fig. I is a
schematic of the process described above.
Rewrite action is applied to those code units
that require. manual re-architecture of the system to resolve the indicated problem. In this
ca,se, new program functionality is required,
or ll1e basic database design approach is
flawed. The rt?lease concept provides the administrative framework through which th~
code is reworked. Obviously, code should be
placed in this category only as a last resort
because of the inherent costs and time needed

programmable
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keyboards.
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A small allocation of resources can produce
dramatic resuHs for properly chosen code units.

to accomplish the task.
The second form of code repair IS
automated redocumentation, which is
defined as using a software aid to produce
documentation for existing production code
directly from the code syntax itself. While
these same tools have significant functions in
new code development, redocumentation
tools are most useful to the maintenance programmer who is trying to draw understanding
from a block of unyielding (and usually undocumented) source code. These tools may
be categorized as follows:
• Dynamic analyzers: Compilers and interpreters with interactive debugging facilities.
• Static analyzers: Automated software aids
producing logic schematics. Updated documentation is produced during the normal program change cycle.
• Restructure/recording tools: Software that
rebuilds existing code to eliminate bad code,
and substitutes quality structured code.
Dynamic analyzers have long been
accepted as part of the maintenance programmer's workbench. Usually, the dynamic analyzer is used in conjunction with test data
during an interactive session. Features commonly associated with dynamic analyzers
are: fast syntax checking, one-step compile
and run, program path tracing, execution suspension and restart, and variable dump and
modification.
The disadvantage with this method of
analysis is that it only considers the paths
traveled by the selected test data. Dynamic
analysis is, therefore, analysis by trial and
error. It is best suited for the investigation of
a particular test case, or limited set of test
cases, but not for gaining an "all path" understanding of a program.
Static analyzers are newcomers to the maintenance
environment. To be sure,
flowcharting
programs
have been in existence for some time. Yet the
flowcharting program merely provides a rehashed version of program logic in graphic
form. A picture of overall program logic is
built into the output of a typical static
analyzer. Moreover, such analysis can provide useful information regarding program
style and complexity.
The third possible activity that may be
performed on targeted code units involves the
use of restructuring and recoding tools. These
tools combine the intelligence of the static
analyzer with the ability to generate code.
Given unstructured code (i.e., code with uncontrolled branching), the recoding tool rewrites that code in a structured format. Collectively, this family of tools is our strategy
for addressing the maintenance legacy:
There is reason for accepting auto-

BENEFITS
OF STATIC
ANALYZERS
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FIG. 3

SUMMARIZED SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
INSTALLED APPLICATIONS ABENDS FOR "YOUR SYSTEM NAME"
MONTH: NOVEMBER
FREQUENCY

200

150

CATEGORIES
10 OPERATIONS
20 SYS/HARD/COMM
30 SYS SUPPORT
40lMS
~--~--'-~~..,.,-..;.....;,.-......:..; 50 SYS RESOURCES
60 USER DATA
70 OTHER
80 IA JCL
90 APPL PROGRAM

100

50
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PROBLEM CATEGORY

mated redocumentation as the preferred alternative for code repairs, especially in light of
the resource economics involved in code repair decisions. Type I and II code, identified
in Fig. 1, represents the production code that
should be left alone. For this segment of the
code population, human resources can generally be allocated at the rate of one maintenance programmer per 40-70 thousand lines
of source code (independent of the language).
This includes resource allocation for a small
amount of enhancement in addition to normal
daily operational requirements. Obviously,
such a numerical guideline needs to be validated locally before it is extensively used.
Determining an appropriate level of
resource allocation is toughest in the Type III
subset. In many dp organizations, the proportion of aggregate resources dedicated to the
maintenance function can range from 30% to
90%. The proper number is up to management, and it is closely tied to a general maintenance philosophy. We suggest at least 10%
of the maintenance allocation be dedicated to
Type III activities. A larger portion should be
allocated if the production library has been
neglected. Given the fact that manual rewrite
costs from $5 to $50 per line of code, automated documentation is a particularly desirable alternative since it can typically be per-

formed for 20 cents to $2 per line. This represents a cost ratio of 5 to I! In stable database
situations, the redocumentation strategy is
often quite viable and cost-effective. A small
allocation of resources can produce dramatic
results for properly chosen code units. Even
more dramatic improvements can be made
through the rewrite process. But, as we said
earlier, the allocation of resources is high,
and the benefit often occurs much later after
an extended development cycle (e.g., one or
more years).
Up to this point, we have identified
and examined important elements of software
maintenance. We have also discussed the
operational and economic rationale for using
them. To demonstrate the utility of this approach, let us turn to a case study drawn from
the authors' experience.
.
Texaco Inc., as is typIcal of many
firms with large dp operations, recently faced
the problem of rising maintenance costs.
There were a number of diverse applications,
each with its own maintenance staff and procedures. Also, like many other dp organizations, Texaco's had invested a considerable
amount of money and manpower in the use of
new design technologies and tools. These efforts notwithstanding, dp management intuitively felt that the level of effort expended on
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FIG. 4

TEXJAX STRUCTURED DIAGRAM
$1400.PROCESS.RECEIPT.PROC

maintenance was still too high. To quantify
the actual amount of maintenance effort, the
various functional applications were manually inventoried. This inventory showed that
approximately half of the professional programming staff worked on maintenance activities. The situation was deemed unacceptable because of the increasing backlog of new
applications, enhancements to existing systems, and the desire to hold costs down. Early recommendations to reduce this effort
called for various discrete strategies to attack
unique problems. Despite the relative
"cheapness" of each alternative, the
integration of all activities yielded the best
cost-benefit estimations. Hence, selective
implementation of particular tools was chosen as the preferred strategy.
First, manual methods were used to
identify the relevant applications. Two points
became apparent as this process was carried
out: manual code reviews were too time-consuming, and manual records of abends were
difficult to organize.

CONTROL
SYSTEM
CREATED

It was decided that expanded use of automated
tools would help address
these problems. An automated library management system was required to better control source and load libraries across multiple sites. After an exhaustive search of the outside software market for
an integrated tool to meet these requirements,

STRUCTURE DIAGRAM
LVL 1 TO LVL 7

it was decided that a custom library management system, LIBMAN, would be created. LIBMAN is a control system that uses the services
of several existing software tools (SPF, VTAM,
PANVALET, ACF2, etc.) to provide control
over both the repair and enhancement of programs. Administrative objectives include:
1. Storage of production components
in a standard library.
2. Assurance that production applications are executed from a standard library.
3. Assurance of existing source code
for all production load modules.
4. Restricted access and resulting
change responsibility for production software
members.
LIBMAN successfully isolated production components including source code, load
module, and JCL. It also provided for physical
implementation of the release concept
through the establishment of separate libraries that were used during rewrite activities.
Now, the code could be statistically quantified.
For each application captured in the
production libraries, a system profile was
completed. Greater understanding of operational complexity was gained by establishing the metrics of the system. A sample profile is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note the detail of
the system metrics, particularly the measurements of source code, data components, and
operational statistics.
Next, in Phase II, the code evaluation
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activity was implemented to determine code
quality. An operational logging system was
used for the actual identification of problem
programs. MVS Integrated Control System
(MICS) gathered information from diverse
sources such as SMF (system monitoring facility), TSO/MON, and IMS/LOG. This information was then collected on an SAS database from which reports on code unit performance were derived. In this phase, a twostage approach was used to categorize code
quality. First, a detailed record was created
for system aborts. Each job produced important abend information; this data was then
sorted, aggregated, and periodically summarized to produce an abort frequency distribution as shown in Fig. 3. At this level, the
abort data is allocated into nine unique categories based on an examination of the abort
circumstances. These results were then used
i~ the determination of code quality (good,
bad, or marginal).
In Phase III, several tools were
applied
to
programs
targeted
for
redocumentation. Whenever possible, the
redocumentation strategy was chosen because of its relative low cost. First, for the
COBOL systems, an outside product-Scan!
370, by Group Operations Inc., Washington,
D.C.-was selected. Scan!370 produces various diagnostics, one of which is a report that
traces all the logic paths of a given program.
In addition, this program provides a source
listing that contains embedded path data,
MAY 15, 1984139
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Within the software tools marketplace, more
innovation is anticipated.

complete with identification of "dead" code.
Later in this phase, a restructuring/
recoding tool that restructures COBOL source
programs became available. This program,
SUPERSTRUCTURE, written by Morino Associates, Inc., Vienna, Va., creates a "score
card" that identifies unacceptable program
flaws such as interparagraph GOTO statements, runaway paths, and fall-through execution of paragraphs.
Having created this score card and
identified the paths of a program, SUPERSTRUCTURE proceeded to rewrite program
paths into a structured program. The resulting
source code contained essentially none of the
flaws of the original source program.
While Scan/370 and suPERSTRUCTURE were used
to address COBOL applications, most of the
company's developmental programming was
produced in put. Though the language itself
contains elements that may encourage better
programming style, a number of older systems have been found to abend with regularity and are difficult to modify. Significant
review was done to find analyzers and documenters that fit a put development environment. Unfortunately, no vendor-supplied
tool was found to be compatible with the current methodologies, so an in-house tool was
developed. The tool, TEXJAX, conducts static
analysis of program paths. In addition to the
usual analysis performed by this kind of tool,
TEXJAX produces three additional measures:
complexity measures, Jackson design methodology-style program structure charts, and
schematic design logic linked back to source
code. FigA illustrates examples of the measurements discussed above. The output is a
program structure turned on its side. In the
example, the function $1400_PROCESS_RECEIPT is superordinate to PLITDLI and $2800
PROCESS_DB_PROC. Jackson notation is in-

IN-HOUSE
SYSTEM
DEVELOPED

cluded to represent sequence, condition, and
repetition. Repetition is designated in function 6.5 by the
in the box. Both of the
# l500_RECEIPLFOUND
and
functions,
# l600_RECEIPT_NOLFOUND, are conditional
as indicated by 0 within the box. Morover,
each logical function is directly linked to
source code through a statement reference
number and a procedure name. In the source
code, the pUI procedure @ 1700_RECEIPT_SEG begins at statement number 155. The
documentation value of TEXJAX is increased
by tying design (logical schematics) to actual
code. More important, it can be generated
automatically with each new change to the
system, thereby resulting in updated system
documentation.
The fourth documentation tool, common to both COBOL and pUt applications, is a
system redocumentation tool linked to JCL.
This tool, DOCUITEXL200, from Diversified
Software Systems Inc., San Jose, Calif., has
been targeted on a few test applications, and
initial results indicate it could be used on all
of the JCL libraries. This is in marked contrast
to the way other tools are used, but in this
case it seemed feasible. Our evaluation is that
such system level tools cause one of two
events to occur: either the automated tools
must be changed to fit prevailing customs, or
prevailing customs must be changed to fit the
automated tool. Since the system formats
were so widely used,' the purchased version
of DOCU/TEXL200 does not provide all system documentation requirements. Accordingly, work is proceeding on a JCL scanning
tool that will use DOCU/TEXL200 as a nucleus. Its output will be used to duplicate and
replace the current manual-run books used by
the operational group.
There are many disjointed software'
tools on the market today and more are
emerging daily. Various combinations of
these tools will fit unique organizations.
What we've done here is outline an approach

*

to categorize production code units and assimilate general types of tools that collectively aid in the maintenance function. The most
important conclusion from our experience is
that these tools cannot simply be purchased
or built and then used indiscriminately. Rather, it takes an administrative activity to quantitatively decide which code units should receive incremental resource allocation. Then,
management has to support these efforts with
rational levels of resources designed to "purify" production libraries. Consistent application of resources in conjunction with automated redocumentation will result in improved existing systems. For this strategy to
be successfully implemented, high-level
management support must be gained so the
process can occur in an orderly manner.
Within the software tools marketplace, more innovation in the area of automatic recoding/restructuring is anticipated. It
seems very likely that artificial intelligence
(expert systems) may lead the way. One possible way to implement such a scheme would
be to create an expert system that was well
versed in one of the popular design methodologies; give it access to the path information
provided by static analysis tools; then restructure code accordingly. Once this can be
sucessfully done, the entire family of redocumentation tools will become more coherent.
Whatever the case may be, it is a safe
bet that tools will continue to play an increasingly visible role in the maintenance of software systems, and, as such, will require continued management to keep them costeffective.

'*

This article was adapted from a paper, "Redocumentation: Addressing
the Maintenance Legacy," t~at Richardson will deliver (session 150 in the
Maintenance track) at the National
Computer Conference. July 9-12, in
Las Vegas.
Gary L. Richardson is responsible for
managing the survey and analysis of
all Texaco USA new systems
development. He is a registered
professional engineer, and holds a
PhD in business administration from
North Texas State University.
Earl D. Hodil works in the installed applications area at Texaco, where he created
TEXJAX, the automated PU1 program ~
documenter.
~
x

"That's an old picture of Dad-He was
mixed up in some kind of cult."
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Charles W. Butler is an associate profes- ~
sor in the department of computer infor- EO
mation systems at Colorado University, z
having earned his PhD at Texas A&M. He 8
has also worked for Texaco for the last b:
three years.
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1-2-3 from Lotus.
Foreveryonewho~on't
buy a ~est seller"Ylthout

reading the revIewS.

Ever since we introduced 1_2_3™
last year, it's received some pretty
incredible press.
But that's only natural.
Because when you've got th.e .
, number one selling PC
business software in the
world, you get a lot of
critical attention. Here are
a few significant examples:
"The first integrated
package is a super spreadsheet with speed, power and
graphing and datamanagement functions.
Deservedly king of the hill:'
InfoWorld
April 16, 1984
"For power and ease-ofuse, 1-2-3's spreadsheet is
hard to beaL Other programs
do some things that 1-2-3 can't,
but none seems to have been
designed with comparable
attention to detail and care
for the user:'
PC Magazine
April 17, 1984
"Sit down behind 1-2-3
from Lotus Development and
you'll never again ask why this
$495 business program tops the
best seller list month after month:
it's fast, efficient, 'easy-to-use, and
sometimes, even fun."
Computer Buyer's Guide and
Handbook
May, 1984

" ... two thirds of all United
States companies buying
business microcomputers
last year chose 1-2-3 for
making complex financial
projections and displaying
the results instantly in computer generated pie charts,
",. ".
.
bar charts and other
~:. ' .'D····'
graphic displa~s:'
, .', ~ ,
New York Ttmes
February 13, 1984
"1-2-3 is still in a
class by itself:'
PC World
March, 1984
"Product of the
Year 1983"
Fortune
December 12, 1983
What the critics have
been saying recently
about 1-2-3, our users
have known all along.
It's the most powerful
productivity software
available today.
To find out what 1-2-3
from Lotus™ can do for
you just visit your local
computer store,
or call 1-800-3435414 (in Massachusetts call
617 -492-7870).

.. Lotus

1-2-3 and Lotus are
trademarks of Lotus
Development Corporation .

~

The hardest working software in the world.
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IN CROSSING THE IBN
Lee Data opens the
borders between the
IBM world, the non-IBM
world, and the world of
IBM-compatible
personrucornp~

/i,

.
Lee Data IS your passport \
across borders that used
to stop you cold. Or slow
you down because of
. high cost.

Lee Data is your
passport· to
MORE LEEWAY™
in planning
the growth of your
information system.
, The Lee Data family
of displays, controllers,

printers, IBM-compatible
personal computers, and
Coax Eliminators gets you
across borders that used
to stop you cold. Or slow you
down because of high cost.
And when you
travel with Lee Data, you're
in good company. Many of

our customers are in the
Fortune 1000, a fact that
speaks for the quality of .
our service as· well as the
quality of our products.
But, perhaps most
importantly, the design of
every Lee Data product
starts With you. With the

~EEWAyTM

'~T()N-IBM BORDERS.
Add concurrent local
processing, plus host/PC
file transfer, to any Lee Data
monochrome display by simply
plugging in the Personal
Workstation (PWS) module.

'" "'"' ' ' ' ". ",i~:'

/

,/Mulrl-Function
/
Displa

!' · · · · · · · ·
BSCor SNA.
host capability (local!
remote or remote/remote).
3270 +Async!

Save up to 87%

f

/

i

ilicik~~·"····-·········"""······"" ..l··. '~$;,;~[i2~?eM

costs. Pr~vide re~ote cluste~,.9t;:::;1~
/
up to 8 dIsplays with chann~ll'esIlPll~e~,b~;:;·";,/·t;~-~,,,,w . '<:)
time. Bridge distances of mor~ than5'()(){)'/":",i:;,:> ,',',', '
feet using coax or existing twisted-pair\\1iring.\ '

real-world wants and needs
of MIS people, management,
and end users.
At'Lee Data, our
job is to give you MORE
LEEWAY in crossing the
borders you face today.
And the new borders
you'll face tomorrow.
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[The Lee Data station
/'printer enables any
I Lee Data display to
generate hard copy locally.
Controller-level printers
include dot-matrix, letter
quality,and line printers.

resolution presentations
inup to 4 different
screen sizes.

-

rC;l~O~EE-DAT;foTou7F~Ebo6kie;:- - I MORE LEEWAY: Passport for MIS Planners.
I Or write to Lee Data Marketing Services, 7075 Flying
I Cloud Drive, Eden Prairie,Minnesota 55344.
Name ______~------------------------___
I Title
______________ Company _____________
I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I
LEED~
I 1700·515
CORPORATION
I

A

© 1984 LEE D\TA CORP.
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A
Simple Plug
For Datastream's
New5-in-l
Remote 3278
Terminal.

All the features
of IBM's new 3180
plus remote access.

Anyway you look at it, the
ordinary phone lines. All you have
to do is plug it into a modem and
Datastream 878-15 is an extraordinary 3278 display station.
dial in. Or connect it directly to the
Look first at versatility. The
controller. Either way, you'll never
878-15 supports five screen sizes.
see the expense of leased lines again .
. IBM® 3278 Models 2 through 5.
Together, 878-15 and 178-2 Display
Plus DEC®VT100. So you can
Stations and our Remote Cluster
access any 3270 or minicomputer
Controllers make quite a team.
application from a single display
Offering advantages like sophististation.
cated security. Remote diagnostics.
And all five screen sizes can be
Multiple concu,rrent sessions. Dual
IBM host access. Minicomputer
selected by the host. Or menuselected by the operator.
access. And communication with
Then take a look at the 878-15's The 878-15 features a standard 3278 key- other peripheral devices.
sophisticated keyboard. It delivers board plus 24 PF keys and an integral 10If you're looking for flexible,
complete 3278 functionality. And key numeric pad. The 14" screen is available reliable and inexpensive ways to
extend your 3270 network,
advanced 3290 features like 24 top in green or amber phosphors.
row PF keys, an operator-definable 10-key pad and Datastream Display Stations and Remote Cluster
more. The 878-15 even offers a port for direct
Controllers are well worth looking into.
printer attachment.
Call or write today. Datastream, 2520 Mission
And that brings us to the simple plug.
College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95050. (408) 986-8022.
The 878-15 is designed for use with Datastream's Outside CA, CALL TOLL FREE: 800-952-2500.
BSC or SNA Remote Cluster Controllers, which
®IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. ®DEC is a registered
allow the 878-15 to access its host or hosts over
trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. ©1984 Datastream.
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Well-written, strategically distributed
documentation unlocks the door to successful
software development.

COMMUNICATIONS
IS THE KEY
by Melinda Thedens
Software development projects tend to cost
too much and take too long. Often, they don't
even meet users' needs. Why does this happen again and again, when experienced people are on the job? Because expertise alone
does not bring a project through development; people need information to do their
jobs. How, when, and in what form project
members get their information can make the
difference between success and failure.
On most projects there are plenty of
meetings and people talking to one another.
But team members don't always communicate their intentions clearly, or to enough
people; they forget details as the project proceeds and the documentation, if it exists, is
difficult to find. Newly acquired ideas, plans,
and facts may seem too obvious to worry
about sharing them with others or writing
them down for later reference.
Managing the information flow is a
full-time job on a large project and as with
anything else, the work gets done only if it's
someone's priority. There must be an organized documentation scheme from the feasibility study to the testing and installation
phase, and someone who makes sure the
scheme works.
As each person working on the project makes a contribution-whether by specifying requirements, designing the system, or
writing code-that person has information to
communicate to other project team members.
If anyone "writes something down" in a
haphazard way, without any intention of updating it later, it may take more time to decipher those notes than they're worth.
On the other hand, if team members
spend half their time documenting, everyone
will be unhappy and the work will go too
slowly. It's possible to invest too much time
in documentation. System documentation
does not have to be edited, typeset, and distributed in hardcopy to everyone. It does

have to be done along with the work it describes, reviewed and understood, updated,
and indexed for easy retrieval.
Each person on the team must know
what information is required of him or her.
Recording this information is part of a team
member's work, and no task is complete until
the information has been reviewed and understood by someone else. This means that each
team member must write, or that writing specialists will do the documenting concurrently
with design and programming. However it is
done, the information must be available to
the rest of the team. This is best accomplished when:
• It is one person's priority to coordinate the
information;
• People are not forced to write more than
they are comfortable writing;
• The process of recording information is
simple and fast;
• Everyone understands what they are re,sponsible for communicating;
• Everyone understands how to contribute
and find information;
• People are not inundated with information
they don't need.
The time spent writing is not expendable overhead. Documentation is part of the
job, and if it is done correctly, it saves time in
the long run. In many cases the work done for
one project can be used for another, thereby
saving time and manpower.
Each stage of the development cycle
produces information for those that follow. If
each is well planned and thoroughly documented, the next phase can begin before the
previous one ends. It isn't enough to simply
have the documents; a project library (on-line
or otherwise), organized for quick retrieval,
brings people and information together. In
addition to the major documents at each stage
of development, the library should contain a
project notebook, in which the meetings'
minutes are recorded, and a log of any
changes made; memos to clarify issues or

terminology; and an index to available information.
The following is a more
detailed look at the type of
documentation the library
should contain to support
the various stages of the system's life cycle.
Each development stage, in italics, is shown
above its corresponding documentation.
Problem definition.
• Software justification. Management is appraised of the needs and costs of software
development; this document explains the
problems, opportunities, and goals.
Data collection and analysis.
• Functional requirements. Examine and refine the problems and opportunities statement
(e.g., "let's design an inventory system"),
study existing procedures, formulate system
objectives, conceive potential solutions, analyze costs and benefits. Outlines the user's,
requirements and criteria for a solution.
• Acquisition plan. How the capability will
be achieved (e.g., outside contract, in-house
implementation) and what resources are required (manpower, equipment, estimated
time needed, etc.); analysis of organization to
determine such things as whether it can do the
job, if it can make a profit, and if enough
manpower is available.
Preliminary design.
• Functional specification (software requirements document). High-level basic design of
the entire system, describing, in user terms,
what the system must accomplish to satisfy
objectives and constraints stated in the functional requirements document. The functional specification contains a system overview
and subsystem design requirements; it also
identifies and describes system functions (database structures, file access techniques, and
dataflow).
• Software design definition. A translation of
the requirements in the functional spec into a
conceptual design of the program. It deter-

SUPPORT
DOCUMENTS
NEEDED
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A project library, organized for quick retrieval,
brings people and information together.

mines the scope of the work, refines the original cost and schedule estimates, formulates
the design base at the highest levels of abstraction, and initiates team selection, work
planning, and coordination activities, but it is
not a detailed work plan.
·Agreement with requester. Describes, in detail from the user's point of view, what functions will be provided, and estimates when
they will be completed.
Design details.
• Software specification document. Basic
system design is expanded and refined to produce detailed specs for all program modules
and data structures. The spec is precise, explicit, and sufficiently detailed to support the
implementation or programming stage. All
computer logic is completely specified in
preparation for coding. The database is designed for file records and logical element
organization.
This document becomes the basis for
later program maintenance and enhancements. It has two parts: the program design
spec and the software test spec. The former
includes decision tables, descriptions of data
structures, descriptions of interfaces between
modules, and descriptions of interfaces between users and programming. The latter describes functions to be tested for quality assurance and how that test will be conducted ..
Implementation details.
• Update to software spec (system document). At this stage, the software spec becomes the systems documentation. It keeps
track of changes and additions to the detailed
design and of how the design is implemented,
including routines developed, libraries used,
audit trail of changes to code, globals and
flags used, interfaces (how data and control
are passed between modules and to users),
and programming conventions .. It also records design meeting activities and project
progress. Update the document as the,code
changes; keep user document writers and
trainers informed when design decisions are
made. The user documents must be ready
when enhancements to the code are complete.
Operation information.
• User guides and courses. With the software
spec and functional spec as guides, this documentation should be developed while the
code is being written. It should cover operation tasks and user procedures.
Quality assurance of system and
documentation.
• Software test report. Quality assurance people test the documentation while testing the
rest of the system. Do the procedures in the
manuals work? Does the system meet requirements stated in the functional spec? This
includes the results of all development tests
and acceptance tests.
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PROJECT

Suppose a development won't show up until the project is nearly
team decides to maintain completed.
SIZE A
control of its project
3. Keeping the work down to a miniFACTOR
through an organized doc- mum and making it part of the job. Think of
umentation scheme. It will have three major documentation as two basic activities: reproblems to consider when designing this cording the information and organizing it. If
scheme. How to handle these issues will de- you appoint one person to organize informapend on the size of the project and the people tion, the other team members are responsible
on the project team. The decisions to be for organizing their information and commumade, however, are basically the same for nicating it to that one person. If recording the
every project.
information is too burdensome, consider usI. Making sure information is clear.
ing automated tools for that part of the job.
Meaning is obscured by missing information, . They make it easier to keep documents up to
ambiguous terms or sentences, or verbose date and retrievable. They also decrease the
writing. The way to clarify information in team's dependence on each individual's comwriting is to decide on the key terms and their munication skills. Unfortunately, they do not
meanings; require each person to identify organize the information in the project liwho or what is performing each action; ask brary.
team members to draw pictures and have
The more organized you are, the less
them put information in tables and lists; pro- work you must do to maintain a system; sysvide forms for them to fill in, so that no one tem documentation must be designed and
struggles to compose paragraphs when a list written as efficiently as the code. Just as a
will do--besides, forms create natural head- good programmer wouldn't dream of using
ings; have the information coordinator write 2K of memory when I K will do, a good writdocuments from the information provided, or er is concise. Just as a good designer knows
have this person ask for clarification of am- that modules and routines are easier to mainbiguous prose before accepting it into the tain than a huge section of main code, a good
project file.
writer divides the information into small
Finally, you must encourage good de- chunks. No one wants to maintain something
scription techniques. As author Harry Katzan that is poorly designed, and unmaintained
said in Systems Design and Documentation system documentation is often worse than no
(New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., documentation at all.
1976): "The way to describe an automobile
is first by thinking about what it is for, about KEEP
In each document, most of
its function, and note the list of items that
the information builds on
SYSTEM
make up its structure. If you think about its
earlier documents, the
same way that each stage
function (what it is for) you won't describe it UPDATED
by talking about its four wheels, its engine, of the project life cycle builds on earlier
size, and so on. You will think of it as a stages. Each document, or piece of a documeans of transporting a few people from one ment, is written to be read by someone else,
place to another at a certain cost."
and therefore it should be read, and ap2. Making information available and proved, before it becomes part of the project
file. If each piece of information is added to
keeping it up to date. Things to consider are:
• Standards for documentation. To find infor- the general pool as it is completed, documenmation that has been written, there must be tation is not such a chore.
A software project involves many
some system for recording it. Is it in a central
file? Is it consistent enough that someone else people with very different tasks to perform.
Some are system users; others are designers
can maintain it?
• A plan for how team members can obtain or· programmers; still others test or write
and update information. How is it to be dis- about the system. Often, these people don't
tributed? How is it to be stored? How is each think of themselves as a team, or realize that
version to be dated, so that everyone knows they need to communicate information. It is
whether it is the most recent? How is the rest up to the project manager to make sure everyof the team to know when a design decision one has a relatively painless way to do so; left
on their own, team members will perform
has been modified?
• Timely documentation. To prevent incon- their jobs well, but no one else will know
#
sistencies in the code or an unannounced about it.
change in an important data element that affects other modules, everyone on the team Melinda Thedens is supervisor of softmust know what the rest of the group is doing ware communications for Atex Inc.
while it's happening. How will this be done? She partiCipates in the design process
• Distribution lists. Who needs to know? by maintaining documentation for
"Screening" information or forgetting to some of the company's software
pass it along can result in difficulties that products.

Terminal/System Architecture in the IBM \Vorld

Look into Eye FidelityTM. You'll like
what you see on Beehive's ATL-3270
terminal. Use it to replace mM 3276-2 or
3276-12 in your 3270 network. Each
user gets control unit capabilities for the
price of an ruM display station. Everyone
benefits from Beehive's own special
brand of ergonomics. And the user not
only has an inexpensive 3270 workstation but additional ruM printer functionality using a serial ASCII printer
of his choice.
In addition to tilts, swivels and a
detachable DIN Spec keyboard, we've
also included unique features, such as a
"dual dynamic focusing" correction
circuit for unsurpassed character uniformity across the entire screen.
Now stand back and enjoy the entire
package! Our aesthetically designed
terminal fits perfectly with your working
environment.

You'll also appreciate features
A 14" green screen for crisp, clear - - - - ,••,*~--:
display of loads of data.
Consistently fine focus in the
and corners of the screen for viewing
ease.
Large 7 x 9 dot matrix character --"""""""'-~::
showcases all 128 characters in the
EBCDIC set.

----""""""'Tl

Enhanced I{eyboard including
12-key numeric pad and high-speed
cursor keys.
The ATL-3270 is part of a full
family of picture-perfect terminals
that delivers the best possible price/
performance in a variety of applications,
including order entry and batch operations. For details, contact: Beehive, 4910
Amelia Earhart Drive, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84125. Toll-free 1-800-453-9454.
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MaYbe the one thing you need toget off the
.:~'"~~~~L ground is the Touchscreen Personal Computer.
~~~i:~t~~~~
t~\\t~~~~
\' The ljiJl..!lLJdl:l13LJ
t]1R~n R8)4F)o[~)~tpQ9[6\~)f'b\{jl~~
Because l·t's
!
h .........~
[j [(~.:::l.n...Y&SI.:rdW~·
~..:.:.-~:--:...:::...: •......• = no ordinary machine. Remember the first time
~ you approached a personal computer? If it wasn't
exactly love at W , ...........
. . . . ... first sight, it was probably because a lot ot
.
machines can
•......... ,.
be pretty intimidating. Especially for f~""
first-time users.
e've made the -r:0uchscree? Person,al :',,' -l1\.O'J.\.
Computer so easy to use that people ltke to use It. Very Slm- ').\~F
ply, we've taken out the intimidation factor. We've made the '~~\i
new Touchscreen Personal Computer so easy to operate ~oWo~6
that even first-time .:'
users can use it. Which means they'll quickly
__ - __ grow to Jove It. ·V· For example, to select the software you want
(-~~\ SG~ to use,~ ~ ~~. So whether you
/i It-:~\G.~~~),:' want to work with words,. numbers or graphics, all you
Lij~~_····'.:r,~·,have to do to get ~tarted,ls touch the screen. A~d
~~==-/"(".p once you get gOlng, you can change a number In a
spreadsheet, or make a char.t for a presentation just by touching the screen.
No complicated commands to remember. No desktop
/~---.
gadgets to manipulate. All that's required is the touch ~~R/C~J IW~
of your finger. MultiPlan;' G~aphics, WordStar~
<Q1Il'i\·.~":elr~ ~~J,>
Lotus 1-2-3;" dBase II;" V1S1Calc"'and a world of ~~;(f".. ..,.~~/\
r ...

'"_ ................ c,. ..... ' -
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communicates with people. It communicates with other '-,\
computers, too. Your people are your 'most valuable l}{OJljg ffi f~
asset. But the more information they have at their fingertips, the more
valuable they become. The Touchscreen Personal Computer delivers again.

See Hewlett Packard at Comdex, Booth #66181

when it
could be flying?
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_~o work with it and send it back to the host computer. All

this with the use of the keyboard. The HP 150 can
also send electronic mail and operate a range of peripherals at;,; . workstations.,
Needless to say, this can real~y move things along.
,:' he Touchscreeri
Personal Computer is a Hewlett-Packard product. This, after..
t'
all, co~ld be the mos~ important t.hing you need to know - t
abo~~ It. Your professl0!l~I...reput~t1on depen?s ~n the key : L\~~ Lkd~
dec~s~ons you m~e.,
Offlce...automatl0n lsone of those , '. ,,' • '
declsl0ns. You ~l.~~r..:.-::r
need to know and .
'~T
~;J'~~.~~~~~
-h H
trust the company you
~~
I P k' d' I
d' .
Zf:::;~~~e~~~~~m: ~~i,~,~~~8~8Mhz
go Wlt. ew ett- ac ar song-stan lng
~1:;::s~?:/·femOry: ~~~~.~~6~eft~::~~g
rep' utatiort for excellence is a g' iven in the
~~~~a~~~~:r:t:/~;;~i:S
industry. And our service and support will
~!;a~li~~~eoustextandgraphicS
make sure you aren't standing still when
~g~t~:,r~:~;.r~~~J:it~~:;~ROM you should be flying. See the HP 150 at
~~/~~~~~~~::~~!~eSCreenlabeled)
your local dealer or for lnformatlon call
~:iE~l~J)~~~\~_~~rin)
800) FOR -HPPC today Find out how a
. h a sense 0 f
Ch<:>iceo~printers(~ncluding
personaI computer W1t
touc h' rnak
es I
a 0t 0 f sense for
your 0 ff·lCe.
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HPl50ataGlance.

User Memory:'

256K·640K bytes

-

DISplay Screen:

Touch·actlvated, green phosphor

' .

,

.

Upper and lower case

390v x 512h graphics resolution

,

.

'

Keyboard:

system unit. lO-key numeric pad,

• •

Compact Size:

Communications:

Peripherals:

HP-IB
IBM 3278 (SDLC, BSC),
Up to 19,200 bits per second

opuonalmternal pnnter), plotters,
3.5" and 5¥!" floppy drives (264KB
formatted), Winchester hard discs
(5 and 15 MB)

Suggested Retail
Price:

275N

•

.'

.

$3,995.00

MultiPlan is a trademark of MicroSoft Inc.
WordStar is a U. S. registered trademark of MicroPro.
Lotus 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corp.
dBase II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate.
VisiCalc is a U.S. registered trademark of VisiCorp.
IBM is a registered trademark of International
Business Machines Inc.
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Setting you free.
Hewlett-Packard Personal Computers
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Effective control was not possible with the existing
materials availability reporting system.

placed far in advance. In long supply periods,
tubulars are bought on the spot market.
If information-limited purchasing occurs, either unnecessary levels of capital are
tied up, or the material needed is out of stock.
Both conditions are costly.
The purchasing and inventory control
of tubular goods is managed by Superior
Oil's materials department. In response to the
dynamics of oil pricing and consequent drilling activity, materials 'management decided
to create improved information systems, capable of faster response and broader scope.
The first effort centered on purchasing.
The work was viewed as a user-directed prototype system-a "first" in the
company-so the project was approached
with appropriate prudence. The design team
searched for the most useful services the system could deliver to the materials' department. After considering eight or nine possibilities, the on-line preparation of purchase
orders was finally selected as the primary
system objective.
The materials automated purchasing
system (MAPS) was built in two parts, basic
reporting and purchase order writing. The
concept accepted for prototype construction
included the following building method:
• Analysis.
• Basic reports: design; program; implement,
and repeat procedures from design if necessary.
• Generate purchase orders: review; redefine;
implement, and repeat procedures from -review if necessary.
• Production system.
Conventional systems development
practitioners view such recycling as bad practice on the assumption that the user's needs
can be determined accurately and comprehensively prior to design. Yet the iterative
design process appeals to many different, organizations. The key factors are a self-discipline that insures the iterative cycle is used
only when justified, and the availability of
fast-working software support tools that are
transparent to the user.
MAPS users were shown how to handle
ADRS (A Departmental Reporting System), a
software facility, as a principal file and report
tool. Afterwards, the materials department
people worked their way through the complete external design of the system-screens,
screen functions, and reports. The users'
working requirements were specified precisely the way they wished to see them. The
prototype was developed over a period of 12
to 16 weeks during the last two quarters of
1981 with labor expenditures of seven manmonths each from the materials department
and MIS for training and technical support.
The system has been generating purchase orders since March 1982.
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The project created a working purchasing system, delivering management control information at material commitment
time; efficiently produced expediting reports;
and auto-generated hard copy purchase orders. This was implemented on a nationwide
network of terminals with central and remote
inquiry capability.
After the .success of the
purchasing projects the
materials department was
encouraged to proceed
with a second prototyping project, addressing
the materials control function.
Past materials control practice at Superior had been based on the output of a "tubular availability report" (TAR), a batch system reporting on the physically available
stock. This system had plenty of limitations.
Specifically, there was no inquiry capability;
updates were delayed because it was a batch
system; verbal (and, therefore, unreliable) input was used; transaction analysis was unavailable; there were no controls or audit
trails; and the master files' integrity was compromised. In other words, effective control
was not possible with the existing TAR system. This was unsatisfactory to. Martin
Stetzer, materials director, and he discussed
the problem with Walter Coultas, the MIS
manager. Coultas agreed to support development of an on-line tubular information system using prototyping methods.

MATERIALS
CONTROL
PROJECT

The decision was made to use the old
system as an operating prototype and
then go to a new, grass roots, on-line system.
Target characteristics were those that the TAR
system lacked, along with some other
enhancements.
The Tubular Information System
(TIS) was to be built with software suitable for
prototyping that would permit rapid development and early system availability to materials people. Development began in May 1982
and the system was operational by January
1983. "It went like a train!" says Stetzer.
The design process started with a
half-day team effort to create an overall materials system plan tying MAPS and TIS together.
The team consisted of two staffers from MIS
and one from the materials department.
The plan contained block diagram indications of the intended relations among inventory, purchase orders, fixed assets, vendor master files, logistics, general ledger, accounts payable, and stock ledger.
The plan, in dataflow form, allowed
the design team to draw boundaries around
the existing MAPS prototype and the projected
TIS, thereby identifying all interfaces with related systems.
The design concept called for construction of a production system to handle the
functions for managing tubular materials.
The system would be on-line, constructed by
the MIS professional staff in close cooperation
with the user's organization. The principal

TAR
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base software used would be Natural, a highlevel language that greatly facilitates access
to ADABAS. The language offers extremely
high productivity in the hands of professional
programmers. A user contact was dedicated
full-time during the system definition and implementation stages. The materials depart-

ment was particularly motivated-and rightly so-as they regarded the development as
"their" project.
To get started, materials management
asked the drilling engineers for nine-month
tubular requirement forecasts. Proper tracking of tubular inventory requires both the en-

FIG. 2
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VSPC ;: VIRTUAL STORAGE PERSONAL COMPUTING
SAS ;: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
IFPS ;: INTERACTIVE FINANCIAL PLANNING SYSTEM

This chart shows the principal software used for both prototype and production systems building. The resources within the user software area are
the tools users employ for data retrieval and the creation of analyses, reports, and graphics. Oataspan plays a key role in making the set of tools
work because it links the retrieval ability of Answer/DB and the other resources. Before Oataspan, users doing financial modeling with IFPS had
to key in data for model runs-this method is both time-consuming and
error prone. Oataspan, originally written by an IBM support programmer,
has served very well in integrating the family of user-friendly resources.
On-line TIS structured user inquiries are supported by Complete and Natural software. Ad hoc inquiries written by users in Answer/DB are batch
submitted and returned in as little as one hour and no later than overnight.

gineers' forecast and materials' knowledge of
market conditions to permit the best possible
scheduling of purchases, stocking, and deliveries. One MIS team member then built a
number of screens to handle keyboard data
input and file inquiry. Users were called in to
evaluate the screens and to resolve differences of opinion among themselves. As the
users worked with the screens, they realized
that certain necessary features had not been
included in the initial screen designs. In the
course of a day, the entire first draft set of
screens was reviewed. The following day,
the user group returned and found that a fully
revised set of screens had been constructed
by the MIS programmers using Natural. The
revised versions incorporated the new requirements identified during the previous
session.
These screens eventually evolved into
the final operational screens. A later version
of Natural reduced screen setup and modify
time at Superior to its current level of 15 to 20
minutes per screen.
The evolution of screen designs
moved quickly along until a set of screens
had been developed that satisfied user requirements. The screens' convenience in use,
vocabulary, and format were also satisfactory. None of the users had ever experienced
such immediate response from computer support. The reaction was highly favorable and
the materials control users began to warm to
the idea of building "their own" system.
In approaching the project, the MIS
staff decided to furnish Answer/DB a query
language and report formatter, for batch queries to the tubular goods database outside the
on-line system. The database would be constructed under ADABAS operating with Natural as a programming language, and complete
as the teleprocessing monitor. These software facilities were professional programming tools and required suitable interface facilities for users. The development process
would follow the conventional system development cycle except that the time scale
would be greatly compressed because productivity-leveraged software was used and
the users had been heavily involved during
system requirements development.
The development process includes
three stages. The first stage is initiated by the
statement of management objectives, covering system boundaries and capabilities. User
participation is high during this stage as the
specifications for the system are worked out
and prototype screens and reports are developed. Because user involvement is intense,
users feel a personal identification with the
system being created. As a result, their acceptance of the system is well formed by the
end of this stage.
The second stage begins with a reMAY 15, 1984155
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''The production system contributed directly to
inventory reduction of $100 million. And there's
more to go."
view and approval of completed work by user
A third level executes transactions.
management. This stage primarily concerns checks material description accuracy, and
the ~supporting MIS organization constructing makes reconciliations. The implementation
the system. User participation drops back to a team shared these responsibilities with other
'consulting capacity. As the external specifi- materials people not on the original team.
cations of the system are well defined and
'stable, the programming work proceeds EARLY
Early system difficulties
smoothly and rapidly. The products of this
included inadvertent asSYSTEM
stage are the system design, equipment selecsignment of completion
,tion, and completed programming. Prelimi- PROBLEMS
tubing to wells 100 to 200
nary documentation is produced.
days before the material was needed. The
The final stage begins with a manage- field people were allocating, hence reservmentreview and commitment to system im- , ing, completion tubing on the day the well
plementation in field operation. At this point was spudded. This practice tied up large
the system is ready to go live and a team is quantities of tubing for three to six months,
formed for implementation. User involve- thereby inflating the company's working capment accelerates as operational testing of the ital. The problem was simply that the spud
prototype occurs in parallel with the old sys- date was the single available time reference.
tem. When testing is completed, the new sys- The solution was to add a separate "date of
tem is installed at all field locations. At the use" data element to the system.
end of field implementation, work begins on
These and other difficulties were
Mod II, the inevitable next phase in develop- found by management monitoring system in:' ,,~;:;ment that occurs as new needs are discovered formation. Materials management, however,
was cautious when questioning subordinates
::'·.?Y,'~~hr()ugh use of the system.
.:;i:,'iii:::::'; , With the new system in place at Supe- concerning operations, because every trans~>''i.~,:, nor, data integrity became even more imporaction is visible in an on-line system. Errors
, tant, At the planning level, materials field are easily detected and embarrassment is
'management was made responsible for the. counterproductive to system acceptance in
accurate input of forecast rig, well, and spud the field.
With a moderate number of problems
date (the day drilling would begin) information. These data covered all future drilling discovered and solved, TIS went on-line in
activities that would require physical support January, seven months following project
by, tubular goods controlled in the new on- start.
In recounting his experience with proline TIS.
At the second level down, material totype systems, materials director Stetzer re'control assigns material to spedfic wells, called an earlier project with another com" originates purchase orders, makes interdivi- pany in which two years of conventional sys, sional transfers, and reports surplus. Respon- tem development had failed to produce an
sibility' for this input was given to materials inventory system. Dropping back to prototype methods under time pressure, his group
field operations.

Ot-lTHlSSITE

ABUNCH OF BRICKS,
CEMENT .oS STUfF
WILL BE DUM?~D
ANt) FQRGOTiEN A~OUT
FOR. f\ LONG-T\ME..

had been able to create the desired system in
six months. That experience marked his conversion to rapid development prototyping.
To review the tubular information
system project, Fig. I shows how system development evolved. The professional MIS
systems staff provided 15 Y2 man-months of
development labor to build the system. Additionally, the materials staff contributed six
man-months for requirement definition, and
user services (MIS) furnished another six
man-months for training and other user support. Total labor invested amounted to about
27Y2 man-months, expended over seven calendar months.
Management evaluation of the project
indicates that the seven calendar month expenditure would have been approximately 20
months under conventional development
practices. 'The relatively short time between
inception of the design work and system
availability has been very important to materials management. Since its implementation,
the system has ensured the best possible use
of tubular goods at a time when cost reduction pressure on the oil industry has become
critical.
Stetzer reports that "the TIS production system contributed directly to inventory
reduction of $100 million from February
1982 to December 1983. And there's more to
go. " In addition, recognizing which pieces in
stock are on consignment with vendors has
helped release this capital.
The system is also capable of handling nontubular stock. As a result, more
capital reductions will be achieved by improved control over other classes of high valued material.
Further savings are shown by the fact
that purchasing a proprietary system would
have cost more than twice the price of inhouse development. Candidate proprietary
systems were foreign to Superior's business
practice because they addressed manufacturing activity and were difficult to adapt to the
oil drilling environment. Stetzer was again
well satisfied with' the decision to use inhouse prototype methods for system development.
Prototypirig offers an alternative to
the rigid, formalized system development
protocols that have appeared in recent years.
Users are happy because the systems are truly ~
theirs in every respect. Moreover, the sys- w
terns are ready for use much more quickly. ~
Although the iterative freedom could be 8
wasteful, when well managed it can offer G
substantial economy at the business problem ~
level.
~
z
T. R. Young, a free-lance writer based
in Houston, Texas, writes on
h:
business and technical subjects.
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Do you have a data communications network
or does it have you?
Why tie up your resources when you can
take advantage of ours? And there's
never been more reason for takingadvantage of RCA Cyli~ than right now
during this period of deregulation and
divestiture. Here's why.
Unlike the other guys, we don't just
hand you a line. We deliver the stars.
Because we're a satellite based, valueadded network. Providing end-to-end
management and a permanent virtual circuit that's perfect for transaction oriented
applications.
What's more, you'll always get our
undivided attention. Because data
communications is all we do. And since
you're working with just one companynot several-you'll never get lost in the
shuffle.
RCA Cylix isn't just more convenient.
It's also more efficient. Setting up your
own network involves a huge commitment of time, personnel and capital funds.
Our single vendor simplicity eliminates
all that.
One phone call puts our experi,enced
people to work for you~ Setting up your

network. Handling all those dealings with
all those phone companies. And then
keeping your network running smoothly
thanks to our unique service concept. Plus our design flexibility makes
growth easy.
We can do all this more efficiently than
you can due to our years of experience.
And that can save you money. Because
research indicates that personnel, benefits and associated overhead account for
up to 1/3 of all networking costs.
Whether you're expanding an existing
network or building a new one, now more
than ever RCA Cylix is not only the easy
choice. But the right one for data networking anywhere in the United States,
Canada or Alask~. For more information

and our free brochure, "Managing Your : ,~
Network: Post-Divestiture Costs and '
Concerns" c~1I our marketing department today at 901-683~3043. Or' send
in this coupon.

-------------------------.----------.-----NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

Communications
Network
Not just a source but a resource.
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ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ ZIP _ _
PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Protocols currently used
(includin,g lookalikes)
DIBM3270

DSDLC

o Burroughs Poll/Select

ITCH18Lm
Cylix '

I

DX.25

DOther _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Number of remote locations _ _ _ __
Geographic Scope

o National

o Regional

o Local

RCA Cylix Communications Network
Dept. D, 800 Ridge Lake Boulevard
Memphis, TN 38119, 901-683-3043
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Introducing power
to the people.
Better known as the
Data Pipelinem from Intel.
It's based on our
iDIS™ Database Information System. A powerful,
integrated package of
hardware and software
with multi-user capability
built right in. And now,
through iDIS, just about

any pc or terminal can
c:==J
easily share data with just
0
about any mainframe.
0
0
With the iDIS Pipeline, you'll be able, to
establish and manage
your pc-to-mainframe
connections in a way
I,
never before possible. Yet,
you'll still be able to
offer department users a
fair degree of independence. Since iDIS comes
with all the software'
they need. Starting with·
the Xenix* operating
system, built around a
relational DBMS. Plus the
Multiplan* spreadsheet,
word processing, elec- .
tronic mail, and a forms!
menu development tool.
Our Data PipelinffM af!OwspracticaUy
a1D' pc to share data· withpractica!ly
The iDIS Pipeline is
a1D' mainframe,
powerful, too. Each one
will handle 5 full-time
' 'It'salso fully'sup7 • . ','
users, or between 12 and . ported and seiviced from
15 on dial-up. And you
one.r~sponsiyes,ource~·
can even network with· Us.}3estbf all, Jt'savailother iDIS systems. 'ablenQw
. '
,
But you're always in':
'FOf111()reinforlllation '..
control. You decide
aboutl1owouriDIS Data' ,
which data are accessible, Pipelin~ccMJielp.you,: '.
and extract only thosemaIlagether~vQlutibn.in : ,
to your iDIS system.'.
'yourqfP:¢<e,:'<:?ll.'t;ls'atc,~
Users then access their
800 ~:538-l876;'.in:CaIi ~',.:
data sets from iDIS's hard ". foinia,8()O-672~1833.'Or,/.
disk.'
. ·writ~.Jnt<el; !jt"Dept:,. '
Actually, using the " ," R-18,3q95I~9wers:AYe;, ,"
iDISPipeline is a'lot like Santq:CI~a,:CA 95051.': ..
giving' users their o~,'
.•. "Qfco\lrse,.,'ifyou'rcf
little mainframe.
:,.l.lndecid'ed aboutwhatt6,
Which is a lot· better .. ' .'do you can always ask' "
than~vingthem yours.
Jor a s4ow,ofhands ...
Its also a lot cheaper. .
Less than half the cost
of a direct pc-to-main- .
frame connection~'
~utaU

~Oml'~tioll;o.~is

"According to tbe Ganner Group, who took tbe time to figure
tbe hiddm cO$ts,eaChdirect/X,to·n!a;,ifmme
approximately $22,000. Each, •Xenix and Multiplan are trademarks ofMic/T.Jsq!t Corporation. \0' 1984 Illtel Corporation.' .'
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What system development teams can learn from
Shelley and Thoreau.

PROGRAMS
ASESSAYS
by Ben Ross Schneider Jr.
When I consider the field of computing, two
phenomena astonish me: that programmers
aren't the best of writers, and that computer
science has had to discover what the whole
human race has known about the relative
merits of chaos and order since God created
the world in six days. I should have thought
the discipline of programming would have
made computer professionals the most polished group of writers in the country. But not
only does the precision of programming fail
to rub off on them, they have actually had to
invent "structured programming" and discover the top-down approach, secrets quite
obvious to· writers-at least since Homer. I
can't imagine how programmers went about
their business before they, like Moliere's
Bourgeois Gentilhomme, suddenly discovered that they spoke prose.
There has been a failure of communication between writers and programmers,
and this essay is an attempt to start a conversation.
Last fall I finally wrote. a program.
Although I have been computing since 1965
and have conducted three fairly horrendous
computer projects, I have shied away from
programming on the theory that it isn't a
practical pursuit for a fellow who can't figure
out in his head what day of the week it will be
10 days from now. But last fall, having some
time on my hands and having been unable for
some years to find a decent text formatter for
my Centronics 737 printer (which, because
its characters came in nine different widths,
required special treatment), I decided to build
my own formatter out of Microsoft BASIC.
Progressing at a rate of about five good lines
per day and 20 bad ones, in two months I
produced a passable formatter, and proved
two things to my own satisfaction: 1. I am
indeed not cut out to be a programmer; 2.
programming does indeed have close affinities to writing.
In the first place, the laws of programming seem to apply quite handily to
writing as well. For bad writing is very like a
program that doesn't work! its GOTOS get
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Net/One offers something
unique in local area networktng.
.
Atrack record.
In fact, Net/One® offers a number of things
unique in local area networking. True vendor
independence. Media independence-baseband,
broadband, fiber optics, or any combination
thereof. Remote bridges and local bridges to interconnect separate Net/One systems-broadband
or baseband-between buildings, or between'
cities, worldwide.
And all this uniqueness becomes even more
so when you look at our track record. We not only
talk a great network, we've actually been delivering Net/One since July of 1980. Hundreds of our
systems are already out there moving information

for organizations like Control Data, Caltech,
Fairchild, ITT, RCA, Boston University, U.S. Forest
Service, and Ford Aerospace.
Let's talk about how to turn the equipment
you have now-whatever it is-into the network
you want, now, with a network you can have, now.
And a network that can take you wherever you
want to go from here. Net/One.
Ungermann-Bass, Inc., 2560 Mission College
Boulevard, Santa Clara, California 95050.

I
Net/One from Ungermann-Bass W
Telephone (408)496-0111.

© 1983 Ungermann-Bass, Inc.
Net/One is a registered trademark of Ungermann-Bass, Inc.
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The computer does not forgive incoherence,
but· it does forgive ·Iack of· structure.

lost, its GOSUBS overlap, its IFS have no "Auto-Buffering," "text register" changes
its constants vary, its variables inter- to "text save," "naming" a file switches to
lock. Consider, for example, the manual for a "opening" a file, and "eloquent" means
prominent text .editor, that I now have before "elegant." If this were_a program it would
me. It was shipped in 1981, and it may have soon fail to find a previously defined value
improved considerably since then, but it will and crash, just as most readers of this docudo for an example of bad writing.
mentation do.
Its GaTOs get lost. An early section of
Its variables interlock. Categories
this manual sends us to Appendix A for in- aren't mutually exclusive. The system is said,
structions on customizing the editor. Appen- to have two modes, "Command Mode" and
dix A informs us that "the enclosed 'Exam- "Visual Mode," but both modes have comple Keyboard Layout' and the next se<;tion mands. Nor does "Control Functions"
'Running SETUP' give recommended values gracefully divide into "Cursor Movement"
for every ,question" asked by the setup rou- and "Visual Functions," not only because
tine. "Enclosed" in what? The word sug- apples don't divide into apples and oranges
gests something loose, and there was a sort of but also because in this case both categories
handout in the package. There indeed we have visual manifestations. The basis for
find, stapled in the middle of to other after- comparison shifts in the very act of comparthoughts, a page called "Example Keyboard ing, like that ofthe man who asked, "Do you
Layout. " But we also· find two Jther walk to work or carry your lunch?" A prokeyboard layouts that our GOTO never men- grammer who defined his variables this sloptioned. And what about the "next section"? pily would· find them at variance in fatal diIt isn't next to the sample keyboard layout, as
mensions. A reader is simply mystified.
~trongly suggested; perhaps it's next to the
Bad writing persists even in the unfor.:.
original section. Sure enough, four pages fur- giving world of. computers, I suppose, bether on, something approximately eligible cause we have come to depend on the human
does occur but not exactly what we expected, mind's marvelous power to make sense of a
because it's called "Running SETUP or crazy, mixed-up world, which, not surprisingly, contains lots of crazy, mixed-up docu- .
SETCRT. " A good writer gives better addresses to other parts of his essay than this manual mentation. "Well, you know what I mean,"
does, but he strives to avoid GOTOS altogether the documentor says lazily. Programmers are
by collecting all the material on one subject in friendly natives at heart. Perhaps if they
one place.
thought of themselves as programming the
Its GOSUBs overlap. In this manual user-which is exactly what they are doing"Running SETUP" is a sort of subroutine their writing would become friendly in deed
whose purpose is to show us how to answer as well as intent.
So much for the ways in which prosetup questions. But a considerable amount
of discussion on this point has already oc- gramming skills might help the writer. Let us
curred in a previous section, called' 'Getting now consider the ways in which writing skills
Started," and there is a good deal more about might help the programmer. The computer
it among the handouts. As a result, some of does not forgive incoherence, but it does forthe advice is repeated severaltimes arid some . give lack of structure. The computer doesn't
of it doesn't agree. If the manual were a pro- care about structure as long as the data paths
gram, it would be inefficient in the first are clear, but structure does make programs
place, and unworkable· in the second.
comprehensible to human beings who may
need to know how they work. Into this cateI
Its
IFshave
no
THENS.
On
gory
fall not just future programmers--enMANUALS
the first sheet of 'our hand- hancers, updaters, and debuggers-but also
DON'T
outs we are told to be sure and especially the writer of the program himCOMMENT
that our package contains self, who adds more and more features and
"Notes on Software License Agreement," gets more and more confused.
"Software License Agreement," "Example
Structure is the arrangement of parts;
Keyboard Layout," "Example Customiza- first of all, it involves recognizing the parts
tion," "Software Update Option," and sev- into which the material naturally divides, and
eral other sheets. If this were a program, the second, it involves arranging these parts into
author would have to tell us what to do if we a logical order that derives from the nature of
don't find everything (proceed no farther?) the parts. Both writer and programmer have
and what to do if we do (sign license agree- the problem of presenting a system of parts
ment and proceed with setup?); but it's a that is logically a tree but that must take the
manual, and there's no further comment.
form of a list, and both use GOSUBS (and GOIts constants vary. Names change TOS) that patch the branches of the tree into
without warning. "Software Support Op- the list. As they do so, they follow-or ought·
tion" changes to "Software Update Op- to follow-a few simple rules that maintain
tion," "Auto Read/Write" changes to clarity.

THENS,
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Never digress. You know that your
parts are in order when they march relentlessly forward to their final goal, glancing back
occasionally (because of the tree), but never
going back. The first principle of structure is
to lay down at the beginning those definitions, facts, and assumptions that the rest of
the work will take as given. We begin a program by setting parameters, those variables
that' remain constant during a given run. A
storyteller that gets the cart before the horse
can patch in a horse as an aside-"Oh, I
forgot to tell you" -but that dulls the point of
the story. When a programmer patches in a
given as an afterthought, he spoils the structure of his program, increasing its obscurity.
One thing at a time. The
second principle of structure is to define the parts so
that you never have to cover the same topic twice. A certain amount of
redundancy may be delightful in ~ 'Goldilocks
and the Three Bears," but in expository
prose or software it is a great bore, a waste of
time, and a source of confusion. Our manual
has three sections entitled "Getting Started, "
and all of them tell us something about
keyboard layout; how much easier it would
be for us if all the material were in one place!
For the programmer, one thing at a time
means defining subroutines so that they do
not overlap.
There must be a perceivable reason
for the order of parts. In an essay, we might
move from familiar ground to the undiscovered country of the conclusion. In building
my text formatter I discovered that I moved
from setting parameters to a central branching point, after which I listed the subroutines
according to the frequency with which they
, were used and the order in which they were
used: first to last and general to particular.
The program starts by establishing
margins, paragraph indentation, page length,
and character widths; then it proceeds to measure out a string until it reaches the decision
point-the string is long enough to be filled
and printed, or a code embedded in the text
requires special treatment. Next come the
routines for chopping, filling, and printing
lines that impinge on the right-hand margin;
then the routines for lines that don't. These
are followed by the paging routine, and finally the finishing-up routine. Because I had a
systematic filing system, I knew where to
find every routine, and because that system
had something to do with dataflow, it helped
me comprehend its operation.
My experience has been that in the
search for structure, whether I am programming or writing, I discover things about my
subject that I wouldn't otherWise have
known. I discover, very simply, that I can't
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Writing is an activity of the imagination; perhaps
we have underestimated the degree to which this
is also true of programming.
get from A to C without inventing B. That is
why I would agree with those who say that
structured programming increases programming efficiency.
I found that close line-by-line commentary also helped my comprehension. I'd
get to point where I'd added so many complexities I couldn't follow the program anymore, or to a point where my failure to under~
stand why a routine happened to work caught
up with me. Stopping to write in comments
often got me out of the woods.
.
Use commentary to explain branches.
A writer makes a big fuss about transitions,
waving showy flags like "However,"
"Moreover, " ~nd "It follows" whenever he
branches to a new part of his argumen~. I
found it helpful in programming to mark every branch to a subroutine with words that
highlighted why I branched and what subroutine I went to. I also decorated the subroutine
itself, no·t only with an explanation of what it
did, but what called it and what job it RETURNed to do. Rows of asterisks and other
artistic devices also h~lp, but commentary is
the best way I kno·w of to impose the actual
tree structure on a listed presentation.

a

Put an imper(ltive verb in
every comment. A writer
seeks as much precision as
hiS topic allows. I found
that a good way to increase the precision of
my comments was to make sure that they
always contained a verb, logically an imperative verb, because program statements are
imperative. Don't say "output," say "print
the line"; don't say "line length," say "calcul~te line length"; don't say "indent flag,"
say "set indent flag."
Modern American writing suffers in

USE VERBS
FOR MORE
PRECISION

general from lack of verbs. We habitually
compose sentences that consist mainly of
strings of nouns, adjectives, and participles
loosely connected by the verb "to be," our
least dramatic verb. We say, "A main feature
of X is its visual mode editing," instead of
"X uses a crt screen to display changes in text
as fast as the user makes them. " I have added
the verbs "use," "display~" and "make,"
as well as some previously unstated subjects
and objects that the verbs forced me to consider.
The avoidance of verbs in American
speech and writing stems partly, I suppose,
from laziness and partly from a wish to sound
scientific. Scientific prose (quite hypocritically, I think) abhors the pronoun I. Many
young people are prepared for college these
days by ~eing told never to use I in an essay.
Avoiding I forces a writer to use passive
verbs ("to be" plus past participle). The scientist says, "The telescope was pointed at
Vega," instead of" I (We? They? My assistant?) pointed the telescope at Vega." Discourse in which nobody does anything
sounds professional to us, and unfortunately
it is. But when you avoid active verbs you
avoid subjects and objects as well, and meaning and precision suffer. A line of programming code always acts; its commentary deserves an active verb.
Imagine the user. Writing is an activity of the imagination, and perhaps we have
underestimated the degree to which this is
also true of programming. Writing software
appears at first glance to be an activity of
reason, but when the programmer considers
his "user interface" his imagination encounters a challenge. Too often we pick up documentation that on one page explains how to
mou~t a floppy disk and on another expects

the user to be able to count in hex. Or supposes that he can handle words like "iteration
macro," but not "backup." What we have
here is a failure to imagine the user's whereabouts. If we know our user, the task of
reaching him reduces to choosing, from all
the options open to us, the ones that suit him
best. We have options both in the features we
use and in the language that explains them, in
design and in presentation.
No amount of good documentation
will make a bad program good, because a
good product begins with its basic design. If
the software itself cannot serve the user's
needs or match his capacities, documentation
can do no more than show him the devious
route by which he can reach his goals despite
the dismaying complexity of the software.
Thus dozens of handbooks surface when an
essentially unfriendly piece of software happens to become the common default. The
automotive industry, because it can imagine
~pecific users, can design a car for a family, a
sports buff, a commuter, a camper. But the
computer industry has not progressed this far.
A typical word processor today (to speak of
what I know best) seems to be a helter-skelter
assemblage of whatever features all the rest
have plus a few bells and whistles of its own.
If the designers of word processors really
wanted to provide friendly systems, they
would begin by scaling down to essentials.
"Simplify, simplify, simplify," said
Thoreau. Get rid of the nonessential. The
writer of a magazine article decides to avoid a
section on whether or not Hitler died in his
bunker, by simply assuming that he did. Why
open that can of worms for a nonspecialist
audience, as long as the consensus of specialists supports the assumption? Similarly, automobile manufacturers don't put a tachometer
and a stick shift on a family car: families
don't drive with that kind of precision. Nor
does a family word processor need commands to set left margin, right margin, and
standard indentation; let Mom, Dad, or Sonny state the width of his or her stationery-in
inches-and let the word processor calculate
good-looking values for the rest. The purpose
of machines is to save labor, not increase it.
We are now finally facing
the question of how to
know this all-important
user. Market research
. alone doesn't seem to do the trick. Back in
1975, market research couldn't have told
anyone that personal computers were the
world's greatest need. IBM, with its massive
research and development spending, was
sound. asleep. If market research
. had asked
the man on the street back then whether he
wanted a computer, he would have said,
"What for?" But Steve Jobs guessed that if
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DATA GENERAL INTEGRATED OFFICE AUTOMATION
Burying information under a ton of mail at the bottom of your in-box is not the best
way to get it when it's critical to a decision.

ELECTRONIC MAIL
• r:.:.;.~ _. __'

~",~

With Data General's CEO® Comprehensive Electronic Office, information is
delivered electronically. Instantly. Unerringly.
_ ___ \, But that's only the beginning.

alT:g.,.

TOTAL OFFICE AUTOMATION

The CEO system automates just about everything in your office. CEO electronic
filing files the way you do. Its electronic calendar keeps tabs on trips, appointments, and meetingseven confirming them all.
Of course, CEO includes easy-io-use word processing. And all this is integrated with data processing for
total decision support.
,

t

DON'T DUMP YOUR EXISTING EQUIPMENT
Best of all, instead of having to dump your existing equipment to automate your office; you can build the
CEO system around it.
Because it not only ties in with other Data General computers, but it also ties
in with the most widely-used mainframe and word processor.
Instead of just a series of personal computers, each CEO workstation becomes
part of a global network, with access to data from IBM mainframes.

AS LI'1'TLE AS $5,000 A WORKSTATION
And with the CEO system, the cost per workstation can be as low as $5,000,
depending on application.
'
CALL NOW
For more information on office automation that's a generation ahead, call:
1-800-554-4343, Operator 04Aor write Data General, M.S. CEO 04A, 4400
Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580.

~. Data General
Copyright 1983 Data General Corporation. Westboro MA
CEO is a registered trademark 01 Data General Corporation

.

a Generation ahead.
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If market research had asked the man on
the street in 1975 if he wanted a computer,
he would have said, "What for?"
he himself could afford a computer, anyone
could, and he further guessed that anyone
would find a use for it. He imagined the market. In his Defence of Poetry Shelley wrote,
"A man, to be greatly good, must imagine
intensely and comprehensively; he must put
himself in the place of another and of many
others; the pains and pleasures of his species
must become his own."
It is not enough to want to be friendly;
one must first know how, and imagination is
the way. I do not equate imagination with
inborn talent, genius, IQ, or romantic notions
of "creativity." I thinkthe imagination can
be set in action by the will and that it can be
trained. Shelley thought it could be trained
with poetry, which "strengthens the imagination in the same way that exercise strengthens a limb." Let's say that a person who
hungers and thirsts after knowledge develops, in due course, a strong imagination.
Few writers start to build on such
flimsy foundations as programmers have
been wont to use. We have perceived programming as a field sufficient unto itself, like
. mathematics, and we have sent programmers
out into the dense jungle of whatever trade,

profession, or business feels the need of automation, without any preparation for the perils
they will assuredly encounter. While we
wouldn't dream of appointing a programmer
vice president for market research, we have
had no qualms about assigning him the task
of automating market research. On the face
of it, his chances of success are about equal to
those of a schoolboy asked to explain the
causes of the Civil War.
If we really believed in top-down de~
sign we would give ultimate responsibility
for automating market research to the vice
president of marketing himself: his rank
proves that he knows the territory; he knows
what's essential; let him justify his salary ..
VisiCalc was the solution of a problem that
conventional programming couldn't even define, let alone solve; it was not a programmer, but a student at Harvard Business
School who imagined that program.
If Shelley is right about knowing the
territory, programming should disappear as
an isolated discipline, and take its place as an
adjunct to the studies of any educated man or
woman, like math, English composition, and
foreign languages. Programming should nev-

DYL-280 II: The reliable,
fully documented, user-friendly
~~. @softwaresystem
for you.
I'lere's \'Jhat DVL·280 II can do for you:
• Cut your programming time in half and dissolve your program backlog with one of the most
comprehensive, multi-purpose information and
file management software systems available for
your IBM mainframe. *

er be anyone's primary course of study-or
career.
Friendliness is not jocularity and stick
figures: it is inherent clarity based on simplicity; it determines the essential through a sympathy with the user's needs that is established
by an imaginative grasp of the territory he
inhabits; it begins with clear design and ends
#
with clear documentation.

Ben Schneider, an English professor
at Lawrence University in Wisconsin,
began using computers in 1965. In his
first project he used an IBM 1620 to
analyze the repertories of more than
200 actors on the London stage from
1660-1730. In the '70s he computerized an 11-volume reference work
called The London Stage, 1660-1800.
These projects resulted in two books,
The Ethos of Restoration Comedy (Illinois Press) and Travels in Computerland (Addison-Wesley), in addition to
the 939-page Index (Southern Illinois
Press). This fall Macmillan will publish
his latest book, My Personal Computer
and Other Family Crises.

• Provide ease-of-use for your end-users with
DYL-280 II's everyday, English language syntax,
plus a specially designed "end-user option."
• Write your own custom letters using simple,
flexible commands-a feature seldom found in
file management systems on the market today.
• Feel confident by selecting your software from
a family of award-winning software products.
Rated #1 and #2 in their category on Data
Decisions' most recent Systems Software Survey
(check box on coupon for more details), Dylakor
products are supported by the in-house technical
speCialists who developed the software .
• Choose the plan that best fits your budget from
convenient lease to purchase options.
"For IBM 360/370/30xx/43xx and compatible
mainframes.

---------------------1
DYES, I need greater productivity, efficiency and speed in a RELIABLE,

You can leave the office at
5:00 o'clock, your projects
completed, with the reliable,
user-friendly DYL-280 "
software system. Call or
clip the coupon now,
before 5:00 o'clock.
Or is it 7:00 for you
tonight? Contact us today.

FULLY-DOCUMENTED, USER-FRIENDLY information and file management
software system. Please send me detailed descriptions of thl> benefits
DYL-280 II offers me and include the facts on the Data Decision~ Systems
Software Survey.
o I can't wait. Have an Account Specialist call me.
o Please just put me on your mailing list for now.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company
Phone _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ __
Computer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CALL DYLAKOR RIGHT NOW
AT 818-366-1781 to talk with
an Account Specialist and
learn more about the detailed
benefits that DYL-280 II offers you. Or, clip this coupon
and mail it TODAY.
NEW DYL-280 II is brought
to you by an award-winning,
15-year pioneer in the
software industry.

f]JJ021tr@O"

A Sterling Software Company
Mail NOW to: Dylakor, 17418 Chatsworth Street, P.O. Box 3010,
Hills,
DTM
5-15-84
' - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _L- _ _ _ _Granada
___
_CA
_91344
_________
_
_ _ --I._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - '
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3270Networldng: No More No Man's IAN.
Imagine. 3270 Processing. Integrated Personal Computing.
Local Area Networking. And SNA Compatibility. In One System.
Imagine a system that successfully settles the
uncharted territory of 3270 local networking-that Uno
man's LAN" of unlinked and unrealized potential.
Imagine a system that delivers the power of 3270
processing, and the flexibility to build two local area
networks from a single controller. Imagine being able to
attach up to 120 devices to that controller. Or attaching
four distinct controllers-and multiple coaxial links
of up to 10,000 feet each -to any of those LANs.
Imagine the economies of a system that handles that
networking with standard 3270 coax. That requires
no commitment to special architectures or nonstandard LAN technologies. And that, thanks to a
multi-drop, station-to-station design, can eliminate
thousands of feet of new coax.
Of course, such a system would have SNA compatibility. But it would also have a set of capabilities to
dramatically increase throughput, while reducing
hardware and support cost in any environment. Capa_ bilities like multi-host and multi-personality support,
application and address switching, and system printing.
This system would have multi-user personal computing ''built into" the network-allowing you to assign

true 16-bit computing power, maintain overall MIS
control and share expensive disks and printers.
Such a system would boast an intelligent display
station that displays a mastery of ergonomic and
aesthetic design. With multi-screen formats, anti-glare
screen, low-profile keyboard, and a tilt-and-swivel
pedestal with the smallest fo<?tprint in the industry.
Such a system would also include a full line of printers.
Imagine. 3270 processing. IBM-compatible personal
computing. Versatile, economical, powerful local area
networking. In one system.
Braegen has imagined just such a system. They have
designed it. Built it. And called it the ELAN T. System.
If such a system sparks your imagination, give us
a call. We know the feeling. The Braegen Corporation,
525 Los Coches Street, Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 945-8150; TWX: 910-338-7332

,. ELAN is a trademark of The Braegen Corporation.
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Once again, AT&T delivers.
AT&T Information Systems
announces the arrival of AT&T
System 75. It's our first fully integrated digital communication and
information management system
for the mid-sized market (40 to 400
stations).
Even though our newest arrival is
mid-sized, it gives you many of the
same advanced capabilities that larger
companies needing greater station capacity
enjoy with System 85. And because it's
from AT&T Information Systems, you get
all the heritage and expertise that come

. . . '"
.' );;~fh;;~ver 100 years
of experience. That's why it's
the one system to choose when you've
got to be right.
You can select one or more of these six
management areas that make System 75
take after its big brother:

lIbiceManagement-

..
'50 voice features, accessed
'through a wide variety of modular terminals, can be customized to your needs.
Data Management- the System 75
controller processes and converts digital
signals providing simultaneous voice-data
transmissions at selected speeds up to
64 Kbps.
Network Management-provides control over the routing of all your calls, both

voice and data, to outside locations. It has many configurations that can
link switches within a building, across the
street, or across the country.
Office Management-includes an integrated leave word calling system and a
company-wide directory that can streamline everyday office procedures into one
system and increase productivity.
System Management-gives you control
over your system with a hands-on ability
to make changes as they happen within
your company.
Building Management-monitors
energy, security, and safety control appli-

cations for your facility. Saves money by
controlling energy consumption and reducing possible losses due to theft.
As you can see, System 75 is not only
mid-sized, its prominent features give it a
striking resemblance to its big brother.
Which is not surprising considering it was
developed by systems designers from
AT &T Bell Laboratories and manufactured
with the same quality and reliability you've
come to expect from AT&T.
System 75 incorporates Information
Systems Architecture, the design
principle that ties our products together
and provides for future expansion and

system integration. What's more, this
mid-sized system is backed by the largest,
most experienced nationwide staff of sales
and service specialists in the industry.
For more information on System 75, call
1-800-247-1212, Ext. 326.
If you're looking for a mid-sized system
with all the features of a large one ,System 75
delivers big.

WHEN YOU'VE GOT TO BIE RIGHT.

.=3:.ATs.T
-=

Information Systems
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Look carefully at ·the way your computer
installations are protected against fire.
Facts you should know:
Fires occur in and around computers1• more
often than most people realize.
do

2

When fire strikes, your company risks far • more than the loss of valuable electronic
equipment. The destruction of vital software
and the interruption in business continuity are
the real risks.
There are many excellent fire extinguishing
3
• agents available for structural and other types
of fire protection. But only one- Halon 1301-has
no drawbacks when it comes to protecting
computer installations.

Ansul Halon 1301 Systems provide fast,
4
• clean, safe, automatic, cost effective fire
protection specifically designed for your computer
installations.

.

So be a hero. Remind.the people responsible for
your business continuity that there is an effective
solution to the fire problems that threaten your
vital electronic equipment and software.
Let us send you our free booklet, "Facts About
Protecting Electronic Equipment Against Fire:'
Write Ansul, Box M, Marinette, WI 54143.
Or call (715) 735-7411.

ANSUL HALON SYSTEMS
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Algebraic data processing techniques can enable
applications programmers to work with units of
data larger than a single computer word.

AVOIDING
THE VON NEUMANN
BOTTLENECK
by T. H. Merrett
In the days of the ENIAC (begun in 1943) and
the EDVAC (1944), both random access memory and secondary storage were very small.
In the ENIAC, RAM was about 20 words. The
EDVAC improved on its predecessor, not only
by offering secondary storage of 1,000 words
in mercury delay lines, but also by storing its
programs as if they were data. This latter
advance is attributed by many to John von
Neumann. Digital computers since then have
been largely "von Neumann machines."
A third of a century later, John
Backus described (in the August 1978 Communications of the ACM) something called the
"von Neumann bottleneck. " This is the limitation created by the fact that, in a von Neumann machine, data are transmitted from
store to processor in units of only one word.
In that third of a century, we have gone from
primary memories of tens of bytes and secondary memories of thousands, to capacities of
megabytes and gigabytes, respectively. In
database and information systems, we transfer tens of thousands of bytes from secondary
to primary storage at once. It is no longer
profitable to think in terms of individual
words.
Let us examine the von Neumann bottleneck in the context of a fairly complex
commercial information system, the manufacturing costing system outlined in Fig. 1.
This system uses salary and routing data to
calculate labor costs (LABCOST), fixed asset
depreciations to find equipment costs (EQUIPCOST), and combines these with raw materi. als prices to obtain BASIC COSTS. To calculate
the FINAL COSTS of making a complex assembly, the basic costs of assembly and raw materials must be multiplied by the number of
times each component appears in the finished
product. This information is shown in the bill
of materials (BOM) when it has been processed to reveal all the constituent subassemblies.
Price data are then combined with the

calculated final costs to permit profit analysis. The system first finds the profit for each
finished product (PART PROFIT), then, with
data on the orders received, analyzes them
both by customer (CUSTANAL) and by salesman (SALESANAL).
This system is presented in Fig. 1 in a
highly modular way that avoids the von Neumann bottleneck. Each calculation is performed by a program that operates on one or
more files to produce a new file. Instead of
individual words, the units of data processing
are now files. The system is built from relatively few modules, and its outline is easy to
understand.
There are further advantages that can
be seen when a little more detail is given. As
an example, let us look at the calculation of
EQUIPCOST from ROUTING and FIXED ASSETS
(shaded subsystem in Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows
this from the von Neumann point of view,
with program loops containing record-byrecord processing of the files by selecting and
combining the relevant fields of each record.
To follow the computation at this level of
detail, we need sample input files (Fig. 3) and
an output file (Fig. 4). With these we can see,
for instance, that assembling a car requires 24
hours (out of a 40-hour week) on the Gluset
machine, and that this machine has a depreciation of (EQCOST-SALVAGE)/LIFE, or
($10,000 - $1 ,000)/300 = $30 per week. So,
the equipment cost of making a car is $30 x
24/40= $18.

The processing outlined in Fig. 2 extracts the relevant fields of each record of the
ROUTING file and matches it with the corresponding (on EQUIP) record from FIXED ASSETS. (Fig. 2 does not explicitly show the
depreciation or equipment cost calculations,
or the final extraction of the ASSEMBLY and
EQUIP$ fields to form EQUIPCOST.)
In a sense, Fig. 2 is just an expansion
at the von Neumann level of a detail of Fig. 1,
and as such, it retains the modularity and
relative simplicity of Fig. 1. However, Fig. 1
results from a particular higher-level ap-

proach, and there is a sense in which the
detail of Fig. 2 is unnecessary and distracting. The next step in the high-level approach
advocated here is to seek a small set of precisely defined operators at the files level instead. of at the level of individual computer
words. These operators should include the
processing shown in Fig. 2, but should be
defined at a level that does not presuppose
that the underlying computer is a von Neumann machine. Thus, the programmer who
builds the information system must think at
the level of operations on files rather than on
computer words.
An important requirement of the operators we are looking for is that they be
closed, in the sense that the file resulting
from the operation can, in tum, be used as
input to a further operation. This property
enables us to build an extended system, as in
Fig. 1, from simple component operators.
The output files are always compatible with
the input files. In the cases of ROUTING, FIXED
ASSETS, and EQUIPCOST, we can see, without
going into unnecessary detail or precise
specifications, that the files have the same
simple forms. This similarity results from
having designed the manufacturing costing
system with operational closure in mind.
Each operation in Fig. 1 has as output
a single file. They have from one to four input
files. To keep our set of operators small, we
will look for operators that have either one or
two input operands-unary and binary operators, respectively. This is rather like arithmetic, in which +, -, x, -;- are binary operators and log and exp are unary. By combining
two binary operators, we can make an operation with three inputs, just as the expression
a + b x c has three operands.
In fact our whole enterprise here, motivated by the inadequacy of the von Neumann model of computation for information
systems, is to create primitive operations for
data processing in the same fashion that arithmetic gives the primitive operations for numerical computation. We hope for an inforMAY 15, 1984173

We hope for an information systems programming
language that operates on files as FORTRAN does
on numbers.

FIG. 1

FLOWCHART OF A MANUFACTURING COSTING SYSTEM
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mati on systems programming language that
operates on files in the same way that FORTRAN, say, works on numbers.
When we look at the detail in Fig. 2.
we see two very basic file operations: an extraction of relevant fields, and a merge on
matching records. The sorts are supplementary to the merge operation, and so are not
counted separately. The extraction is unary,
the merge binary. If we take these to be two
of the set of operators we are seeking, Fig. 2
can be represented in the manner shown in
174 DATAMATION

Fig. 5. (The merge is followed in Fig. 5 by a
second extraction, which picks out. the relevant fields ASSEMBLY and EQUIP$ and. incidentally. computes the values for EQUIP$ using the appropriate formulas.)
What claim have extraction and merge to being
STANDARD
important members of a
OPERATORS . set of standard operators?
Fig. 6 shows that the entire manufacturing
costing system can be written using only

TWO

these two operators, with the occasional appearance of two others. The question of what
is a suitable set of high-level operators for a
wide range of information systems must be
answered by empirical study of different information systems. Part of the Aldat project
at McGill University has been to undertake
just such a study. We have examined commercial, library. geographic, and text information systems requirements and can report
considerable success in reducing these requirements to a set of three very general oper-
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FIG. 2

DETAIL OF MANUFACTURING COSTING:
EQUIPMENT COST

LOOP
UNTIL

EXTRACT ASSEMBLY,
EQUIP, HOURS

END OF

FILE

LOOP
UNTIL
END OF

FILES

FIG. 3

INPUT TO THE EQUIPMENT COST CALCULATION
ROUTING
HOURS)

(TEAM

ASSEMBLY

EQUIP.

A
A

Car
Caboose
Base
Toy Train
Body
Locomotive

Gluset
Gluset
Wheel Jig
String Stapler
Gluset
Wheel Jig

PT
T
AP
P

24
8
16

24
8
16

FIXED ASSETS
(EQUIP

EQCOST

SALVAGE

Gluset
Wheel Jig
String Stapler

10,000
20,000
10,000

1,000
2,000
400

LIFE)
300
500
200

ators together with a mechanism for arithmetic calculations, such as finding the depreciation above.
Aldat stands for the algebraic data approach, and the project has resulted in several
variants of a database management system
called MRDS, running on machines from an
Amdahl to an Apple; a commercially distributed database/library system called MINISIS;
and two implemented versions of the information system programming language,
Aldat. The basis of the project is the relational model of data, and the relational algebra.
The files ROUTING. FIXED ASSETS. EQUIPCOST.
and others in Fig. 6 are relations. The principle of operational closure requires that the
results of operations on relations also be relations. The principle of avoiding the von Neumann bottleneck by working entirely with
higher-level objects-namely relationssimply says that relations are atomic for the
purposes of data processing, and that their
internal structure is not of concern to the programmer. These two principles form the basis of an algebraic approach, and the Aldat
project has sought to exploit and extend the
formalism of the relational algebra.
The theme of our extensions to the
relational algebra has been" utility controlled
by generality." We have not invented a new
operator unless a practical need for it has
arisen, and we have not permitted any operator that does not fit into a general conceptual
framework. We insist on generality for the
sake of fundamental user friendliness. A single conceptual framework avoids ad-hoc operators, special cases, and the general difficulty in understanding and using the relational algebra. The result is three families of related operators and an integrated mechanism
for doing arithmetic.
The first is a family of unary operators that includes the extraction operation
used in the equipment cost calculation. This
extraction is called projection in the relational
algebra and serves to extract certain fields of
the relation, such as the columns ASSEMBLY.
EQUIP. and HOURS from the relation ROUTING
in Fig. 3. The complementary operation is
called selection. It extracts records-selecting, for example, all rows of ROUTING for
which EQUIP = Gluset. The family that includes projection and selection permits extraction of arbitrary combinations of rows
and columns and adds the facility of quantifying the extraction, as in a request for all items
of equipment used for at least two assemblies
(answer from ROUTING: EQUIP = Gluset,
Wheel Jig).
The other two families are those of
binary operators. The first includes both
merges used in Fig. 6. The merge of Fig. 2
finds records having common values in both
relations of the specified attributes: in. relaMAY 15, 1984175

WHATIVERTHE RAIIGE Of YOUR
IIETWORKIIIG IIEEDS,DIGITAL HAS THE
BESTEIIGIIIEERED SOLUTIOIIS.
Now that you've invested
in computers, a good network
is how you'll get the most out
of them.
A good network today
is a single computing entity.
It shares resources automatically.lt is so flexible it can
change size, shape, even purpose with minimal impact on
your users and your pocketbook. More than accommodating new technologies, a
good network invites them.
The very best networks do
this in near invisible ways.
This kind of transparency
is the engineering goal of the
networking products Digital
makes. It is the elegance built
into the over 14,000 network
nodes Digital already supports
around the world.
DECnet ™software is the
centerpiece of Digital networking products. The new

the most efficient route and
automatically avoids failed lines.
Virtual terminal mode
gives you remote terminal-toterminal access. Logging on
anywhere, you can reach and
manipulate the data of any
authorized node on the net.
Prog ram-to-program
communications enable you to
swap data between programs
written in different languages,
DECNETLlTS
running under different operatCOMPUTERS
ing systems.
COMMUNICATE AS
DECnet is state of the art
lASlLYAS PEOPLE.
in networking software. It manDECnet is distinguished by ages your network so efficiently,
a remarkable set of high-level
you can manage DECnet from
user functions. These are avail- a single terminal.
able to every network user.
PRODua RANGE GIVES
From every point on the netYOU EXTRAORDINARY
work.On a DECnet network of
NETWORKING
any size.
Adaptive routing, for exam- FLEXIBILITY.
Within a single networking
pie, eliminates the need for
architecture, Digital makes
direct physical links between
each system pair. DECnet picks

Phase IVVersion is compatible with virtually every processor and operating system
Digital makes. This allows you
to build networks using essentially any combination of
Professional 350s;M PDP-11;M
VAX;M DECsy,stem-10;M and
DECSYSTEM-20™ computers.
DECnet Phase IValso accommodates the Ethernet protocol.

some eighty discrete products.
Atthe local level, Digital's
Ethernet repeaters allow you to
extend your LAN to link departments, buildings, or projects as
needed. New systems simply clamp onto the coaxial
cable with interfaces that take
just minutes to install.Add
Digital terminal seNers and
you break the dependency
between terminals and specific processors. This allows
any user on the LAN to access
the resources of any host.
Add Digital communication
seNers and you can connect
LANs to wide area networks.
Digital supports cooperative computing with special
gateways that translate protocols between unlike architectures. One gives you access to
the X.25 packet-switching
technology for cost-effective
international communications.

DECnet, Professional 350, PDP, VAX, DECsystem-1 0, DECSYSTEM-20, DECmail, and DATATRIEVE are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. IBM and SNAare trademarks of International Business Machines, Inc.

Others connect Digital
equipmentto IBM's SNA. More
than just permitting communications, these gateways give
your users direct access to
both the batch and transaction
processing environments of
IBM mainframes.
Digital networking products dramatically enhance the
effectiveness of your distributed
computing resources. They can
be combined in almost endless
ways to build a network comprised of just two nodes, or over
a thousand. Users in the next

DECnet software keeps
Digital networking simple. Simplicity keeps Digital networking
reliable.

cubicle or on another continent
can share information, applications and peripherals. They can
integrate work at any level.
Smaller systems gain access
to the powerful capabilities of
centralized facilities. Large
systems can off-load tasks to
smaller dedicated systems.

receiver. You can reach, via
DECmail: software, any number of people just by naming
them. With DATATRIEVE™ software you can sort and report
information without regard for
how and where it is filed.
To the user, how it all hap-

© Digital Equipment Corporation, 1984

SETTING THE
NETWORK STANDARD
FOR EASE OF USE.
Digital believes that excellence in networking is best
measured from the user's point
of view. And by and large, communications on a Digital network is just plain automatic.
You can transfer files by
simply noting the node of the

M

pens is of little or no concern.
User commands remain consistent across operating systems, across distances
supported by DECnet and
despite the fact that your message might travel by fiber optic
cable, private or public lines,
and then by satellite link.

solutions so open-ended they
will instill you with confidence
about the most far -reaching
computing decision you face.

BEST ENGINEERED
MEANS ENGINEERED
TOAPLAN.

Digital networking products, like every Digital hardDIGITAL WILL GO
ware and software product,
TO GREAT LENGTHS
are engineered to conform to
TO BUILD YOUR
an overall product plan. This
NETWORK.
means Digital systems are
With Digital software, no
engineered to work together
proposed network use is too
easily and expand inexpenunlikely. No combination of
sively. Only Digital provides
technologies is out of the ques- you with a single, integrated
tion. And because Digital
computing strategy direct from
maintains seNice centers.in
desktop to data center.
every corner of the world, no
For a copy of the brochure,
remote node is too remote.
"Digital: Tomorrow's Networks
Digital will design, install,
Today;' call1-800-DIGITAL.
help manage and constantly
Orwrite: Digital Equipment
evaluate the state of your netCorporation, Attn: Media
work. You, your users; your
Response Manager, 200
future data communications
Baker Avenue, West Concord,
management can all be
Massachusetts 01742.
Digital-trained. Digital will give
'THE BEST ENGINEERED
you round-the-clock support
COMPUTERS
with guaranteed service and
IN THE WORLD
warranteed product
performance.
Most of all, Digital will
provide you with networking
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We offer more ways
to help you
manage a project
than anyone else.

The three families of relational operators provide
more power for data manipulation than any other
body of operators discovered.
tional terminology, it is the natural join. The
other merge in Fig. 6 is the outer join, which
incorporates records from both relations
whether they match or not. Both of these
merges belong to a family of relational joins
that result in a relation built from the two
operand relations according to whether or not
they match on specified attributes.
The second family of binary operators is not illustrated in the manufacturing
VALUES
costing example. It is used
to compare sets of values of specified attributes on two relations. For instance, to find
what equipment from ROUTING is used to
make both assemblies from the set [Car, Caboose], we would use one of these joins (the
one called relational division) on ROUTING and
the set [Car, Caboose]; we'd find that Gluset

COMPARE

SETS OF

"Look Fenton.just make sure
everyone knows how to use the system.
what the plan is. and how
to get it done. Because I don't want
to hear anymore about it. ..

As the world leader in project management systems. we offer the
widest range of systems and methodologies. along with our full support.
All to keep even your toughest projects running smoothly.

The Leading Project
Management Systems
AGS Management Systems provides the systems to plan. monitor.
analyze. cost and manage any type
of project. Our PAC II and PC/70
systems are used by over 2.000
major companies and government
agencies worldwide.
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COST CALCULATION
EQUIPCOST
(ASSEMBLY
Car
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was the only equipment used. Another operator in this family (called natural composition)
can be applied to ROUTING and the set [Toy
Train, Locomotive] to find the equipment
used to make either one of these assemblies,
or [String Stapler, Wheel Jig].
These are brief descriptions of the
three families of relational operators in the
relational algebra. They provide more power
for data manipulation than any other body of
operators discovered; yet they form only
three closely integrated families of operators,
each easy to understand and define in terms
of the other members of its family.
Arithmetic operations may seem easy
to add into this framework-just define a few
operators like + and x and some functions
like AVG. MAX. SUM for scanning down the
column of values of an attribute. But this
method is inflexible and ad hoc; it is more
rewarding to integrate arithmetic more closely into the relational framework. We again do
this with an algebraic approach-this time an .
algebra of attributes, which allows us to operate on attributes to create new attributes.
There are two main classes of attribute operations, a horizontal class and a vertical class.
The horizontal class is illustrated by the calculation of depreciation in the equipment cost
calculation above. The vertical class performs totals, subtotals, and other more subtle
computations on the column of values of an
attribute. Each class results in a new attribute, whose values can be actualized in a
relation by naming the attribute in a relational
operation, such as projection. This actualiza-

State-of-the-Art
Methodologies
Our systems development methodologies feature the latest structured
analysis. design and programming
techniques .. including automated
estimating.

FIG. 5

EQUIPMENT COST CALCULATED USING STANDARD
OPERATORS
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and methodologies -before. during
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PA 19406. Or call:

(215) 265-1550
Telex: 510-6603320
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by the Association of Information Systems
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INFO, Interface, Federal Computer Conference, and Computer Caravan.
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Atomicity helps us avoid the von Neumann bottleneck in our thinking.

FIG. 6

MANUFACTURING COSTING USING STANDARD OPERATORS
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~
~
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~

~

~

MERGE
(OUTER JOINS)
MERGE
(NATURAL JOINS)
SPECIAL
OPERATOR
(DEFINABLE
USING MERGE)

tion is the only interaction between the relational algebra and the algebra of attributes, so
attributes can be manipulated freely and independently of their participation in relations.
The three families of relational operations and the two classes of operations on
attributes provide a great deal of flexibility,
and empirical research finds that they are sufficient for a wide variety of information systems implementations. At the same time,
they satisfy the algebraic principles of closure
and atomicity. Closure requires the results of
182 DATAMATION

an operation on relations to be a relation, so
that an elaborate system of relational operations can be built. Atomicity saves us from
looking at the internal structure-the individual record~f the relations, thereby avoiding the von Neumann bottleneck in our thinking and, in principle, in the implementation
of the operators. Algebraic data processing
techniques can save information systems programmers from having to work with only one
computer word at a time, freeing them to deal
~
with more appropriate units of data.

Dr. T.H. Merrett is associate professor
in the School of Computer Science
at McGill University in Montreal.
He has researched the implementation
of the relational algebra and
the application of database techniques to information systems since
1975, _and has published a book on
this work (Relational Information Systems, Reston, 1983). Before joining
McGill University, he worked for
IBM (U.K.) Ltd.

HARDWARE
OFF-LINE

Municipalities can rarely be
accused of being on the leading edge of computer technology
-~ especially in California,
where cities are still feeling
the effects of the Proposition
13 tax-cutting legislation and
the deficits that followed the
tax revolt. But the city of.
San Francisco is an exception.
The police department there has
plunked down $1.6 million for
an advanced computer system
that makes it possible to
clarify, match, and trace the
origins of fingerprints or
even partial prints left at the
scene of a crime.
In order for
the SFPD to acquire this sophisticated equipment, some
old-fashioned grass roots politicking had to take. place. A
citizens' group called the
Crime Lab Fund began gathering
support and contributions for
the fingerprint system~ and.
forced a citywide referendum
to win approval of the system.
The Automated Fingerprint Identification System consists of
optical recognition equipment,
high-speed processors, disk
drives, NEC Advanced'Personal
Computers, and NEC Spinwriter
printers. The system is able
to check fingerprints at the
rate of 650 per second.
It
already has a database of some
500,000 prints that is enlarged daily. Fingerprints
can be searched, graphed,
plotted, clarified, enlarged,
scanned,. and then electronically matched against the
database. The police department says it is, happy with the
initial results of the system,
which is already credited with
helping to solve or bring about
arrests in 76 burglaries, two
rapes, five robberies, and
10 homicides. With a little
luck, "Hill Street Blues" will
have a similar system soon.
AT&T has thrown its hat into
the general purpose computing
ring with. a line of machines
ranging from a desktop multi-

user supermicro to a supermini,
all·based on the 32-bit WE
32000 microprocessor and the
Unix operating system. The
line can handle from one to 100
users, and includes some noteworthy features.
The line's
unix finally includes some
real-time capability in a
fault-tolerant environment, and
it offers compatibility with
the ubiquitous IBM Personal
Computer. The company also
brought out two networking
products and gave its blessing
to Ethernet.
In presenting the product
line, AT&T Technologies ceo
James Olson didn't really say
anything earthshaking -- but
then, the 3B series can hardly
be called a surprise. Olson
confirmed that the entire line,
except for the supermicro, has
be~n in production use in what
is certainly a demanding environment: the .nation's telecommunications system. Nor
were there any surprises concerning what was not announced:
no comments were forthcoming
about the widely rumored personal computer at the low end
or the less likely possibility
of mainframe processors.
It
seems unlikely that AT&T would
want to lock horns with IBM in
IBM's two strongest areas so
soon after the divestiture;
. better to wait until the curient line is installed in sev~
eral locations and firmly
established in the marketplace.
Moreover, even with its current
enhancements, Unix System V is
less than an ideal mainframe
operating system -- especially
as more users turn their mainframes into timesharing boxes.
Whether or not any of the
prospective products ever becomes reality, Olson insists
AT&T is in the market to stay,
with plans to introduce products in communications, networking, and.computer integration. Expect these products to
match industry standards, such
as the IBM PC interface.
Didn't RCA, GE, and Xerox say
the same things 15 years ago?

PROTOCOL CONVERTER
The Altertext Communicator is a screenbased protocol converter that can, read and
write floppy disks used on personal com-

puters. It permits direct exchange of text,
codes, and commands between previously
incompatible word processors, typesetting
equipment, and computers. The. unit translates all codes and format commands so that
information can be retrieved on equipment
from numerous manufacturers. According
to the vendor, virtually any combination of
incompatible computer-based devices can
communicate simultaneously through the
device.
In addition to its communications capabilities, the unit is equipped with a CP/M
operating system so it can also be used as a
standalone desktop personal computer. The
system consists of aZ80 microprocessor with
64KB of RAM, a 9-inch crt with 24 lines of 80
characters, a detachable keyboard, a proprietary communications program built around
the company's A code, one 5V4-inch 420KB
floppy disk drive, four parallel ports, and
three Rs232 serial ports.
It receives data via cOmnlunications
using a modem, or directly from another
computer-based device via connector cables. Both asynchronous and bisynchronous interfaces can be used with the device.
Information can be transmitted at different
speeds ranging from 300 to 19,600 bits per
second. The complete system costs
$12,000. ALTERTEXT INC., Boston, Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 302 ON READER CARD
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HARDWARE
TELEPHONE TRANSACTION
PROCESSOR
This telephone transaction processor is designed for manufacturers, distributors, and
college registrars. The vcr Series 2000
handles transactions via Touch-Tone phone'
using a digitized human voice stored on a
disk. The system also confirms each order
or transaction by number and description
The system is software and hardware complete. The Order-Matic software
is designed specifically for order processing
tasks within the distribution and supplier
industries.
The vcr Series 2000 is designed to
be interfaced to the company's host computer. The vendor will write the software to
accomplish this. It can be run on-line or in
batch mode. The vendor says the system is
completely selfinstructional. The computer's voice guides callers through the process
with step-by-step instructions on how to enter an order using Touch-Tone buttons.
With the basic system, up to four
hours of inventory descriptions and customer names can be stored. The unit can process eight phone lines simultaneously, and
the two-line system can handle 120 call
minutes per hour. The voice prompts and
messages can be custom-made for individuals. The unit can also do electronic mail.

The two-line vcr Series 2000 costs
$27,325, and increases in cost by $7,400
for each additional two lines up to eight.
vcr CORP., Washington, D.C.
•
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PRINTERS
The 1770 color ink jet printer and the 1730336 character printer are intended for use
with personal computers, microcomputers,
and other business computer systems.
The 20cps 1770 printer features
switch selectable unidirectional and bidirectional printing. The printer can integrate
text and graphics on cut sheet or roll paper
in seven colors. The 1730-336 prints at
40cps and includes the pc' Graphics 12
printwheel and associated electronics for
printing the characters that the IBM PC can
display. In addition, the 1730-336 is compatible with the standard line of Xerox 1730
character printers. Users can select 1)10re
than 200 Diablo and Xerox printwheels in
10, 12, and 15 pitch type.
With the 1730-336, metal printwheels can be used where letter-quality
printing is required, while plastic printwheels can be used for high-speed printing.
The 1770 color printer has 120 dots-perinch resolution, a 96-character ASCII set and
an additional set of 64 mosaic graphics

The Harris 60 superminicomputer is a lowend unit with nearly 1 MIPS performance. It
is targeted for business, engineering, and
scientific uses. It is software-compatible
with other Harris systems, and its multiuser applications include distributed pro- '
cessing, office automation and decision
support, multiple CAD/CAM workstations,
scientific/engineering R&D, and real-time
processing.
The Harris 60 can support up to 32
users concurrently. Its communications ca-

FOR DATA CIRCLE 304 ON READER CARD

KEYBOARDS FOR HANDICAPPED
This vendor offers replacement keyboards
for handicapped people who have difficulty
with a regular one. Individuals not having
the use of two hands can fully operate the
IBM PC or Apple II with these corresponding
keyboards. This is possible with the employment of alternate action switches on the
shift, control, and alternate keys Alternate
action key switches overcome the obstacle
of having to depress one of these keys and
another key simultaneously. The keyboards
feature low-profile design, microprocessor
electronics, solid state capacitive switches,
and familiar key location. The vendor says
the mouse, special keyboards, and voice
recognition input devices will help handicapped users eliminate computer operation
barriers. KEY TRONIC CORP., Spokane,
Wash.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 305 ON READER CARD

NETWORK ANALYZER

HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT

LOW-END SUPERMINICOMPUTER

characters for graphic representations. It
also has bit-mapped printing capability.
The 1770 is packaged with a Centronics
parallel cable. The single unit purchase
price for the 1770 color printer is $1.250.
The 1730-336 costs $2.600. Volume discounts are available for both printers. XE, ROX CORP., El Segundo. Calif.

pabilities include industry standard ,remote
job entry ~protocols. The unit can support
local and wide area network protocols, providing users' with file transfer and virtual
terminal access between systems. X.25
networking is available for cpu-to-cpu communications, and the system is supported
by the vas operating system.
The unit is housed in a 30 by 19 by
30V2-inch cabinet. It delivers up to .85 MIPS
performance in single precision and .81
MIPS in double precision, measured by the
Whetstone benchmark. The unit uses VLSII
LSI circuits and has 256K RAM memory circuits. A floating point processor is optional.
The unit uses standard 110 power,
and requires no special electrical hookUp.
The basic system includes a two-board cpu,
communications controller (expandable to
16 lines), one 80MB, 8-inch Winchester
disk drive, one 23MB Y4-inch cartridge tape
drive, an operator communications terminal as a systems console, and the vas operating system.
The main memory of the unit is expandable to 12MB. Each integrated subsystem module includes a memory controller
and 6MB of memory. Separate peripheral
expansion cabinets allow more disk and
tape storage. Prices for the basic Harris 60
super minicomputer start at $69,500. HARRIS CORP.. Computer Systems Division,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD

The HP 3577 A network analyzer is designed
for bench use or automatic testing. Measurements can be made over the analyzer's
IOOdb dynamic range with up to 0.02db and
0.2 degree dynamic accuracy. In the 1Hz
resolution bandwidth, low-level measurements can be made with -130dbm sensitivity. The display marker shows points of interest to 0.001 dB, 0.005 degree, and 0.001
Hz resolution.
The unit provides a three-input receiver, graphics display, and synthesized
source. The companion HP 35677 A or HP'
35677B S-parameter test set can be used
with the HP 3577 A to make reflection measurements such as return loss, reflection coefficient, and impedance in 50 or 75 ohm
systems. These test sets also allow simultaneous display of both transmission and reflection parameters.
An autoscale puts the measurement
on the screen with a full-scale display; output can also be sent directly to a graphics
plotter (without a computer intermediary)
for hardcopy documentation. User-defined
vector math is provided in order to present
the results in the form needed; the unit supports multiple display formats with electronics graticules for accurate displays in
rectangular, polar, or Smith-chart coordinates.
The unit is compatible with the vendor's HP-IB interface bus. The HP 3577 A is
tagged at $23,500. The HP 35677A (50
ohm) and HP 35677B (75 ohm) S-parameter
MAY 15, 1984185
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test sets are $3,500 apiece. HEWLETI-PACKARD CO., Palo Alto, Calif.
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PROGRAMMABLE TERMINAL
The UTS 60 is a programmable terminal
with color graphics capabilities. It can also
function as a personal computer using the
CP/M-68K operating system. The standard
version comes with eight colors, and another eight colors can be added on an optional
basis.
The graphics capabilities can be
used either on-line with an 1100 series host
or in a standalone capacity using a business
graphics package. Other graphics are provided as part of the Mapper applications
development system.
The system uses an Mc68000 central processor and a Z80 as a secondary
processor to control the peripherals and the
video section of the system. The unit is also
equipped with 128KB of memory and can be
expanded to a maximum of 2MB.
Software includes an edit processor,
a file transfer utility, business graphics, UTS
COBOL, and a character set utility. A tty
utility and communications utility are also
available when the unit is operated a sa personal computer.
Peripherals for the UTS 60 include a
diskette subsystem, a correspondence-qual-

ity printer, matrix character printer, and a
mass storage subsystem. The terminal costs
$5,610. SPERRY COMPUTER SYSTEMS, Blue
Bell, Pa.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 316 ON READER CARD

COAX INTERFACE
This coax interface adds pc-to-mainframe
windows to IBM Personal Computers and
their lookalikes. The unit lets IBM pcs function as IBM 3270 PCs.
IBM PCS with the Attachmate-3270
can operate as a maximum of four 3278
terminals when connected to mainframes.
Seven different sessions, including the four
mainframe sessions and a PC program, can
be in separate screen windows. Mainframe
access security is controlled with a lock and
key.
The unit also lets PCs connect via
coaxial cable to all 3274 and 3276 control
units, and use in-place BSC and SNA networks. pcs can share 3270 family printers,
and files can be transferred and data shared
with a host mainframe and with other pcs.
The unit also lets pcs become 3287 printers
and access data to print, process, send, or
save. No PC memory is used and 256 KB is
optionally included on the board. The standard Attachmate-3270 costs $910. ATIACHMATE CORP., Bellevue, Wash.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 315 ON READER CARD

HOME CENTER MICRO
This turnkey business computer system is
designed for the building material and home
center industries. The Champ is a 16-bit
multi-user, multitasking microcomputer,
which has a sta~dard configuration of a cpu
with 128KB of RAM, a 30MB hard disk drive,
a 64 lpm bidirectional printer, and two
model 4200 terminals.
The basic system can accommodate
up to six terminals. The system can be upgraded to 256KB to handle up to 15 terminals. A 300 Ipm band printer and cash
drawer modules are also available.
Champ is designed to be operated
by users without previous dp experience.
Two software packages area available for
the system.
Lumber-Data and Distribu-Data can
assist the user with billing, inventory, purchasing, accounts receivable, accounts
payable, general ledger and sales analysis.
Another feature of the software is its ability
to do unit conversions and measure lumber
in 28 units of measurement.
The video display is an 80-column
by 24-line 12-inch green phosphor display
screen. The Champ is priced at $35,000.
STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORP.lULTIMACC
BUSINESS SYSTEMS GROUP, Waldwick, N.J.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 314 ON READER CARD

-Robert J. Cnrtchfield

You know Ihis girl. She's running lor you.
Fine artistry of their designs.

And after a lifetime of training
all she needs is your support.

The 1983 silver dollar coin (.77 troy oz. silver)
has been designed by Elizabeth Jones, the
chief engraver at the Mint. The obverse of the
coin represents a dramatic engraving of the
classic Greek discus thrower.
The 1984 silver dollar coin (.77 troy oz.
silver) has been designed by Robert Graham.
It will bear a representation of the Gateway
to the Olympic Coliseum.
The 1984 ten dollar gold coin (.484 troy oz.
gold, 21.6 karats) was designed by John
Mercanti from a concept developed by James
Peed. He has captured the penetrating scene
of the Olympic torch bearers in delicate detail.

In the early hours of the morning you can see
her running. She may run 80 to 90 miles a
week, hold down a full-time job, carefully monitor her diet-and maintain her family life.
Quite a feat!
She's doing it for the ultimate-the Olympics.
And for the honor of representing the United
States in the Games ... to represent you.
She needs your support.
Her training is costly. So are her expenses to
travel to the 1984 Summer Olympic Games in
Los Angeles ..
The President and the Congress have aided
the cause of our young Olympic athletes by
passing the Olympic Commemorative Coin
Act, designed to provide financial support
through the sales of commemorative coins.

These magnificent Olympic coins
are flawless gems.
They are now being offered in "proof" condition,
which involves special multiple striking,
resulting in particular sharpness of detail and
a flawless mirror-like surface.

You can help by acquiring these
unique coins.
To celebrate our being the host nation in the
1984 Olympics, the United States Mint has .
issued for the first time in history three types of
coins to commemorate the spirit and excitement of the Olympic Games. And it is the first
time in some 50 years that the United States
Government has minted a gold coin.
All profits from the sale of these special coins
will go toward the U.S. Olympic effort, for
training expenses, the ever-rising costs of
sending our team to the Olympic Games,
and for the staging of the 1984 Games in
Los Angeles.
186 DATAMATION

You have four options.

~iSUPPORT_
THE HOME TEAM•.
* ® TM LA. Olympic Organizing Committee

You can buy the single 1983 or 1984 silver
coin; the two-coin set which includes both
silver coins; or the three-coin set which
features the 1984 gold coin, the 1983 silver
and the 1984 silver coin.
The more coins you purchase, the more you
will be helping our fine Olympic athletes. And
that feeling of helping and participating in this
important Olympic event is a gift to yourself.
Coins can be purchased through your local
post office and at participating banks and coin
dealers across the country. Or, write to: U.S.
Mint, Olympic Coin Program, P.o. Box 6766,
San Francisco, CA 94101.
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Software User Surve~
Forecasts Prosperity
and Problems for

Major Vendors
Be prepared for

some eye-openers
in 1984's software
.market ... order

your personal copy
of the Software

User Survey today
The results are now in
from the second annual
Software User Survey conducted by Software News.
Over 2000 major national
accounts participated.
Virtually every sector of
the U. S. economy was
polled ... banks, insurance
firms, manufacturers,
distributors, medical and
legal groups, educational
institutions, systems

i

.J

louses, process industries,
~tc. The respondents idenified the software
?ackages they are now
Ising and what they plan
o buy in 1984. The main'rames, minis and micro:omputers currently in use
lnd those planned for pur~hase in 1984 are also
dentified.
. The 2DD-page report of
:he survey res~lts ranks
':he leading software
vendors by their relative
narket shares. The
'~xpected increases in 1984
,oftware expenditures are
:tnalyzed separately for
mainframes, minis and
,micros. Twenty-seven
specific categories of
applications and systems software were studied to
identify the fastest growing
segments. Examine the
Table of Contents for more
details.
I

Partial Table of Contents
1.1983 co.mpetitive market
, shares of independent
software vendors
(analyzed by application I
function)
a. Mainframe software vendors
b. Minicomputer software,
vendors
c. Microcomputer software
vendors

'2. Software vendors'

projected 1984 market
shares (analyzed by

application! function)

5. Current and expected

usage of personal
computers as links to
corporate mainframe
databases.
6. Analysis of marketing
channels used by micro
software producers in
selling into the corporate
environment.
7. How users rank the
various selection criteria
when choosing a software
vendor.
'
8. An assessment of iagging
programmer productivity
and what users cite as the
most viable solutions for
easing the backlog of
applications awaiting
development.

a. Mainframe software vendors
b. Minicomputer software
vendors
c. Microcomputer software
vendors

3. Expec;ted growth in
the user base in 1984
(analyzed by application! function)
a. Mainframe software users
b. Minicomptiter software users
c. Microcomputer software users

4. Comparison of 1984
software expenditures
versus 1983
a. Mainframe software
expenditures
b. Minicomputer software
expenditures
c. Microcomputer software
expenditures
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I Order Today

0-515

Price: $295 per copy, $50 for each additi~nalcopy if ordered at the same time.
Check or company purchase order required with all orders.
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copies of the 1984 Software User Survey
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System Accounting inVM
liWzo Has TheirHands in YOurInfonnation Center?
Just six months ago, you told your
executive committee that the proposed computer system for your
Information Center would meet
the corporation's needs for two
years. Now it seems the system
will be saturated in the next two
months. Your chief executive
wants to know why.
Your staff is able to identify
individual users, but cannot track
each user's resource consumption.
You cannot identify where the
overrun is.
System accounting in a VM interactive environment inherently
demands a different approach
than you may expect. VM' just
doesn't provide the raw accounting data offered by other systems.
Still, you need to account for
system and resource usage in
your VM Information Center

Similar problems exist in
project accounting. You must be
able to track expenditures to
budget and enforce budget controls by project.
To be accurate in a VM environment, this data must be
collected realtime. Batch accounting is sufficient for a batch environment, but for pure interactive
work, only realtime accounting is
timely enough.
Of course you also require
the ability to do the traditional
system accounting functions
of invoicing, management reporting, auditing, and security
enforcement.

WHAT IS,
YOUR SOLUTION?

PERSPECTIVE
Many MIS and DP executives
began their careers in the MVS
environment, and consequently
view system software product
evaluations from an MVS perspective. A VM based Information
Center though, simply does not
fit into the MVS world. That is
not to say that VM is inherently
better; it's just very different.

HISTORY
MVS has been a strategic product
for IBM since at least the early
1970s. This strategic "label"
caused IBM to devote substantial
development resources, over a
long period, to enhancing MVS
and all of its component parts.
The success of this long term
effort shows today. MVS is a
robust, full featured, reliable, and
stable batch operating environment. But as an interactive support environment, it is seriously
deficient in terms of productivity
and end-user friendliness.
This deficiency created the
need for VM. The explosive
growth in the number of VM sites
is largely due to VM's clear
superiority over MVS as an interactive decision support environment. As the Information
Center and Development Center
concepts grew in popularity, IBM
labeled VM as a "highly strategic"
product and began to devote extensive development resources to
enhancing the product. IBM's VM

development team is moving aggressively to close the enhancement gap between MVS and VM.

SYSTEM
ACCOUNTING
A good example of the difference
in relative sophistication of features between MVS and VM
internals is in system accounting. .
MVS allows you to collect over
200 different types of records
from the Systems Management.
facility (SMf) and the Resource
Management facility (RMf). Independent software vendors have
created products that allow this
SMf and RMf data to be summarized and reported in a myriad
of useful ways. The key to this
success is that MVS itself offers
native realtime collection and
management of these records in
the SYS1.MAN data sets.
VM in contrast produces only'
six basic accounting records.
Many more are required before
system accounting in VM will
reach the level of sophistication·
enjoyed by MVS. No software
vendor can build a VM accounting product as complete and
strong as the existing MVS products because the raw data just isn't
available in VM. Many enhancements to MVS accounting came
as a result of pressure from

IBM user groups. These groups
are placing similar pressure now
on IBM to enhance VM accounting. VM will evolve substantially, but you need resource
accounting now.

YOUR
ACCOUNTING NEEDS
What is important to the MIS or
DP manager in an interactive decis ion support environment? The
accounting demands of MVS and
VM system accounting are externally similaI; but with significant internal differences. The
needs are the same, but the implementations are different.
Let's look at your needs from
an overall management perspective. first, if you are running
an Information Center under VM,
you don't have the control over
resource consumption that you
would under MVS, nor do you
have the predictability of the
timing of resource demand. Other
departments can consume huge
portions of your resources without notice, arid worse, without
accountability.
Next, you may be forced to
fund large software purchases for
another department with no way
to recoup the cost or even determine whether the acquired softwa~e product is being used.

The senior developers at VM
Software Inc. have the experience
to force an accounting system
to meet these needs through extensive. modifications to VM
internals; but this would be a
serious mistake. IBM is moving so
aggressively to enhance VM that
there is no way to ensUre that internal modifications to VM made
by an independent software
vendor today will operate on the
next VM release. This is an assurance you must have before you
acquire any software package. An
effective VM accounting system
must work within the existing
framework of the VM environment, yet allow for future
VM growth.
We at VM Software Inc. have
developed six products that work
together to help you run your VM
Information Center more efficiently. VMACCOUNT meets
the resource accounting needs
discussed above. Perhaps more
importantly, VMACCOUNT is
specifically designed to grow in
sophistication as IBM enhances
VM to collect and report more
detailed data on system usage.
VMS I, as the leading vendor of
VM system software products,
understands the intricacies of VM
and the needs of VM Information
Centers. VMACCOUNT is designed to meet these needs, now
and in the future.

VM
Soltwarelnc.

2070 Chain Bridge Rd.
Suite 355
Vienna, Virginia 22180

(703) 821-.6886
1-0TM-0584
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AND SERVICES
UPDATES
At a recent microcomputer seminar~ one of ,the speakers noted
that each of the larger software houses had produced only
one product that was highly
successful in the marketplace,
and he mused whether any of
these companies could duplicate its initial success with
an equally profitable follow-up
product. So far, no micro
applications software vendor
has been able to accomplish
that feat, and this summer the
industry will see whether two
big companies can pull it off.
Ashton-Tate, which has been
unable to match the success of
its dBASE II package with later
products such as Friday! and
Bottom Line St~dtegist, will
start selling Framework. Lotus
Development Corp., publisher of
last year's top-selling 1-2-3,
begins rolling out Symphony
next month. Both firms will
offer current users of their
products incentives for buying
the new software. Lotus has
already said it will offer the
240,000 users of its 1-2-3 the
chance to buy Symphony for $200
with a trade-in. Ashton-Tate
says it will offer the 200,000
dBASE II users a similar deal.
Symphony and Framework each
costs about $700 without any
trade-in. Both vendors plan
aggressive advertising campaigns to coincide with initial
shipments~ ~nd plan to go after
the corporate market as well as
the retail environment.
Even as Lotus begins shipping
Symphony on the IBM PC, it is
revising its manufacturing plan
for 1-2-3. The earlier product
is currently available on 10
micros (plus those that are
fully IBM compatible) pretty
much chosen on the basis of
their market share. But market
share isn't everything, Lotus
has decided, since it is discontinuing the 1-2-3 version
for the Victor 9000 computer.
Although its market share is
respectable, the machine's

maker, Victor Technologies Inc.
of Scotts Valley, Calif., is in
the midst of bankruptcy proceedings. Lotus vice president
of sales and marketing Jim
Manzi said that Victor's financial problems led Lotus to quit
making 1-2-3 for the 9000.
Lotus will, however, support
all 9000 users who have already
purchased 1-2-3. Lotus separately annou,nced that it will
offer 1-2-3 for the Tandy TRS80 model 2000 micro on the
assumption that Tandy's 1,000
computer centers and 8,000
Radi.o Shack outlets can move
the product well.
Although Lotus sells primarily
through corporate channels, its
acknowledgement of Computer land
and Radio Shack reflect the
software industry's perception
that retail outlets are still
doing well. Future Computing,
the Dallas-based market research firm, predicts that the
number of computer specialty
retail stores will double by
the end of 1988. The firm
says that there are about 3,200
such retailers today, up from
2i500 a year ago.
Future Computing found substantial growth
in company-owned and franchised
chains during the second half
of 1983.
Data General prides itself on
being an office automation company with strong emphasis on
software, and its recent debut
of the CFO financial package
was indeed impressive.
Still,
one wonders whether company
management believes that line.
The news conference announcing
CFO, like the CEO debut two
years ago, did not have any of
the flamboyant frills for which
DG is known, nor did it feature
company president Edson de Castro, as past hardware announcements have.
Indeed, one DG
insider says that de Castro is
"strictly a hardware man. He's
not that interested in software." Too bad, since CEO and
CFO deserve more interest.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Expert-Ease is a software product that enables the user to construct systems without
any knowledge of programming. After inputting data about a given subject, the user
can consult the computer for an opinion
about the subject. The program can serve
organizations large or small, including
businesses, schools, and government agencies. Other potential users include people
who work extensively with information,
such as lawyers, brokers, writers, and
salespeople. The program is an aid in decision-making.
Designed in spreadsheet format,
this package collects data by guiding the
user through a series of simple prompts.
The program can answer questions based on
the information fed previously into the
computer. The system's central concept is
to define things by listing their characteristics.
According. to the vendor, this software does more than regurgitate facts that
someone has stored. It spots patterns among
facts and forms logical conclusions. Its
powers of logic enable the package to zero
in on the answer to a user's question. In
effect, the program can eliminate illogicaJ
or irrelevant possibilities among its selection of answers. Expert-Ease operates on
the IBM PC and PC compatibles. The software is based on artificial intelligence research done at the University of Edinburgh.
SOFfWARE INTERNATIONAL LTD., San Francisco, Calif.
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ASYNCHRONOUS OUTDIAL
SERVICE
This asynchronous outdial service can be
used with a host computer, terminal, or personal computer to send information to an
unattended terminal or printer. The host initiates a call that travels across the Tymnet
data communications network to a dedicated outdial port on a Tymnet node near
the receiving terminal. A 300bps or
1200bps auto dial modem at the port dials
the telephone number provided by the host
to an auto answer modem at the remote
MAY 15, 1984191

Finally, an information management system
that will never leave you out in the cold.
Your Systein 34136 is. filled .with all sorts of information
you'd love to get yoUr hands on. It's all there, so near, yet
sofar. The problem is you just can't get at a lot of the
information without a special program. So unless you're an
expert yourself, you've got to wait in line until the pros get
around to your problem. And even if you are an expert,
you'll be out in the cold until you finish the long, tedious
task of writing a new program.
But it doesn't have to be that way. Now there's
Execllrrieve-a complete information management
system fo:r the System 34/36 computer that makes everyone
feel like an insider. Because in order to take advantage
ofExecurrieve's sophisticated capabilities, the only
,programming language you need to know is plain, simple
English.
, Execllrrieve gives you the ability to locate, display and
print exactly the information you want-exactly the way,
you ~ant it-without gettiIigbogged down in complicated
routines. With Execurrieve you can create customized
reports, select arid sort data, perform mathematical
calculations, even print charts and graphs~all without
knowing a single programming language or needing
technical assistance. And Execllrrieve works with your
existing files as they are, so you don't have to restructure or
overhaul your present system.

What makes Execllrrieve so easy to work with is OnLine Software's Unique Content Address Method. This
powerful new technology makes it possible to find and
retrieve information stored in your system, based only
on the content of the records you need. You simply ask for
the data you want-using plain English commarids~and
Execurrieve finds and displays it for you, regardless of
whether the information is stored in one file or several, or
whether the files were created by Execllrrieve or by another
software system.
You can even extend Execllrrieve's power and
capabilities to your company's PCs with Execllrrieve's
DBILINK. With it, you'll be able to access data from
your System 34/36, and you can also take advantage of
OMNIMICRO, a whole package of helpful micro software.
So try Execllrrieve, and see how easy it can be to get the
information you want, when you want it, the way you want
it. Now there's no reason for anyone to feel left out anymore.

ExecuTrieve™
for System 34/36 from
~!4

.

ON LINE
SO·'e~.'
'7TA 'RE
.J.. ,.,.~

Fort Lee Executive Park
Two Executive Drive
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
(201) 592-0009
'lbll free (800) 526-0272

INTERNATIONAL

Contact us for information about our OEM distributor plan
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terminal site.
The primary advantage to the outdial service is to allow users to save long
distance charges and to defer transmission
until late hours, when the originating host,
telephone system, and network are least
heavily used, and rates are at their lowest.
Because the system can be coded to operate
independently, company personnel need
not be present at the remote sites.
Outdial service will be available in
high- and medium-density population
areas. With the addition of this service,
Tymnet can be used for such applications as
printing reports at remote sites, downloading files, or transmitting bills of lading. Financial institutions can program systems to
transfer information nightly, and supermarkets can update inventory daily without
manual intervention.
It can be useful to service industries
dispatching calls from centralized offices to
the closest service branches. In high-density areas the service costs $100 per month
plus $125 per port. In medium~density
areas the port charge is the same, but the
service charge is $150 per month. In both
areas there is a one-time installation fee of
$500. TYMNET INC., San Jose, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 329 ON READER CARD

WORD' PROCESSING
Symphony is a professional word processing system. The screen display and format
controls are patterned after those in professional, dedicated word processors. Users

SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT
UNIVERSAL FILE TRANSFER
PACKAGE

A dictionary-driven software transfer program, iLink lets users upload, download,
and crossload data files from many IBM PC
database or spreadsheet applications to
many of the IBM mainframe information
center products.
According to the vendor, every PC
applications program for data management,
graphics and financial analysis which uses
data in DIF or csv file formats is compatible
with the product. iLink takes DIF or CSV files
and transforms them into mainframe exchange files which the company calls its
Information Interchange Format (IIF). It
also transforms mainframe data files into
DIF or csv formats for use in the PC.
Also, the vendor says that any product, package, or language that runs under
VM/CMS and can access CMS files can work
with the IIF. Product links to SAS. RAMIS.
FOCUS, ADRS. and APLDI are available in the
iLink package. In addition to uploading PC
files to the mainframe and downloading
segments of the mainframe database to the
PC, it also crossloads data between different
mainframe and PC database products.
The procedures for each file transfer

can preview documents as they will appear
when printed. Other functions include a
forms-oriented database, communications,
spreadsheet, and business graphics.
The functions of this package can be
combined: for example, combining the
spreadsheet with the word processor to create a document with embedded tables that
change as the spreadsheet changes; adding
the database to implement full mail merge
capabilities; or using the window management system to display different sections of
a document of the screen at the same time or
multiple documents simultaneously.
The word processor includes justification, automatic word wrap, insert, delete,
erase, copy, move, and search and replace.
The screen displays lines and character
numbers at all times to indicate the position
of the cursor. Format lines can be added to
the tt!xt to allow automatic indenting of subsections, and the creation of single-spaced
paragraphs in double-spaced text.
Printing options include single-,
double-, or triple-spaced lines, underlined
or boldface characters, subscript, superscript, and headers and footers with automatic page numbers and dates. Symphony
costs $700. LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP.,
Cambridge, Mass.
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CAD/CAE/CAM SOFTWARE
Unigraphics II is an' interactive graphics
software package for 32-bit processors. It is
designed to run on several industry standard

are English language prompted and transparent to the user. No intermediary programming skills are necessary. The only
additional component required to operate
Infolink is 11 communications package with
file transfer capabilities.
The software's dictionary allows
users to tailor interchange files to a specific
worksheet or database environment into
which the data file will be transferred. The
dictionary, containing field information for
the receiving applications program, can be
modified to match alternative applications
programs. It also has an instruction file
which offers an electronic notepad, partial
source file extraction, record ID creation,
and row/column transportation for each
transfer procedure. It can automatically
generate a default response from previously
created instructions.
It can run on a PC, PC XT. or PC compatibles with PCIDOS or MS/DOS and at least
96K of memory. Ma~nframe hardware includes the IBM 370, 43XX, 30XX, or any
mainframe running under VM/CMS. iLink
costs $12,500. Additional PC diskettes are
$4,000 for 10. INFOCENTER SOFfWARE,
New Paltz, N. Y.
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minicomputers. The vendor says it is a
powerful, flexible, easy to use tool for design and manufacturing engineers, draftsmen, and detailers. It can be used in many
phases of product development, including
engineering design and analysis, drafting,
and generation of numerical control data for
manufacturing.
The software has an associative database that permits the user to establish and
manipulate links among various pieces of
information in ways that help automate design, drafting, and manufacturing. Among
the funtions automated by Unigraphics II
are the dimensioning of drawings and the
development of programs to machine-complex product geometrics.
The software provides tutorial
menus to guide the occasional user of the
system through the CAD/CAEICAM process.
It also permits frequent users to capture a
sequence of menus and speed up the process. The macro capability allows the user
to repeat a series of operations at the touch
of a key.
The end product of a design developed on this package is a complete and accurate three-dimensional model of the part
with all descriptive data stored in the database. Unigraphics II costs $40,000 for
small systems and $60,000 for large systems. MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORP., St.
Louis, Mo.
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FILE TRANSFER
The FileNet series are mainframe-resident
software packages that are designed to facilitate the transfer of entire data files between an IBM mainframe and a network of
IBM pcs. Complete mainframe files can be
downloaded to a PC via a 3270 network and
outputted in PCIDOS formats. Conversely,
pc-generated data can be uploaded to the
mainframe for storage of centralized processing. Data sent to the mainframe can
also be made available to other pcs on the
network.
To work, the products require an
IBM PC or XT equipped with either of Forte's
emulation boards. These supply the requisite coaxial network interface, allowing the
PC to emulate an IBM 3278 or 3279 terminal
when linked to an IBM mainframe.
FileNet programs reside on the
mainframe as communications utility software. The PC can access the mainframe and
operate in CICS. MSVITXO. or VM/CMS environments--controlling the downloading
and uploading of selected data files within
these operating environments.
Security can be maintained by password access, and controlled by an organization's MIS department. Once intitiated, file
transfer may proceed unattended for various functions, including overnight report
distribution. Both text and binary data
transfers are supported. FileNet products
MAY 15, 1984193

Now IBM bt1ngs you
a Sort ofa different sort.·

Its faster.
It's called DFSORT. It's a new prove the time and cost of the sort.
release and it turns in a truly
And there's a new summing function
remarkable performance-thanks to an that provides the totals of designated
advanced "blockset" algorithm and effe~ fields.
tive use of advanced technology in IBM
DFSORT works in the OS environdirect-access storage devices.
ment. It is compatible with lBM's ExIn tests using realistic samples of tended Architecture (XA), and XA
frequently sorted data, DFSORT dramat- , systems can invoke it from above the 16ically reduced CPU time and the number megabyte line.
of EXCPs.
F or facts on the faster sort, call your
The gains were significant under al- local IBM representative. Or call IBM
most all test conditions, regardless of the toll free at 1 800 IBM-2468, Ext. 82;
character of the work or the system con- ask for the Software and _ _ _ ~
figuration. And IBM benefits from this Education Department. :: :..:
- - - --performance daily in its own operations. Or return the coupon.
.------------------.
But speed is only part of the story.
I
DFSORT
5-15 I
IBM
Powerful DFSORT functions let the
DRM, Dept. CH3/82
application programmer specify several
400 Parson's Pond Drive
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
commonly needed actions without writing exit programs. For example, the proI'd like to know more about a Sort of a different sort.
grammer can define criteria for
Please send me details.
including or omitting records to be
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
sorted or merged, which improves perTitle,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
formance since only relevant records are
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
processed.
Address,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Similarly, the programmer can include or omit data elements within recCity_ _ _ _ _ _ ,State,_ _
__
ords, before or after sorting. In some
Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
L
__________________
applications this can significantly im-

?_==

=='= ':' =

~Zip,

~

IBM software for the DP Professional.

66Whenever public
, spirit prevails
liberty is secure:'
NOAH WEBSTER

Winter. 1778. Valley Forge., The spirit of the people rallied
behind Washington and his citizen soldiers.
Today. citizen soldiers of the National Guard and Reserve
need support from you. their employers. Preserve their jobs and
advancement opportunities. Write: Employer Support of the
Guard and Reserve. Arlington. VA 22209.
Protect their future while they protect yours.
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EMPLOYER SUPPORT OF
A Public Service
THE GUARD & RESERVE t.oUlCI of This Publication

SORWARE & SERVICES
are available on a site license basis. CICS
FileNet costs $15,000. TsoFileNet and CMS
FileNet sell for $1,000. FORTE DATA SYSTEMS INC., Santa Clara, Calif.
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REPORT MONITOR
The Data .Center Distribution System
(ocos) was developed for medium to large
IBM mairiframe installations running under
MVS. The on-line software package en~bles
the data center to exercise better control
over the format, length, routing, and distribution of all reports. ocos makes use of
database technology and can track reports
from start of report job to hardcopy delivery. The database enables the package to
generate detailed, on-line forecasts of report production' and availability.
The vendor says this package can
reduce the number of printed reports users
receive, and create a better way to distribute·
and produce reports throughout large user
organizations.
DCOS sends reports to the JES queue
. to await their tum lo print after a table
search of the database. The reports are
broken up into individual versions for all
recipients based upon the customizing parameters found in the database. These parameters include paper, printer 10, and de. livery location.

JOINING

1He:, PAYRot..t,

~v'ING5

A..AN

GeTS Yo.U

OFFON.-rH~
J2leHT~-r:

ocos prints only the parts of a report
the recipient asks for. The vendor says several side effects of the system add to the
streamlining of the entire report production
cycle. For example, printers will no longer
be tied up unnecessarily, producing volumes of printout that need not be printed. It
will also save paper. The Data Center Distribution System (DC OS) costs $40,000.
VALUE COMPUTING, Cherry Hill, N.J.

The IOMS application designer has a
useful tool with this on-line sorting system,
the vendor says, adding that it is not necessary to interrupt the processjng cycle to
sort. The SOL capability may' be used to
expedite continued process sing after sorting.1t also works with record and page formats and can be incorporated into the host .
program. SOL costs $10,000. JCASOFTWARE
INC., Irvine, Calif.
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SORT CAPABILITY

BUSINESS DATABASE

Sort-on-Line (SOL) provides an on-line sorting capability in the IOMS/OC environment.
With SOL, IOMS application designers and
end users can obtain information from databases in various sequences, different from
the way the data was originally stored. This
on-line sorting capability works equally
well for scratch, queue, and table records.
Using the software· system, the
oyerhead time and costs normally associated with batch sorting are eliminated, according to the vendor. The software enables
end users to specify the sort sequence desired at the moment, with no need for preliminary definition by a programmer. It also
provides for program definitiori of sorting
fields and the order of sorting. The,software
operates with COBOL, pUl, and ADS on-line
programs.

This database details ownership information for 5,000 public companies in the United States. Disclosure/Spectrum Ownership
gives bankers, portfolio managers, an<;l investment, analysts a source of information
for details' of institutional holdings, 5%
ownership details, insider ownership data,
and ownership ,summaries. It enables analysts to construct portfolios of the holdings.
This database is compiled from
.sources such as Standard & Poors and Dun
& Bradstr~et. Data are available for detailed financial statistics, businessdirectories, corporate families and affiliations;
company executives, business news, and
products. DIALOG INFORMATION SERVICES
INC., Palo Alto, Calif.
,
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-Robert J. Crutchfield
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you CANT

WAL.K AwAY
FRoM.
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VOICE
DATA &
GRAPHICS
FIBER OR
COAX
The latest from Fibronics! FREE UNIMUX Catalog.

Payroll Savings really wo~ks
.. ~and that's no CROCK!
~,

,~

Call (617) 778-0700 Telex 951297·
Or Write Fibronics International Inc.
325 Stevens Street
Hyannis, MA 02601
International Inc.

U,S. SAVINGS BONOS DIVISION
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

fiberoptic communications
CIRCLE 104 ON READER CARD
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48 New Enhancements
in (FOR)
Fast OumpRestore
Ver.4.8
48 new ways to upgrade your DASD. management
capabilities, efficiency and productivity - all part of
our continuing commitment to our customers.

lFiOR Major New Features
o VSAM DF/EF Support
o ICF Catalog Dump and Restore
o Data Set Enqueue Option
o Compakting Active Volumes
o'Using Disks or MSS as the Backup Volume
o %FREE Option
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Incorporated: "The general consensus of opinion is that
FDR is the best product on the market, which is also reflected
by the very large number of users, and, with the constant
enhancements made by the vendor, it will probably remain
in that position."

INNOVATION'S COMMITMENT TO THE FUTURE AND
OUR 5000+ USERS IIWe'/1 Keep Working On Our Version of It, in '84 _..
and Beyond. I I

Try 90 Days of FDR Free
For the DASD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM of your choice
and a copy of the DATAPRO 70 Report, call or write to:
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CHAIRMAN, AT&T

"What do you do if your
dream is to go to college but
your family earns less than
$12,000 a year?
"You work part-time, and
sometimes you sacrifice spending money to pay for classes.
"That's what thousands of
students do at 42 private, predominantly black colleges and
universities. Schools where
almost 25% of the graduates
have degrees in business-in
subjects like business administration, marketing, computer
science.
"Our contributions to the
Fund help keep their tuition affordable. So these motivated,
dedicated students can stay in
college. And one day contribute
to the world of business."

For a brochure on how to contribute, write on your company
letterhead to the United Negro
College Fund, Box E, 500 East
62nd St., N. Y., N. Y. 10021.

GIVE TO THE

UNITED NEGRO
COLLEGE FUND.

Amind is a terrible thing
to waste.

~•
•
~tnCl

A Public Service of This Magazine
& The Advertising Council
Cl1983 United Negro College Fund. Inc.
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THE THIRD ANNUAL

IBM/Amdahl Users
.Computer SecurltyWorkshop
With Special Emphasis on Microcomputer Security
July 16-17, 1984
Marriott Crystal Gateway
Washington, DC
Here's a great
opportunity to combine
business with pleasure ...
to update your computer
security skills and at the
same time enjoy the
attractions of our
nation's capital!

THE BUSllVESS
This year's expanded program is built around hardworking, half-day, shirt-sleeve workshop sessions
which focus on security topics important to users of
IBM and IBM-compatible systems. Special attention
is being paid this year to the security problems
generated by the widespread use of personal computers. Optional full-day seminars will be conducted
before and after the two-day Workshop program. In
addition, Special Interest Sessions encourage you
to share problems and solutions with fellow practitioners. The entire program is aimed at putting you
in touch with the information ... and the people ...
you need to know to do your job effectively.

THE PLEASURE •••
A well-thought-out 11h day program of sightseeing
and private tours has been arranged for your
spouse (or other members of your family). For
workshop participants we have a special treat! On
Monday evening, July 1.6, you can enjoy a special
"Champagne at Twilight" tour of Washington's
famous landmarks. You'll travel along some of the
city's most beautiful avenues viewing the magnificently lit monuments. Each of these programs is
available at a very modest extra cost.

WORKSHOPS
I

I

You will have the opportu(lity to attend 4 of the 20 halfday workshops being offered-2 on Monday, July 16th,
and 2 more on Tuesday, July 17th. Here's a sampling of
Workshop topics:
Security Awareness-From Executive Orientation to
Technical Training
Introduction to Microcomputer Security
Developing a "Master Plan" for Microcomputer Security
Security and Control Considerations for Networking
Microcomputers
"How We're Controlling Our Micros"-a Case History

OPTIONAL 1·DAY SEMINARS
These full-day seminars offer another opportunity for
in-depth learning about significant topics in computer
security.

Sunday, July 15th:
Establishing a Computer Security Program-Gerald I.
Isaacson, Computer Security Institute

Auditing Microcomputers

Wednesday, July 18th:
Implementing a Total, Layered Computer Security

User Experiences with ACF2
User Experiences with RACF
User Experiences with TOP SECRET
A Framework for Evaluating Operating Systems Security
Securing the MVS Environment
Product Solutions to Dial-up and Other Security
Problems
.
Security and Control of CICS
IMS Security

Program-George E Caldwell, Bell Atlantic
Microcomputer Security-Gerald I. Isaacson, Computer
Security Institute
Disaster Recovery Planning-Robert P. Campbell,
Advanced Information Management, Inc.
Data Communications Security-William C. Grayson,
TRW, Inc.

A Disaster Recovery Planning Methodology
A Strategy for Securing Distributed Processing Networks
Security in a Large-Scale, Multi-Application IBM
Environment
On-Line Security-Concerns and Solutions

SPECIAL INTEREST.SESSIONS
These unstructured group sessions on Monday evening,
provide a valuable opportunity for participants to meet
colleagues with mutual interests and to discuss common
problems and solutions. Among the sessions already
scheduled are meetings for RACF users, Amdahl users,
ACF2. users, and Top Secret users.

COMPUTER SECURITY INSTITUTE
Computer Security Institute, established in 1974, is a
rl1embership organization devoted to helping its 3,000
members safeguard their information resources. Members receive the Computer Security Newsletter, Computer Security Quarterly, and a hot line service. The,
Institute sponsors the Annual Computer Security Conference and the National Computer Security Exhibition,
CSI also publishes the Computer Security Journal,
Computer Security Handbook, and the Computer
Security Manual. A full program of regional seminars is
conducted throughout the United States and Canada.
In-house training courses are also available.

r---------------------------------------------~
o Please send me full details of the Third
Return to: Computer Security Institute
Annual IBM/Amdahl Users Computer
Security Workshop with no obligation.

o

Please send me information on the following Computer Security Institute activities and
services: .
o CSI membership
o Computer Security Journal
o Computer Security Handbook
o Computer Security Manual
Annual Computer Security Conference
Regional seminars
o in-house training

o
o

43 Boston Post Road • Northborough, MA 01532
(617) 845-5050
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Organization _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mail stop/floor _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ _---:
DM5-15

~---------------------------------------------~

The Marketplace ...
ADVERTISERS' INDEX

WESTINGHOUSE ADVANCED SYSTEMS
SOFTWARE FOR DOSNSE & VM

SOFTWARE SERVICES
Applied Information Systems ........206
Business Information Systems ..•.206
Data Set Cable •.......•.••.•.........•.....••.. 206
Dataware, Inc ••.......•..••........••.......•... 206

SOFTWARE SERVICES

DISK
UTILITY

Complete fast backup and file maintenance for security
and file integrity. Support all types of files and libraries.

DISK SPACE
MANAGER

Automatic space allocation for single- and multiple-CPU
installations. Rated tops by users!

SPOOLPRINT

Transfer partial or complete PowerNSE print queues to
local or remote serial printers. Loaded with special features!

VIRTUE

Access multiple VM machines from a single terminal the
easy way. Automatic 'hold' and 'clear' for VM machines.

Westlnghouse .•..•......•..•...................206
TIME & SERVICES
Omnlcomputer, Inc ..•..........•.......... 207
BUY, SELL, LEASE
Newman Computer Exchange
Inc ....••.•.•.....•..•.•.....•.•..........•........207

For a free trial or more information, write or call:

Westinghouse Electric Corporation • Advanced Systems Technology
Management Systems Software • 777 Penn Center Boulevard
Pittsburgh, PA 15235 • Phone (412) 825-7000
CIRCLE 508 ON READER CARD

SOFTWARE
CONVERSION
SOLUTIONS
Dataware provides the software
translation system for your complex
conversion problems. Over 15 years
of conversion experience has
resulted in thousands of satisfied
customers, worldwide.

• COBOL to COBOL
Circle No. 500

• AUTOCODER I SPS to COBOL
Circle No. 501

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR HARDWARE.
SWITCH IT WITH ABC & ABCDE SWITCH
BOXES in a wide variety with all kinds of connectors. Avoid need to change cables manually. Economical, too - ultra compact ABC Single BNC Coax box only $55. In addition, Data
Set has the biggest selection of interface cables, plus test equipment and other DP necessities. Send for catalog. Data Set Cable Co.,
722 Danbury Road, Ridgefield, CT 06877 (203) 438-9684. Also Las Vegas - (702) 3826777.

CIRCLE 511 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 510 ON READER CARD

• EASYCODER I TRAN to COBOL
Circle No. 502

• BALI ALC to COBOL
Circle No. 503

• 0051 ALC to 051 ALC
Circle No. 504

• PL/1

to COBOL

Circle No. 505

• RPG I RPG II to COBOL
Cicle No. 506

• RPG I RPG II to PL/1
Circle No. 507

Dataware offers services & soft..,
ware to meet your needs. For more
information, call or write today.

The Conversion Software People

Dat:aware, Inc.
2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217
Phone (716) 876-8722
TELEX: 91519
206 DATAMATION

CICS

USERS
Screens MadeEasy
BMS MAPS WITHOUT
PROGRAMMING
ONUNE SCREEN DESIGN
AUTOMAnc BMS CODE
COPYBOOKS
DOCUMENTATION
PROTOTYPING
ALL 3270 FEATURES

IluslMss In/omJIItion Systmrs, Inc.
3442 Stellhorn Road
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46815
219 - 485-9671
CIRCLE 509 ON READER CARD

Call me or Shirley Stirling
for more details about the
DATAMATION Marketplace
at (800) 223·0743.

TIME & SERVICES

VAX 11/780 AND PDP-11
DEVELOPMENT TIME
NO KILOCORE TICK CHARGES / NO CPU CHARGES

Heart disease
and stroke
will cause half
of all deaths
this year.

IIITID
YOUR SURPWS

RSTS/E

DEC~

Put your
money where
your Heart is.

VMS

DataEQUIPMENT
General
~ lIB

PER HOUR
CONNECT TIME

Omnicomputer, Inc .
...._1430 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018
CIRCLE 512 ON READER CARD

American
Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

rtTHERE IS AN ANSWER TO EVERY RIDDLE
IN THE UNIVERSE,EXCEPT ONE:'
I know the secrets of the stars and the
mysteries of the moon. But the origin of The
Common Cold baffles even a great thinker like
myself. That's why I rely on the Consumer
Information Catalog.
It's published by the Federal Government
and lists over 200 booklets you can send away
for. Over half are free. And all are wise. With
tips on everything from repairing a flat tire to
relieving a cold.
So send for this free catalog. Write:
Consumer Information Center. Dept. B. Pueblo.
Colorado 81009. After all. it's hard enough
deciphering the mysteries of this planet.
without the handicap of an earthshaking sneeze.

PBPII
PBPI
ISI·II

~

EClIPSE

DOlI

Call or write

lilA'
for an appraisal

THE CONSUMER INFORMATION
CATALOG

~"''''''IIiIiII''''

S54XDM
CIRCLE 513 ON READER CARD

A catalog of oyer 200 helpful publications.
General Services Administration· Consumer Information Center

~
~
~
~
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THE
ASIAN
COMPUTER
MARKET

IS
EXPLODING

March 26-28, 1985
Harumi Exhibition Center
Tokyo, Japan
COMDEX In JAPAN '85 is the only
computer exhibition organized exclusively
for Asian Independent Sales Organizations (ISOs) and
the producers of computer and related products from around the world.
Do business with professionals who can recognize the profit potential of what you offer.
Do business with professionals who can best present your products to their end-user customers.
Do business with professionals who know and understand local, regional, and national differences.
Exhibiting at COMDEX in JAPAN '85 is the cost-effective way to build, expand, or upgrade
the distribution and sales network that you need to capture your share of this dynamic growth market.
For more information call toll free (800) 325-3330. (In Massachusetts, call (617) 449-6600.)
Or write Exhibit Sales, COMDEX in JAPAN, 300 First Avenue, Needham, MA 02194.
Presented by
I~~I

TH E
World's leading producer or compute.r conrerences and expositions including: COMDEX/Winter. COMDEX/Spring. COMDEX/Fall. COMDEX/Europe.
COMDEX in JAPAN. FEDERAL DP EXPO & CONFERENCE. INTERFACE. The Nationwide COMPUTER SHOWCASE EXPOs, BYTE COMPUTER
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Employment Scene

ON THE JOB
A BYTE TO EAt
Employees of Goodyear in Akron. Ohio.
got a taste of computer techno,logy during a
lunchtime computer literacy program offered by the company. Goodyear set up its
"Brown Bag" Innovation Series to give
employees a chance to learn more about
such things as the tire industry. the economy. the state of Ohio. national policy.
world events. and new technology.
When the company began the 12week program on computers. attendance
went wild. The series. which was offered
twice a week on a first-come basis. drew
700 clerical and secretarial personnel, engi-

neers, supervisors, managers, and directors. A third day was added so everyone
could get in on the classes.
Goodyear slated the program on
computers to coincide with a couple of major systems projects. The program was conceived by people in the company's Computer Education, Corporate Innovation, and
Technical Computing Facility. Goodyear
wanted its employees to understand that
computers would help them in their jobs,
rather than replace them. It figured the program would assist employees through the
first stages of system installation, and at the
same time, bring everybody to the same

basic level of understanding.
Goodyear worked with Deltak Inc.,
Naperville, 111.,. which planned the program, utilizing its Video Journals, 30-minute videotapes that come with a short text
'for review and reference.
The program addressed three main
topics: "What is a Computer'?"; "Why Industry Is Embracing Technology'?"; and
"How Technology Directly Affects User
Departments." A Goodyear expert on each
topic supplemented the Video Journal with
a question and answer session after each
tape. An overview of the corporate computer center was given by the corporate dp

20% of the people w~o work for

Mayflower Corporation
areon.the
.
Payroll savings Plan.

John B. Smith-President
"Mayflower has been a participant
in the Payroll Savings Plan for 20
years. It's a good way for our
employees to set something
aside automatically. We heartily
support the program."

...

Dennis J. Fitzpatrick
-International
Rates Manager
"The Savings Bonds
program is an easy
way of saving, and
at the same time, a
way of helping my
government. I
saved enough to
put down a
sizable
payment
towards a
car."

Here's what John B. smith,
President, and four
savers had to say:
William P. Kierman-Post/Fleet Manager
"I find the Savings Bond program a patriotic and
painless way to save. Security in retirement is
one of my main goals."

E"a B. Smith-Assistant Supervisor/Audit
Section
"Both my husband and I are savers. The Payroll
Savings Plan is an easy way to save ... we don't
miss what's being taken out. We've saved for a
down payment on a home."

They're on the way to security ~ st:,~.
because they- T..- 1_
&~ ~

~aK.e * ~ *
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InAmerica.
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

..... '..

..

Mary N. Reid
-Marketing
Communication
Coordinator
"I've been a
saver for 3 years
and wish I'd have
started sooner.
The Savings Bo'nds
are not as accessible
as a checking accountyou thiilk before cashing in a
bond. Both my daughter and I
are savers and I'm saving for
extra retirement do"ars."
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manager, and the dp training specialist and
the manager of Goodyear's Technical Computer Facility also described their departments. Attendees were given a Goodyear
notebook, with a master glossary of terms
and summaries from the Deltak courses, at
the end of the program.
The series was so successful that
four satellite training locations were established in Akron, and the company has made
plans to extend the program to three of
Goodyear's subsidiaries and two industrial
plants outside of Akron.

STAYING ON TOP
Keeping abreast of new developments and
techniques has always been a priority for
people in engineering fields. Northeastern
University, a private school in Boston with
an enrollment of 70,000, has developed a
continuing education program that should
help professionals in the Route 128 area do
just that. The program offers high-tech
companies a variety of specialized, on-site
consulting services, education and training
courses, and media-based services.
Customers can get assistance in in-

ioteath top information processing professionals. And now ifs
also one of the best ways to hire them. Because when we
increased our frequency to 24 issues a year, we also increased
the size of our recruitment section. Offering expanded
editorial,as well as the latest listings. For complete information,
call Kathy Monaghanor Shirley Stirling at 1-800-223-0743.
In ,NY, 212-605-9732/33.

n:chmcal
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BB~~c.wro-

troducing new products, expanding into
new markets, teaching employees new
technologies, and developing a variety of
operations skills.
Some classes are held at the
school's Dedham campus; other sites are
the Boston, Burlington, Chelmsford, Marlboro, Westwood, Lexington, and Framingham campuses. Programs are also
conducted at client companies, and are
available in videotaped format (in conjunction with the Association for Media-Based
Continuing Education for Engineers and the
Boston-based Instructional Television
Fixed Services). Teleconferencing and live
broadcast instruction also allow companies
to take full advantage of the program's re'
sources at their own convenience.
Northeastern's program has been
around since 1963. It was developed on the
premise that "the best teaching/learning environment is one in which a free exchange
of new knowledge occurs among participants who have a body of expertise to
share. "
There are four major topic areas:
computer science and engineering, with
courses in microcomputers, AI, computer
automation, software engineering and programming languages; semiconductor science and microelectronics, featuring
courses on solid state principles, VLSI design, and integrated circuit fabrication;
communications and systems engineering,
with courses in communcations theory,
telecommunications systems technology,
and telecommunications administration;
and technical management, offering
courses in new product development, software project management, and material requirements planning.
Engineers, analysts, scientists, and
programmers comprise 63% of the participants in the program. Draftsmen, technicians, and engineering assistants constitute
18%, managers and department heads 15%,
and corporate management 3%.
Originally,. most participants had
master's and doctoral degrees; these days,
47% of the students have only a bachelor's
degree and 30% have earned a master's.
The faculty is made up of representatives of some of New England's leading
high-tech companies, including Digital
Equipment Corp., Wang, Polaroid, Analog
Devices, GTE, Honeywell, Prime, and GenRad. Some younger companies such as Laser Analytics, Spartacus Computers, and
Telesis are also represented.
Courses cost $395 for an II-week
session, including all materials. For more
information on Northeastern's State-of-theArt Engineering Program, contact Catherine Ziegler, Northeastern University Center
for Continuing Education, State-of-the-Art
Engineering Program, 370 Common St.,
Dedham, MA 02026, (617) 237-1829.

-Lauren D'Attiio
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~i\t the rate I was going, in ten

yearsIll have about $2000 saved?'
have a pretty good job. Ive never been out of work
.Ive received regular promotions. The only thing Ive
never ,been able to do is save money.
One day I overheard my secretary talking about
how much she'd saved buying US. Savings Bonds
through the Payroll Savings-Plan. I was astounded.
Th~n I looked at my bankbook. I figured out how
much my average yearly sayings had been since I'd b~en
working. And I almost cried. At the rate I was going, in
ten years
have about $2000 saved.
Oh, some years I'd save three or four hundred
(nine hundred one year), but it didn't last long. Something
would always come up and I'd take it out and spend it. I
always figured one ofthese days I'd bear down and build
up a nest egg.
Since nothing else seemed ,to work, I decided to
give the Payroll Savings plan a try. I should be able to
save as much as my secretary. If it worked for her it
should work for me.

I

Ia

It turned out to be very easy. They take a little out
of each paycheck toward Bonds, so that's a portion of your
pay youre not tempted to spend. Not only is it easy but
it's safe. The Bonds are piling up and so is the interest.
And, by the way, the interest is guaranteed.
I never thought much about Bonds before but it's
hard to find a better return on such a small, initial outlay.
When I get enough saved I may look into other
things. But as for right now, it's the best, easiest way I
know of to save. Actually, it's the only way that works
forme.
I started late, but better late than never.

,...., A public service of this publication
~ and The Advertising Council.
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Hyou still believe in me,save me.
For nearly a hundred years, the Statue of Liberty
has been America's most powerful symbol of freedom
and hope. Today the corrosive action of almost a
century of weather and salt air has eaten away at the
iron framework; etched holes in the copper exterior.
On Ellis Island, where the ancestors of nearly
half of all Americans first stepped onto American soil,
the Immigration Center is now a hollow ruin.
Inspiring plans have been developed to restore
the Statue and to create on Ellis Island a permanent
museum celebrating the ethnic diversity of this country of immigrants. But unless restoration is begun
now, these two landmarks in our nations heritage
could be closed at the very time America is celebrating their hundredth anniversaries. The 230 million
dollars needed to carry out the work is needed now.

All of the money must come from private donations; the federal government is not raising the funds.
This is consistent with the Statues origins. The French
people paid for its creation themselves. And America's .
businesses spearheaded the public contributions that
were needed for its construction and for the pedestal.
The torch of liberty is everyone's to cherish.
Could we hold up our heads as Americans if we allowed the time to come when she can no longer
hold up hers?
Opportunities for Your Company.

m
~

-

=
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You are invited to learn more about the advantages
of corporate sponsorship during the nationwide promotions surrounding the restoration project. Write
on your letterhead to: The Statue of Liberty-Ellis
IslandFoundation, Inc., 101 Park Ave, N.Y., N.Y.10178.

Save these monuments. Send your personai tax deductible donation to: P. 0. Box 1986. New York. N.Y. 10018. The Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation, Inc.
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An exchange of readers' ideas and experiences. Your contributions are invited.
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TELECOM
LITERACY
In the past few years, many managers and end users have taken
courses, received briefings, or studied on their own to become
computer literate. Faced with the opportunities provided by smaller
and less expensive computers these people have had to make decisions on issues they could no longer defer or delegate. Technological developments will soon force them to make another set of
decisions, this time in telecommunications. Again, they will need
to learn new concepts.
Before 1980 most firms relied on local telephone companies
to take care of virtually all their voice and a good part of their data
communications needs. Advances in technology and the AT&T divestiture ended those days forever. Managers will find their tele- .
communications costs-local and long distance, voice and datarising quickly. They will also discover a much wider choice of
equipment and services.
For those of us who work with information systems, this
comes as no surprise. We have watched the marriage of computers
and communications take place over the past several years. But for
most managers and end users, these are new developments. Many
are now in the same position they found themselves in about 10
years ago with data processing-they need to learn new terms and
ideas very quickly.
What should managers and end users know or be able to do
to make these new decisions? Three things. First, communicationsliterate persons should be able to take part in discussions on the
subject (as it applies to their organizations) without their minds
going numb or eyes glazing over. This is no easy task. Telecommunications has traditionally been the province of engineers and
attorneys. two groups notorious for their jargon.
Second. these people should have enough background
knowledge of the field to organize and evaluate the barrage of
future regulatory and technological changes. Training or education
can provide only part of this skill; people uncomfortable with instability will have a tough time in the world of telecommunications no
matter what knowledge base they have.
Finally. persons literate in communications will be able to
understand the work needed to plan. organize. and control this
function in an organization. As a result. they (managers or end
users) will know what standards to set and what level of service to
expect from internal communications experts and outside vendors.

We need to refine these general goals into specific objectives so the participants know what they can do after the course that
they could not do before. Training in telecommunications literacy
should enable participants to do eight major things:
• Define basic terms for equipment and service, e. g., handset.
keyset. PBX, Centrex, local loop, central office, LATA, CPE.
• Identify the roles and functions of local Bell companies, regional
holding companies, long distance services, and equipment manufacturers.
• Discuss, in general, concepts used in the economics of telecommunications, such as switched and private line service, flat rate and
usage-sensitive pricing, regulated and deregulated services, and the
roles of the FCC and state regulatory boards.
• Compare AT&T vs. alternative long distance services, discuss various long distance discount plans (e.g., WATS).
Define fundamentals of datacom, e.g., digital vs. analog transmission, modems, multiplexing, codes, line speeds, protocols.
• Identify new and advanced communications services, including
paging, electronic mail, voice mail, cellular radio, teleconferencing, local area networks, public data networks, satellite services ..
• For international customers, identify the functions of PITs in
foreign countries, intemational record carriers, and INTELSAT.
• Discuss steps needed and major issues involved in communications planning, requirements definition, organizing the communications function, controlling costs, and ensuring maintenance and
security.
Achieving literacy in telecommunications will be more difficult than it was in data processing. The material does not lend
itself to hands-on methods, and will probably need more briefings
or discussions that, in the wrong hands, can be deadly boring.
Nonetheless, later parts of the course can use case studies or other
group projects where participants learn by applying the ideas and
concepts presented earlier. Case studies may not have the pizzazz
of hands-on computer graphics demonstrations, but they can promote carryover to the participants' work, which of course is the first
goal of training.
Participants should expect to spend at least five days in this
kind of training. If it sounds like a lot of time, consider the implications of having managers and end users who are unable to take part
in discussions on the subject, cope with rapid changes, or appreciate the need for better communications management. A one-day
briefing in communications may be adequate to define some of the
terms. but do not be misled into thinking that a briefing prepares
anyone for making the big decisions. In this case. a little bit of
knowledge can be a dangerous and costly thing.

-Alan Kotok
Arlington, Virginia
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May I remind the witnesses that this court has
a low tolerance for fabrication."
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"Horace, this testing project of yours isn't working!"
Horace Heuristic winced. He had been MIS manager at the
Potent Toy Manufacturing Co. for nearly 10 years; Aloysius
Access had been manufacturing systems manager all that time, but
Horace had never gotten used to Aloysius' blunt manner.
He kept his cool. "Look, Aloysius," he said, "don't you
agree that it's better for us to find the errors before our users do?
Besides, by carefully recording and analyzing the reasons for the
errors, we feed information back into the development process that
helps us make improvements." Horace was proud of the "ongoing
quality control" project he had established, and he wasn't going to
let Aloysius discourage him.
"You're missing the point," replied Aloysius. "Testing at
the end is simply too late! The problems are already there; we can
find some of them, but it's essentially impossible to find them all."
He leaned over Horace's desk and picked up a book. "Right here,
in this very book you gave us all to read, Glenford Myers implies
the problem:
"The probability of the existence of more errors in a section
of a program is proportional to the number of errors already found
in that section" (from The Art of Software Testing, John Wiley &
Sons, New York, 1979).
"What's worse," continued Aloysius, "are the problems

~

QUALITY IS
REALLY APANE

we build into the programs when we try to fix the errors. By then
we're almost always under great time pressures, and the corrections
often create as many mistakes as they fix. And whatever logical
program structure we might have had is compromised."
"I'm not going to argue that with you," replied Horace.
"But you haven't suggested any alternatives; I still feel strongly
that we should find our own mistakes."
Aloysius took a deep breath. He sensed an opening, and
rushed ahead. "As you know, Horace, product assurance is one of
the functional areas I've been covering. Those guys used to be
second-class citizens; the manufacturing managers viewed them as
policemen, as inspection barriers to get around to meet shipment
targets. Well, all that is changing. The whole toy industry is learning from Japanese methods, one of the major lessons is that we
must do things right the first time; to do anything else, is both
expensive and nonproductive. Furthermore, if you don't do it right
the first time, you are lowering quality."
Horace was annoyed with Aloysius, but he knew that a lot
was going on in the company under the hushed tone of quality. He
hated to admit it, but maybe Aloysius had a point.
"I really don't understand what you're saying, Aloysius,"
Horace finally replied. "Perhaps you can help me learn more."
Aloysius now wore a full smile. "Here are three books you
should read, Horace, and I suggest you read them in this order: Zen
and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance [Robert M. Pirsig, William
Morrow & Co., New York, 1974], Japanese Manufacturing Techniques [Richard J. Schonberger, The Free Press, New York, 1982],
and Characteristics of Software Quality [B.W. Boehm, J.R.
Brown, H. Kaspar, M. Lipow, G.J. MacLeod, and M.J. Merritt,
North-Holland, New York, 1978]." It was quite a pile; Horace was
a fast reader, but this was ridiculous.
The following Tuesday, all the MIS managers gathered for
their weekly staff meeting. Portia Partition, finance and administration systems manager, sat down next to Bartholomew Byte, of
marketing systems fame, and remarked, "Horace is late ...
strange, he's a stickler for starting meetings on time."
Mortimer Micro, manager of the newly established infor. mation center, explained, "Horace got an electronic watch for his
birthday, and the battery died yesterday."
Horace arrived a few minutes later. He was carrying the
three books Aloysius had given him plus the department's very
thick standards manual. "I apologize for being late, " he said, as he
placed the stack on the table. ''I'm going to start carrying a portable
sundial. If you don't mind, I'm going to dispense with the usual
status reports for today; we'll schedule a meeting tomorrow to catch
up on those. This morning, I want to introduce you to the topic of
quality.
"Aloysius suggested I read these three books, starting with
Pirsig's." Horace held it up. "I was, frankly, turned off by its title,
but it says early on that it is neither about Zen nor much about
motorcycle maintenance. It's about one man's search for a meaning
of the concept of quality; its real value is that it encourages all
readers to search for definitions of their own.
"Let me share with you," he continued, "some of the
insights I've gained." He turned to the flipchart and wrote:
1. Quality is an all-encompassing characteristic; all other attributes
can be viewed from the standpoint of quality.
2. Quality and "caring" are the external and internal aspects of the
same thing.
'
3. There is a long-range "classic" quality and a short-range "romantic" quality.
"I guess I understand the point about caring," said Portia.
"If someone cares about something, she will obviously do the best
job she can."
"That doesn't seem like a big deal to me," retorted Bartholomew. "We're always trying to get people to care about their
work-only we call it motivation. It's in every management course
we're
ever taken."
______________________________________________

IF MARKETING COMPUTERS IS THE QUESTION,
COMDEXIEUROPE'84IS THEANSWERI
The RAI Exhibition Centre Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 29 Odober-1 November 1984.

• Sophisticated Marketers of Microcomputer systems and related products are anticipating that Europe is set to experience the same kind of "explosive" growth already
present in the u.s. and Far East markets.
• Exhibiting at Comdex/Europe '84 is the cost-effective way to build, expand
and upgrade your European distribution and sales network.
• COMDEX/EUROPE '84 delivers The Independent Sales
Call or write
Organizations who sell to the European Computer user. (Orffilfl1H~~~~~
• COMDEX/EUROPE '84 your one-stop ,
exhibition for European distribution.

EUROPE
617/449-6600

Presented by
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COMDEX in JAPAN. FEDERAL DP EXPO & CONFERENCE. INTERFACE, The Nationwide COMPUTER SHOWCASE EXPOs. and THE BYTE COMPUTER SHOWS.
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Heart disease or stroke can cheat you
out of the best years of your life.

Those are the years shared with
people you love. And when a loved
one is gone, everything changes.
You can't imagine the loss, unless it
happens to you. Last year, nearly
one million Americans died of heart
disease and stroke - 200,000 of
them before retirement age.
The American Heart Association
is fighting to reduce early death
and disability from heart disease
and stroke with research, professional and public education, and
community service programs.
But more needs to be done.
You can help us save young lives
by sending your dollars today to
your local Heart Association, listed
in your telephone directory.
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Mortimer chimed in, "I really don't understand your first
point, Horace. Clearly some things in a system are more important
than others; since we don't have the resources to do everything
well, it seems that we should focus on a few and do them well."
"How do you choose?" Aloysius had been sitting quietly,
but now felt the need to respond to Mortimer's comment. "Moreover, in a project, how do you communicate those choices to the
others on the team?"
"I just know." answered Mortimer. "I guess it comes from
my experience and training. You're right, though, about the communication; it's hard to transmit my standards to others, especially
when I respect their need to be creative."
"In his book," Horace said, "Pirsig describes a creative
writing class; that really hit home because I think creative writing
has a lot in common with programming. The teacher was trying to
teach the students rules of grammar, good composition, and so on,
but the best he could get was technically correct, dull writing.
"So he approached the task from the viewpoint of quality.
He showed the class variety of papers and asked them to rank their
relative quality. without trying to define tqe term. Sure enough,
everybody, including the teacher, ranked the papers similarly. He
still couldn't define quality, but he had proved to the students that it
was real. Then he asked them to write anonymous papers, and they
ranked those. Again, the rankings were consistent. Next, the teacher asked the class to write other papers; the students had realized
they knew what quality was and that they could increase it with
better tools. So they now went to the teacher for help in improving
their grammar, syntax, or whatever, not as ends unto themselves
but as a means to the end of quality. "
"The notion of short- and long-term quality is also important," added Aloysius. "A person's standards will change over
time primarily as a result of education and experience. Those improved standards, coupled with caring, help people to do increasingly better work."
"Let me now move closer to the world we know ," said
Horace. "Schonberger's book describes how Japanese companies
use the concept of Total Quality Control. I'll write the basic principles on the flipchart." After he taped the page with the Pirsig
lessons on it to the wall, he wrote:
1. Process control
2. Easy-to-seequality
3. Insistence on compliance
4. Line stop
5. Correcting one's errors
6. 100% check
7. Project-by-project improvement
"Let's take those from the top," began Bartholomew. "I
understand process control. In a manufacturing operation you always want as tight control over the process as you can get. In most
divisions here we have process specifications for the 'production
workers to follow; in some automated areas, a computer system
monitors the process."
"What about in programming?" mused Portia. "In programming, we hardly control the process at all. We have some
project checkpoints and some walkthroughs, but at best we look for
compliance with the customer specification. That's only one aspect
of quality."
Aloysius was positively beaming; he could see another converi emerging from her chrysalis. "Points one and two are closely
related," he said. "In manufacturing we devised statistical tools
like control charts so people know right away if a process is drifting, and they can take corrective action. We haveno analogous
tools or concepts in programming. Further, without the good measures implied by point two, it's hard to accomplish point three."
"Of course," Bartholomew shouted. "And if we don't
insist on compliance, because we don't know what to measure, the
programmers think we don't care, and if we don't care, they won't
care. And quality will go down!"

a

"I think he's got it," giggled Portia, "but in programming
we do meet some of those principles. For example,we've always
encouraged people to take responsibility for their own work. Isn't
that analogous to line stop and correcting one's own errors?"
"I'll buy the correcting one's own errors," answered Horace, "but we don't often let programmers stop their line. Usually,
we insist they adhere to an already tight schedule, even if there's a
major glitch in the process, like one of the team members leaving or
finding major inconsistency between two modules."
"I really do see," said Bartholomew. "If we insist that a
project be completed on time in spite of a process failure, we're
really telling our programmers they don't have control over their
own work. They can rationalize lower quality by blaming it on
someone else; we allow them to care less."
"The last two points are also related to measures, " continued Aloysius. "Without consistent measures, we obviously can't
do 100% inspections, or ask for project-to-project improvement.
We really don't even know what we mean by an improved system;
we must define improved before we can go further."
Mortimer still looked glum. "I know I'm the new kid on the
block," he said, "but I still don't see where all this is going. It's no
great revelation that software quality is hard to measure."
"You're right," answered Horace. "But now that we've
established a conceptual. base, perhaps we can move to the third
book." Horace taped the second flipchart sheet onto the wall,
picked up the third book, and said,"Barry Boehm and his colleagues defined potential attributes for software quality. They devised a whole taxonomy for these attributes, but let me just give you
some examples. " He wrote on his flipchart pad:
1. Modifiability
a. Augmentability
b. Self-containedness
c. Structuredness
2. Intelligibility
a. Conceptual integrity
b. Conciseness
c. Consistency
d. Legibility
e. Simplicity
3. Usability
a. Power and scope
b. Robustness
c. Support costs
4. Reliability
a. Accuracy
b. Availability
c. Consistency
"Those are nice words," said Bartholomew, "but I'm not
sure what they accomplish. Some of those terms are as hard to
define as the word quality."
"Well," answered Mortimer, "I have a suggestion about
how to use the list of attributes. ' ,
He walked to the flipchart, taped the third sheet on the wall,
and began drawing flowchart. "You've all seen this type of chart
before," Mortimer said. "We use it constantly in various management classes. It points out the need for setting expectations very
early in any process. After the design is built, we should measure
results against the expectations and take corrective action if there
are variances ... or give positive feedback when appropriate."
" Are you suggesting we define our expectations in terms of
those attributes?" asked Bartholomew.
"I think so," replied Mortimer, "although I sure don't
know what to say about some of those. How do we know if a
program is augmentable, or consistent, or robust? I agree they're all
attributes of a quality program, but I can't define them."
"It's tough," Horace replied, "but I think we could ask
some of our better technical people to write specific guidelines that,
from the very beginning of the project, would be definitions of the
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attributes deemed important for the project."
"That's good," commented Bartholomew. "Then, as .the
project progressed, we could update those guidelines with what we
learned, and those updated guidelines would be used for subsequent
projects, till finally, our work would improve; just as Schonberger
says it should."
"Exactly," agreed Horace. "Furthermore,we don't have
to try to achieve all these attributes; we can select the important
ones for a given project and even set priqrities.It's not going to be
easy," he sighed, "but I think we've come a long way this morning." Horace started thumbing through the fourth book, the department standards, and said, "I suggest we add a few steps to our lifecycle standards." He ·taped Mortimer's flowchart to the wall and
wrote on the pad:
1. Very early in each development effort, state that all of us,
especially the managers, are fully committed to the concept that
quality is of paramount importance and we expect quality to be
achieved.
2. When we write specifications for the system, .select the quality
attributes we feel are appropriate for this system. Give them a
priority sequence to resolve any conflicts that might arise later.
3. Define each attribute as it pertains to that system; the definition
becomes part of the specification. For attributes that have not been
defined before, it might be appropriate for some specialists to write
a technical standard to be followed.
4. Inspect the programs for compliance with those attributes every
time we examine a program, for example, in walkthroughs or when
a supervisor is reading a programmer's code. Use checklists or
other tools to record variances and provide feedback.
S. Remember that quality pertains to the entire project, not just the
code, i.e., documentation and trairiing are also subject to quality
expectations.
6. Note areas for improvement and tighten the standards (improve
quality) for the next project.
"I really like those," said Bartholomew, "and, because
I'm getting hungry, let me provide what I hope will be a closing
observation. These rules will work for two important reasons:
1. Focusing· management attention on specific quality issues tells
systems designers that these issues are important. The designers
will then take the care needed to increase these attributes in their
systems, thus leading to an increase in what we have predefined as
our quality expectations.
2. The process of choosing and defining the attributes· that are
appropriate for a given system generates the construction and implementation of improved technical standards and of measures for
those standards. This, in tum, enables us to make continuing improvements in each succeeding project."
"I guess," concluded Mortimer, "I'm beginning to appreciate what we've accomplished here." He pointed at the first chart
on the wall. "We started this morning by talking about quality as a
point of view foraH aspects of the systems process. Once through
that looking glass, we were forced to tackle all sorts of real problems in systems design; it all comes from looking at things through
a window of quality. "
"You could say," smirked Aloysius, "that quality is really
a pane.".
The managers dashed from the room, groaning as they
went, leaving Horace to remove the taped sheets from the wall.
Panes like that he thought to himself (referring to both quality and
Aloysius), we can always use.

-Joseph L. Podolsky
Palo AHo, Calif.
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